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Low cost head crash insurance.
Save up to 500/0 by using a data cartridge system.
With a transparent controller by Western Peripherals.
The controller makes the CPU think it's working with a halfinch tape drive.
Piggyback as many as eight 1/4-inch, 3-M type cartridge drives-and
dump nearly 140MB of data.
For low cost archival storage, backup storage or economical head crash insurance,
count on data cartridge systems - with controllers from Western Peripherals.

o Yes! Please send complete information about low cost mass storage.
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TITLE
COMPANY
CITY

ADDRESS
STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE

CPU Type: 0 DEC LSI·H* 0 PDp·H* 0 Data General NOVA/Eclipse**
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LOW.;.PRICED, TOO
Here's a' color·.' display that has
everything:'. professional-level resolution,
, enormous . color range, easy software,
NTSC conformance, and low price;
Basically, this new Cromemco Model
, SOI*is a two-board interface that plugs
into anyCromemco computer.
TlieSOI then maps computer display
memory content onto a convenient color
monitor to give high-quality, highresolutiondisplays (756 Hx 482Vpixels).
When we say the SOl results ina high,quality professional display, we mean you
can't get .' higher resolution" than this
system offers in an NTSC-conforming
display,
The resolution surpasses thatof a color
TV picture.
'

BASIC/FORTRAN programming
B~sides its high . 'resolution and low
price, the new SOl lets you control with
optional .Cromemco. software packages
that use, simple BASIC· and FORTRANlike commands.
Pick any of 16 colors (from a
4096~color palette) with instructions like
OEFCLR (c, R, G, B). Or obtain a circle of
specified size, location, and color with
XClRC(x, y, r, c).
*U.S. Pat. No. 4121283

Model SOl, High-Resolution' Color
Graphics Interface

HIGH RESOLUTION
The SOl's high resolution gives a
professi()nal-quality display. that strictly
meets NTSC requirements .. You get 756
pixels on every visible Ii ne of the NTSC
standard display of 482 image Iines.VerticaUinespacing is 1 pixel. ..... .
To achi.evethehigh-qualitydisplay, a
separate output signal is prodlJcedfor
eachofthe three componentcolc:mi (red,
green, blue). This yields a sharper image
than is possible usingan NTSC-composite
video signal and color TV set Full image
quality is readily realized, with our highquality RGBMonitororany conventi()nal
red/green/blue monitor common in TV
work.

Along withthe,SDI we also offer an
optional fast and novel two-port memory
that gives independent high-speed access
to the computer memory .The two-port
memory stores one full display, permittingfast computer operation even during
display.

CONTACT, YOU R RE P NOW
The Model SOl has' b~enused.·i~scien~
tificwork,engineering,business,TY,
color, graphics, .and other areas. It's a
good example of how Cromemco keeps
~omputers in the field up todate,sinceit
turns any Cromemco, computer into an
up~to~date' color display com puter.
The 501 has still more features that
you should be informed about. Socontact
your. Cromemco representativenqw and
see aU that the, SOl will do for you;

@[P@ffUD@frfJD@@
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280 BERNARDO AVE.; MOUNTAIN VIEW,CA 94040 -(415)964·7400
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Racal-Vadic is in full production on an acoustic
coupler that operates at 1200 bits per second, full
duplex. Thousands are already installed and
operational.
This is great news for remote terminal users
who will no longer have to settle for 300 bps acoustic
operation. Now, merely by replacing your present
coupler with the VA3434, you can step up to 1200 bps
full duplex, using the same 103 type protocol, yet
retaining the portability that only an acoustic coupler
provides. And since·data 'flows 4 times faster, phone
charges may be less, too.

More good news. The VA3434 is compatible with
Racal-Vadic's VA3400 Series, including the VA3467
computer site triple modem.
Where can you obtain the VA3434? Easy.
Just phone the nearest Racal-Vadic stocking rep.
They're listed below.

222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: (408) 744-0810· TWX: 910-339-9297

[J]SfElJf9
The Electronics Group

Racal-Vadic Regional Offices: West: (408) 744·1727 • East: (301) 459-7430·
Central: (312) 296-8018 • Northeast: (617) 245-8790

Available from these stocking. reps...
Alabama: (800) 327-6600 • Alaska: (907) 344-1141 • Arizona: (602) 947-7841 • California: S.E (408) 249-2491, L.A. (714) 635-7600. S.D. (714) 578-5760 • Canada: Calgary
(403)243-2202, Montreal (514) 849-9491. Toronto (416) 675-7500. Vancouver (604) 681-813(:) • Colorado: (303) 779-3600· Conn.: (203) 265-0215 • Dist. of Columbia: (301)
622-3535 • florida: Ft. Lauderdale (800) 432-4480. Orlando (305) 423-7615, St. Petersburg (800) 432-4480 • Georgia: (800) 327-6600 • Illinois: (312) 255-4820 • Indiana: (317)
846-2591· Kansas: (913) 362-2366· MalYland: (301) 622-3535 • Mass.: (617) 245-8900· Michigan: (313) 973-1133 • Minnesota: (612) 944-3515 • Missouri: (314) 821-3742
New Jersey: North (201) 445-5210. South (609) 779-0200· NewYork: Binghampton (607) 785-9947. NY.C.(212) 695-4269. Rochester (716) 473-5720. Syracuse (315) 437-6666
N.Carolina: (800) 327-6600· Ohio: Cleveland (216)333-8375. Dayton (513) 859-3040· Oregon: (503) 224-3145· Penn.: East (609) 779-0200. West (412) 681-8609· S.Carolina:
(800) 327-6600· Texas: Austin (512) 451-0217. Dallas (214) 231-2573, Houston (713) 688-9971 • Utah: (801) 484-4496 • Wash.: (206) 763-2755 • Wisconsin: (414) 547-6637
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From the graphics leader.

nTektronix' IGL softwar~
the first day. Its modularit~
current and futur4
trathclyde University's Architecture .
and Building Aids Computer Unit
(ABACUS) uses computer graphics
to instantly appraise the consequences.of
building design decisions. Tektronix color
graphics and Interactive Graphics Ubrary
(IGL) software are playing an increasingly
crucial role.

S

Bill Gardner
Research Fellow, Architecture and Building
Aids Computer Unit,
StrathcIyde University,
Glasgow, Scotland

or ten years, ABACUS has utilized Tektronix
graphics in displaying spatial, functional,
F
environmental and economic effects of design
alternatives. Their research has led to special design packages for school, hospital, air terminal
and housing projects -including participatory
programs in which the building users themselves help develop layout strategies.
Now ABACUS has literally added whole
new dimensions to its pioneering efforts, with
the adoption of the Tektronix 4027 Color
Graphics Terminal and segments of the new
Tektronix Plot 10 IGL.

"We've only begun to tap the potential of
colour in improving man-machine interaction;'
says Research Fellow Bill Gardner. "By hooking
IGLs 3-D option into our energy prediction programs, for example, we can indicate such
factors as heat loss or available sunlight
for an entire building or cluster of buildings - not by numbers, but by colour
gradations."

ifas up and running
an keep it running on all our
levices. "
Because IGL is completely device
independent, ABACUS will be able to
add new equipment, and even emulate
color graphics on its monochrome (" .....
terminals, without rewriting
//
/ " ..... ,: .........

e.·e>.. '. '.

'~......,
/: .~.;.-. :-:./
'-k_ - ~:.:; ~

~
.,..>.:~

code. In a. ddition, IGLs
.
7/....................•
. . . ... ". •. -<.,1
easy-to-read manuals'
A.~· /?.:" j' ' , / j
and highly-accIa~med
'. . '. -'--".:~:~.. """"- ~..
HLS color selection
.
.
system have made work/.
.
ing with shades and combinations of colors easier to learn and
remember than ever before. HLS,
too, will be a permanent point of
IGL lets you modularly
reference no matter how the
add device drivers for a range
technology evolves.
of terminals, plotters and
peripheral equipment.
"Simple yet powerful
capabilities like these," says Gardner, "will let architects graphically
Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Division
design and integrate everything
P.O. Box 500
from carpets to working condiBeaverton,
OR 97077
tions, while keeping a firm grasp
Tektronix International, Inc.
on capital and running costs."
European Marketing Centre
As the world's graphics
Post box 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
leader, Tektronix can integrate the
The Netherlands
hardware, software and on-going
support that lets you see where
you're going and what you're
doing. Whatever the job. Whatever
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
your need for speed, ease and
accuracy. For more information
CIRCLE 7 ON READER CARD
call, toll-free, 1-800-547-1512. In
Oregon, call 644-9051 collect.
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General Electric made its first move toward
the general purpose computer field with the
announcement of the GE-225. The move
was expected for some time, especially considering the approximate $12 million annual IBM rentals GE was carrying. The 225 was
introduced as a medium-priced machine for
both scientific and business applications.
Delivery time was 18 months. DATAMATION noted the machine offered "nothing
revolutionary, " except its price-between
$125,000 and $400,000. The price range
was considered "quite a computing bargain. "
Remington Rand's Ilion, N.Y.,
plant was turning out one solid-state system
(ss 80s and 90s) per day to fill the 250-plus
orders placed. In addition, rumors were
circulating that a new business system was
due for announcement shortly.
Also in August 1960, Texas Instruments and IBM signed an agreement providing continued exchange of technical
information on transistors and diodes. The
agreement was expanded from an original
version to include TI circuits for at least
another three years. The pact gave each
company the right to exchange its technology with other organizations. A "procurement commitment" was signed by both
companies, specifying IBM had the freedom
to buy or manufacture its remaining transistor requirements. There was no limit set on
the amount TI could sell to other customers.
The new "phrase of the month"
came from Burroughs. The term "data processing" would become obsolete, and
"item processing" would take its place.
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Loued.
For all
the right
reasons.
Great smart CRT terminal family .. ,
text editing .. , windows ... programmable function keys ... graphics ... low
price ... multiple pages of memory .. .
fuil/half duplex ...form generation .. .
APL option .. , networking ... good
buy ... block mode .. , bar charts ...
quantity discounts ... human/user engineered ... enhanced performance '
for low-speed user ... non-glare/high
resolution screen ... adaptable ... more.
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3700 Market Street Philadelphia, PA 19104
.
215-382-5000

AUGUST 1910

Now, a new sales office In California.
Boston - (617) 444-8132; New York City Area Infocon (201) 624-1372; New York State - Naco
Electronics: Syracuse (315) 699-2651, Rochester
(716) 223-4490; Delaware - Infocon:
(302) 239-2942; Washington, DC - International
Systems Marketing: (301) 986-0773; CanadaCAlL Systems: Toronto (416) 782-1151,
Allcom Data Ltd.: Ottawa (613) 226-2340. Montreal
(514) 288-8784; Switzerland - M itek AG: 01 6622 52.
DISTRIBUTORSHIP INQUIRIES INVITED.
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"Down but not out, Pete Harris has
trimmed ADPAC Corp., San Francisco software house, to about a dozen people,"
stated DATAMATION in 1970. "They'rehustling, they're ugly, they know everything, "
said Harris, ADPAC president, of the remaining dirty dozen. Earlier that year, Harris had
turned his sales offices over to independent

distributors, but had to close down the Los
Angeles office. Harris's famous claim,
"ADPAC will bury COBOL, " just wasn't happening. ADPAC, a commercial language
introduced and supported by one company,
couldn't "bury" the industry-wide approved COBOL. The next logical step for
ADPAC was to join COBOL, and that's exactly
what Harris did. He began marketing plans
for Polypac, a package that translated
ADPAC into subject languages. The first one
produced ANSI COBOL, and other versions
were planned for microcomputers. Polypac
answered a question asked often of Harris:
"What do we do when you guys go out of
business?" His reply: "You're not going to
sell a language unless it's got a bail-out."
Since 1970, ADPAC'S downward
trend has reversed. There are now 35 ADPAC
employees working in sales. and technical
offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Seattle, and Portland, serving a base of approximately 100 customers. Clients such as
Georgia Pacific, New York Telephone, and
HEW in Washington have been ADPAC users
for up to 12 years; Georgia Pacific runs
several thousand ADPAC programs. Five
years ago ADPAC began selling "price-fixed
contract programming," running first in
ADPAC and then translated into COBOL
through Polypac. More recently, the
company developed ss/80, a design tool
that cuts software costs by automatically
documenting programs written in COBOL
and ADPAC. The new system, introduced at
this year's NCC, uses structured programming to handle user programs as data and
produces complete graphics and narrative
texts to document source programs.
The general feeling at ADPAC is
positive; finances are good, and the prod:ucts are ready. New marketing plans are
scheduled for this year to reintroduce the
product and expand public awareness of it.
ADPAC is living harmoniously with COBOL
these days, and as Harris said, "I'd like to
change the words "bury COBOL' to 'marry
COBOL.' '"

-Deborah Sojka

N~CllJforml:lti(JnSyStems,lnl;.
HomeOttic6; 5 Militia Orive,' Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 662-3120
Eastern Office: 36 Washington Street; Wellesley, MA 02181, (617} 431-1140
CeotralOffice: 3400 South Dixie Drive, Dayton,. OH 45439, (513) 294·6254
West Co,\st ()ftice: 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045 (213) 670:7346
SoulnerryOffice: 2945 Flowers Road South. Atlanta, GA 30341 (404) 458~7014

'.......,.,.......,..........., content of using
ealjtornatically, the more labor
save.
N ' . '. . ...... .... printers have ten forms handling options, twice as mCiny as other printers. All are NEC-quqlity
to deliv~r~uperiorrenability.Almostall are operator interc~angeCible Withqut sp~ciCiI· tools. Several perform functiq(l~ (l()<?t~erforrnshandl~rcCln match-such as bidirecti()flCiI papermoy~l11entffirstandlast-line printing, and
ljltra~fCist9Cir1ridgechangingwithforms handlers in place.
Aqdthese labor..savingoptions to the Spinwriter
printer}speed~up to 55 CPS, 128-character printele~
m~nts! multiplelanguageJontsand numerous ease-of.usef~atures, and you· get the. most productive character
printer availaqleC;lJ1ywhere.The NEC Spinwriter printer.
F.9r •. inJorm~ti.?n,9aUyour nearest:NECsales·offic~.

Ngq.(!pingaf'tertheperfectprinter.
'.'
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. At DigitaI,' network technology ha~
. just taken another giant step. '
.
Announcing Phase III networking: a host of new capabilities
that will make your computer
,power easier to allocate, easier to
control, and easier than ever
to justify to your management.
With Phase III, your options
have never been greater. Or more
cost-effective. As always, you can
match the right
Digital system to
the right local
job. But now, you can
network those systems
virtually wherever,
whenever, and however
you want. Even when your
mix includes another,
manufacturer's mainframe.
And no matter how
you network, you'll be doing it in
the most economical way possible.
Just consider these new capabilities.
SNA Protocol Emulator.
Now Digital systems can talk to
and support IBM mainframes
using the SNA protocol. Thus, you
can protect an investment in hierarchical networks, even as you
commit to more flexible distributed
systems.
Adap-tive Routing. Now
Digital networks, can automatically
find the least expensive path
between two nodes. Not only that,
they automatically re-route information around problem areas.
Your line costs are held down.

MAINFRAME

MINICOMPUTER

And your data is never held up.
Multip-oint Communications.
Now one communication line
can serve several Digital nodes
simultaneously, reducing your
line costs considerably.
Network Command Terminals.
Now a central management
group can program and control
an entire network
from one command terminal,

public packet switching
using the X.2S protocol.
Digital Packetnets are
currently· being tested
and certified in the U.S.,
Canada, and France.
More flexibility. More control.
And the most cost-effective ways
to achieve them. Add these new
Phase III capabilities to the already
formidable array of Digital
networking options,. and
you have the elements of
an awesome network.
But then, that's
just what you'd expect from
Digital. Innovative technology.
And the leadership to put it to work.
r----------------~-l

Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main Street,
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754. Attn: Communication
Services, NR-2/2 or Digital Equipment Corporation
International,12 aVo des Morgines, 1213
Petit-Laney, Geneva, Switzerland. In Canada, Digital
Equipment of Canada, Ltd.
I am interested in Digital's Phase III. Tell me more.

o Send me the brochure,

0 Send me the hand"Distributed Data
book, "Introduction to
Processing and Networks;'
DECnet'
Name__________________________

thus cutting the. cost of programming individual nodes in widely
dispersed locations..
Enhanced Network Management.
Now you can add on systems,
change communication links, gather
operating statistics, and detect
problems, all without shutting down
the network. Imagine the savings
on downtime and expansion costs.
X.2S Packetnets. Digital is
firmly committed to supporting

Company__________________________
Street'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Zip_---,--___

L __________________
J
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Introducing
The entire BTl family
of32-bit multiprocessor systems.

Finally, there's a computer system that lets you
grow by plugging in resources, instead of by
changing models - the BTl 8000.
Our family secret is Variable Resource
Architecture (VRA): a flexible mix of hardware
resources. controlled by a single, self-regulating
operating system. The result is mainframe level
performance at substantially lower costs, plus
unequalled flexibility.
You can tailor the BTl 8000 to serve over
200 on-line, interactive users. Or to handle large
batch loads. Or to do some of each. And, you can

vary system performance over a tenfold range
by merely adding or deleting hardware modules.
Additionally, built-in growth potential
allows you to respond to changing requirements
easily and quickly - without modifying either
the operating system or your applications
software.
As for reliability and support, they're
established family traditions, proven by over
2,500 other BTl computers operating in the O.S.,
Canada and Europe. For full details about the
BTl 8000, contact the BTl office nearest you.

-BTl

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Corporate Offices: 870 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122 Regional Offices: Piscataway, NJ (201) 457-0600; .
Palatine, IL (312) 397-9190; Dallas, TX (214) 630-2431; Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122.
Sales Offices in major U.S. cities.
In the United Kingdom: Birmingham (021)-477-3846
'
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AD
NEW FROM
HONEYWELL

Word has it that Honeywell will announce a new
network architecture this fall -- the first from
a major vendor to conform to the International
Standard Organization's (ISO) open system
architecture. The Honeywell design reportedly
will conform to all seven levels of the ISO
standards and is expected to encompass the entire
HIS product line -- from minis to mainframe
monsters.

BIG BOOST
FOR CA'S SYFA

Look for Computer Automation's Commercial Systems
Div.to make a fall announcement of a new SyFa
network processing system that will support 48
terminals with a throughput improvement of up to
300%. The basic SyFa system, which has been in
production since 1976, supports up to 32
terminals.
The improved performance is
reportedly the result of a new cpu and the
addition of cache memory, among other features.

FORMAN TO
THE FORE

Jumping into applications-oriented vertical markets, Formation is expected to introduce next
month an MRP system to run on the Formation 4000,
the 370 software-compatible mini the New Jersey
firm announced last May. Targeted for manufacturing concerns with sales between $10 million
and $30 million, the totally on-line system will
offer such features as master scheduling,
capacity resource planning, inventory accounting,
and even a simulation capability. Called Forman,
the mini/MRP package 'deal is expected to cost
between $120,000 and $150,000.

NASA PURSUES
SUPERCOMPUTER

A special-purpose supercomputer with a sustained
speed of a billion floating point operations per
second still appears possible for the 1986 time
period, says a spokesman for NASA's Ames Research
Center. The computing engine, designed to simulate a wind tunnel and show the effects of air
flowing across the surface of an aircraft or some
part of it (DATAMATION, March 1977), is still in
a preliminary design study phase. But the user
community is calling for the incorporation of 40
millions words of individually addressable main
memory, plus 200 mi~lion words of block-addressable main memory.

CSC PULLS
ALL STOPS

Control Data Corp. is rumored to be getting ready
to enter the streaming tape ,drive market via a
licensing agreement with Tandberg Data, Oslo,
Norway.
The streaming (no stops) concepts was
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LOOK AHEAD
created by IBM with the introduction of its 8809
drive.
XTEN COUNTERS
NEGATIVISM

Despite reports that the Xerox XTEN network is
in trouble, company officials remain optimistic.
One source reported that cellular radio concepts
to be used for local distribution are being
tested in five cities, but no tests are currently
under way with satellites, the other major part of
the XTEN proposal. Asked why there had been
virtually no rebuttals to recent negative reports,
the source said, "Bad press can't hurt us until
we have something to sell."

PCM PLOT
THICKENS

IPL Systems Inc., the Massachusetts PCM vendor
supplying CDC and Olivetti, is negotiating with
established systems houses, offering iron for
proprietary software applications -- and seeking
markets that evade the IBM challenge.

SIEMENS MAPS OUT
U.S. STRATEGY

Sources say Siemens is quietly making plans to
introduce the new members of its 7.500 series
mainframes to the U.S. market.
Rumor has it that
the company will begin by installing the machines
at its own three U.S. plants, and then offer them
to its largest German customers for installation
at their U.S. subsidiaries. Full-scale U.S.
marketing would then begin around 1982. European
sources suggest Siemen's U.S. marketing would be
ath~eat to the Univac VS/9 customer base.- - Like
VS/9, Siemen's VS 2000 operating system has been
developed from RCA's VMOS, but Siemens has
developed it much further, adding such features
as multiple virtual storage.

AMERICA'S LOSS,
EUROPE'S GAIN

The U.S. recession will help European manufacturers hit by component shortages, say
Hewlett-Packard sources in Geneva. The slowdown in the States will allow U.S. suppliers to
divert output to Europe, they claim. Cii-HB
sources say the company will take the remainder
of this year to recover from component shortages
which led to its first quarter fall in revenues.
(" IBM bought all the components," said Cii-HB
president Jean-Pierre Brule.) And ITT's German
offshoot, Standard Electrik Lorenz, is still
waiting up to 70 weeks for the "more exbtic"
LSI circuits, it says.

JUMPING ON THE
WP BANDWAGON

Two companies are planning to introduce word processing products in the management workstation
mode to challenge Axxa, the former Lexar system
of Citibank fame.
Three Rivers Computing, a
Pittsburgh computer graphics company, is readying
(continued on paqe 49)
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Working with Informatics: Its like adding to your staff.
Every day we help many Fortune
1000 companies improve
productivity. Our software and
services have upped the efficiency of their data processing
operations. Our information
processing services and
professional personnel have enhanced the quality of their
information management.
It's almost as if we added to
their staff.
We can do the same for you.
We offer proprietary or custom-

designed software, professional
services and facilities management, and information processing
at your facility or ours.
Our people, experts in the
EDP field, have in-depth knowledge of business and industry.
Working ,with some of the most
advanced software in the world,
they can organize your information so that the computer gets
right to the point ... providing you
with information packaged in a
form most meaningful to you.
CIRCLE 21 ON READER CARD

Call us if you need people,
software, or information processing ... or a combination of all
three. Informatics. Providing
computer software and services
worldwide.
Corporate Offices/21031 Ventura
Boulevard/Woodland Hills, California
91364/(213) 887-9040/Telex 69-8473.

•! informatics inc

®I

The Infonnation Management Company.
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And to help you get them, Data iGeneral announces
DC/DBMS, a brand new, results-oriented database management system for E'CLlPSE® distributed data processing
systems.
, DC/DBMS is a sophisticated CODASYL-based DBMS. And
it's described in detail in a booklet every productivityminded data processing manager ought to read. The title?
Appropriately enough, it's called "Results:'
THE NEXTmPIN DATA BASE
We designed DC/DBMS to let you change as fast as the
MANAGEMENT IS HERE.
facts ch
e
· an d d·Iversl·f·Icatlon
.
ange. ompany
expansion
~ plans, plus frequent changes in accounting regulations, EEorules, EPA laws,
privacy laws, all dictate the need to respond fast when changes occur.
Our DBMs'begins saving you time and money right in the computer room.
)C/DBMS is designed for ease-of-use so programmers can be more productive.
)ne user, in fact, reported productivity gains of twenty-five percent. Beyond the
:ompu er room, our DC/DBMS interactive query facility provides fast data inquiry
and report generation in user departments. That's why our DBMS is more
cost-effective, reliable, and more manageable than any other. Put it
together with our new XODIAC™ Network MC;lnagement System, our
new AZ_TEXTTM word processing, our RCX70 emulation software, and
~.... all our otherfully cornpatible Aos-based ECLIPSE software tools·
. ,,'
'l and processors, and sophisticated languages. You'll have all
' //
the data processing power and growth you'll need to take
~ ///
care of business through the 1980's and beyond.
/ / ~<-,'O\)
Find out about our new DC/DBMS and ECLIPSE
e; "/"/ ~?--~o{.
~~"/ 0<,.0 ~ "'~
Data Systems. Send for our brochure: RESULTS.
~/~e,,{O~e~<,.er'"
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Data General Corporation, Westboro,
MA 01580 (617) 366-8911
ECLI PSE is a registered trademark
and XODIAC and AZ-TEXT are
trademarks of Data General.
©Data General
Corporation, 1980
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CALENDAR
Contact Robert Myers, Coriu;nunications Counsel, Wescon, 999 N.
Sepulveda Blvd., EI Segundo, CA 90245, (213) 772-2965.

AUGUST

19S0 Joint Automatic Control Conference, August
12-15, San Francis'co.
'. "
,

Theme sessioris include adaptive control, direct digital controi with
small computers, and energy. Contact Dr. H. Austin Spang, II~, GE
Research and Development Center; Bldg. 5, Room 207, Schenectady, NY q345.

First Annual National Conferen,ce on Artif'icial
Intelligence, August lS-21, Palo Alto, Calif~ ,
Sponsored by the American Association for ArtIficial Intelligence;
a newly formed group, ;the conference will be,held in conjunction
with an Artificial Intelligence Trade ,Fair at Stanford. Contact Louis
G'. Robinson, Conference Coordinator, Stanford University, P.o.
Box 3036, Stanford, CA 94305.
I

SEPTEMBER

Workshop for International ,Mark~ting lIecisionMakers, September S-9" Washington" D.C.
Exporting products in the .'80s is the tneme. Cosponsored by DATAMATION and the U.S. Department.ofCommerce. Contact Graydon
Associates, P.O. ,Box 566, Red Bank, NJ 07701 (201) 741-2690.

MIMI 'SO, September 9-10, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada '

SICDa 'SO, September 11-26, and Convention
Informatique~ September 15-19, Paris, FranCe~
These' back-to-back exhibitions and conferences cover personal
comp'utiu'g to office equipment, and constitute the largest French
international show. Contact Pierre Wagner, International Trade
Shbws
France, 1350 Sixth Ave., New York, NY iOO19, (2i2)
582-4960.

in

IPAD National Symposium, September 11-19,
Denver.
NASA and an Industry Technical Advisory Board (ITAB) to report on
p~~gress of the joint industry/government computer-aided design
project called IPAD (Integrated Programs for Aerospace-Vehicle
Design). Contact IPAD Project Office, Mail St?p246, NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton; VA 23665, (804,> 827-2888.

Federal Computer Conference, September 22-24,
Washington. , ' ,
'
'
Cosponsored by' DATAMATION., Will addres,s the management of
change in the 1,980s for fede~al dp users. Contact Ms. Lynn Green,
P.O. Box 368, Wayland, MAOI77~, (617)'358-5181.

12th AnnualConference of the Society for Managenu!nt Information Systems, September 22-25, Philadelphia. '
,

13th International sympos,ium and ~xhibition on mini and microcomputer appli~ations. Contact Prof. M.H. Harnza, Department of
The conference theme will be "MIS Management in the Emerging
Electrical Engineering, the Uriiversity of Calgary, Calgary, Alber- ' Information Age" and will examine the challenges facing the MIS
ta, 'Canada :r2N,IN4.'
Executive. Emphasis will be on the impact 'of converging technologies on the role of the MIS executive in the 1980s. Contact M. RipIntegrated Systems Expo'SO" September 9-11,
pey, the Society for Management Systems Information, 111 East
Washington, D.C.
"
Wac~er Dr..,'Ghicago, IL 60601, (312) 644-6610.
The NatiQnal Micrographics Association will feature the development and promotion of the effective uses of micrographics, including jnterfaces with other in{ormatiori-processing technol9gles.
10th International Symposium, on Fault-Tolerant
Co'ntact John Bidwell, NMA, 8719 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring,
Computing.
October 1-3, KY,oto"Japan.
~D 20910, (301) 587-8202..
.
The symposium concentrates, on Fault-Tolerant Computing, and
covers the basic theory and practice. Official language is English.
Intern_,pcon/Semi~onductor International
Contact Secretariat of Ffcs-lO, Department of Applied MathematSeptelflber 11-13, Singapore.
,,
.
ics & Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, 606,
~eyed ,t9' the spec~fic needs of engineering, manufacturing, and
Japan.
support personnel of Southeast Asia. Contact Industrial and BcientiQc ~o~ference Management, Inc., 222 W. Adams St., Chicago,
IFIP Congress 'SO, October 6-9, Tokyo, Japan, and
11. 6~606,:(312) 263~4866.

OCTOBER

Expo,

DPMA Symposium on Office Automation, September
15-11, Chicago.."

.

The Eoucation Foundation of the DPMA announces a one-day series
of workshops; followed by two days of general conference. Contact
DPMA, 12611 Davan Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20904.

Wescon '80, September 16-1S, Anaheim, Calif.

This convention is the largest high technology assembly in the u.s.
18 DATAMATION

October 14-11, Melbourne, Australia.

Challenges of a computer presence is the theme of the Eighth World
Computer Congress. Contact AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale,
NJ 07645.

INFO 'SO, October 6-9, New ,York CitY.
Returning to the New York Coliseum ,is the Information Management Exposition and Conference. Contact Clapp & Poliak, Inc.,
245 Park Ave., New York, NY 10017, (212) 661-8410.
~

Oshkosh Truck custom designs and builds vehicles like this airport crash-fire-rescue tTuck. Delivery can be as quick aslOO days because
CADAM helps produce error-free engineering drawings fast.

CADAM®Means QuickTurnaround
for Heavy Trucks
Most of the large all-wheel-drive vehicles made by Oshkosh Truck Corporation
are custom engineered. Even those based
on standard designs are substantially modified to meet individual customer needs.
But fast delivery of the company:'; vehicles for construction, crash-fire-rescue, intransit concrete mixing and similar heavyduty tasks is vitally important. As Ron
Gehrke, manager of engineering administration points out: "Quick turnaroundsometimes in 100 to 190 days - is one of
the things the customer is paying
for. CADAM has drastically cut both the
manhours and the elapsed time required
to produce the engineering drawings."
The Computer-Graphics Augmented
Design and Manufacturing (CADAM®)
system runs on an IBM System/370 Model
135 at the company's Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
headquarters. In the fabrication of sheet

metal parts, Gehrke explains, CADAM
has eliminated engineering drawings as a
source of error.
Often, the metal stock that must be
bent into complex curves is a half-inch
thick. Today, to calculate the geometry of
the flat equivalent of these parts and draft
the patterns by which the stock will be
cut, Oshkosh Truck rises CADAM.
"Since we installed CADAM, we have
yet to see one drawing come back with
errors," Gehrke reports. "Because these
parts are so complex, we were eating a
lot of scrl!P costs even though we .were
double-checking. Frequently, we resorted
to welding two simpler pieces - which is
costly, but cheaper than making scrap."
On the average, he says, there is a four
to one saving of manhours on detail drawings. "The saving in elapsed time is even
greater, because CADAM lets us add late

shifts. Many designers prefer the late
hours, when access to CADAM is easier.
"We see the strongest gains when we
,are revising a drawing. The designer calls
it up on the screen of an IBM 3251 Graphic
Display Station and modifies it with a light
pen. Once when a customer wanted the
fuel tank moved back 12 inches, the designer changed the assembly drawing in
five minutes. In general, on engineering
changes our manhour gains are 12 to one."
Oshkosh Truck will sometimes "stretch"
a vehicle by increasing the frame length,
Gehrke notes. Previously, the draftsman
changed the dimensions noted on the
drawing, without changing the drawing
itself. The resulting out-of·scale layout
opened the possibility of errors; with
. CADAM, the line work is as easily
stretched as the dimensions.
"CADAM is a registered trademark of the Lockheed Corporation.

Helping Olin Train Its Pool of Talent
"People remember what they learn under the Interactive Instructional System,"
says Mary DiDonato, manager, development and training for the Chemicals Group
of Olin Corporation. "The effectiveness is

in the exercises; the system helps identify
weak areas and presents extra drill in
those areas."
Olin's Chemicals Group is using the
Interactive Instructional System, an IBM

program product, to teach newly hired
customer representatives how to enter incoming orders through online computer
terminals. Jane Murphy, project training
manager, directs this effort.
Customer orders for industrial, agricultural and consumer chemical products
are phoned into Olin's Stamford, Connecticut, headquarters. There, customer
representatives enter them into an IBM
System/370 Model 158AP through online
terminals. Running on the same computer,
the program presents a simulation of this
order entry system on which the students
practice.
"This helps to overcome the psychological barrier some people have to the use of
computer terminals," Murphy explains.
"The result has been to make new people
more effective faster.
"Previously, we gave a three-week
course of conventional instruction with four
to eight people in a class. It was almost a
full-time job for two of us," says Murphy.
"Besides being terribly time COilsullllng it
was exhausting; I don't think we could
have continued much longer. The program
has reduced that load considerably.
"After some training," Murphy continues, "the student takes a quiz at the terminal. Tlus identifies any weak mew; and
the program l-,rives extra instruction on
those topics. At any time the student c,U1
go back to any desired subject. We've also
injected some humor into the course materials, wruch the students enjoy."
"Training takes much less elapsed
time," says Ben Graves, manager, interactive instructional systems for the corporation, "because we are able to provide sustained practice that wouldn't be feasible in
a conventional training program. The students can spend more hours at the terminal
than we could give them in the classroom.
"We use it to train DP people, too,"
Graves notes. "We have sequences on IBM
operating systems, job control hmguage
and on TSO. With these courses available
in-house, people can take them at ,my convenient time."
Boris Sichuk, corporate director, development and training, summarizes: "The
Interactive Instructional System is an outstanding method for delivering training
materials in the Chemicals Group, ,md we
are actively working to expand its use to
the other groups."

Algae are cultured in the laboratory to
test Olins HTH swimming pool treatment.
To train customer representatives on online order entry, Olin uses IBMs Interactive Instructional System.
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These coils of rolled steel are ready for shipment. DL/l helps Republic Steel keep track of every workpiece that passes
through its Warren, Ohio, facilities.

DL/l Keeps Mill Work Rolling at Republic Steel
At a Republic Steel Corporation plant
in Warren, Ohio, an online system using
IBMs Data Language/1 (DL/1) tracks each
piece of steel from the time it enters as a
hot slab until it is shipped as a coil of
finished sheet. And the Customer Information Control System/Virtual Storage
(CICS/VS) enables plant operators to inquire about the work or enter transactions
from computer terminals located in offices
or on the plant floor.
"The inquiry capability under DL/1 is
very flexible," says Ted Geary, assistant
director, business systems group. "We've
built operator prompting into the system,
and several validity checks: Is this a valid
coil number? Is it scheduled for this unit?"
"One measure of success," Paul
Wigton, vice president-steel operations,
explains, "is the error rate in inventory
and customer-order data. Before the system went online, the rate was 3 to 5 percent. Now it's down to 0.5 percent and
still improving."
Since it permits information to be accessed in many different ways, DL/1 enables a user to determine the status of any
piece of steel by entering a customer name,

order number, or coil identifying number.
Or he can ask for a list of pending orders,
or work waiting to enter any process unit
in the plant, or the day~<; production for
each unit. The DL/1 system replaces all
paper documents formerly used to schedule and track workpieces through the mill.
And it permits mill routings to be modified
or expanded without reprogramming.
"At Warren," Geary notes, "over 20
process units perform finishing operations:
rolling, cleaning, annealing and slitting the
steel coils, and then treating the surfaces
or painting them. DL/1 lets us key each
coil to its present and subsequent processing units, showing all interrelations
without duplicating any data. We can
change the process sequence, add record
segments, or make other major changes
without reprogramming."
At the plant, the mill scheduler looks
at a terminal screen displaying customer
orders. By pressing keys, he tells the computer-an IBM System/370 Model 158 at
Republic's data center in Niles, Ohio-the
sequence in which he wants the orders to '
be started. In the computer, a stored set of
production rules for routing different types

of rolled steel through the mill is applied to
his input, to generate an optimum schedule
for each process unit.
Then, every time a plant operator starts
a strip through rolling, pickling, or other
treatment, he makes an entry at a nearby
computer terminal. This enables the com~
puter to keep track of each workpiece as
it moves through the plant.
"Soon," Wigton adds, "we'll be very
close to our goal of zero errors. This will
result in greater productivity for us and improved service for our customers."
DP Dialogue is designed to provide you
with useful information about data proccessing applications, concepts and techniques. For more information about IBM
products or services, contact your local
IBM branch office, or write Editor, DP
Dialogue, IBM Data Processing Division,
White Plains, N. Y. 10604.
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Data Processing Division

Management Communications/Support
has electronic mail that can forward documents and notes to offices down the hall,
across the city, or around the world.
. Correspondence Management cuts
paperwork and Simplifies filing. An Electronic Intray receives and stores notes, documents, and appointment requests. A Tickler
File reminds you when certain tasks have to
be done. Calendar Management allows you
to maintain a confidential two-month personal calendar.
And scheduling lets you request a meeting,
get confirmation of a specific date and time,
then actually schedule the meeting.
Advanced Text Management employs a
60,000 word electronic dictionary. The contents are user-defined, so medical, legal, or
industry terminology can easily be added.
Spelling is electronically compared with the
dictionary for accuracy, and hyphenation is
done automatically.
It will also support multi-lingual dictionaries for creating foreign language documents or translating one language to another.
Hardworking workstations.
Prime's Office Automation System is supported by two workstations; one administnitive and one management. They both can
access all capabilities of the system, but each
is tailored to the specific needs of its users.
The System operates on a multifunctional
Prime 50 Series computer system. All Prime
computers share the same operating system,
file system, and communications products.
So no matter what size computer you start
with, you can easily upgrade to over Sixty
users.
In short, Prime's Office Automation System can deliver what you need. So if you're
ready for this kind of office, we're ready to
deliver the System. Write Prime Computer,
Advertising Department, 3 Newton Executive
Park, Newton, Massachusetts 02162.

Introducing
the office of tomorrow
with everything
you need today.
Prime's Office Automation System has
word processing, data processing, electronic
mail, correspondence management, scheduling, automatic proofreading, language
translation, networking capabilitiesvirtually everything you need - all integrated
into a single incredibly efficient system with
three major functions.
Word Processing includes a screen editor
that displays text as it's entered. Menus that
lead the user through the system. Labelled
function keys that eliminate the need for
heavy user memorization. And storage that
will easily handle about a million pages of
information.
It also has managemet;lt and administrative
workstations. Powerful text creation and
editing facilities. A user-created boilerplate
library. Comprehensive filing and retrieval
capabilities. List processing. And a printer
that provides letter-quality output.

PRlME

Computer
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LETTERS
WHO BELIEVES? I DO!
Robert L. Glass in "Who Believes in TopDown Design?" (May, p.293) has two
objections to the literal interpretation of the
theology of top-down design.
• Wise software developers often use utilities such as SORT or PRINT.
• We often implement components completely, in advance ofthe rest of the design,
in an effort to check their feasibility.
The first objection is weak. Using a
utility is not the same thing as implementing, then using one. Glass seems unaware
of the' 'extended machine" concept. Here,
the total machine on which a system is installed is the hardware plus its operating
system utilities. To the top-down COBOL
programmer, SORT is a primitive verb, like
MOVE.
Top-down design is a way of getting
to the extended hardware/software machine
level; it does not prohibit the use of any facilities at this level.
Also, while it is true that the developer with his head screwed on tight uses
whatever prewritten software is available,
the existence of a utility can distort a design
if the developer is biased or unaware of the
alternatives. The ease of sorting in COBOL
often masks the possibility of using direct
access rather than sequential access methods; relational data base situations are shoehorned into hierarchical packages; the existence of IS AM has fouled up a number of systems. Top-down design is a way to force the
designer to concentrate on logic rather than
tools.
Glass's second objection, that it is
sometimes necessary to implement in order
to check the feasibility of a component, fails
to define what sort of feasibility he is talking
about. It can't be programmer time feasibility, since actually doing something is a poor
way of checking its feasibility. Nor, at least
on today's large, fast systems, can Glass be
talking about time and space feasibility. Is
10 gical feasibility, viz. , computability,
being addressed? Noncomputable problems
(such as write a program to tell if another
program .will ever halt) rarely occur in the

real world; most well-defined programs are
logically feasible.
In a good top-down design,' the
feasibility of a module will be evident from
its statement of purpose, such as "print total
line. " If the statement is just too general, it
should be unpacked (not by writing code)
into subsidiary modules. If the statement is
not overly general but the designer is still, in
Glass's words, "nervous" about feasibility, there probably is a lack of "functional
binding" in the proposed module. The designer should be nervous about "process
sales code break," because what happens
when the sales code changes is not known.
Such a module will probably be "temporarily bound" in that it will contain all actions needed when the sales code changes; it
should be replaced by something like the
modules "print sales totals," "store new
sales code info," and "zero sales total. "
Glass recommends "iterative" design.1t 's often necessary to implement parts
which are later changed (although writing
system simulators is a useful but neglected
method). But too much iteration means that
the project is out of control. On your next
estimate, try to multiply each man-day figure by an iteration factor and see what your
boss says. Iteration can also be bad for morale as programmers write code that is later
thrown away. Finally, the user may point to
a product of a nonfinal iteration and say
"we can live with this. " That is the user's
right, but the designer's reputation may suffer as bugs surface later.
To sum up, Glass's article is to me a
distortion of top-down design. People can
get an accurate idea of this method by reading one of the books available, such as Niklaus Wirth's Systematic Programming
(Prentice-Hall, 1974). COBOL-oriented programmers and managers put off by the
extensive use of PASCAL in this book should
read High Level COBOL Programming by
Weinberg, Wright, Kauffmann, and Goetz
(Winthrop, 1977).
EDWARD G. NILGES
SEI Information Technology
Chicago, Illinois

AUTOCRITIC
Re: "The Right Books" (May, p. 219),
may I also recommend a "doomsday"
novel full of computers, robots, ESP, and
excitement. It is called Brainchild (Manor
Books) and is written by J. M. Johnston.
1. M. JOHNSTON
Westminster, Maryland
I enjoyed Mr. Hard's article but his underlying assumptions raise some concern. His
nasty sarcasm about "boorish humanities
graduates" and his chummy' 'inner circle' ,
tone are revealing: why so defensive about
being literate? What makes him so sure that
computer professionals haven't read Moby
Dick, War and Peace, Finnegan's Wake?
Perhaps even read them for purposes which
extend beyond cocktail party conversation?
Mr. Hard seems to· assume that the
attention span of a computer professional is
measured in microseconds. He also seems
to think that the relationship between computer professionals and the humanities,
especially literature, is that of outsiders
laboring under severe inferiority
complexes. I have found neither to be true.
DOUG WILHIDE
Colle & McVoy
Minneapolis, Minnesota

CONFERENCE CALL
Re: "Editor's Readout" (May, p. 45), you
conclude that it is probably not possible to
limit computer conference and trade shows,
but you never really addressed why there
are so many. I contend that the proliferation
is due to the number of willing attelldees
ready to pony up the going rate. If the buying public became a little more discriminating, all but the best shows would die.
This is where DATAMATION could
lend a hand. I recommend a survey of readers to find. out how they rank the existing
conferences (why they went or why they
didn't), and then focus coverage and support on the top four.
Quite frankly, I can't justify going
to any conference that has only one or two
AUGUST198023
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topics of interest. I look for the opportunity
to hear nationally recognized experts-but I
won't fly all over for the rest of my life chasing them on the conference circuit.
'
PHILLIP W. MORGAN

Salem, Oregon

LONG MEMORY
Re: "News In Perspective" (May, p. 62),
we very old-timers remember that the 1403
printer was introduced with the IBM 1401
computer in 1960, not in 1964 with the IBM
360 as Mr. McCusker claims.
DON L. WEIMER

Columbus, Ohio

WELL-TEMPERED PROGRAMMER
Re: "Letters" (April, p. 35),
1. The "universal music language"
in A. Caplin's letter on the universality of
APL:

a. Can reasonably be said to have taken 500
years to develop (Gregorian chant to
Schoenberg) with many various subconflicts such as choice of intonation (of which
Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier is only one
example) and validity of stylistic devices.
b. Has proven woefully deficient for contemporary musical texts and physicalacoustical developments.
c. Therefore demonstrates that "universal~
ity" is a function of arbitrated human agreement.
2. It is not the languages and
systems available that are necessarily complex, it is the world's view of computer systems (i.e., user demands which are by
nature political and due to user naivete).
Hence the real world "system" into which
formal systems must fit becomes anomalous, conflicting, and complex.
3. There will always be "chauffeurs" orin sociological terms, shamans, as
long as we lack the educational systems.
This lack perpetuates keeping users in the
dark so that their only response is my thoreligious awe.
4. Suchan appeal to the "universality" of any given language smacks of the
Tower of Babel metaphor.
5. Programming a computer may be
a science but half of the job-analysis of
users' needs and the subsequent designwill always remain an art until the user can
analyze his own needs.
To paraphrase the previous month's
editorial quote of Louis Brandeis: "If you
would only realize how difficult life is,
things would be so 'much easier for you. "
MICHAEL GARDNER

Programmer
School of Medicine
University of California-Davis
Davis, California

HELLO PROFITABILITY
Re: "The Semiconductor Industry: An
Overview" (April, p. 164), the author
states that Data General reported reduced
24 DATAMATION

corporate earnings due to the inability to obtain LSI 'semiconductors, and that "in the
fourth quarter of 1979, Data General reported the first loss in its history, primarily due
to 16K RAM shortages." Publicly held
companies can get understandably testy
over such inaccuracies, even though the
point Mr. French is making with Data
General as example is an accurate one.
Data General reported' earnings in
fiscal 1979 just over $49 million, a 24% increase over the $40 million reported in fiscal 1978. In the fourth period of 1979, the
company earned $13,361,000 during a 16week period, down slightly from
$14,312,000 earned in the previous year
during a 17-week period (a quirk ofthe calendar every few years).
What Mr. French may be referring
to is profitability. Profitability, or the net income (earnings) return on revenues, was
down for 1979 and the fourth period over
the year ago periods. For 1979, it was 9.8%
return on revenues, compared to 10.6% for
1978. For the fourth period, it was 7.8%,
compared with 10.6% a year ago. By the
way, average net margin of all publicly held
computer companies during this period was
about 5%. Finally, semiconductor shortages were not the sole cause of this profitability decline, nor even the major cause. It
was one among many. Increased prices of
the semiconductors that were available during that period were also a factor.
As everything else in this industry,
however, last year's problems quickly
disappear. Most semiconductors now are
both plentiful and reasonably priced. DG'S
profitability was up to 8.7% last quarter.
1. B. STROUP

Director, Public Affairs
Data General
Westboro, Massachusetts

TAPE SURPRISES
Re: "How To Make Tape Drives Run Faster" (April, p. 228), the article presented
good information about blocking that is too
often unappreciated. Choosing a block size
for an installation is indeed a complex task
which is further complicated by buffering
considerations. Smaller environments can
well benefit by more than one buffer for a
file. However, multiprogramming systems
issue some surprising results. Double buffering then tends to degenerate performance
since, generally, after block I/o one must
give up the cpu anyhow. You may find out
that rather than double buffer 4K blocks, it
is better to single buffer an 8K block. The
same amount of buffer memory is required,
but once you have hold of a record, twice as
much information is moved. Different installations have alternate methods for
charging for I/o, which enters yet another
parameter for consideration.
HARRISON W. PARSH

Mc'Donnell Douglas Automation Co.
St. Louis, Missouri

A potentially misleading sentence said:
"Tape data files with block sizes of over
16,000 probably waste other.computer system resources and should be avoided--unless the tape file is to be archived"
(emphasis added). This comment on "archiving" is ill-advised, even if it only refers
to saving a tape in inactive storage, and not
permanently preserving it.
, For one thing, remember that a read
error is for a block; the larger the block, the
more records per block, and therefore the
more records that will be permanently lost
with each read error. Consider what this
might mean. With a record size of 80 and a
block size of 24,000, one block contains
300 records. If you have a file of only 9,000
records, losing one block can mean losing
over 3% of your total data. This may be
critical if the file contains data you cannot
afford to lose in any amount. The simplest
example is tiny file that contains the index
to codes used on many other files. For the
security of such data, you might even want
to have only 80 character blocks.
There is little incentive for putting
large blocks onto archival tapes. You are
greatly increasing the risk of loss, while
savings in run time are irrelevant for tapes
that are rarely read. In addition, a wellthought-out program for disposing of unneeded "archived" tapes would probably
save more tape than trying to overpack data
onto less tape.
Unfortunately, there is no simple
formula for determining the optimum block
size for preservation. However, it should be
based on the value of the data and the number of records on the file, and not such trivial considerations for inactive files as run
speed. In general, we all need to remember
that short-term operating efficiency is not
the only goal of professionals. We all have a
serious responsibility for preserving the
integrity of the data in our care.

a

CHARLES GELLERT

Archivist
Audiovisual Archives Division
General Services Administration
National Archives & Records Service
Washington, D. C.

MORE APPLAUSE
Re: "Communications" (May, p. 64), after
discussing the decision and its implications,
you purport to reflect initial reactions of
"interested parties in the data processing
industry" by quoting the president of the
Computer and Communications Industry
Association. That association represents
only a very small and select segment of the
dp industry. CBEMA represents large and
small dp manufacturers who together make
up a substantial portion of this industry, yet
we were never contacted for our views. Had
we been, we would have told the reporter
that although the decision still required
study, its overall thrust was positive. We
also applaud the separation decision in

You can buy financial software
from a company that pretends to
speal{ your language...
Most financial systems are
designed by data'processing
people who don't really
understand accounting.
Things are different at
McCormack & Dodge. Our soft-_
ware packages are designed by
teams of financial and data processing experts. We're fluent in Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles as well as
ANSI Cobol. So you get efficient, welldesigned systems with all the comprehensive
features and capabilities you need.
We start with a complete determination
of the needs of financial people ... by financial
people. Experts who are familiar with complex accounting requirements and understand
the meaning of financial planning and control.
They make sure you get the reports you need,
in the form you need them.
Then our data processing experts go to
work to give you software that's flexible and
easy to use. Streamlined, efficient systems
incorporating state-of-the-art technology.
Our software packages have been audited
by the "big eight" accounting firms. Given top
ratings in the 1978 Datapro Users' Survey.
Selected by some of the world's most critical
financial executives. And installed in over 850
companies, including dozens of the Fortune
500. In fact, 7 out of 10 companies we talk to
end up doing business with us.
That's why you should talk to us about:
General LedgerlFinancial Analysis,
Accounts Payable, Fixed Asset Accounting,
Capital Project Accounting, Purchasing
Management.

oryou can talk to MCCormack l1Dodge.
....~•• MCCORMACK& DODGE CORPORATION
•

•

560 Hillside Avenue, Needham Heights, MA 02194, (617) 449-4012

Atlanta (404) 997-2797, Chicago (312) 893-8788, Phoenix (602) 967-9455, San Diego (714) 565-1668, Washington, D.C. (703)734-0710
United Kingdom/Netherlands, RTZ Computer Services, London -Italy, General Systems S. p.A., Milano, Torino - Australia/New Zealand, Adaps Software Ltd., Melbourne, Sydney
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principle, though it remains to be seen how
it will be interpreted. We would have been
prepared to give this much of a reaction immediately after the decision. Admittedly, it
is not as dramatic a comment as that of the
CCIA, nor as incendiary. Nonetheless, it is a
legitimate view worth conveying to your
readers.
I hope DATAMATION is not descending to the "squeaky wheel" journalistic
syndrome.
JEFFREY T. WOOD
. Director of Communications
CBEMA
Washington, D. C.

INFORMATION PLEASE
Re: "DBMS: Developing User Views"
(Feb. , p. 141), I agree more attention
should be paid to the user when developing
a data base. Of course, this places the burden on the user to define the contents and
utilization of the system. Mr. Holland says,
''This process of gathering user views may
be performed by using standardized· data
forms . . . . " I would appreciate a few
examples of these forms or information
where they could be purchased.
R. D. JOHNSON.
Technical Director
Voice Communications and Switching
U.S. Telephone and Telegraph
New York, New York

THE TOWERS THAT BE
Re: "Tribute to Mauchly" (Mar., p. 55),
"The New Tower of Babel" (Mar., p.156),
and "Letters" (Mar., p. 39), these articles
highlight ideas that are mutually illuminating. Many of your readers likely share the
admiration Mauchly expressed for the ascent of man. What structure is more likely
to be conjured up in our minds, if we try to
envisage an assemblage of 18,000 vacuum
tubes, than the Watts Towers on which Bronowski dwelt so lovingly? While sitting at
the keyboard of his TRS-80, Mauchly must
have felt that he had lived for centuries!
How rapidly electronic technology advanced from the remarkable achievement of
Mauchly and Eckert to an architecture infinitely more appropriate to its purpose.
Meanwhile, those who elect to program the machine have scarcely emerged
from the ENIAC shop. The 18,000 vacuum
tubes could be sunk many times over without a trace in the· abyss of vacuous lines of
COBOL, FORTRAN, prJl that programmers
have extruded in their hymenopteran fashion. This scene is depicted vividly by Ehrman, using the most appropriate symbols at
his disposal. How very fortunate that hardware is shrinking (from 15,000 to 1 square
foot?); the programmers need all of the
space they can get for COBOL and JCL. Ehrman has diagnosed incisively the most enervating malady of all time, the plethora of

cumbersome languages in which we have
enmeshed the computer and ourselves.
However, any hope that his insight might
also be a source of revitalizing ideas is
quickly dashed by his prescription~ It is an
ancient one, the hair of the dog, "a subset of
plain English.'"
Nevertheless, sound intuition is the
lodestone of good diagnosticians. "There
need not be a single language to solve all
problems, but one language should be sufficient to solve a large set of problems. "Yes,
indeed, but one would scarcely guess from
Ehrman's paper that the language he appears to seek has been with us for some
time. More than likely he has encountered
it, but simply failed to recognize it. His prescription clearly indicates that he is looking
in the wrong direction. The eye is blind to
what the mind does not see.
In his letter, Amort is exasperated
with those who choose to remain in the
slough that Ehrman described so realistically when there is such an easy way out along
the trail blazed by Iverson. Amort is right
about APL in much the same sense that Galileo was right in confirming Copernicus, but
no religion was ever more set in a wrongheaded direction than data processing is at
present. The spirit of Urban VIII is alive and
thriving. Amort can scarcely expect that the
dp industry is about to heed his sound advice when one of its leading journals is un-

Wherever static is more
than just a nuisance.
Eliminate static problems
. ~ . permanently
COMPU-CARPETTM is a unique. high performance
anti-static carpeting developed specifically for use in
computer rooms. terminal areas and other staticsensitive environments. Attractive and durable.
Compu -Carpet has superior electrostatic properties even
when compared with tile.
COMPU-MATTMis produced from the same proprietary
anti-static materials as Compu-Carpet. It is best suited
for solVing localized static problems at terminals and
isolated mini and micro
Mfd. by
processors. Send for
UHITlD
.
complete information.

IAVA

TECHNICAL
PROOUCllJ,IHC.

Dept. E/D

THE STATIC CONTROL PEOPLE

32 Southwest Industrial Park. Westwood. MA 02090. (617) 326-7611
US Pal No 4.153.749
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able to provide his letter with the
appropriate font for APL symbols. Moreover, in view of the little enthusiasm Ehrman could muster for any of the "dozen
languages" he finds impeding productivity,
the labeling of Amort's letter with the faint
praise "APL enthusiast" is a telling irony.
The computer languages to which
Ehrman refers all share a regrettable characteristic: they are "subsets of plain English." With remarkable ambivalence, he
indicates that they constitute both the night-,
mare from which he would like to awaken
and the dream to which he aspires. At best,
they provide a painful demonstration of the
adverse effects our thinking has suffered
through having been imprisoned for most of
our lives in a "natural" language. Failure to
recognize this point has led to the development of one linguistic monster after another, all of them quite incapable of handling
important concepts without bruising,
smothering, or completely obliterating
them.
Subsets of English so far applied to
programming have been more effective in
debasing the language from which they
were borrowed than in enabling us to use the
computer. Natural languages, such a English, fulfill the roles to which they have
evolved quite efficiently and even with elegance and grace. Nevertheless, they are too
tedious, too redundant, too cumbersome,

"

.

too ambiguous, too inefficient to form an
appropriate interface between man and machine. Those to whom this is not apparent,
upon momentary reflection, should write
out the multiplication tables, up to at leas't
12 times, using no numbers or mathematical symbols, just plain English.
In the preface to Principia Mathematica, Whitehead and Russell
acknowledged, "The symbolic form ofthe
work has been forced upon us by necessity;
without its help we should have been unable
to perform the requisite reasoning." It is
taking the computer industry a surprisingly
long time to recognize the significance of
that point. If we wish to align our programming with the essential elegance of the new
hardware, then we must proceed via the
symbolic route.
E. H. ANTHONY

Associate Professor
Department of Zoology
University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario, Canada
More important than reducing the
multiplicity of languages and syntaxes
which Ehrman proposes is to reduce the requirement which generates them. For the
big general-purpose multiuser systems to
please everyone, they're bound to be loaded
with a kaleidoscope of options, control
structures, programming rules, etc. But the

big systems don't have to be so general-purpose or multiuser now, with cheap dedicated micros available for software
development, and for many applications.
Why not provide the applications
programmer with her own TRS-80 or Apple
II, with plenty of disk memory and a friendly operating system? For applications where
the software product must run in or communicate with a mainframe, then let a software utility do the required conversion or
interfacing. And there are still a lot of applications where a good BASIC interpreter is the
best development language. When execution speed is critical, let a utility convert
debugged BASIC source code into a compilable HOL.
An enormous amount of both programmer and machine time is wasted over
repeated compilations of large programs,
and misunderstood diagnostic messages.
Language consolidation might help some to
cut this waste, but greater system dedication
to the programmer, and more special-purposeness would be much more effective in
making the software development process
more efficient.
RICHARD c. V ANDERBURGH
Dayton, Ohio
I fully agree \there is too much gibberish
separating the applications programmer and
the means of solving his or her problem.

. cuts. CICS'application development
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BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES
CAN HELP YOU PLAN
AND CONTROL RESOURCES
TO OPTIMIZE FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE
..

Our capability began in The Boeing Company which recognized the need
to provide managers at all organization levels with a state-of-the-art business
management tool to help them plan and control their resources. It was called
Executive Information Services (EIS).
Today, EIS is just one part of a comprehensive package of financial analysis
tools called Financial Management Services designed to help you in budgeting,
estimating, tracking, P&L analysis, forecasting, modeling and risk analysis.
That's not all. Our full product line offers you more ways to optimize profits
and get better visibility - a cash control system, currency conversion, graphical
displays, a statistical package, project planning and exceptional data management capabilities for financial data.
The technical support we offer is unexcelled. The peop,le who will work
with you are qualified, professional and knowledgeable in financial operations.
And, our services are designed to be easy to use. They save financial analyst
and professional time. You will have access to them via one of the world's
largest privately managed communications networks. We also offer a full range
of banking and thrift processing services including Electronic Funds Transfer,
plus training and consulting services designed to meet your needs.
To learn more about this profit opportunity, write or call: William 0. Sparks,
Director of Sales Operations, Boeing Computer Services Company,
177 Madison Avenue, Morristown, NJ 07960, (201) 540-7786.

o Please send me a copy of
"Products for the Financial
Industry".
o Have your representative
call and schedule a brief
but productive meeting.

Name
TItle

Organization
Address
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State

Zip

Telephone
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BOEING COMPUTER SERYICES
A Division of The Boeing Company
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Mr. Ehrman recommends two changes in
the way we view the applications process:
1. We must no longer optimize the
use of computer resources at the expense of
human resources.
2. We should eliminate artificial
languages and replace them with a subset of
plain English. .
.
May I suggest a third change:
3. We should stop blindly accepting
what IBM dictates regarding the best way of
communicating with computers.
If Mr. Ehrman and his programmer
would take their parts inventory application
and their existing •'hierarchically organized, top-down structured programming
data flow and HIPO diagrams" over to the
vAx-l.1/780 installation at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center .where they work,
they would find a large part of the solution
to their language problems.
The programmer there would probably not select prjI, "the most general and
flexible high-level language available" (I
know-IBM told us that, too). He or she
would probably select a language nearly unknown in IBM circles, called ANSI FORTRAN.
it allows fully structured top-down coding,
long variable names with imbedded underlines (i.e., NUMBER REMAINING), and quite
convenient character string manipulationall in total disregard of the fact that IBM, has
.' told us you can't do that with FORTRAN.

The next part of the process is where
the witchcraft occurs. If the programmer
names the program PARTS, it is compiled in
FORTRAN by the bewildering corrimand:
FORTRAN PARTS
Now comes the part where the original programmer needed help from the systems expert next door: the dread LinkageEditor. The v AX command to do this is a
similar tongue twister.
LINK PARTS
From here on it's all downhill. Anyone can master:
RUN PARTS
If you do get in trouble there's the
on-line debugger or even the "Help" command. The use of hexadecimal core-dumps
for debugging is virtually unknown, and
certainly not necessary.
Don't misunderstand-I am not a
DEC salesman. It's just that after working
with the operating systems of DEC, Data
General, Prime, Hewlett-Packard, etc., I
cannot understand why professional applications programmers continue to put up
with IBM'S antiquated, batch/card-oriented,
JCL nonsense~ Virtually all of Ehrman's
horrible examples stem from the use of
IBM'S 1964 state-of-the-art systems software. I have vision of the future. In the
January i999 issue. of DATAMATION, IBM
will announce the new 909X processor (the
long-awaited Z series). Its main features are

Multi-User Capabilities
for Micro~OVATM

a

that it is the size of a shoe box, runs on four
penlight batteries, has a cycle time of 4
nanoseconds, and a delivery time of only 47
months. But the best news Qf all is that it
will support os/360, DOS/VSE, OS/VSI, RJE
by DOS/CSE SNA and BSC plus vMl370 RSCS
and HRNES IUP with ACF/VTAME, ACF/VTAM/
MSNF. Access methods are VSElVSAM, SAM,
ISAM, and BDAM. The system IPO includes
IMS/vS, ACF/NCP/vS, ACF/VTAM, and CICS/
vs plus 140111440/1460 emulation. Now
that's Babel!
In another article in the same issue,
the manager of a major IBM installation will
bemoan the fact that programmer productivity has only increased 2% since 1970.
J. MICHAEL STORIE
Director of Computing Services
Mathematical Sciences North West, Inc.
Bellevue, Washington

PLUS 9A CHANGE
Re: "Source Data" (March, p. 248), it is
.curious that neither reviewer Phil Dom nor
Richard Sharpe noted the striking similarity
in material content of Joan M. Greenbaum's
book In the Name of Efficiency and Philip
Kraft's book Programmers and Managers,
published only a couple of years before by
Springer-Verlag. Kraft pointed out that
computer programming was being frag- .
mented in such a way as to keep women and
minorities down. Greenbaum does much

VITAL RECORDS
PROTECTION

PCSI Puts Muscle Into Your
MicroNOVA™
By Addin Multi-User Capabilities
To DG's DOS!
• suppo'rts up to five users simultaneously
executing jobs
• All Data General. languages for
MicroNOVNM are supported
• User shared code support .
• Independent user directories
• Record lockout facility
• Printer spooling pqckage
.

.

. N9W Data General Users
Have A Choice!.

Off-site record protection programs are like part-time
insurance policies because some vital records are
always on-site. Wright Line Data BankTM safes provide
theon-site protection needed to balance off-site programs. A dozen sizes are available for magnetic, film
and paper media. May be leased or purchased. For
further information, circle the readers' service number
or write: Wright Line, Inc., 160 Gold Star Boulevard,
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606.
FOR DATA PROCESSING ACCESSORIES
AND SUPPLIES, YOUR ...

single source with super service
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Dr. David B. Kaminsky,
Director of Laboratory,
Eisenhower Medical ~ Center,
Rancho Mirage, CA
Eisenhower's health care programs
depend on the accuracy of almost
30,000 clinical tests every month. So
its laboratory depends on Scotch
949/80 Disk Packs. '
Every Scotch Disk Packis designed to
resist the damage caused by head
crashes and to protect critical datatwo advantages of the exclusive
'3M CRASHGUARD@ protective disk
coating.
Each pack is tested to assure it exceeds
industry performance standards
before it leaves our plant. We r~ake
certain you can depend on every pack,
because we know nothing less than
the best is acceptable for your vital data.
Scotch Disk Packs are available in
a wide range of configurations to meet
.
your needs.
For information about how you
can purchase Scotch Disk Packs, call toll
free: 800~3 28~ 1300: (In Minnesota, ~ ,
call collect: 612.;736~9625.) Ask for the
Data Recording Products Division.
In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,
London, Ontario N6A 4Tl.

If it'sworthremenibering,
it's worth Scotch. ,
Data RecQrd~rig Products.
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LETTERS
the same thing, but with a distinctly different viewpoint. The outcome is much the
same: the more things change, the more
they remain the same!
FRANK WAGNER

Corpus Christi, Texas
Good point~ Mr. Sharpe had in fact made
the comparison in his review. The following
sentenc,e was inadvertently dropped from
his manuscript: "/nthis analysis she draws
deeply on the work of Philip Kraft, who, in
his Programmers and Managers, the Routinization of Computer Programming in the
United States, developed much. the same
thesis."
-ed.

ESTIMATING ,COSTS
Re: "Software, Manpower Costs: A
ModeC (March, p. 164), a better understanding of how' to estimate system development costs is certainly needed by our,
industry. Unfortunately, Bob Esterling's
article is only of potential use for very small
projects since the model proposed is overly

simplistic.
Essentially, the heart of the model is
that reducing interruptions (and their duration) increases productivity. Regular-time
programmer efficiency drops from 83% to
43% as the number of "typical" programmers on a project increases from one to 10
(the project staff size which minimized
,development time). Yet, regardless of the
project size, overtime is treated as 100%
efficient, which ignores physiological effects, other interruptions (e.g'., family-related interruptions), increased duration of
interruptions (since people and materials
are more difficult to obtain at off hours),
interruptions from others who are working
overtime, etc.
Since overtime should be on a
voluntary basis, the financial success and
timing of the project would depend on fac~
tors outside of direct management control.
In fact, if one took the assertion literally that
, 'one person working 60 hours a week can
accomplish the same as two people at about
three-quarters the cost," then one-third of

the planned time for the project would be on
a voluntary basis. The result, I believe, will
be a diminished capability to complete
projects on time and within cost estimates.
As further evidence of the model's
simplicity ,-note that
• The minimum cost solution for all environments is to have only one person on the
project.
• Regardless of environment or project
size, the ratio of the optimal staffing for
minimizing development time to the optimal staffing for minimal time and cost is
1.5.
Mr. Esterling's conclusions regarding the need to eliminate unnecessary interactions and interruptIons are quite right, but
the model needs to be extended to match the
empirical evidence of the effects of project
size, development environment, development techniques, type of system, etc., before it can be applied more widely.
FRED L. FORMAN

American Management Systems, Inc.
Arlington, Virginia

CORRECTION
Due to a printing error, two lines on page 121 of the data com manufacturers chart in the June issue were reversed. The lines
should read:
,1979
1979
Fiscal
1978
Total Revenues Income (loss)
DataCom
Test
$K
$K
Equipment Switching Other Revenues $K

14. Racal-Vadic, Inc. .
15. Data Access Systems, Inc.

0
0

0
0

0
85

12,000
2,415

24,500
28,153

3,415

Year
Ends
March 31

Aug, 31

7he A_las·UPC.
Anything less.is power pinching,
anything more is extravagantl

Until now choosing
power protection
equipment has been
limited to inexpensive
(and often ineffective)
transformers and regul(3tors,or a very costly
and complex ups.
But Atlas has a better
alternative-the new
Atlas UPCIUninterruptible Power Conditioner. Atlas has combined the stored energy
of the UPS with the
unquestionably superior
power conditioning of a
motorgenerator to provide both 100%.
guaranteed

clean computer power
and up to 500 milliseconds of ridethrough
to bridge damaging
electrical flickers.
When compared to all
available power protection systems the Atlas
UPC clearly provides the
most comprehensive
'compLlter power protection-and at a very
affordable price.
Write or call for more
information including
power technology comparisons and detailed
UPC literature.

.,-..,
ENERGY SYSTEMS

Home Office: 9457 Rush Street, South EI Monte. CA 91733 Phone (2131 575·0755
Regional Centers: Boston (6171492·2525 Chicago (3121372·2237 '
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LETIERS'
CRYPTOCOM
Re: "A Modem Aladdin's Lamp" (March,
p.272), asthe only second-generation computer 'person I know, and a supervisor of
systems analysts, I have grown up with
computer~ as pari of my life. As a confiffi1ed computer h()bbyist and a subscriber
to' over 20 trade and personal computing
magazines, I think I have a goodperspective on the industry and the phenomenon of
computers:
First of all, what is a "computer in
the classical sense' '? Hollerith cards,keypunches; drum memories, or tubes? What is
"programming in the classical, sense' '?
Flowcharts, 80 column forms, machine language or plug wires? By PPL (Personal Programming Language) I assume Ms.' Walsh
means BASIC. All of you out there who use
BASIC for business programs such as pai
roll, inventory, etc. (classical programs?)
raise your hands. I am sure youwill be gratified to know·that Ms. Walsh does not consider your programming" 'a 'disciplined
transferable skill." A computer is a computer, period. You can make them of siiicon, iron, hydraulic jets, light beams, or
paper cups and beans, and the effort to make
them do what you want is intellectually the
same. I refer you to Turing's work.
As far as a PPL user acting, as a
, 'crypto-communicator , " I refer you to the
article in the same issue, "The New Tower
of. Babel." I assume Ms. Walsh does ,not
have to use or know IBM JCL. Speak of
crypto-communicating! When I wish to
load my "frivolously inclined" game programs on any Pet, I type in LOAD "FRIVOLOUS GAME."
, No job, execute, data description;
or routine statements. I believe that FOR-

TRAN is right up ,there' in the top three'languages in number of users. Please list the
major differences between a typical FORTRAN and the version of BASIC on my Pet.
Concerning the 30 years of "serious disciplined effort" which have produced a
, 'general.methodology of programming,"
does this refer to,. top-do~n programming,
structured walkthroughs, or chief programmer teams 7A look in the trade journals will
insure that these methodologies are widely
used in the industry, right? Software engineeri!1g and software physics are not commonly, 'practiced disciplines. The last I
heard was that the argument between programming as an art, and programming as a
science was tied in the last of the ninth,
going onto extra innings.
Lastly ,I hire programmer/analysts.
One of the first questions I have incorporated into my interviewsis, "Do you have a
personal computer?" When people answer
yes, I know that they are very interested in
computers, programming, and investigating new technology. But most important,
they have fun with computers. The kind of
work I do requires a great amount of en~
thusia~m. It does not require a computer
science degree (I havenot had to write any
compilers) and I do not want to be buried in
paper, whether it is specifications, functional descriptions, or program logic manu~
also I want to get the job done. Give me a
person who is goal directed and can wade
through all the "methodology." When it
comes to a crunch, give me a person who
can "crypto-communicate."
CHRIS TORKILDSON
Supervisoi-, Systems Implementation
. NCR Comten, inc.
St. Paul, Minnesota

ANSWERS TO QUIZ
We've received many letters from readers
eager to learn how they scored on the quiz in
the May issue (p. 125). The test was to
match computer stars with the movies in
which they appeared. For people who didn't
get, the answers at the NCC, here they are.

Computer Stars
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ALPHA 7
COLOSSUS
NOVAC
M505.
RITA
JOSHUA
MOTHA
ETERNAL TABERNACLE
ALFRED
ICARUS"
GUARDIAN
COM 9001
MU/THIUR 6000
ZERO
EMMY
ALPHA60
BIOCENTRAL COM i 100 Series G
HAL
MOTHER
PROTEUS

Movies,
a. The Forbin Project 2,11
b. DrA:i.and the Girl Bomb 5
C. Demon Seed 20,6,9
d. The Phynx 7
e. Barbarella I
f. The Love Clinic 12
g. The Gladiators 10
h. Alien 13
i. Hot Millions 4
j. Desk Set 15
k. Rollerball 14
1. GOG3
m. Zardoz 8
n. 2001 18
Q. Alphaville 16
p. Sleeper 17
q. Dark Star 19

CORRECTION

\NfoRMAT10N

"I don't know. No one ever tells
~

me anything."
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Re: "Look Ahead" (june, p.63), the reference to Merrill Lynch ,"Econometrics" is
incorrect. First, the firm name is Merrill
'
Lynch Economics Inc.'
,Second, and most important,. Merrill Lynch Economics, Inc. has not "dumped NCSS. " In fact: we have just concluded a
iiew agreement that will further enhance the
quality of our econometric proctucts. A
number of government. agencies Ih Washington are now clients of Merrill Lynch
Economics and Nationalc~s: And we are
devoting addition~l ~ales resources to increase very further our share oftbat market.
ALLAN W. MACKINNON
Executi~e Vice President'
Merrill Lynch Economics Inc.
New York:, New York
____________________________
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Day or night, Digitals computer-to-computer Remote Diagnosis
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ goes into action within 15 minutes DE your call.~ ~ ~ ~ ~
At Digital, we know that your tolerance of
computer downtime is very low.
So is ours.
That's why we've developed computerized
Remote Diagnosis,* the first of its kind.
When a Digital system has a problem, a tollfree phone call and the simple flick of a switch
launch a coordinated effort to get that system up
and running as soon as possible. Within 15 minutes, our Remote Diagnosis computer in Colorado
can run a troubleshooting program on your system
via a voice-grade phone link. If we have to send
service representatives, we send them prepared.
Remote Diagnosis lets them know exactly what's
Wrong and what they need to fix it before they
arrive on the scene.
During off-peak hours, we can run a
preventive maintenance program that won't interfere
with normal use. Done regularly, Remote Diagno.sis

goes beyond troubleshooting. It pinpoints potential
problems while they're still merely potential.
We take a lot of pride in the way our computers perform. And we take it very personally when
they don't. So we'll keep looking for new ways to'
serve you better and hold maintenance costs down.
At Digital, the war against computer downtime
is never over.
Write: Digital Equipment Corporation, Field
Service Marketing Communications, PK3-2/S25,
129 Parker Street, Maynard, MA 01754.
.
.
*Available on: VAX-ll/780, PDP-1I/70, PDP-1I/44,
DECsystem-lO and DECSYSTEM-20, DEC Datasystem 570 and
DEC Datasystem 540.
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Other VAX languages include PASCAL, BLISS,
and CORAL, the British real-time language
standard.
But languages are only part of the story.
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Digital introduces VAX/VMSTM
software 1 Release II.
.'
Since its introduction, VAX/VMS Performance
Software has been setting new standards
for excellence.
VAX/VMS was designed from the ground up
by hardware and software engineers working
together. The result: truly integrated computer
software. Featuring highly efficient virtual memory, powerful I/O capabilities, and a basic oper:"
ating system that's incredibly easy to work with.
Now with VAX/VMS Release II comes another
major advance in VAX technology. With several
new software capabilities added, and existing features enhanced, you have more ways than ever to
use the power of VAX/VMS.

Powerful new lartgu.ages.
With VAX/VMS Release II, our already remarkable FORTRAN is now a full ANSI 77 implementationand compiles twice as fast as before. We've
also added COBOL and BASIC that compile at the
rate of two to three thousand lines per minute.
The interactive BASIC gives you performance
that approaches FORTRAN.
And COBOL performance on VAX is comparable to mainframe COBOL. Based on the ANSI 74
standard, it offers full support for: nucleus;
sequential, relative and indexed I/O; segmentation; .interprogram communication; tablehandling; library; and sort/merg~ capabilities.

Advanced programming tools.
VAX/VMS gives you the ability to
share commonly used subroutines
in any ~anguage. Arid the ability ~.:;:'.':;"'::;~~;'"''""'''''''''
to call anyof the system
services from any language.
In addition, there's an improved interactive editor that
lets you create, proofahd
modify source programs right
at the terminal. An interactive
symbolic debugger that lets
you debug your programs
using source code statement
numbers and symbolic names.
And FMSfor simplified
screen formatting.
We've even enhanced
the already easy-to-use
Digital Command

Language by providing for user added
commands.

Extensive data management.
To help you put all these programming tools to
work, VAX/ VMS Release II includes a wide range
of data management facilities.
RMS, for example, allows you to setup sequential, random or multikey ISAM file structures in
any VAX language., And you can use up to 255
keys for each entry.
Then to access RMS files you can use DATATRIEVE, a query and report writing utility that's
both highly versatile and easy to use.
There's also a new VAX SORT/MERGE utility
for easy record formatting.

State-of-the-art communications.
VAX/VMS is more than a powerful system in
its own right. It also fits into any network or communications plans you may have.
Using DECnet, you can link VAX into a
resource-sharing network with other computers
from Digital. This network interface is transparent
to programmers, which greatly simplifies your
development work.
Then you can use 2780/3780 and MUX200 pro-

tocols to connect VAX to your mainframe system.
In addition, VAX/VMS Release II offers a new
Mail utility for interterminal communications,
even with a terminal on another CPU through
DECnet.
And you can use the new DR780 hardware/
software interface, with an unmatched 6Mb/sec
throughput, to set up high-speed VAX-to-VAX
communications or to support devices like array
processors and graphics terminals.

Complete system control.
Best of all, VAX/VMS gives you complete
control over system resources.
You can lock part or all of a program into main
memory. You can set priorities on 32 different
levels-the first16 for real-time. You can establish
disk, memory and processor quotas. You can even
control user privileges to the point where it's virtually impossible for a low-level user to interfere
with people doing high-level work.
All this control lets you get the best possible
performance from VAX/VMS. Regardless of
your application or the number of people using
the system.

The architecture of the '80s.
VAX/VMS Performance Software is part of a
new kind of computer architecture. It combines
the large program capacity of mainframes with
the interactive access of minicomputers. It's completely integrated with VAX hardware for unprecedented system performance.
And now that Release II is here, all that power
becomes available to a lot more people.
Just send the coupon for complete information.

I'd like to know more about the power of VAX/VMS
Performance Software.
o Please send me your new brochure, "VAX
Software: The Measure of Value" .
o Please have a Sales Representative call.

Name ________________________________

TItle' _________________________________
Company ______________________________
Add res s' ____________________________
City_______________ State _ _ _ _ Zip, _ _ __
My application is __________________________
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main Street,
Maynard, MA 01754, Attn: Communication Services, NR-2/2 .
. Tel. (617)497-6885. Digital Equipment Corporation International, 12 avo des Morgines, 1213 Petit-Laney, Switzerland. In
Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

A-8-0
L _________________
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Designing software to save time is (\ SAS tr(lclition.And we've packed ollr years of experienc(l into
a new producLSASIGRAPH.
SAS. GRAPH pioneers a ne\v direction f()t"
graphics software.
Old software systems came into being before
hardware had much in the way of time-saving features. And because the software had to do most of
the work it was designed to be device-independent.
But SA5/GRAPH is device-intelligent. It's
designed to use the time-saving features built into
most modern hardware.
For example, look at the blue slice of the pie
chart above.SAS/GRAPH used one "pie" command
to color it. A device-independent system v:oulcl
require hundreds of "move and drav.,r· commands.
With SAS/GHAPH you save computer time and
drawing time.
And you'll save user time. Because SAS/GRAPH
produces most displays with two or three simple
statements.

But best oi all SAS.C;l-{APH is illt('~5,ratc'd illt\)
SAS,s(l you'll get the benefits of lhe lot;d :-;AS ~;ys~
tem -- (~ svstem no\-\' saving time in rq)fwl \\Tit
statistical analysis. data management and as it
programming langllagf' (11 more t h;u;
L2UU US, OS/VS and VM; Cl'vlS sites.
And you can add SAS (including SAS/GRi\PH )
to your dp staff for less than half the cost of (J ne'A'
programmer.
Call or \-\-Tite today. We'll provide more infonnalion un a very graphic time-saver,
SAS Institute Inc., PO Box RO()f). C:ll'Y'. NC Ti':111.
14()7-S0()().

Images produced by SAS/GRAPH With Tektronix 4027, Dunn Instruments G3! Color Cnmera Systom and Polaroid film
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John L. Kirkley, Editor

EDITOR'S
READOUT
STIRRING

DATACOM

STEW

Picture the scene: hunkered around the
campfire are an odd assortment of buckaroos wearing pinstriped chaps and wing-tip
boots. They're looking hungrily at a large
vat of bubbling competitive stew, made up
of succulent chunks of unregulated data
comrilUnications marketplace. Stirring the
pot are several congressmen and the FCC. SO
intent are they on the anticipated meal that
they fail to notice they're being watched by
scores of eyes, glowing like red coals from
the surrounding darkness. Who are these
creatures of the night? Read on.
But first, before continuing this
rather overdrawn image, let us recommend
to you two articles in this issue which shed
some light on the FCC'S so-called Final
DeCision in Computer Inquiry II. Naturally
these articles show some bias. One is by
Archie McGill, the aggressive vice president of business marketing for AT&T; the
other is by John Eger, an attorney, a contributing editor to DATAMATION, and the
former director of the White House Office
of Telecommunications Policy.
As they present their respective
points of view, both help to clarify some of
the knotty problems created by the FCC'S
bold move. But they also emphasize that we
are at the beginnings of a new era in the
development of computers and communications and the marketplace for informationbased goods and services.
All this sounds very positive. With
one stroke the FCC has done away with the
tortuous attempts to define the nonexistent
-the illusory boundary between data processing and communications. And they
have fostered open competition, a move
which delights the hearts of all good capitalists everywhere.
In theory all this will benefit you,
the user of computers and communications

gear. You will see new and innovative products, you will be wooed and cajoled by the
many new vendors fighting for a niche in
this new, boistorously competitive environment, and Ma Bell, once cumbersome and
glacially slow to change, will become as
nimble and innovative as a ballet dancer.
Sounds great. But, as the articles
point out, there are problems, and problems
mean .delay. Any long-range planning that
includes these potential goods and services
should be done with care.
The delays, which may run into
years, have to do with the potentially endless litigation growing out of muddled jurisdictions, power struggles, and disagreements over what maximum separation
really is.
.
For example, there are those who
contend that 'the FCC has abrogated its responsibility as a regulatory agency by the
sweeping laissez faire nature of the decision, thereby throwing the burden of policing the marketplace on the courts and
Congress. Others disagree. They claim that
the FCC has to move swiftly to consolidate
its own power. After all, they reason, if the
FCC has the power to decide who not to
regulate, they also retain the power to decide who shall be regulated.

AT&T of course, would love to have
all this fall into the hands of Congress,
which would be much more sympathetic,
although less able to understand the intricacies of the situation.
How do you keep "Baby Bellephant" from squashing its competitors?
How do you insure maximum separation?
Do you treat the unregulated spin-offs from
Bell, GT&E, and other regulated monopolies
differently from private entries into the
field? And what do you do with Bell Labs,
and what about the Justice Department suit?
. The questions are many, the issues
are complex, and the outcome is bound to
be clouded no matter what Congress, the
FCC, or the courts do.
But there is one certainty. One segment of our society will be kept extraordinarily busy by these gyrations, and its
members will make potfuls of money.
You'll recall those red eyes glimmering in the dark, hungrily watching that
little fireside tableau we painted at the
beginning of this essay. Now you know
who they are.
The lawyers, of course. After all,
when all is said and done, it's not whether
you win or lose that counts, it's the size of
your fee.
:tI:
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TANDEM NonStop PATHWAY

NOWON-LINE'S
AS EASY TO PROGRAN
On-Line Programming-25 to 50%
cheaper. User developed on-line applications
packages just got a whole lot easier. Andbetter.
Not to mention 25 to. 50% cheaper. We've eliminated all the time-consuming griefof dealing
with terminal handling characteristics for one.
And not incidentally, there's even greater
protection in data base integrity, too.
PATHWAY has all the programs,
,procedures and structures you need to get your
applications up and running, in NonStopTM
. operation, in record time. Inexpensively.
Terminal Independent Applications.
By takirigthe on-line programming task on in
component parts rat~er than attacking it as an
all-encompassing, monolithic whole,. PATHWAY
software makes the transaction processing
system job relatively simple, and frees the appli·
cation programmer from concern over terminal .
characteristics.
PATHWAY handles
four of the critical operations
in transaction processing
applications as modular,. interconnectable elements: Terminal Interlace handles
.
multi-terminal I/O; Field
Validation performs

data consistency checks; Data Mapping contr()ls
data conversion and formatting; and Transaction
Control covers application and transaction flow.
Each resource is partitioned,withwell-defined
interfaces between them. This is the secretto
a modular systems' success~ It allows optimized
utilization of all the resources and permits additional resources to be dovetailed into the system
as needed - without rewrite, without redesign
and without degrading system performance.
We Speak Your Language. When it's
time for the fifth operation - interaction with the
data base-a Data Base Application Program
can communicate in any of the languages avail:able on the Tandem NonStop™System: industry
. standard COBOL, FORTRAN, MUMPS, or
our own transaction~oriented language, TAL, all
facilitated by Tandem ENSCRIBE to interact
with the Data Base management capabilities.
.
. The Things You Can Forget. The
PATHWAY Transaction Processing. System
I"'"_"_" "'_' ' ' _'~' ~' ' _' ' ' ' ' ' _' ' "' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
capabilitiesinc1ude an Inter": .
active Screen Builder
which builds the
screens interactively
at a terminal, independent of the
application
.•,...,......... ,...•.•,",.".....

program which serves
it;a.Screeri COBOL
Pseudo. C()deCompiler;
aTennirialContro.l

Program to.. interpret the
. pseudo. code library and

UBATeH.
check the flow and content internally; the
Applications Monitor which has power to create,
track and alter the application run time environ~
ment; and finally the Application Monitor
Control Language which lets an operator communicate with an active Application Monitor.
It's a powerful system, easy to us~ and inexpen;.
sive. With everything you need to get your
on-line transaction applications up and running,
with all the benefits ofa NonStopTM System,
in record time.
Dynamic Load Balancing. It comes
from taking logical advantage of the multiprocessor environment. There is no need for the
programmer to consider load balancing with
the PATHWAY Transaction Processing System.
It's handled automatically; With additional copies
of PATHWAY applications started in designated
CPUs as needed. And deleted when no longer
required. Dynamic load balancing:..-. built into the
system's resource management capabilities.
And PATHWAY·
software' also takes full
·liV,rtLJl~.
V.fl.".~(.\;fI
advantage of the unique
rf':" tI fl1\ Kf;-", (
multi-page storage
DATA
capabilities built into
MAPPING
our new 6520
terminal.

system can be used for convenient development,
testing and production of application packages.
. The Tandem NonStopTM System. Even
when it wasn't this easy, it was miles ahead in
the on-line world. With immediately available
alternatives' in all hardware and software
elements, the NonStop TM System can go right'
around any failed element and never skip a beat.
Even when a failure occurs in a processor, an
I/O Channel, a disc, or a disc controller.
Remarkable.
This is the one system in the world which
lets you start with only the computing power
you need right now and add as your needs grow,
in low cost modular elements. From an entry
level two processor system, you can. go to sixteen
processors with thousands of terminals and not
lose one cent on your original investment. .
Protection From Loss .. Because of its
unique paralleloperation atall critical points, no
transaction in process is ever lost or duplicated.
The data base and programs in operation can
RECORD IN
be readily duplicated,
RECORD OUT
hence completely proDATABASE
tected from damage
SERVICE
or destruction~

Because terminal mapping translates physical
WA,"XkYlAW
into .logical characteristics, programmers can TRANSforget about code signal ACTION
conversions and call on. CONTROL
terminals by name. And . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."._._. . . . _. . . . .""-. . _. . . . . . .:. . . . . . . ."'
there's one more major advantage of the PATHWAY Transaction Processing System: one

For
Complete
Information. Call
or write for a demon~
stration of our unique
capabilities, andfor the
name and address of your
local Tandem sales and service
representatives, •. domestic and international.

TANDEM
Worldwide Headquarters:Tandem Computers, Inc.,
19333 Vallco Parkway, Cupertino, California 95014
Tpll FREE 800~~38-3107or (408) 725-6000 in California:
~.D~.
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Universal Data Systems' recent conquest ofline-powered moNext was a 202 LP, announced in May and
providing 0-1200 bps, asynchronous, half-dudem technology is putting a lot of AC power cords out to pasture.
plex communication over the DDD network. It's
NewUDS innovations are leading to more and more modem
priced at $295, complete with an integral
types which take operating power directly from the· telephone
RS-232C interface.
line; AC connections are comThings to' come
.pletelyeliminated.
include additional
Each· of these new modems
line-poVllered mohas the same surface area as your
dems schedtelephone handset, and fits directly
under that instrument. And, since TELCO
uled for August
each is FCC certified fordirect conand December of
nection to the· DDD network, hook1980. Others are exup is accomplished in seconds, via
pected in early '81.
three snap-in con"nectors;
To find out what's
Our first entry in the line-powered
happening in line-powered
sweepstakes was the 103. LP, a $195 model
modems,contact the only peointroduced in January, 1980. It's a O~
ple who are making it happen. Call
your .UDS Regional Office or contact Universal Data Systems,
300 bps; asynchronoLls, full-duplex
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. Phone 205/837-.8100.
originate-only unit. It includes both
RS-232C and. current loop
(TTY) interfaces:

"Confidence in Communications"

Universal Data Systems

Member

IDCMA
DISTRICT OFFICES: Summit; NJ, 201/522-0025- Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2336· Atlanta, 404/952-3463 - Chicago, 312/
441-7450 - Dallas, 214/385-0426· Santa Ana, 714/972~4619· Sunnyvale, 4081738-0433 - Boston, 617/875-8868.
CIRCLE 400N READER CARD
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COMPUTER GRAPHICSSEEING IS BELIEVING
There is growing recognition that computer graphics
is an ideal information medium.

Visual infonnation has a powerful
impact. Computer graphics channels this
power into a wide range of application
areas, turning dry data into dynamic
visuals that are easy to access and grasp.
It's this dynamic potential that data
processing vendors and users alike are
anxious to exploit and explore.
Computer graphics capabilities
have been around as long as computers,
but were originally only tapped for
applications that absolutely required
visual representation. The first of these,
in the late '50s, came out of the
military's computer graphics experiments
in command and control. By the early
'60s, inroads into graphics software had
been made. General Motors had launched
its Design Augmented by Computer,
DACIl, which fueled GM'S present
computer-aided design (CAD) effort. The
display used in DAC/l became the 2250
graphics console introduced with the
IBM 360 in 1964.
The '60s also saw the aerospace
industry pioneering with its design
simulation work, which contributed
significantly to the evolution of computer
graphics. It also laid the groundwork for
the development of computer animation,
today an exciting field in itself. By the
late '60s the CAD field was successfully
exploiting computer graphics.
That certainly wasn't true of the
rest of the world, which still viewed
computer graphics as a complicated and
expensive output device. The advent of
color graphics didn't help the field's
reputation much either. Even today, color
graphics is thought of by some as an
unnecessary extravagance.
Color graphics was made possible
by the rebirth of raster scan systems. The
industry had almost given up on the
technology a decade ago because of the

The ability of raster scan to
provide full color is seen by
many as further evidence of
the technology's inevitable
dominance.
difficulty in accessing adequate memory
quickly enough to provide decent
resolution at an acceptable price. But
then in 1971 Tektronix captured the
market with its revolutionary storage

tube. The Tektronix 4010 sold for $4,000
-about one-third the cost of any display
available at that time. This widened the
market tremendously, and other new
displays began to appear.
Meanwhile, Silicon Valley had
begun to address the cost and memory
problems associated with raster displays.
As more and more intelligence was
possible in the tenninal and at the screen,
vendors started to home back in on the
technology they had earlier all but
dismissed. In the past few years, even
the CAD and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) suppliers have
started going the raster route.
The ability of raster scan to
provide full color, which no other display
medium offers, is seen by many as
further evidence of the technology's
inevitable dominance. The demand for
color is clearly there. It's particularly
well-suited for increasingly complex
applications, such as integrated circuit
design. It's also gaining ground in a
whole range of more conventional
applications. Major manufacturers, such

as IBM and Digital Equipment Corp., see
this market potential and have hurried to
unveil color products.
With the proliferation of
applications, the distinctions between
graphics markets have begun to blur. The
consumer market, for example, is now
included in assessments of the overall
industry, which is currently pegged at
over $2 billion. As in the dp industry,
the fastest growing market segment is
business. Suppliers of software and
services are particularly well placed to
take advantage of this business graphics
boom.
One of the most exciting new
business markets is color slide making.
While most graphics devices with special
camera attachments can produce color
slides, !his strategy limits the resolution
to that of the crt. Images with no trace of
crt scan lines, however, can be created
on the latest generation of high resolution
slide systems available from such vendors
as ISSCO, T-Co. (fonnerly part of Three
Rivers), Xerox, Dicomed, and General
Electric's Genigraphics operation.
AUGUST 198043

IN FOCUS
The recent surge in slide making
reflects one of the most pervasive
business demands-the need for
presentation graphics. Despite all the
fanfare about computer graphics for
management information, the tie between
information processing and information
presentation is not a simple one. While
systems aimed directly at the executive
are becoming available, the risk of data
base management problems is causing
most vendors to tread lightly. Experts in
the field stress that graphics systems for
decision support require a serious
commitment from both dpers and
company execs. The plunge, they warn,
could entail an investment of $2 million
or more. Nevertheless, there is growing
recognition that computer graphics is an
ideal information medium-a medium
that is likely to playa. big part in the
latest dp push into distributed processing
and the office.

THE MAP
·IS THE MESSAGE
Maps can provide a wealth of
information because they are such a
familiar visual medium. They also satisfy
a wide range of geographically oriented
information needs. In business, for
example, they can be used to pinpoint
prospects.
At Harvard's Lab for Computer
Graphics and Spatial Analysis they've
been researching mapping graphics and
cartographic data structures for 15 years.
Out of that effort has come Odyssey, a
comprehensive software product that
gives users the ability to create
geographic data bases from statistical
information.
The software wizards behind
Odyssey have also contributed to the
development of an interactive geographic
system designed to handle decisionmaking chores of more than 20 federal
agencies. Dubbed the Domestic
Information Display System, DIDS was
created on the Atmospheric and
Oceanographic Information Processing
System at NASA'S Goddard Space Flight
Center. It has recently been successfully
transferred to a VAX 11-780 and will
soon be implemented on a minicomputer,
probably a PDP-11/23.
When the system has been refined
it will leave its R&D home at NASA
Goddard and take up permanent residence
at the Department of Commerce. The
University of South Carolina is also
testing a standalone version that could
double as a node in a future DIDs-based
federal information network. The setup
would enable natonwide access to a
central information resource without
centralizing the actual data base.
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DAY~TRIP:

THROUGH ASPEN
MIT'S Architecture Machine Group

doesn't work on architecture machines.
Instead, the group's full;.time :r;esearch
efforts are aimed at coming up with the
most user-friendly system around; the
Spatial Data Management System is for
"generals, executives, and six-year-old
children, " as group head Professor
Nicholas Negroponte is fond of saying.
Everything is visual. The "media
room" where the system is demonstrated
is empty except for an easy chair flanked
by two touch-sensitive color monitors. A
huge rear-projected color tv scre.en covers
one whole wall. Facing this wall from
the chair, a user can access, through
cursor or voice command, "data land, "
the monitor that holds tiny pictures of the
system's contents. The. other monitor
holds the appropriate "key map" to the
chosen item.
Complex in design, the system is
nevertheless very easy to use.·If, for
example, a user chooses a book, then its,
table of contents appears on the key map.
After the desired chapter is indicated, its
frorit page immediately appears. Then the
user can scan the reading matter at
leisure, using vertical and horizontal
controls. At the end, of the page, a gray
image sweeps across the screen, creating
the illusion that the page is turning.
The user can take a closer look at
pictorial information using another
fingertip control. The image becomes
noticeably clearer with each zoom,by
accessing multiple images stored on disk.
The system includes three processors and
three frame buffer image memories, one
for each screen in the media room. It is
supported by six Interdata minis linked

Above: Xiphias tv graphics. The green swirl moves. Below: Mac Perez, KNXT
Los Angeles weatherman, instructs a Xiphias deSigner.

VISIONS OF,
A VIDEO WORLD

For a project called
"surrogate travel;" the entire
town of Aspen was filmed in a
sequence of frames and then
transferred to videodisk.
by the group's own Magic 6 operating
system, said to be simihrr to Multics.
The experimental system also
includes computer-controlled videodisk
equipment. For a project called
"surrogate travel," the entire town of
Aspen was filmed in a sequence of
frames and then transferred to videodisk.
The surrogate Aspen has been
programmed to respond to left or right
tum signals entered by touching left or
right arrows. You can also stop at any
point and touch, for example, a building
to call up information about it onto the
screen. The finished experiment should
enable the user to zoom in on Colorado,
cruise through Aspen at a good clip, and
take in the sights along the way.
L -________________________________
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Some of the most eye-opening work in
computer graphics these days is being
done for the entertainment industry.
Computer animation and computercontrolled images, which are used by the
special effects houses that brought us the
space movie, are also in great demand in
the television advertising world. Now a
young California company is bringing
computer graphics to the tv industry on a
more serious basis.
"We are in the information
business," declares Xiphias Corp. 's Peter
Black, who feels his firrri has a lot more
to offer the tv industry than visual props.
He explains why: "Our primary resource
for daily information is tv news, which is
very good at covering events. But what
about the social trends and economic
processes underlying those events? How,
for example, do we trace the trail of
actions that have led to the failure of the
auto industry? These types of questions, "
he insists, "cannot be answered by a [tv]
camera."
Maybe computer graphics is the
answer. Black thinks so. "The ability of
computer graphics to compress complex
statistics, processes, and trends," he
maintains, "can be a forceful solution to
________________________________

~

the dilemma of tv news."
Another new computer graphics
company aimed at tv is doing even more
sophisticated pseudo animation. Aurora
Imaging Systems, founded by Richard
Shoup, formerly of Xerox Palo Alto
Research. Center, will provide color
videographics not only for broadcast tv
but for industrial closed circuit
applications, such as company
presentations and training. ''There is a
merging and synergy of computer
technology and video technOlogy, " says
Shoup.
Television already uses some
digital technology, and is moving rapidly
to all-digital storage, processing, and
transmission of images. At the same
time, many raster scan computer
terminals, which are essentially video,
are providing NTSC options (NTSC is the
tv encoding and decoding standard in the
U.S. and Japan). "Long distance broadband communications costs are also
coming down, and will easily compete
with other media," predicts Shoup, who
believes office systems of the future,
including intraoffice systems, will be
video-based. "Video," he vows, "is
surely the dominant medium of the
future. "

-Sarah Rolph
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The Difference Is Clear
Write or call for complete information today.
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a General Dynamics subsidiary
P.O. Box 82449, San Diego, California 92138 / (714) 291-9960, Ext. 481

A whole world. Because our parent company,
C. Itoh Co., Ltd. (pronounced "C. Eetoe") is a multinational organization with resources and subsidiaries located in every corner of the globe.
As C. Itoh Electronics, Inc., we're fortunate to
be part of this international network. It lets us seek
out quality materials and technologies wherever
they can be found. And for a company that specializes in computer peripherals for the OEM, thafs just
as important as price or the capability to deliver.
Today, we're offering the latest designs in dot
matrix and daisy wheel printers, card readers, CRT
monitors, floppy disk drives, and a lot more.
We're also seeing to it that our
OEM customers get all the support
they need. The engineering support
to solve their system integration
problems. Plus complete documentation and a service network that oper-

ates repair and refurbishment stations nationwide.
So when you deal with us, you can be sure you're
doing business with people who are dedicated to
the OEM. And a company whose parent organization
has been around since 1858.
Our goal? To become the best OEM peripheral
source in the country. Because with all our international connections, we haven't forgotten what our
motto promises: One world of quality.
For information on our product lines for the OEM
compu'ter systems manufacturer, contact 'C. Itoh
Electronics, Inc., 5301 Beethoven St., Los Angeles,
CA 90066, Tel. (213) 390-7778; Midwestern Regional
,
Office: 240 East Lake St., Suite '
301-A, Addison, Illinois 60101,
Tel. (312) 941-1310; Eastern
Regional Office: 666 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017;
Tel. (212) 682-0420.

LOOK· AHEAD

Even with the best equipment, like your
Hazeltine terminal, service problems may occur.
Usually when you can least afford them. Repairs
may take hours, days, or even longer.
Instead of waiting, call TRW.
TRW's Customer Service Division-the
exclusive maintenance service representative for
Hazeltine video terminals in the U.S.-can provide
you with a complete Service Agreement Program
that assures you of fast repairs ... thus minimizing
downtime.
Whether you're in New York City or Eugene,
Oregon ... Bismarck, North Dakota, or Miami, you're
just a phone call away from a TRW service district,
supported by our nationwide computerized inventory
network. TRW stocks virtually every Hazeltine part
and printed circuit board you may need.
To make sure the equipment is repaired fast,
we utilize a staff of over 2,000 field service
representatives. Many specialize in servicing
Hazeltine terminals, just like yours. You're not subject
to responses like,. "I'm ill. Can't get to you for a few
days." Or, "I'll be on. vacation for two weeks."
Whenever you need service, a TRW representative
will be there.
We've committed more than $4.8-million in
parts, training, diagnostics, documentation, and new
testing equipment to our Hazeltine Service
Management Program. Therefore, in many cases,
TRW can provide you with complete service
management every year at a cost that's lower than a
single service call.

As the largest national independent service
organization in the computer industry, TRW
Customer Service is dedicated to service and
service alone. What you receive is virtually all the
benefits of having your own personal service staff
and inventory.
On call at a moment's notice.
For a free copy of. a Capabilities Brochure that
explains TRW's Hazeltine Service Management
Program ... or for a· free inspection and cleaning of
your Hazeltine terminal as part of your new, low-cost
maintenance agreement, simply fill out the coupon.
Or, for a faster response, call Joan Gillman now at
TRW Customer Service Division, A COMPANY CALLED
70 New Dutch Lane, Fairfield,
NJ 07006 (800) 526-2273
(from NJ dial (201) 575-7110).

mf&o.p}ty

....•....................................................
I am interested in:

o

Free inspection and cleaning as part of a new, low-cost
maintenance agreement (parts excluded).

o

Capabilities Brochure on TRW's Hazeltine Service Management
Program.

My installed equipment is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TItle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _---....;· Zip _ _ _ __

...........•..............................................
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imminent end of new shipments of the 3350
by IBM. For the PCMS, it means a foreseeable
end to their production of look-alike 3350s
before they must begin making their versions of the 3380.
Even that, however, must await
IBM'S first shipment of a 3380, for the
company does not release any detailed
specs until· that time. The competitor must
then acquire a machine, dissect it, see what
makes it tick, and then complete its. own
product development. In the case of the
3380, IBM has scheduled first shipment in
L U l t takes a lot more than
the
first quarter of 1981. And, says Porter,
stamina to succeed in the
the PCMS typically take about 18 months
plug-compatible peripherals
after IBM'S first shipment to gettheir first
production models into users'. hands. Tllis
, "'.'.
business.
V ,/ At a time when IBM plug-compatible main- means IBM has an 18-month jump on the
frame manufacturers are growing in num- PCMS. Until that time, the PCMS must pro"
ber,.it has become possible 'to count on one duce and install as many of their 3350s' as
hand the vendors of, IBM look-alike possible.
peripheral equipment. For a number of rea- '
"If, and let's underline the if, IBM is
sons, not the least of which are IBM'S ac- successful in ramping up production rapidly
tions in the marketplace, competitors have on the 3380, it should have a major impac,t
L.I... dropped by the wayside, some of them on the installations of 3350s into their 303X
never to be heard from again.
systems cus~omer base, " explains Porter.
Of the companies that at one time or Such a user, needing more capacity and able
another were suppliers of IBM plug-compat- to get early delivery of a 3380 from IBM,
ible tape and disk drives, those that come would not likely take a 3350-equivalent
readily to mind include Ampex, Bryant, from a PCM. Further, the user is likely to
Bucode (which was ,acquired by Mohawk, purchase the 3380, not lease it, because it is
which continued for a while as a supplier), eadyin the product life cycle and that proCalcomp, Information Storage Systems
(ISS), Intercomp, Marshall, Peripherals
The PCMs typically take about
General, Potter, Singer, Telex (which pio18 months after IBM's first '
neered this market back in the 1960s),
shipment to get the first
Texas Instruments, Tracor, and Varian.
If Telex was the first to sell IBMproduction models out.
compatible tape drives, then Memorex was
vides from four to five years of useful life.
the first with disk drives. The business
peaked in about 1971-72,' 'with something
On the other hand, if the added capacity is
urgently needed and a new 3380 is not availlike 18 to 20 companies supplying disks and
tapes," says John Navas,' manager of able, the user will likely take a PCM'S 3350
on a short-term lease _while also baving a
corporate strategic planning at Memorex
3380 on order with IBM.
Corp. He looks around and observes those
remaining - Storage Technology, Control
_"So life is going to be rather-difData, and Memorex .,--- and says, "So you
ficult, I think, for the next few years for the
could say that by the most generous meaplug-compatible disk drive manufactursure there are only three guys left. "
ers," says Porter. But that's the norm for
Of course, there have been startups
the PCM ,business. In addition, IBM uses the
of many disk drive makers in recent years,
Count, Key, Data recording format on the
but they've entered the oem business creatnew drives and makes them attachable to
ed by the minicomputer, the small business
old mainframes back to the 370/158. This
systems market, word processing, and
"means that they are seriously going to imsuch. No longer is anyone entering the PCM
pact the market that otherwise would have
business, which has become a mature
been available in the next few years to PCM
industry where things are much more pre3350s and double-density 3350s, " he adds.
dictable, where margins are probably not as
Does that mean the demise of the
PCM business? Not at all. "I think the overhigh, and where "the risks are as high as
all [plug-compatible] business is fine and is
ever, " notes James N. Porter, consultant
trending higher," says Eugene K. Collins,
and author of the annual Disk 1Trend Report.
analyst with Evans & Co. in New York. He,
too, notes that the disk business is at,the tail
The PCM disk drive business is very
cyclical, for it is tied to IBM'S product anend of a major product cycle, so this businouncementand product retirement cycles.
ness for the next 12 to 18 months will be
Most of these drives have a four to five year
going through a trough in the cyclical patactive product life; previous key announcetern. "And in that sense, business is headments were the 3330 in 1971 and the 3350 in
ing downhill. " But he doesn't feel that the
PCM business, per se, is going downhill.
1975, notes Porter. And that means this
Trending down als'o is the IBM addyear's announcement ofthe 3380 spells the
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IBM'S 3380:-Forthe PCMs, it means a foreseeable end to their production of look-alike 3350s.
on memory systems business. Shipments in
the first half of 1980 by independents are
thought to have been about the same as in
the first six months of 1979, as expressed in
megabytes, not dollars. But installations in
1979 were probably about 20% higher than
in 1978, says Lee Jensen, marketing vice
president for Intersil's Systems Div. in
Sunnyvale, Calif. Of course, while megabytes were up, revenues for the suppliers
are dow~. Intersil supplies systems to Storage Technology Corp., Control Data Corp.,
and Memorex, among others.
This business by independents has
lost both charm and profits, thanks to IBM
having lowered its price to $50,000 for an
incremental megabyte-down to $15,000
on its 4300 series processors.

The IBM add~on memory
systems business is trending
down also.
One supplier, Cambridge Memories
Inc., which relies primarily on Japanese
producers for its memory chips, has
switc~ed to add-in memories for IBM computers where the boards go directly into the
backplane of the mainframe, and is selling a
megabyte for the 370/158, 168, and the
303X computers for $25,000. Adds a
spokesman for-the Massachusetts company,
the user also benefits from add-in memory,
as distinguished from add-on memory, by
saving floor space, power, and air condiI
tioning.
The add-on memory systems business, like the disk drive business, depends
on product life cycles. For almost 10 years,
it has been riding the coattails of the 370s
52 DATAMATION

and the 303X mainframes. But its future
now is tied closely to the long-anticipated H
Series processors.
"The memory business as we know
it today is, in my opinion, in a downturn,"
says Jensen. "And it's in a downturn because nobody knows what the His. " But
whether the add-on systems business remains a viable one will depend on the new
IBM family and the pricing on memory for
it.
A major supplier of IBM add-on
memories at one time, Memorex has phased
out of it in the domestic marketplace, althought it continues to support its lease
base. The company saw that its suppliers,
the semiconductor companies, were increasingly integrating forward and becoming vendors to the end-user community and
that that would make it particularly tough on
the middleman. ''That's probably the most
important consideration" in getting out of
that business, says Memorex planner
Navas. In addition-, niM with its price cuts
was .becoming more competitive and
Memorex "saw the ri~k associated with the
business increasing sharply. "
But, says Navas, "I think the tape
drive business is definitely viable." The
company, he admits, has made no commitment to engineer and manufacture its own
units, choosing instead to sell on an oem
basis those drives made in Japan by Fujitsu
Ltd. He explains that in the early days when
a Memorex disk user inquired about tape
drives, he was referred to Storage Technology.
But, STC since that time has become
a supplier of both tapes and disks, and this
led Memorex to feel that it, too, had to be-

come a source for both types of storage devices.Sources outside Memorex have
nothing but praise for the quality of the
Fujitsu drives, as they also have for the STC
drives-the business that got STC started.
Why has· there been such a large
ilUmber of casualties in the PCM business?
The major factors, of course, must include
the competitive maneuverings of IBM. As
one observer says, "IBM will, and properly
so, take steps to provide a better market for'
itself. That's what competition is all
about." And that, too, is'what all the antitrust litigation is about, those cases where
IBM finds itself the defendant-and where
IBM, time after time, has been able to say
that it has been vindicated by the courts: But
the plaintiffs in these cases have repeatedly
said that they were crippled financially,
have had to carry enonnous financial debts
in attempts to carve a niche for themselves,
weren't able to make any' money, and
couldn't raise any money with which to fi.
nance their ventures.
.In addition, some of the companies
justweren 't viable, the victims of poor business methods, or a lack of technical or
manufacturing skills, or a lousy economy or
all three. Plus, there have been business
consolidations, where successful independents have been grabbed up by a third party.
The acquisition of ISS by Sperry Univac is a
prime example. The unsuccessful attempts
to merge. first Memorex and then STC with
Amdahl Corp. also fall into this category.

Why so many casualties in the
PCM business?
"It's gotten to be a pretty tough
business," says Memorex's Navas, who
explains that it no longer is a business that
can be conducted from a garage. Disk
drives, for example, are now writing at
1,000 tracks per inch and up, linearly at
12,000 bits per inch and up, and lots of
pre,cision is required in the mechanical and
electronic systems. (In the world of tape
drives, Jim Porter reports rumors of an 18track, half-inch drive.)
What, then, does it take to survive in
this business? Uppennost, perhaps, is adequate financial stayingpower,the ability to
pay for the technical (research and development) resources, and to finance the lease
base that an uncertain customer base will
foist onto you. Second is fleXIbility ("You
gotta be agile," says Navas), the ability to
react to technology and market forces, to
the moving target that IBM presents. And, of
course, you must get well-:researched, welldesigned, well-made products quickly to
market, preferably within those 18 months
after IBM'S first shipment. And, as if that
weren't difficult enough, the PCM must
come in below IBM'S prices yet earn a profit,
hopefully offer the user more than IBM does
in the same box, and, alas, it must be compatible.

Teach it to talk back. The SLC-l Time
Machine replies instantly to requests from
your computer. It automatically tells it the
date and time, enters log-in codes, gives
any responses you specify. No changes are
required in your operating system. Simply
install it in the RS-232 or 20mA current
loop serial link that connects your computer and terminal.
No more operator response errors.
No more delays. Now you can automatically re-boot your system after power
failure.
Whether you use your computer for
business, research, or process control, the
Time Machine will save you money. In
fact, the first time it prevents a human error, it
will more than pay for
itself.
The Time Machine doesn't interfere

with yourcomputer's operation. It steps in
and responds only when it sees the key
phrases you have specified. And because
it's battery-supported, it never misses a
beat or a bit.
The Time Machine comes with a
built-in bonus: it is also an independent
microprocessor system. Its 1,000 bytes of
RAM (expandable to 12K) lets you use it
in the off-line mode to free your computer
for other tasks. Applications support is '
available, including a growing 6502 machine language software library.
The single quantity price is only
$640. Ten-digit display option, $190. For
more information or literature on the SLC-l
Machine, contact
Digital Pathways, Inc.,
1260 L' Avenida,
Mountain View, CalifOfliia 94043, or phone
(415) 969-7600.

GET INTO THE TIME MACHINE.

DIGITAL PATHWAYS
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Looking over these characteristics
of the PCM business, one might conjecture
about Japanese companies entering the
fray. John Navas notes that both Hitachi and
Fujitsu have developed a line of disk and
tape drives that can be marketed in the U. S.
Both vendors have shown an ability to produce quality hardware. And Hitachi
through .National Advanced Systems and
Fujitsu through Memorex have begun supplying peripherals to American users. But
Navas observes that both companies operate on a small scale, compared with American companies, and he feels their cost
structures are not competitive with those of
U. S. firms. Additionally, and perhaps more
critically, they lack any sort of distribution
structures, the national sales and service facilities required to show American users
they really intend to play for keeps.
Porter says essentially the same
thing, calling the sales and service capabilities "a prerequisite" to entering the market. He adds, "It's probably not practical
without a large expenditure of money to try
,to set up such a thing-that is, the sales and
service capability." It could be done, he
says, "but it would clearly bea drain of a lot
of money for a few years." They have the
products to make the move, explains Porter,
"but they don't seem to be ready to go into
the spending required to do that in the
U.S. "
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Ma Bell says the MOl verdict
will do a great deal of damage
to the jury. system.
It was Friday the 13th and the verdict came
like a thunderclap from the jury. MCI was
entitled to a $600 million damage award be-
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Of course, the consultant adds with
a smile, they could always buy a U.S.
company. And that brings the conversation
back to Memorex and STC. But Porter questions whether STC is for sale, judging by 'the
celerity with which the company backed out
of the Amdahl merger. And, he adds,
Memorex might find it difficult to maintain
its independence if it cannot maintain
profitability as' a PCM over the next few
years. And that is the challenge of the new
management there.
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IBM mainframes can play
host to many guest terminals. But
a lot of them don't give you some
important functions. That's why we
offer our complements. The Courier
270 Information Display System.
A complete family of displays, controllers and printers that are compatible with the entire 3270 family,
including IBM's 3274/6/8 models.

AWELCOME DISPLA!
Our 270 System is a welcome
alternative. Designed to maximize
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cause of the business practices carried on by
AT&T which impeded MCI'S ability to serve
its customers.
AT&T attorneys were confident that
Ma Bell would be vindicated. The Bell System's lead attorney, George Saunders, had
expressed confidence in the jury's understanding of the complex issues in the case,
feeling certain that the verdict would favor
AT&T. At about 9:30 p.m., a half-hour before the jury returned its verdict, AT&T press
relations began calling members of the
press to stand by for what seemed .like an
obvious outcome. At 10 p:m., the jury filed
back in and ruled for MCI. Under antitrust
law, the damages were tripled, which meant
that the decision awarded MCI a total of $1.8
billion.
After the verdict, Saunders changed
his tune about the jury's competence. He
said the finding would do a great deal of
damage to the jury system, and he immediately vowed that AT&T would appeal the
findings.
The case dealt with complicated
regulatory issues from the early 1970s,
when MCI was first authorized by the FCC to
begin service, up through 1975. A basic
question dealt with whether MCI could provide its customers with connections' to
switched network facilities. AT&T contended that MCI had gone to the FCC with the concept of providing only point-to-point

operator productivity, our 3278compatible display terminals give
you non-glare, non-smear screens
that reduce eye fatigue and improve
display clarity. An easy access
PF key for faster operation. And
ten-key pads on the side for
rapid entry of numeric data.

Bm'ER CONTROL.
When your terminal needs
to talk to your host, attach a Courier
controller and you can get redundancy that provides 100% backup
and a data capture mode that

WILLIAM McGOWAN: "They wanted
to make an example of us, and crush
us so nobody else would try and
compete with them."
service. MCI claimed that the FCC decision in
1970, which paved the way for specialized
carriers such as MCI, foresaw the future
need to provide switched network connections.
Specifically, the interconnections at
issue were foreign exchange (FX) lines and
common control switching arrangements

(CCSA), which are specialized facilities for
large business users.
Exactly two weeks after the verdict,
on June 27, AT&T held a meeting for financial analysts that was closed to the press. An
AT&T spokesman said it was not unusual to
bar the press from such a meeting for members of the Wall Street community. At the
meeting, AT&T distributed copies of a report
on the trial that had appeared in the AT&T
Management Report, a weekly publication
distributed to Bell System management ..
The report, titled in part "a look
back at the changes that fostered uncertainty, " took some of the analysts by surprise.
It portrayed events in MCI v. AT&T in the
way that they had been characterized by
AT&T at the trial-and a way rejected by the
jury. At least one attendee was concerned
about the Bell System motives for distributing the document. One observer suggested
that the adverse court ruling had the potential of impeding Bell's ability to raise
needed capital on Wall Street, and that the
analysts' meeting had been called to reinforce the telephone company's image in the
wake of the trial decision.
One of the most crucial events for
MCI customers in the stormy McIIAT&T relationship ocurred in August 1974, when 15
MCI customers had about 30 FX and CCSA
circuits cut by AT&T. The order to sever
these facilities was given by Mark Garling-

monitors communications traffic
for easier trouble-shooting.

GREET OUR PRINTERS.
If you're entertaining thoughts
of a printer, look no further than
our new 55cps letter-quality printer.
Or our fulI line of dot matrix and
line printers.

QUICK ARRIVALS.
If you've had problems swallowing the delivery schedules you've
been fed by other suppliers, ours
wiII be quite a treat. Because
::;::::::::==~~ii.~~ right now, we're shipping 3278;c;
compatible products with fast
delivery.

house, AT&T chief counsel. Addressing the
reason why the customer facilities were cut,
the AT&T report said ... "AT&T found itself
in the untenable position of providing these
connections in violation of the 'piece out'
provisions of its own tariffs, which had the
force of law. "
The AT&T position that its tariffs had
the force of law and could not be modified
was challenged by MCI chairman William
McGowan. ''The Commission couldn't believe it. All they [AT&T] had to do was write
a letter to the FCC modifying the provisions
of their tariffs," he said.
MCI had earlier gotten a court order
requiring AT&T to provide the contested facilities to MCI and its customers. This pro-

Exactly two weeks after the
ruling, ATI T invited financial
analysts to a private briefing,
where a report on its views of
the trial was distributed.
MCI ruling was taken by AT&T to an appeals
court, which vacated the ruling just before
the service was cut. According to
McGowan, AT&T issued the order to its
operating companies even though it was reported in the press that the FCC was on the
verge of issuing an order obligating AT&T to
provide the FX and CCSA lines. The FCC did

So for local or remote operation, play host to our entire 270
family. You get improved operator
productivity, better delivery and
more functions for your dollar. Call
your nearest m Courier branch
office for our latest technical buIIetins. Or contact us at mCourier
Terminal Systems, Inc.; 1515 W.14th
Street, Tempe, AZ 85281. We'lI
make sure you get the perfect complements to an almost perfect host.
CalI toll-free (800) 528-1400.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
order AT&T to provide the contested facilities to MCI about a week after the service
was cut.
Explaining the Garlinghouse order
to tenninate the service, Jay Grossman,
AT&T media relations supervisor, said that
MCI and its customers had been warned that
if the pro-MCI court decision were overturned on appeal, the circuits would be cut.
"We had to act that way. We really had no
legal choice in that matter. If we didn't take
them out we would have been tacitly saying, 'They were entitled to the service.' "
When asked if he knew of any other instance where existing service to customers
had been cut, Grossman replied that he
knew of no other case like the MCI situation.
McGowan was more vocal on this
point. He agreed it was highly unusual for
customer facilities to be cut and said that hi
other regulatory/legal proceedings AT&T
had never drastically affected users in this

Meanwhile, the AT&T appeal
could take years.
manner. ''They had plenty of choice. When
AT&T claimed it could not provide FX and
CCSA under its tarriff, Walter Hinchman,
[then chief of the FCC'S Common Carrier
Bureau] said, 'Fine, then change the
tarriffs.' "
The implications of the verdict are
significant, according to McGowan. He
predicts that the Justice Department's suit
against AT&T will get a big boost from the
MCI outcome. The Justice case will be very
close to the MCI suit on the transmission
side, McGowan said, although adding he
did not know how the government would
structure its argument on the equipment side
of the case.
The MCI chief raised some concerns
about the efforts launched by Bell to push a
rewrite of the Communications Act through
Congress before the end of the current session. Pointing out that the majority of the
legislators do not really understand the
issues, McGowan said any attempt by Congress to modify the Justice Department's
1956 Consent Decree with AT&T would adversely affect the government's case against
the telephone company. "Bell desperately
wants legislation; they think they can
steamroll Congress into it in an election
year. Congress thinks that simply to deregulate helps competition. That may apply in
the airline industry, but in the communications industry, where you have one company with $50 billion in revenue, and 98% of
the business, deregulation is crazy," he
contended.
And just how badly has MCIcompetition hurt AT&T? "This year, Bell is going
to increase its revenue in long distance telephone calls by $3 billion, and we're going
to have about a $100 million increase. So,
that's 3% of AT&T'S growth," McGowan
pointed out. "When they first refused us FX

and CCSA facilities, they were doing $18 billion per year in revenue, and Bell this year is
going to do $50 billion in revenue."
Then why has AT&T fought MCI so
vigorously? "They wanted to. make an
example of us, and crush us so nobody else
would try and compete with them,"
McGowan said.
Meanwhile, the AT&T appeal could
take years. And is it likely Bell will find an
appeals court to overturn the verdict in a
similar manner that the Telex decision
against IBM was later reversed? McGowan
doesn't think so. He believes that no court
in the land would overturn a finding of this
type made by a jury, and adds that the Telex
decision was made by a judge without a
jury. Industry sources believe that AT&T
might gain a modification of the damages,
or it might be able to convince another court
that the judge made some errors in conducting the trial. But these findings would be
considerably less forceful than a full reversal.
MCI is not sitting on its hands waiting for the AT&T check to come in the mail.
The company has launched a residential
version of its long distance Execunet service at rates 30% to 60% below Bell's.
Another MCI suit is pending against
Bell in the District of Columbia federal
court. The suit just ended covered the period up to 1975, and McGowan says there are

a few more things he would like to discuss
in court with AT&T about the events that
took place after 1975.
Undoubtedly attorney Saunders and
his staff will take the new suit very seriously. And this time, AT&T press relations may
think twice about making advance calls to
alert the media before the verdict is actually
handed down.

-Ronald A. Frank
I----------------~

COMPANIES

USER
REBELLION
WORKED
Burroughs' restructuring of its
international division is aimed
at keeping the customers
satisfied.

The sound of rebellion in Burroughs' international user base is dying quickly under the
weight of new measures from the Detroit
mainframer.
The company has acted swiftly to

YOUR
COMPUTER PRINTER
IS NOW OBSOLETE.
Now there's the Xerox 9700 Electronic Printing System.
The 9700 is the only electronic printer that prints forms,
reports and printouts using unlimited type styles, logos
and graphics.
.
It can also print circles around your computer printer.
For more information, call or write:
. Xerox Printing Systems
Division, 880
Apollo Drive,
P-1, El Segundo,
CA 90245.
(213) 615-6329.

XEROX
XEROX· and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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Now available in plain or fancy.
Yes, Virginia, now there really are two Dumb
Terminal® video displays. And they're available for
immediate delivery
The one on the left is the same reliable
. ADM -3A you've come to know and love. With loads
of dependable features. Like a 12" diagonal screen,
full or half duplex at 11 selectable data rates
(75-19,200), 1920 characters in 24 rows of 80 letters,
RS232C extension port, and direct cursor addressing. Not to mention options galore.
The one on the right is the reliable new ADM-3A+. For those who

want a little something extra in their Dumb Terminal. So in addition to the same proven design and
features of the original, you get even more. Such
as a built-in numeric keypad with 0-9 numerals,
period, comma, tab, minus, and return. Standard
upper and lower case with full, two dot descenders.
'A caps lock key conveniently located adjacent to
its shift key. A program mode key. And separate
cursor control keys.
SO now you have a choice.
• The ADM -3A or the new ADM -3A+.
And they said it couldn't be Dumb.

D_B TERMINALS
SMART BUYS.
~.

. . . . . LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION

Lear Siegler, Inc.!Data Products Division, 714 North Brookhurst Street, Anaheim, CA 92803 800/854-3805. In California
714/774-1010. TWX: 910-591-1157. Telex: 65-5444. Regional Sales Offices: San Francisco 408/263-0506 • Los Angeles
213/454-9941 • Chicago 312/279-5250 • Houston 713/780-2585 • Philadelphia 215/245-1520 • New York 212/594-6762
• Boston 617/423-1510 . Washington,nC. 301/459-1826 . England (04867) 80666.
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counter the ultimatums, threats, and strong
arm tactics of users facing continuing
uncertainty over deliveries and support
(DATAMATION; Oct. 1979).
Users are beginning to speak of farreaching new initiatives from Burroughs to
redress these problems. Some users are already talking of the "birth of a new company."
An Association of Burroughs
Computer Users (ABCU) conference in Madrid last October encapsulated all the users'
grievances. International boss Bill Conlin
returned to Detroit to form a completely
new organization within its international
division. He also began laying an "innovative" new support fabric across the whole
foreign operation, which Burroughs' chiefs
are now beginning to look on as an "industry first" and a prototype for the 1980s.
The new organization, Product Distribution and Logistics-what one user
defined as "getting everythi'ng together at
one spot at one time ' '-was formed to plug
a serious gap between Burroughs' foreign

The significance of software to
Burroughs' future can't be
underestimated.
marketing and U.S. production. The group
director of the new organization, C. B.
Turner, explained: "Under the old structure, systems were delivered in a haphazard
manner with bits coming from allover the
world at different times. " Although a distribution function did exist, it didn't effectively correlate the scheduling of new
production with existing field product
inventories. Now, for the first time, this is
being handled by a new revenue and inventory planning department within the organi, zation which was formed in March. The
benefits, says Turner, can already be felt.
"It's now much easier to define our delivery requirements and more accurately predict shipping time. "
Turner added that as a result,
delivery of systems ranging from its B 1000
series through its B7000 family have been
identified by customer names through the
third quarter of this year. "And we're now
firming up fourth quarter deliveries in the
same way." The company's foreign subsidiaries are being informed so they can advise their customers of shipment dates.
Another key departmentCommunications, Reporting and Analysis
-has just been created within the old distribution services to address the related problem area of order processing. At the heart of
this is a major new piece of data base software, OPARS (Order Processing And Reporting System), which was written in
COBOL. Burroughs admits that OPARS was
hurriedly brought into existence in January
and is as yet largely untested. "It's not in its
optimum state and its initial reports are certainly not at the levels we want, " says Turn-

er. But the significance of software to
Burroughs' future can't be underestimated.
The data base will greatly improve communications between the field and Detroit
by providing on-line information about
orders, production dates, and other data.
Turner says reports from the data
base are being drawn up and sent to subsidiaries on a monthly basis. "Their quality is
poor now but it will improve as OPARS improves. "
The OPARS inquiry facility that Burroughs plans to offer divisions and regions
outside distribution will be of more direct
use for international users. Some foreign
subsidiaries could have this facility early
next year. This means that an individual
user's account manager working through
his local head office could begin to get into
the system. Observers point out that this
could provide some much needed insight
into Burroughs' current backlog, which is
now running at record levels. "It also will
better define exactly when a customer does
require his system," explained one Burroughs manager.
Burroughs feels that the blend of its
new department with OPARS should insure
that a complete system can at last be scheduled and its delivery optimized. But to enhance this new program, the company is
planning to go one step further by establishing what it calls' 'staging centers" at choice

foreign locations. At these centers the complete system will be assembled and verified
prior to delivery.
According to Burroughs, the first of
these centers in Europe will be in the U.K.
and will handle its new B90 small systems.
The location, 'Milton Keynes, is 50 miles
from London and close enough to the
company's major Scottish manufacturing
operation. This first site is also slated to per-

To silence critics of its field
support, Burroughs is seHing
up Remote Control Centers.
, form the job of Group Control staging center for the European Economic Community
(EEC) block of nine countries. Complete
systems, says Burroughs, will be delivered
mostly by trucks within Europe.
This center, which will be established by the end of 1980, will be augmented by another one in an undisclosed part of
the continent. Sources in Holland expect
this center, for the small system B1900, to
be near Amsterdam, but Burroughs would
not comment on this. All it would say was
that the site hadn't yet been chosen.
The other abiding criticism of the
company's international operation has concerned "patchy levels" of field support.
And here again, the company seems to have
silenced its critics, for the present at least,

The Xerox 9700.
It's the only printing system in the world that prints
reports, forms and printouts
using unlimited tyEe styles,
company logos ana graphics. It
can even print your signature.
Ifyou still think all Erinting sys- .
tems are pretty much the same, call
or write Xerox. We'll demonstrate the
difference.
Graphically.
Xerox Printing Systems Division,
880 Apollo Drive, P-1, El Segundo, CA

90245. (213) 615-6329.

XEROX
XEROX"and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION,
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Be the fi rst to ...

LEARN THE SECRETS OF
DP PRODUCTIVITY
Learn Software
Principles for Management
Do you need to understand how software works? Why
it costs so much? This compact and productive seminar
introduces managers to the principles, vocabulary
and function of software. At IBM, Joe Fox managed
over 4000 people in such projects as Apo"o, Skylab, and the Space Shuttle. Send today for full
seminar information.

Learn Integrated
Telecommunications Management

Oct. 27-29 - NEW YORK
Dec. 3-5 - LOS ANGELES

Learn Motivating
Computer Personnel
Great equipment but productivity lags? Motivation of .
skilled DP personnel can be the secret to success, efficiency, on-time performance and rock-bottom failure
rates. Achieve maximum output from lowest possible labor costs. J. Daniel Couger and Robert A.
Zawacki have both done extensive research
on the motivational factors and norms of
DP personnel. Send today for fu". sem-·
inar information.

So many options. So many benefits! So much to identify. Learn the fast, efficient techniques for telecommunications management. James Jewett is an international authority in telecommunications. Jacqueline
B. Shrago is we" known for her work on the optimization and analysis of voice networks. Send
today for full seminar information.

Oct. 2 - LOS ANGELES
Nov. 6 - BOSTON
Dec. 5 - HOUSTON

Oct. 15-17 - WASH., D.C.
Nov. 12-14-SANDIEGO

_TaUghtbY:

_TOmGilb

Learn Design by Objectives
What happens when you mistakenly design by function alone? How do you identify and control your system?
Use of the Management by Objectives approach to DP
planning brings productivity, clarity, efficiency and
success. Formerly with IBM and author of over
100 publications, Tom Gilb leads you through
the procedures that apply Design by Objectives to your DP challenges. Send today
for full seminar information.

Oct. 22":24 -

Taught by:

•

A

Randall
Jensen

We now know that how we manage an office changes
with new technology. Already, computer-based tools are
in the hands of individual works. What efficiencies can
we expect? David Farber, Ronald Uhlig, and James
Bair created this seminar for managers who want
to learn the way office systems can, could, and
should be built. Send today for full seminar
information.

•

Dec. 1-3 -

SAN FRANCISCO

NEW YORK

Learn Software Engineering

~

CALL TODAY:
(213) 394-8305

Take your choice. Approach software like blind men
examining an elephant, or learn the systematic, efficient
ways of identifying, defining and creating exactly the
software system you need. Dr. Jensen is an international authority and lecturer in the field of software. He leads you through the development
of the system that makes software creation
simple, predictable and efficient. Send
today for full seminar information.

SEND FOR FULL
INFORMATION TODAY
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
with an aggressive response.
Complaints have centered around
the failure in administration and coordination-this time of people (field engineers),
rather than scheduling and delivery.
One senior member of ABCU
summed up the problem by saying that its
relatively expensive support operation had
been poorly managed. Burroughs' response
has resulted in a completely new and possibly innovative organizational structure, say
observers. Burroughs calls it the Resource
Control Center (RCC), the pilot of which
was formed in Toronto, Canada, at the end
oflast year. Already other RCCS have sprung
up in Brazil, and next will be Australia. By
the end of this year the U. K. and France will
have them, followed by West Germany,
Japan, and others in 1981.

Known as the "silent
company" for. much of the '70s,
Burroughs has begun to find its
corporate voice.
At the front end of each RCC is the
users' central call point, the Information
Control Center, and behind this is the Product Support Center. According to Fred
Rogers, general manager, international
field engineering, each center is as much a
preventive and diagnostics tool as a corrective one: "We've learned that 88% of calls
are routine-no fuss, no bother."
Once again Burroughs has come up
with a new on-line data base software in the
form of two systems-REsPOND and
RADAR. The former, as well as receiving
customer calls, is a management information system to track field engineering, says
Rogers. RADAR, on the other hand, is a program maintenance product that can remotely detect potential failures and
deteriorations in performance at a user site.
The key to RESPOND is that it offers
management visibility and dynamic overview of the field engineering function.
Once RESPOND swings into action, an engineer on call is literally clocked and his performance measured by the system. This had
led to fears that Burroughs' customer service engineers (as they now are known) may
begin to resent working under such close
scrutiny "and maybe even result in a Big
Brother complex," says Rogers. "But this
was not our intention----"it's not a spy system. "
Rogers also countered assertions
that Burroughs was tightening up and cutting back on field engineers. "These measures were not brought in under duress, or to
cut costs. "
Rogers went on: "We just said to
ourselves, let's forget everything we've
done before and concentrate on what our
users need. " He added that one bonus of the
monitoring function has been fresh insight
into new training techniques for field personnel.
.

With its provision of RADAR,Burroughs is following the IBM lead by
monitoring, tuning, and updating its customer base from a remote site. And, like
IBM, it is becoming increasingly aware that
service, software, and support will provide
the key to market growth in the 1980s.
As yet, ABCU says it is too ~arly to
tell what tangible benefits will result from
Burroughs' initiatives. "It's a major reorganization, and its effect will take time to
filter through," says ABCU chairman Eric
Holloway.
One thing that is clear is that Burroughs' actions have opened as many channels of communication within the company
as outside of it. Known as the "silent
company" for much of the 1970s, Burroughs has begun to find its corporate voice.
One fear is that it may have tried to do too
much in too short a time. Madrid sparked so
much change that maybe it's a bit too much
for users to swallow.
Rogers was in no doubt: "There will
be no overkill. We've given our users what
they've been calling for. In this business
you can't stand still. The company is confident that it has maneuvered and marshalled
its forces correctly. It feels that its future
battles will be won by an improved power to
communicate face to face with the users. "
But with any major organizational
change there are dangers. "They'll need the

next two years to gain management experience," said one senior ABCU member.
"There will be lots of problems, and little
praise. I hope they make it. "
-Ralph EmmeH

WEAVING
WP&DP
TOGETHER
AM Jacquard Systems sets
sights on automating what has
long been a manual domainthe office.

When Joseph Marie Jacquard invented the
first binary controlled device, a weaving
loom, back in 1801, he pleased the state,
France, but not the weavers ofthe country.
The government of France bought
rights to the device from Jacquard in 1"806
and since then his invention has been in· the
public domain. But the country's weavers
hounded, threatened, and otherwise harrassed him to the point where he had to go
into hiding. So, fear of automation existed
even then.

ONLY ONE
PRINTING SYSTEM
MAKES OBSOLETE EO
OBSOLETE~·v.

The next time one small
change makes you throw out
a ton of forms, think of this:
The Xerox 9700 creates and
stores form·s electronically. And
. it's the only electronic printer
that does.
And it prints reports and printouts
of such high quality you'll have to
admire their form.
For more information, call or write:
Xerox Printing Systems Division, 880
Apollo Drive, P-l, El Segundo, CA 90245.

(213) 615-6329.

XEROX
XEROX· and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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;.....;.If.yo~·}~avel~Efntrinbers ..<)fitems .iria computer,'
. .. ;., . . . Y9:n :need~' print and distribute .on :~'.'. recurring
'oasis;·JUST.SEND.US·A,M4GNETIC···TAPE
.' AND WE'LL DO THE REST: .
.
.•Innovativecatalog .redesignand··d~ta organi~ .
zation.Red~ction of~eight,space'ari~number .
of,pages. ~ormatchanges~d errofcorrections.
:;Automated. printing and . ····f~tinailing to your
,distiibutorsormail~ng lists.• In the example
'. above, $1.00per book is ~~veda1-0neon 1st Class
. Postage between~os Angeles and Chicago.
. .~ .• Your '. product\Wl1ook »etterfindlle, easier .', to
"use. You'll save even more money Jjecause our
shorter delivery tirne·gets price changes to .your
dealers faster.: (Tiin(3 means .BigMoney' during
inflationary periods.)
., .
• Yotlwill avoiddelays~d headaches related to
, intemalpriority and appr()valproblems when
you .. want·to .make'·'· changes ·to 'your catalog.
Changes .that require_' your computer staff to
alter their programs. We have 12 Systems Programmers and make such changes in a few hours.

"-O'Neil Data Syst~ms . has: tWo large scale. com~
puters . driv~ngAdvanced ,.computer. Output .
.Micro~mand Phototypesetting equipment plus
. OUl"own automated printing facility; aU on the
premises. We don't ship out or subcontract any
. phase of your job. This' means. we do your job
faster and at less cost to you.

-WHOSE CATALOGS DO WE PUBLISH?
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
BMW Motor Co. North America
Burroughs Corporation
Century 21 Real Estate
Computer SciencesCorporation
Walt Disney Productions
Fiat Motors of North America
Foremost McKesson, Inc.
General Dynamics, Convair Div.
American Honda Motors Co., Inc.
Kahan & Lessin Co.
Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A.
Department of the Navy

Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
Peterhuilt Motors Company
Real Estate Digest
San Diego Unified Schools
The Service Bureau Co. (Control Data)
Teleciedit, Inc.
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
United Stationers'
University of California
U.S. Suzuki Motor Corporation
Volkswagen-Porsche-Audi
Volvo of America Corporation
Yamaha Parts Distributors, Inc .

WHY NOT LET US BID ON YOUR
, NEXT PRINTING CONTRACT?

r Tell me more about~ing ~ey and time. with yo-;;';- l,

I Faster 4-Day Service. , D M - 0 8 - 8 0
I Name
I
I
I
I Title
I
I Phone'
I
I Company
I
I &recl
I
I City
I
IL State
Zip
_________
· . _ _ _ _ _ .JI

O'NEIL DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
2005 Armacost Avenue. LosAngeles,California 90025-Telephone: 11213/879-0830

JUST SEND USA MAGNETIC TAPE - WE DO THE REST!
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And now the Jacquard name is again
linked with automating what has long been
a manual domain-the office. This is AM
Jacquard Systems, which claims credit for
being the first firm to combine word processing and data processing.
The fear of automation persists. At a
Los Angeles celebration of National Secretaries Day, Karen Nussbaum, director of
Working Women, a national association of
female office workers, voiced the association's concern: "What we're up against is
callous management,governmental indifference, and technicians whose standard for
progress is wholly the economic motivation
supplied by the corporation. "
The management of AM Jacquard
Systems isn't too worried, although Jack R.
Bonne, vice president, marketing, admits
his own secretary refuses to use the automated equipment he has provided her.
The company's recent growth
would seem to give little credence to any
grounds for concern. In 15 months' time,
the company has gone from doing $1 million per month in business to $7 million.
A lot of this has to do with the acquisition of the company in December 1978 by
AM international. In January 1979, AM
merged into Jacquard the AMtext line of
dedicated word processors formerly handled by its Varityper Div. in East Hannover,
N.J. The products are still manufactured in
New Jersey but the line's headquarters sales
force was moved to Jacquard's Santa Monica, Calif., headquarters.
Jacquard, which had never had a direct sales force before the merger, now has
some 200 salespeople in the U.S. and expects to have close to 300 by the end of next
year. Jacquard. had been selling its gear
through a dealer network it retains. Bonne
said the company has converted most of its
50 U.S. dealers to the status of independent
sales contractor, whereby they get their
demonstration equipment free and sell on a
commission basis with the company billing
the end user.
The AMtext 425 word processor has
joined the Jacquard line as the J 425. "It's a
good complement to our line, " said Bonne.
, "The 425 is an easy to use full screen word
processing system." Jacquard's J 100 and J
500 word and dp systems are more sophisticated and more difficult to learn to use.
Both feature a partial screen although a full
screen unit is under development.
The J 100, called the videocomputer
when it was announced in 1976, can support
up to 15 slave crts. The J 500 is a standalone
unit with 128K bytes of memory.
Jacquard uses its independent sales
contractors to market to companies with
sales of $10 million a year or less. "It's a
small businessman to small businessman
relationship and it works well," said
Bonne. The direct sales force inherited with
the AMtext line sells to big business and the
federal government.

The company uses what it calls' 'authorized software vendors" both ,to support
and modify its software and to provide other
software for its systems. Bonne said the
company hopes to have at least two authorized software vendors in every one of its
major marketing locations (they're in 52
now and expect to expand into 72) by the
end of this year.
The company has· 30 international
distributors and sells directly in France and
England. 'It's gotto do with the way a country is organized," said Edgar Bolten,

"We were the first with shared
word processing and data
processing."
founder and president of Jacquard. "In
France, Paris is everything. It's not ~o clear
in Germany and we've tested both direct
and distributors, and distributors seem to do
better. Germany seems to be five different
markets. "
Bolten sees the text processing market as "conservatively growing at about
50% a year and it'll probably be more like
75% to 80% in the U.S. and Europe."
Jacquard has 1,000 employees
today, up from 150 just 15 months ago.
When it was formed in late 1969 it was just
Bolten, Mike Rogers, and a secretary the
two had shared at TRW. It was formed as a

minicomputer systems house.
Its. first system was for trade show
registration. It debuted at Wescon in San
Francisco in 1971 ~ This system and Rogers
were spun off in 1975 as Registration Services Inc. Two years later Jacquard went
into production with its first product, the
J 100 videocomputer.
"We were the first with shared word
processing and data processing, " said Bolten. "We stressed this at Syntopican in
1977 and at the '77 NCC [National Computer
Conference] in Dallas. Most data processing firms do not have the commitment to
understand the word processing market or
the software people to implement word pro-'
cessing well. "
When Jacquard was developing its
trade show registration system, the company worked closely with Addressograph!
Multigraph Inc. (former name of AM International). The first module of the system to
be up and running was in AIM's Wilshire
Blvd. office in Los Angeles. They modified
an AIM embosser t9 be used with the system.
Asked if he had any notion then that
his company eventually would be acquired
by AM, Bolten' would only smile. But then,
the original Jacquard was a weaver and one
dictionary definition of weave is "to unite
in a coherent whole." So, maybe that's
what's been done.

-Edith Myers

ONLY ONE
ELECTRONIC
CUTS PAPER
INHALE,
Xerox has an answer to the rising c,ast
of paper: The, ~erox 9700. It's the omy
electronic printer that prints on both
sides of a piece ofpaper. And cuts
'
paper costs in halE
If you'd like more information on the Xerox 9700, you
could write us. But ifyou
call, you'll save time. And
paper.
Xerox Printing Systems Division, 880
Apollo Drive, P-1, El
Segundo, CA 90245.
(213) 615-6329.

XEROX
XEROX· and 9700 are trademark, of XEROX CORPORATION,
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STRATEGIES

communications requirement whatsoever,
pending study ofsix selected departments'
needs projected into the 1990s.
CHH, with 'department stores (including the Broadway Stores and Neiman
Marcus), high fashion shops, and specialty
stores in a number of states; is concerned
about communications in the '80s.
Bob Wilhelm, CHH executive vice
president, told a conference of the Association for RetaiIlApparel Management Information· Systems (ARMI~) that his stores are
using 12 different types of POS (point-ofsale) equipment and "we do communications of various vintages. "

a

~etail organizatiQns grapple
with the MIS planning process.

Carter Hawley Hale Stores, Inc., headquartered in Los Angeles, has put a hold on purchase of any new equipment for any

He said top management has' asked
the involved departments to "tell us what
we didn't know or could not.imagine. We
could visualize a combined voice and data
net. We .could visualize word processing
machines talking tO,each other. We wonder
how many cities are equipped for teleconferencing. We want to know what equipment, what technology we need to be
ready.".
_
. What CRR wants' is an integrated
plan. "We're right in the middle .now,"
said Wilhelm, "reviewing everything. We
mllst make a choice soon." He advised
other retailing executives, "if you paven't
taken a good look at your communications
yet, you should do it soon." .
Max Beere, vice president, consulting qivision,' ICS Consulting Group, Torrance, Calif., agreed; "Vendors are
listening more than they ever have before, "
he told retailers. "You have a lot freer
choice now than ever before." He sees a
blending of data processing and communications into what he called a "polyprocessor reticulum; a network of cells or needs
of users."
But, he noted, "we're faced with a
need for behavior modification.' Computer-

"The management of
communications processes will
first equal and eventually
replace dp in the typical retail
firm."
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niks and communicators are parochial in
their thinking. Communications has been a
self-taught art learned at Ma Bell's plump
knee." He said the first step in behavior
modification is acceptance of unity.
Retailing and banking, for instance,
"have a lot to gain from a closer relationship. There is a definite movement there, a
coming together. There isn't much difference in their methods'of operation. Retail~rs are beginning to accept bank cards and
external data base check verification."
Beere feels that "future information
managers will have to be innovators rather
than caretakers. The future for the information movement couldn't be brighter. "
Landen Miller, a. partner' with
Touche Ross & Co. in Seattle,said the data
processing function in retail stores' 'is really an aberration." He believes "the management of communications processes will
first equal and eventuallY'rephice data processing in the typical retail.firm." And he
believes it is unrealistic. to~xpect anyone
company or two to continue to control the
data communications market.
Bob Bartlett, another Touche Ross
partner froin the firm's San Francisco office, said the best work will be "done by entrepreneurs. The innovations will come
from new and smaller companies. "
Terry V. Schlimmer, telecommunications systems manager, 1.. C. Penney Co. ,

I

New York City, talked abo~t the problems
of network to network communi~ations .. He
said his firm supports seven different data
networks, all applications-oriented. They
connect to the Visa data communications
network and the TRW credit verification net.
They use satellite communications for
stores in Hawaii and Alaska. He said they
are working with 15 suppliers and that' 'it
will be '1985 before it really starts to look the
way we want it to look. "
Donald E.Norman,vice president
of information syst~ms for Target Stores,
Fridley, Minn., said his organization is taking a task force approach to the development of integrated data communications.
Target is part of Dayton. Hudson' Stores.
Norman said Dayton Hudsqn's management style allows each operating company a
great deal of autonomy even in network
planning. Target has 98 stores and expects
. to have 175 by 1984. They are self-service,
mass merchandising stores stocking· some
65,000 item~ per store.
"We have a solid foundation of systems that work very well," said Norman,
"but we knew they would be overrun if we
did. riot upgrade with new. technology. to
accommodate growth. We went into fiveyear, long range systems planning."
. First an information steering committee was formed, made up of senior peopie. A survey was conducted via questionnaires to department heads in 1976. Next
came consolidation, reyiew and feedback,
and preparation last year of a systems plan.
Then, the task force approach. "We want to
get user commitment. ".
Norman said a big problem has been
lack of knowledge about office systems.
"We have included office systems in our
plan, but the wording is vague and general.
There is a widespread ignorance of office
systems at Target. We're babes in the
woods in the area of studying and designing
office systems. How do we specify this un- known into our system? We have been looking for an experienced office systems
individual for six months with no success. " .
Target has 3,000 IBM 3653 POS
terminals, 57 IBM POS controllers, 38 leased
lines between stores, three multidrop leased
lines, 10 RJP}crt leased lines, and 12 Watts
lines used for voice by day and data at night.
By the end of 1985 it expects to have 5,500
POS terminals, 1,000 video/printer terminals, and 90 POS controllers. The task
force's job is to. study savings potential,
monitor progress, and give directions as
.needed. It is using regional minieomputers
in the network for regional control with
overall network control in Minneapolis. It
uses a split stream multiplexor and a cluster
controller and would like to have lines it
could divide into two parts to accommodate
different transmission speeds and different
protocols. "We understand IBM is working
on this in Europe and Canada but not in the
u.S. We have SUbmitted an RFQ, but so far

have had no response. "
Target has a 3033 at headquarters
and a Tandem computer in its Southern distribution center. It's considering IBM 4300s
and 8100s as regional nodes but, "in my
opinion, they're [IBM] not as advanced as
Tandem." What Target is working toward
now is an interim configuration as a pilot
project. .
Target's parent, Dayton Hudson,
came up with what it called' 'a first in retailing and telecommunications" late last year
with its Christmas Registry Computer.
Using regular Northwestern Bell and AT&T
lines; customers could touch crt screens in
futuristic store displays to determine if a
person they wanted to buy a gift for was registered. If the person was, the customer
would next push the word "print" on the
screen and see the gift preference displayed
and simultaneously printed on a teleprinter.
Key to the system were touch sensitive
computer terminals (TSTS) developed by
Information Dialogues, Inc., Minneapolis.
Bob Hughes, IBM, Raleigh, N.C.
research center, sees software as the key to
the future flexibility of computer use. "At
Raleigh we are working mostly with software. " But he worries a little. "As computers become more pervasive in automobiles,
I wonder what it would be like to drive into a
gas station and ask for the programmer."

-Edith Myers

UPSTARTS

STRATUS
STRUTS
ITS STUFF

It's a software company first;
but it will also produce its own
hardware~

Another beneficiary of the increasingly active venture. capitalists, a new company
called Stratus Computer Inc. in Natick,
Mass., is attracting considerable attention
among minicomputer professionals as it recruits a star-quality development staff for
"a software company that will produce its
own hardware. "
Stratus was formed earlier this year
by three local industry heavyweights. William Foster, onetime eI)gineering manager
for computer systems at Hewlett-Packard
and recently vp for software development at
Data General, is the Stratus president. Robert Freiburghouse, founder of Translation
Systems, Inc., the Cambridge software
house, and former ma~ager of Honeywell's

ONLYONE.
ELECTRONIC PRINTER
MAKES· YOU LOOK
THIS GOOD ON:(.:;;5!~)~~'j)ii~~;~~~
. Nothing improves your
appearance like a Xerox 9700.
. It cail make your entire
business look a lot mote
businesslike.
The 9700 can ll?prove, the impact ofyour communication with
company logos, graphics, or even
your signature. And it's the only electronic printer that can.
Improve your image. Call or write:
Xerox Printing Systems Division, 880
Apollo Drive, P-1, EI Segundo, CA 90245.

(213) 615-6329.

XEROX
XEROX-and 9700 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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No other floor.
in the world will
do the job so well
in your computer room
Floating Roors is the only system designed speTo get complete details on why Roating Roors*
cifically for service in computer rooms ... The Roating
are the best choice for critical computer room areas,
Floor system is everything~and does everything resend· for our free brochure. A comprehensive. AV
quired without compromise.
presentation is available on request.
For instance, total aluminum construction eliminates possible iron oxide particle problems-static
grounding-and heavy, hard to remove panels. A
FLOATING FLOORS. INC.
completely stringerless assembly provides quick' ac795 Berdan Ave., P.O. Box 6627, Toledo, Ohio 43612, Tel: (419) 476-8772
cess anywhere, anytime. And when you renovate and
IN CANADA: Bruce (EOP) Services Ltd., 3650 V\eston Rd.,
add to your computer room in the future-you will be
Weston, Ontario M9L 1W2 Tel: (416) 741-0854.
pleased that your floor is an easily re-arranged Roat.,.
'FLOATING FLOORS is a Registered Trade Mark of Floating Floors. Inc.
ing Roor.
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even be aware of that. He knows he's got a even a general announcement date. "Let
computer system out there and when he me just say that we're very adequately fineeds more processing power, he can add nanced and all the investors agree with us
that the timing will depend upon when we
more processors to it and it runs faster."
With the Stratus design, a user can have a really good product." Stratus has
start with a single modular processor and, three institutional investors: Hellman, Gal
adding processors as he grows; evolve it Capital Corp. of Boston; Institutional Veninto perhaps a 40-processor system. Unlike ture Associates of Menlo Park; and Busithe traditional mini upgrade with a cpu ness Development Services, the venture
trade-in, nothing will be discarded with a capital arm of General Electric Co.
Foster kept stressing the advantages
Stratus upgrade, said Foster. "You .add
processors to it and build a bigger system. of being able to design from scratch today.
"The driving force behind our
You don't throw. anything away."
"Look at the product lines of Prime,
The only system in the market with Hewlett-Packard, Digital, Data General
design. is the software-and
this approach is Tandem, Foster said. "Our
that's different from every
technical approach is totally different, not at "The timing [of any product
other system out there."
all similar. But they've got that system that announcement] will depend on
starts with two processors and goes up to
program, who will direct the development
16, so they at least profess to have this abil- when we have a really good
of a new operating system; Jim Austin, DG'S
product."
ity. "
former director of engineering services; and
"Our
overall
architecture,
the
way
Robert Reid, who was in charge of DEC 10
we have designed our hardware, the oyerall . . . they're all using operating systems that
and DEC 20 processor development at Digilayout, the way the processors are tied to- were designed 10 years ago.
tal Equipment.
, 'And 10 years ago, no one had the
gether, and the way the peripherals and
, 'All existing computer manufacturmemory all fit into the system is totally slightest idea how minicomputers would be
ers have the same problem," said Foster.
transparent to the software," he explained .. used today!"
"Their systems were d~signed in the days
, 'All new operating systems start
"That isn't true of other machines. When,
when logic, memory, and peripherals were
for instance, you have a 16-processor Tan- out clean~ " added os manager Steve Webexpensive, software was limited to a small
dem system, the people who program it ber, "but as new and better ideas come into
number of specific applications, costs to
have to be very intimately aware that there the marketplace, as the market .evolves,
maintain computers were relatively small,
and minicomputers weren't used in critical . are a lot of processors out there. Our design everyone has to patch these changes into the
system. One of our major advantages will
will make all that invisible to the user. "
on-line applications. "
Foster refused to commit himself to be our ability to take the last 10 years' worth
Obviously, things have changed, he
said, but vendor requirements that current
~~J(QXQJ®~ 2(Q)~ lQ)lQ)u~J~a
machines be backward-compatible to early
designs severely limits the adaptability of
new systems. DEC'S VAX 111780, he noted,
had to be designed to be backward-compatible with the old PDP/ll line, "greatly recover that Model 204 performs-and
Here's what the leading software
stricting possible innovations. "
rating service says: "Anyone interested keeps performing, even if your data- ,
For a newcomer who does nothave
base gets up into the billions of bytes
in installing a flexible, user-oriented
to support a 10- or 15-year-old system deand your terminals get into the
DBMS would be remiss if they did not
sign; for a computer that doesn't have to be
hundreds. Which means no system
evaluate Model 204."
backwards compatible; for an operating
They're right. It will pay you to check changes, no reprogramming. Which
system that can optimize for the new ecoout Model 204. Because you'll find that means big cost savings.
nomics, the new technology, the actual
Don't be "remiss." Getfurther informaModel 204 is so easy to use that you
workload ofthe small and medium computtion by clipping your card to this ad and
won't need large teams of programer, the potential is simply tremendous, said
mers for bringing up new applications.
mailing to us at 675 Massachusetts
Foster.
And you'll get the job done quickly.
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.
Or call 617-49j -7400 ..
Which means big cost savings.
"Basically, all the computers out
And it will pay you to evaluate Model
there were designed by the engineers and
204 perfor.mance. Because you'll disthen given to the programmers, who were
told, 'O.K., progr:am it.' Ours was done
from the opposite viewpoint," he explained. "The software people who developed the architecture and designed the
overall machine determined that there really
wasn't hardware available that could implement such an architecture, and that's why
we are doing our own hardware. But the
driving force behind our design is the software-and that's different from every other
system out there .. "
The Stratus computer will be a virtual memory machine with a mUltiprocessor
design, said Foster. The two prime concerns in the system development are reliability and expandability. "It's a
Cambridge, New York, Houston, San Francisco, Chicago, Washington I Affiliates: Tokyo, Berne, Milan, Toronto
multiprocessor design, but the user won't
advanced language system program, is
Stratus vp for software engineering. And
Gardner Hendrie, former DG engineering
director and himself the designer of the
original 16-bit minicomputer, came in as vp
for hardware engineering.
With a fresh design approach, solid
financing, and the reputation of its founders, Stratus has become a talent magnet.
New recruits include Steven Webber, for 15
years a mainstay in Honeywell's Multics

You're 'remiSS' if
you don't check it out.
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This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy these securities.
The offer is made only by the Prospectus.

(WANG)
1,237,800 Shares

Wang Laboratories, Inc.
Class B Common Stock
Price $33% per Share

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained in any State only from such of the several
Underwriters, including the undersigned, as may lawfully offer the secun'ties in such State.

Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb
Incorporated

Merrill Lynch White Weld Capital Markets Group
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Incorporated
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Drexel Burnham Lambert

Securities Corporation
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Incorporated

Kidder, Peabody & Co.
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Salomon Brothers·

Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co.
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Warburg Pari bas Becker
A. G. Becker
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Wertheim & Co., Inc.

Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
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. of patches and integrate them at the start.
Ten years from now, we'll probably have to
start worrying ....
"But, we are trying to position ourselves to take advantage of change," explained Webber. "We're going to have a
very structured high-level implementation,
of course, and it's going to be thoroughly
thought out before we do any actual coding.
We're surveying the sort of things that are
needed, that are desirable, necessary to be
competitive-and we're going to design in
enough of those from the start so that this
won't need those kluggie hack-up add-ons
that you find in most other operating systems these days. "
"You see," said Foster, "we have
10 years' experience in looking at all these
other operating systems. We know what is
really needed and what isn't. And we won't
have to drag along a bunch of garbage just to
be backwards-compatible with something
that was done in 1975, something you've
got to keep doing to keep all the old customers happy."
/

-Vin McLellan

COMMUNICATIONS

WHERE
TO DRAW

THE LINE

Manley Irwin discusses the
difficulties of regulating
communications.
The prospect of AT&T operating a competitive 'subsidiary has generated much discussion in recent months. The issue was
brought sharply into focus by the FCC'S
decision in the second Computer Inquiry,
which essentially paves the way for Bell to
step out from the regulated arena.
One regulatory economist who was
not surprised by the concept of an unregulated Bell subsidiary is Dr. Manley R.
Irwin, professor of economics at the
Whittemore School of Business and Economics at the University of New Hampshire. Since the mid-1960s, Irwin has been
tracing the convergence of computers and
communications. Moreover, he was an
architect of the FCC'S first Computer Inquiry.
Irwin has' written that "Bell may
seek some accommodation with the Justice
Department by pleading that changes in'
information technology have rendered the
[1956 consent] decree's sanctions obsolete.
Bell may find it necessary to seek a redefinition of 'communications' to include data
processing on the grounds that the two are
inseparable. . . ."

While these views are timely today,
they appeared in November 1966 in a
DATAMATION article by Irwin titled, "The
Computer Utility. "
"I see a conflict between the drift of
regulation and the drift of technology,"
Irwin began during a recent interview. "All
of a sudden no one owns the technology.
The technology is not waiting, government
is not waiting, R&D is not waiting, corporations are not waiting, and markets are erupting rather rapidly.
"Regulation is over its head. It can't
chase a moving target. As the technology
spreads, it means that Bell can't have it all.
Noone firm can have it all. The telephone
industry can't have it all, the telecommunications industry can't have it all, and the
computer industry can't have it all, " Irwin
explained.
"All of a sudden the dividing lines
are gone. One company can't come up with
a digital local switch, a digital toll switch, a
digital PBX, new software, fiber optics,
satellites, a local digital network, and a
home information service simultaneously.
The regulatory implications of that are phenomenal. All of a sudden the Bell System
monolith becomes diverse and spread out
and available to everybody, " he said.
The key question is how a regulated
company like AT&T makes the transition to
an environment where it must compete with

Bull's eye! The leading software rating
service gives Model 204 DBMS a perfect score-4 out of 4-for ease of use.
Because with Model 204 it's easy.
It's easy to learn. Easy to install. Easy
to set up new databases. And easy to
develop new applications-for inventory control, personnel data, financial
applications, correspondence tracking,
project control-and every other kind
of corporate database.
And since it's easy, it doesn't require
teams of programmers. And it doesn't

others. "If you think the telephone industry
has problems, the regulator is in even worse
shape. The regulator by tradition wants
clean demarcations with clean market lines.
The technology has blown the regulator's
rationale for existence. Ourregulatory institutions are trying to save and protect their
turf, " he said. '
But these major changes did not
happen overnight, according to Irwin. In
1966 in his capacity as assistant to Bernard
Strassburg, then chief of the FCC'S Common

"If you think the telephone
industry has problems, the
regulator is in even worse
shape."
Carrier Bureau, the first hint of changes
began to appear. "We knew there was a
pure telephone service, and we knew there
was pure data processing. So we knew what
was regulated and what was competitive.
But as you moved closer to the middle, you
got into a gray area we called 'hybrid' for
lack of a more elegant term. "
In the course of this study, which
eventually led to the first Computer Inquiry,
Irwin said some scenarios were examined.
"We asked what happens if a user has a
computer and uses it for switching and also
for dp? And what happens if he has a dp machine but uses it to route messages?

take years. Which means cost savings
on a large scale.
If you want to find out how some of
America's largest corporations solve
their DBMS problems with Model 204,
clip your card to this ad and send it to
us. It's easy!
Computer Corporation of America,
675 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139. Or call
617-491-7400.
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Volker-Claig
Morethanjust·
ahardwarecOIDpany
At Volker-Craig, we're more than just another
hardware company. We're one of the world's
fastest-growing manufacturers of alphanumeric terminals and terminal systems. We're an international
company of people and ideas dedicated to the
development of innovative applications of new
technology for more effective and cost-efficient data
processing systems.
The result of this dedication is our advanced 400
Series of Video Display Terminals. Designed to satisfy
a wide array of data processing requirements, the
400 Series consists of four precisely engineered
models:
The VC404, a reliable, cost-efficient.
ASC I I teletype compatible terminal.
The VC414H, a smart, Hazeltine
1 5 1 compatible terminal that provides
buffered editing, formating, character
highlighting and status line as
standard features.
The VC415APL, offering full
overstrike, split screen, and
buffered editing capabilities.
The VC4152, a DEC VT52 compatible terminal with many of the
features found only on the VT 100.
Character highlighting, function
keys and status TIne are
standard.

All Volker-Craig 400 Series Terminals feature
detachable keyboards and non-glare screens.
What's more, each model can be custom-tailored to
your indiVidual needs.
And behind every Volker-Craig component
stands a service program of fast, affordal::ile product
maintenance to ensure the maximum of effiCiency
with a minimum of downtime.
For more information on how Volker-Craig's 400
Series Terminals can help to solve your data
processing problems contact your local distributor.

a

Distributor Inquiries
Welcomed

volker-craig limited
266 Marsland Drive, Waterloo, Ontario. N2J 3Z1 Canada
~ (519) 884-9300, Telex: 069-55327
.
Toronto: ~ (416) 456-2070

Distributors: Belgium, Cable Print nv. 53-704615 Canada, Ahearn and Soper Ltd. 416-245-4848 Denmark, A-S Danbridge, 95-55-22 England, Harwoods Business Systems, 0923-27257/8
Finland, Havulinna Oy, 755-4144 France, Eurotechnica SA, 739-33-90 Germany, Deutscne Eurotech GmbH, 501108 Greece. Formore Ltd .. 21-3093 Ireland. Cole Electronics Limited,
680-986 Italy, ESE sri Electronic Systems. 600 733 - 600 973 Norway, Morgenstierne & Co. A/S, 37-29-40 Sweden, Dextraferm ab, 44-03-50 Switzerland, Erni & Co. Electro-Industrie.
833-33-33 The Netherlands, INCAA, 055-251 262 Australia, Anderson Digital Equipment Pty. Ltd .. 543-2077 Israel, Conte!, Control & Instrumentation Engineering Ltd., 260186
'Japan, AI ElectronIcs Corp. 758-8161 Korea, Korea Computer Centre Inc .. 792-7791-4 Mexico, Transdata, S.A.. 399-98-00 New Zealand, IDL International Data, 797-691 Venezuela,
Astron Electronica CA. 781-1771.
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"The reason the first Computer Inquiry has never been appreciated is that it
set the commission thinking, it conditioned
the commission to be receptive to MCI, to
the specialized carriers, etc. For the first
time, the FCC said one company can't do it
all. That led to the whole policy of entry
which changed Bell's traditional thinking, "
Irwin said.
.
In the wake of the 1956 Consent Decree only 10 years earlier, the FCC recognized that Bell was precluded from the
unregulated dp arena. "So we didn't have
to worry about Bell, but the commission
tried' to establish the ground rules under
which other carriers could diversify into this
new area," he explained.
"The problems facing the telephone
industry today were bred and reared in a
regulated environment. The environment
changed, and they [AT&T] didn't
know how to react and respond. I think Bell
has now made the transition, but the cost
has been phenomenal," Ifwin stated.
Bell now has to choose its markets,
and it will have to start marketing. It could
take years for AT&T to get its unregulated
subsidiaries into good shape, he said. But
the problems for the FCC raised by this second inquiry decision are also large. "The
GTE/Telenet decision, I guess, is a case in
point. What is the appropriate amount of
capital to transfer from a holding company
to an operating subsidiary? Who's got the
answers to those questions?" Irwin said the
structure of the unregulated Bell subsidiary

Congress' rewrite of the 1934
Communications Act appears to
have no beHer than a 50-50
chance of passage ~his year.
will probably be set arbitrarily by the FCC
since there is so little precedent to go on.
If the first inquiry paved the way for
today 's events, Irwin gave Strassburg credit
for raising the issues. "In a sense, Bernie
was an entrepreneurial statesman who anticipated the future. He was a breed apart.
Apparently Bernie's thinking also excited
the commission because he showed them
that here was a chance to anticipate policy
rather than pursuing the role of archivist and
merely writing history. "
So, Irwin thinks the second Computer Inquiry decision may have been the
first step in doing away with all regulation
in the industry. He admits this could take 20
years since the commission must first closely monitor the entry of Bell into the unregulated subsidiary operations. Regulation
may also shift gears into new areas.
"The new rationale for regulation
will be privacy, maturity, and integrity for
. national transactions," Irwin predicted.
, 'The regulators need a client. If they don't
have one (and I think they're losing theirs),
they'll invent one," he concluded.

-Ronald A. Frank

LEGISLATION

PROPOSED

COM LAW
IN LIMBO

Congress' rewrite of the 1934
Communications Act appears to
have no beHer than a 50-50
~hance of passage this year.
Now you see it, now you don't. This week it
will pass, next week it won't.
The ways and means of Congress
have been blatantly bared during the continuing dispute over H.R. 6121 and s. 2827,
two legislative proposals that would restructure the nation's communications laws
and dramatically alter the structural organizationof AT&T. AsofJuly 3, the last day before Congress' 18-day recess, the
legislation seemed as far from passage as at
any time during its tortuous history.
It had all seemed so simple on June
19, when the House Communications subcommittee passed a bill that would force
AT&T over 10 years to split its manufactur-

We think a DBMS should have excellent performance and be easy to use.
Not a revolutionary idea?
Guess again.
Only Model 204 can do it. While
some inverted-file systems are easy
to use, their performance falls apart
when the database gets large or the
load gets heavy.
Then there's IMS. It performs pretty
well, but it's so hard to use, you need
large teams of programmers for .
developing applications.
But with Model 204 you get

ing and research arms into separate subsidiaries. The bill left to Congress, not to the
Federal Communications Commission, the
responsibility for gradual ~eregulation of
the telephone industry. With action proceeding swiftly in the Senate, albeit with
more regulatory responsibility relegated to
the FCC, and with hearings scheduled by the
Commerce Committees Of both bodies,
deregulation no longer seemed a midsummer night's dream.
"These are both good bills, although we Hke the House one better, " said
Henry Geller, Assistant Secretary of Commerce and head of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) , at an'information policy conference on June 23. "We need deregulation.
We carl 't continue this administrative minuet of always asking 'Mother, may I please
introduce a new product?'
"I'd say there is a 50-50 chance of
passing the legislation. "
Three hours after that sentence, the
odds had dropped considerably. Geller sped
off to attend a markup session of the Senate
Commerce Committee. The session was
canceled because of health probleins of two
key sponsors, Sens. Barry Goldwater (RAriz.) and.Harrison Schmidt (R-N.M.). It
was tentatively scheduled for two days
later. At press time, it still hadn't been held,
'
and when it will is anyone's guess.

excellent performance, even with large
databases and a heavy load. And
using Model 204 is easy. The leading
rating service gives Model 204 a perfect score-4 out of 4-for ease of use.
In short, Model 204 gives you
performance and ease of use in a
single package. Revolutionary!
.
For details, clip your card to this ad
and send to us at 675 Massachusetts
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139, or call
617-491-7400.

Model 204
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We mal<e our Floppys
as if your job depends
on them.
Because it does.
In your work, data is too important to lose. So if you
use a Floppy Disk with even a minor flaw-like a dropoutyou risk a lot. That's why Maxell has taken the danger out
of Floppy Disks.

But even more important to you, Maxell's own
tolerances are tougher than the industry's.

Maxell: the worlds most dependable Floppy Disks.

So when your job depends on full data retrieval,
depend on Maxell Floppy Disks. They work best ... and so
will you.

We've devoted two generations to building our
reputation as manufacturers of the world's finest magnetic
media. Our Floppy Disk technology achieves a consistency
that is rarely equalled ... and never surpassed.

And our inflexible Quality Control inspections permit
nothing to blemish our hard-earned reputation.

Maxell offers the full range of Floppy Disks, from
standard 8-inch to 5Y4 -inch, plus Data Cassettes.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Even the jackets our floppys come in are made to
resist heat and mechanical shock. And they're specially
treated to prevent the build-up of static charges, so they do
their part to increase the total reliability of their precious
contents.

m8xelt~

Made better than most specifications.

DATA PRODUCTS

To guarantee complete interchangeability, all Maxell
floppys conform to ISO, ECMA, ANSI, JIS, and IBM
standards.

The Quality Alternative
Maxell Corporation of America, Data Products Group
60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074 Tel. (201) 440-8020
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So is the date, if any, on which the
legislation will pass. Three days after Geller's prediction, the odds fell close to what
Las Vegas calls "off the board." Sens. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.), chainnan of the
Judiciary Committee; Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio), chainnan of the antitrust
subcommittee; and Charles Mathias (RMd.), the second ranking minority member, wrote a letter to Commerce Committee

tenns his fear that the legislation could harm
the Justice Department's suit. "This is
clearly going to have an impact on the legislation," a House source said.
Rodino's letter surfaced just as the
Commerce Committee was scheduled to
begin marking up the legislation. The July 2
session was canceled, apparently for lack of
interest. Only eight of the 42 committee
, members, six less than necessary for a quorum, were in their chairs when Staggers
called the committee to order.
Some fear the proposed
"This legislation is complicated and
legislation would gut the
controversial, but oh so urgent," said
Justice Department's antitrust
House subcommittee chainnan Lionel Van
suit against AT&T.
Deerlin (D-Calif.). "It cannot wait even
until the next Congress."
"This will be the first pending busichainnan Howard Cannon (D-Nev.) reness before the full committee when we requesting sequential referral of the Senate
turn from the July recess," Staggers
bill to the Judiciary Committee. The letter
stressed the .bill's "enonnous competitive promised.
Geller was not available to quote
significance for the telecommunications
odds on that.
industry" and expressed ,concern over its
-Willie Schatz
impact on the current Justice Department
antitrust suit against AT&T, notwithstanding
PRODUCTIVITY
savings language, in the bill (also contained
in the House version) which purportedly
would leave that suit unaffected. Both bills
would also negate the 1956 Consent Decree
which presently bars AT&T from unregulat.ed markets.
The request, if granted by Cannon, ,
will clearly delay any further Commerce
Committee markup sessions in the Senate
and could forestall passage of any legislation during the current session.
A similar situation now exists in the
House, which until the day before adjourn- , Manufacturing Resource
ment had been sailing in comparatively
Planning tools are being eyed
smooth waters. On July 1, Rep. Peter Rodias
the savior for productivity
no (D-N.J.), chainnan of the House Judiciproblems.
ary Committee, sent a letter to Rep. Harley
Staggers (D-W. Va.), chainnan of the ComA robot rather than a teenager to sell
merce Committee, expressing in strong
McDonald's hamburgers?
Dr. Courtenay M.- Slater, chief
economist of the Department of Commerce,
broached this possibility at a Univac-sponsored conference on productivity, where
she pointed out that "there will be more
natural incentive for laborsaving capital investment in the '80s. We will not have the
labor supply. There are fewer people turning 16 to do the menial tasks. "
And she believes things like the
robot, "like automatic checkout at the grocery store, are going to be needed. "
Her charter at the Univac conference was to challenge manufacturers to
increase productivity. She had another note
to add, making the promise for the '80s look
better than what happened in the '70s: "In
the '70s, companies had to divert capital for
pollution control, health and safety, and
matters concerning the environment. "
Richard W. Bourke, president,
Bourke and Associates, Pasadena, Calif.,
worried about another kind of impediment
HENRY GELLER: "I'd say there is a
50-50 chance of passing the
to manufacturers' investing capital in
legislation."
productivity enhancing systems. "The suc-

MRP
TO SAVE
THE DAY

cess rate of computer-based manufacturing
systems," he said, "has been less than
20%, and as a consequence the image is
kind of tarnished."
The tools have been lacking in the
past, he said. "Applications software and
canned programs have only been available
in the very immediate past. We have
learned that the benefits can be substantial,
but there has to be a high level of investment, and management leadership is
mandatory. "
Bourke's own consulting practice
specializes in implementation of manufacturing systems. "A large percentage of my
business comes from people who have not
done it right the first time. " He said he used
to refer to Materials Requirements Planning
(MRP) but now MRP has come to mean
Manufacturing Resource Planning to him.
''The '80s," said Bourke, "will be
an exciting time because now the tools [for
MRP] are there and the NIH [not invented
here] syndrome is down the tubes. "
He feels the earliest advances will
be made on the West Coast because' 'West
Coast companies tend to be a little bit more
open to change." He also urged manufacturers not to "treat unions as adversaries.
Bring them into the planning. "
C. R. (Chuck) Williams, vice president and general manager, Americas
Domestic Div., Sperry Univac, called the
'80s, "the, enlightened '80s in tenns of
computer usability; in fact, it's the decade
of user ability. "
He said the responsibility for implementing computer-based manufacturing
systems in most companies is in the wrong
hands-namely, the data processing department. "It must be accomplished by manufacturing management and not by the data
processing people alone. Today's manufacturing managers are not intimidated by
computers. They understand and recognize
their potential. "

Manufacturing managers. know
their problems beHer than any
MIS expert or computer
vendor.
"But," said Williams, "they've
[manufacturing managers] been waiting for
some magic fonnula from either the MIS department or a computer supplier to solve
their problem. " He said the manufacturing
managers know their problems better than
any MIS expert or computer vendor. "Thus,
they have the keys to solving their compa,
nies' productivity problems."
He said the next several years will
be critical for many manufacturers. "High
on the survival list will be those who have
engaged contemporary manufacturing controls. "
.
One company that is doing this is ITT
Courier, headquartered in Tempe, Ariz.
The company manufactures its line of IBMAUGUST198073

New way to exert
more control. .

Now you can get business graphics in a simpl¥, smart display terminal.
~ 30, the newest terminal
from ADDS, offers a full upper and
lower case display and keyboard, cursor control and editing keys, and
transmission capability by character,
line, or page.
Our patented business graphics
let you make bar charts, graphs,
histograms-provide a resolution of over
11,500 graphic elements to depict
financial or other data.
And with all this extra visual
control, the ~30 is priced so
you can control costs.
For more information and the
name of your nearest distributor write:
Displays Division, Applied Digital
Data Systems Inc., 100 Marcus Blvd.,
, Hauppauge, N.V. 11787. Or call
(516) 231-5400.

SOMITHING IKTRA IN IVIRYTHING MDO
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ADDS DISTRIBUTORS
fROM COAST-TO-COAST

*NATIONAL
. General Electric ASBD
Kierulff Electronics
Rental Electronics
TISCO

*RIGloNAl
EASTERN
Computrend

MIDWEST
C.G. Distributors
Loona m Associates
Lowry & Associates
SEA Distributors

SOUTHERN
Tel-Tex Inc.

WESTERN
David Jamison Carlyle
Group III Electronics
R.V. Weatherford

lOCAL
Advanced Digital Systems
American Computers
Arch Associates
J.P. Bagoy
CMC Marketing
Com pusystems
Com puter Systems & Services
Data Com munications & Systems
Data Management Solutions
Data Marketing Associates
Datco, Inc.
Dayton-Forester Associates
Digital Systems Marketing
Distributed Data Products
Information Technology
Manchester Equipment
Ossmann Instruments
Peripheral Products
Pro-Com Sales
R.C. Data
Su pply Depot
Synchro-Sound Enterprises
Systems Marketing Consolidated
The Com puter Store
Type-A-Line Business Machine Co.
Veytec, Inc.
.
Western Microtechnology, Inc.
Western Telecomputing
*Multiple locations-Check
your local directory.
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compatible terminals both in Tempe and in
West Palm Beach, Fla. The Florida operation is housed in a plant the company acquired a year ago from- another lIT
operation, ITI Semiconductor. At both
_ locations the company is developing a
computerized shop floor control that tracks
the second-by-second status of every part
and assembly and the activity of every person in the assembly area. It's a bar code and
scanner-based system. Similar systems are
in use in a wide variety of industries.
At the Buick Motor Div. of General
Motors Corp. in Flint, Mich., assembly line
foremen and materials control personnel are
using bar-coded labels with scanners in an
integrated and real-time scheduling/production control system. At the head of the
assembly line, where automatic transmis,sions are made for Buicks, Oldsmobiles,
Pontiacs, and Chevrolets, an operator
applies to each transmission case a
pressure-sensitive, bar-coded label that
identifies the transmission type. The label
also bears alpha characters for human reading.
'
The system not only provides an
accurate count by type of transmission built
before the completed product reaches the
shipping department, but also makes possible the generation of production profiles
(hourly, by shift or on demand) for such
purposes as the evaluation of assembly line
performance and improved planning,
scheduling, and tracking. And it does these
things with a reduction in the direct laborinvolvement in such tasks.
The ITI system has a motivational
side benefit. The system knows which assemblies come from which assembly worker and it maintains an index of quality. As
this index rises, the rate of inspection for a
given worker's output declines until that
worker is certified. When certification is
achieved, assemblies bypass inspection.
And certification is used as measurement in
wage adjustments, promotions, and other
forms of recognition.

ITT Courier developed a
computerized shop floor
control that tracks the secondby-second status of every part
and assembly.
Best Industries, Houston, Texas, a
company in the petroleum field, is implementing a manufacturing information system. J;>aul A. Schneider, director of
manufacturing, said it has already minimized manufacturing response time to market requirements, has brought about a $2
million inventory reduction, has increased
shipments and increased customer service,
and he calls his system ";1 plain vanilla version. "
Schneider said when his company
brought in a computer its justification was

manufacturing support, but through 1978
and 1979 there was minimal manufacturing
support. "Data processing became a monopoly of the accounting function. "
When he decided he wanted a manufacturing information system, he said, he
faced choices. "We could have given data
processing more people and let them do it.
A number of vendors came in to tell us what
they could do for us. Everybody was telling
us 'trust me '---even our own internal data
processing group." Schneider decided to
trust himself.
"We treat the dp people as information plumbers. We don't care how they put
the pipes together to make the information
flow. " He says he has no intention of ever
writing a final chapter to his system's story.

-Edith Myers

MARKETING

TELIDON
TEST SET

FOR D.C.

Canada's Telidon beat out
Prestel and Antiope for the
videotex field trial in
Washington.
It was a feather in the cap of the Canadian
high technology industry when the Telidon
system was selected for the videotex field
trial that will begin in the Washington, D.C.
area late this year. Canadians consider the
pact a milestone since Telidon won the halfmillion dollar contract over some hefty
competitors-the British Prestel and French
Antiope systems.
Sponsors for the field trial include
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
the National Science Foundation, the Commerce Department's National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) , and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
WETA-TV,
Washinton's public
broadcasting station, signed the contract
with Norpak Ltd. of Pakenham, Ontario,
and Electrohome Ltd. of Kitchener, Ontario. Norpak will supply the Telidon information provider terminal, encoders, and the
statistical logging equipment; Electrohome
.
will provide the tv monitors.
The videotex trial will involve 64
sites, including offices, homes, and educational institutions. Information services will
come from such organizations as The Washington Post, the Smithsonian Institution,
District of Columbia libraries, and major
U.S. government agencies. The Telidon
signal will be integrated into the standard
AUGUST 1980 75
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WETA station transmission but will be received only by the 64 sites with Telidon
terminals.
Telidon was developed last year by
.the Communications Research Centre of the
Canadian federal Department of Communications. A research group under the direction of Dr. Herb Bown had been working on
a computer-aided graphics system when the
British and French videotex systems were
announced, which spawned the develop-

ment of Telidon.
The difference between the Canadian system and its competitors is the
graphics package. While Prestel and Antiope use an alphamosaic or "building
block" approach, Telidon employs an
alphageometric approach. The Canadian
developers claim the resulting picture on the
screen is much smoother, providing at least
10 times the graphics resolution of the other
systems.

Data Processing Professionals:
Work at the World Headquarters
of an international success!
The Ralph M. Parsons Company. one of the world's most successful
engineering/construction firms, has immediate openings for careeroriented individuals. You would become a part of our Management
Systems Department and work at our modern world headquarters
c?mplex located in Pasadena.

We currently have installed an IBM 3033 operating under MVS. Use of
software tools in an interactive environment and rapid turnaround time
contribute to high productivity.

SENIOR SYSTEMS ANALYST
Will evaluate corporate systems and determine areas which would be
better supported by existing or:' new computer applicatons. Bachelor's
degree and 6 years' DP experience desired. Must have COBOL
background. Effective communications skilis needed for heavy user
interface.

PROGRAMMERI ANALYST
Ideally, candidates should have 3 years heavy COBOL experience as
Programmers or Programmer/Analysts in an IBM OS/VS or MVS
environment. However, if you do not have IBM experience but consider
yourself an ANS COBOL expert please do not hesitate to contact us for
consideration.

ENGINEERING PROGRAMMER
Bachelor's degree in engineering and 2 years experience in solving
engineering problems. FORTRAN and IBM 370 experience are required.
For prompt and confidential consideration,please call or send a resume
including salary history to:
Gene Mitz
Professional Staffing Department DM 10680
100 West Walnut Street
Pasadena. California 91124
(2131 440-2830

PARSO'NS
Pride in Performance
An Equal Opportunity Employer Male/Female
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Sources in the communications field
indicate that both Prestel and Antiope researchers are now working on a dynamic
redefinable character set to provide a
Telidon-like quality for their systems. This
capability, however, is not expected to be
available before 1982.
U.S. manufacturers seem to be
jumping on the bandwagon with versions of
two-way interactive graphics s:y6tems.
Some seven firms demonstrated such systems at the recent National Cable Television
Association show. And with recent rulings
on both sides of the border stating that cable
companies must provide services beyond
broadcast, there is an even greater demand
for high quality interactive t",o-way home
information systems.
The Canadian government decided
to capitalize on this growing interest with an
active marketing strategy for Telidon, particularly in the U.S. A trade delegation consisting of representatives from the
Department of Communications and interested suppliers visited San Francisco, New
York, and Dallas to demonstrate the system
to newspapers, cable companies, as well as
others.
Patrick Perkins, marketing manager
for SED Systems Ltd., which participated in
the trade delegation, said there are possibilities of further field trial announcements before the end of this year at sites in Texas,
Georgia, and Kansas. He indicated that his
company and the Department of Communications would be providing another demonstration . in Chicago soon, and are also
planning similar demonstrations in other
parts of the world.
For future field trials, SED will be
supplying the information provider terminal
developed by Norpak Ltd. SED is working
on a similar terminal, which it hopes to
manufacture at a later date.
-Beverley J. Bleackley

MEETINGS

SYNTREX
STOLE

THE SHOW
While most product
announcements dealt with
evolutionary upgrades rather
than innovative breakthroughs,
Syntrex was one exception.

Can company word processing departments
maintain their span of control and scope of
responsibility as multidiscipline information handling networks evolve within corporations? That was the fundamental issue

,Wang's 2200 Series
Small Business Com'puters deliver custom
solutions to specific
business problems. .
I Too often, buying a
small business computer
Imeans settling for a
'general-purpose answer.
I But not with Wang. Because in addition to high
performance, low cost
and ease of use, our 2200
Series interactive computers offer something

very rare: customizing.
From our entry-level
PSC II to our multi-job,
multi-user 2200MVp, our
2200 computers are
designed to be specially
tailored - in both hardware and software - to do
exactly what you need
done, Payroll. Accounts
receivable. Inventory.
And plenty more.
Also, they let you
expand into new applications easily-without giv-

ing Up the investment
you've already made. And
our direct hardware and
software support means
you'll get all the help
you need in planning and
developing your system.
So instead of buying a
computer that's just right
for everybody, call Wang.
And get a computer that's
just right for you.
Wang Laboratories,
Lowell, MA 01851,
(617) 459-5000.

~11'm interested i~fittin-;'- -ll·

I
I
I

Tell me more.

.

I
I
I
Ic~
I
I
I
I ~~~~t~~boratories (WANG·) II
IL _ _ _ _ _ _
.J
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Title

Organization

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State

Zip

Tel.#

Lowell. MA 01851
(61.7) 459-5000

.compulers:
Illing.
.

Making the world more productive.
©1979 Wang Laboratories. Inc .• Lowell. MA01851
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INTRODUCING ECLIPSE@ MY/8000, the fast new processor that
gives you high throughput, high performance, and unmatc::hed
reliability, and the most compatible 32-bit computer system in the
industry.
You need a 32-bit system that thinks fast. MV/8000's 36.4 MB/sec.
memory bandwidth is two-to four-times faster than its nearest
competitor. And it features a unique three-level 110 system using
independent processors that drive high-speed busses and as many
as 128 terminals.
Need hot architecture? MV/8ooogives you one of the industry's
lOSt advanced virtual memory management techniques, plus 4 gigabytes of logical address
Jace, 6.6 gigabytes of on-line storage, and user programs as large as 512 megabytes-that's
» ti mes larger than the competition's.
Your MV/8000 also has unmatched reliability and maintainability. It comes with its own indeendent microNOvA™-based System Control Processor that continuously monitors a diagostic bus, and identifies hardware faults right down to the field-replaceable unit. Plus, you
et enhanced maintainability with a totally alterable control store-the first ever on a 32-bit
lin i-mainframe.
How about system security? MV/8000 gives you an 8-ring security.system that divides the
ddress space into eight imbedded protection areas, each with a unique privilege level. That
ecures system resources and user's privileged routines.
You need a 32-bit computer that speaks your language. MV/8000 speaks just about all
,f them, based on its new, ultra-sophisticated AOSNS operating system that's compatible
vith our time-tested AOS (Advanced Operating System). AOSNS has optimized micro-code
or high-level languages like ANSI FORTRAN 77, ANSI BASIC, and ANSI Pl/!. What's more, AOSNS
:an run COBOL, DG/l, DG/DBMS, TPMS, INFOS II, AZ-TEXTTM word processing, RCX70 (3270) and
~JE (2780/3780).
.
/~
Compatibility? Forget about emulation, mode bits or rewrites. Along with its new 32-bit
lpplications, MV/8000 executes all existing ADs-based ECLIPSE programs. You don't have to
//
:hange programs, peripherals, interfacing, documentation, or people.
//
MV/8000, new from. Data General. From now on we hold all the cards in 32-bit
~~ / /
,ystems. Bet on it. And win.
~~ ~~~p
~

)ata General Corporation, Westboro,
M 01580, (617) 366-8911. ECLIPSE
; a registered trademark and microNOVA
~ AZ-TEXTare trademarks of
)ata General.© Data General
:orporation, 1980.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
facing attendees at the annual Syntopican
conference held in - Minneapolis by the
International Word Processing Association.
In both technical. sessions upstairs
and equipment exhibits downstairs at the
Minneapolis convention center, word processingsupervisors were exploring ways to
cope with the relentless march of technology that is combiDing word processing with
other office automation functions and even
dp operations. Vendor exhibits made it
clear that the freestanding wp systems of
yesterday were being upgraded with electronic mail, typesetting interfaces, and

a

myriad· of other advanced capabilities including communications. All the multifunction, multipurpose systems clearly
pointed the way toward integr~ted corporate

The real Syntrex innovation
was found in the clustered
Gemini and Capricorn systems.
networks and made IWP members wonder
where their operations would fit in.
As industry consultants were tracing
the evolution of word processing into multifunction information handling systems,

Tomorrow~miDded

UNIVAC APPLICATION
ANALYSTS

Martin ,Marietta Aerospace, NASA's Contractor on the Space Shuttle
External Tank, has immediate openings for Univac Application Analysts.
Position requires designing and programming a variety of engineering
and specific programs utilizing ANS/COBOL for application on Univac
11 XX equipment.
Qualified individuals should po~sess a BS in Mathematics, Computer
SCience, or related discipline, arid have a minimum of 3 years scientific
and/or business programming utilizing data base methodology.
We offer competitive starting salaries and fully paid company benefits. '
These opportunities exist at ,the Michoud Assembly Facility located in
Suburban East New Orleans. Qualified candidates interested in learning
more about these opportunities at Martin Marietta ... the tomorrow-minded
aerospace people, should. forward resumes including sa!ary history to:
Ms. pottie McCann, Martin Marietta Aerospace, P.O. Box 29304, New
Orleans, Louisiana 70189. We are an equal opportunity employer, mlflh.

attendees seemed intent on finding ways to
retain their document handling operations.
Industry s-ources at the conference agreed
privately that the IWP needed to broaden its
horizons to much more than word processing. if the organization is to offer a viable
corporate growth path to its membership.
Despite the management conflicts
that confronted attendees, the exhibition
was a showcase of the latest in office automation-though most product announcements dealt with evolutionary upgrades
rather than innovative technical break:throughs. A· significant exception were the
first pr~ducts to be unveiled by Syntrex
Inc. ". a venture capital ,startup supplier
which showed a family of three systems.
The entry· level Aquarius system
was described as an' 'office appliance" that
uses the IBM Model 50 Selectric typewriter
as an YO device. When modified to operate
in the Aquarius workstation, the, Model 50
is outfitted with a pad of control keys and 'a
new cover~aJ.1 with the blessings of mM,
according to Syntrex officials. Industry observers at the Syntiex booth were reminded
of early days in the plug-compatible disk
business and wondered if history was about
to repeat itself in the office systems arena.
The, Aquarius was designed to compete with- the mM Displaywriter, and both
systems were demonstrated at Syntopican
after having been officiaily announced the
previous week. While the Displaywriter
used the Model 50 Selectric for output only,
Aquarius utilized the electronic typew-riter
as a full input and output device. The Syntrex system was small enough t9 fit on the
typewriter return of a standard office desk
and it was available at lower cost for some
configurations than the mM system.
But the real Syntrex innovation was
found in the clustered Gemini and Capricorn systems. Offering upward compatibilityfor Aquarius users, the clustered systems
had redundant disk storage with a failure
protection scheme called Always Up. Data
keyed .into the systems was stored on both
disk subsystems, and when a failure occurred in either storage unit, a built-in automatic dialer initiated a call to a Syntrex
maintenance center so that operating parameters in the malfunctioning disk could
be monitored by service technicians.
Much of the troubleshooting could
be accomplished without on-site human
intervention,. according to Dan. Sinnott,
Syntrex president, and it was entirely possible that a user would first learn of the malf~nciion 'when the Syntrex servi~e center
called the customer to arrange for the replacement of components that had been isolated as the cause ofthe malfunction. Called
the _Service Genie, the automatic maintenance system clearly had implications for
other office automation and dp systems
even though it depended on fully duplexed
disk subsystems for its fail-safe operation.

-RonaldA. Frank
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"Our NCR operating
software makes our programmers
more effective!'
Richard Shurley, Capital City Press,
Publishers of STATE-TIMES and MORNING ADVOCATE
we have accomplished
with a small, efficient staff
and NCR's versatile basic
software. Our programmers have really
broadened their potential.

SHURLEY:
We've come a long way in
a short time. With NCR's
advanced software we've
gone from a simple batch
system to an online virtual
memory system that gives
us direct access to the
data base. In less than two
years. We now have the
system we need to
respond quickly to the"
needs of our management.

* * *

VRX (for Virtual Resource
Executive) is NCR's most
sophisticated operating
system. TOTAL is the data
base management system.
TRAN-PRO simplifies
transaction processing.
And communications programming. TRAN-QUEST
makes it easy for anyone
to get exactly what he.
needs to know out of the
data base. But only if he is
authorized to pass through
the securit'y barrier.

NCR's MILLER:
You were one of our soft, ware pioneers, too.
SHURLEY:
We were NCR's 11 th VRX
site. And the first to install
VRX TOTAL, VRX TRANPRO and VRX TRANQUEST.
NCR's MILLER:
It's very unusual for one
user to step out front so
often.
SHURLEY:
We kept coming back for
just one reason: it kept
paying off. It's hard for anyone with data processing
experience to believe what

Richard Shurley (right) is Data Processing Manager of
Capital City Press, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Thomas Miller is the
NCR representative.

In inflationary times, programming efficiency is a
particularly important objective. To find out how
NCR can help you keep
your costs down, phone
your local NCR representative. Or write to EDP Systems, NCR Corporation,
Box 606, Dayton, Ohio.
45401.

rn~rn

Complete Computer Systems

I

An NCR computer can make it happen for you, too.

I
I
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Now oucan
wate yourfourfavorite
programs...
The new HP 2626 display station will give
a view of your computer system you've never seen
before.
'
It lets you divide the screen into as many as
four separate "frames:' each attached to a different
workspace in the terminal's memory. You can
check a program listing in one frame and access a
file in another. Fill out a form in one workspace
while the computer loads the next form into
, another. Or do text preparation and editing in
adjacent frames. Right before your eyes.
That's not all. The HP 2626 has two' data
communications ports instead of the usual one, so
you can use the split screen capability to talk to
two computers at the same time. Or log onto the
same computer twice for simultaneous batch and
interactive jobs.

More than
nteets the eye.

horizontal or vertical lines with just a single keystroke. You can even program the terminal for
audio tones to cue your operator to critical or noncritical errors, or' other conditions within
a program.

Split decisions.
Hook up theHP 2626 to two computers (or
the same' one twice) and it's like getting a multitasking capability right in the terminal. Your systems designer can now compile, execute, monitor
and edit programs as if two stations were available.
While your user is filling out a form" the
terminal can be sending data from the previous
form to a -computer. And down-loading the, next
.form into ~n adjacent workspace. By smoothing
out the "type and wait" of data entry, you can take
advantage of less expensive, low-speed transmis-

... same time

A high resolution character cell and a glare~
I
reducing screen coating give the HP 2626the
sharpest, clearest display of any of our terininals.
sion lines without sacrificing the efficiency of your
And that's saying a lot.
What's more, you can set line lengths of up operator. The result? You'll get more out of the
to 160 characters in any workspace. Then scroll entire system.
horizontally to get the entire picture. (The built-in
If you'd like to watch a program on the new
thermal printer includes a compressed mode to HP 2626 display station, or any of our terminals,
print up to 132 characters per line.) Scroll verti- just call your local HP sales office listed in the
cally, too, or change the size of the frame at the White Pages. You can also write for more informatouch of a key.
tion to Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes, Dept.
An interactive forms drawing 'module 471, 19400 'Homestead Road, Cupertino CA ('
makes it easy to design forms, including drawing 94015. Or just return the coupon.
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Yes! I'd like to ,find out more about the HP 2626 display
station. Please send me your brochure.
I'd like more information on HP's family of data terminals.
Please have a representative call me.
Name

o
o

Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Mail to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes,
Dept. 471, 19400 Homestead Rd., Cupertino, CA 94015.
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TV

UNDER
CONTROL
New information services allow
viewers to control the tv
instead of leHing it control
them.
Sometime sooner than many people would
like to think, it may not be necessary to send
the dog out to fetch the morning paper. Instead, you might start now training him to
tum on the television.
On the screen will be all the news
that's fit to print, and maybe then some. The
tv will also display that day's shopping bargains, the status of your bank account, and
even the recipe for that night's dinner. The
idiot box will suddenly have a brain.
"Paper and transportation costs are
increasing all the time," explained Alan
Brigish, editor of Videoprint and a speaker
at the second of two recent Washington
seminars on "New Electronic Information
Technology" sponsored by Cavanagh Associates. "At some point it will be inore

economical to disseminate information by
computer than by paper. "
Based on the products displayed and
discussed at the seminars, the industry was
ready yesterday for the new era. It merely
seems to be waiting for consumers to catch
up. When they do, their tv sets and telephones will take on new importance; Almost
anything they want will be attheirfingertips.
In some places it already is. The
French are heavily into Ailtiope, a videotex
digital communications system which,
through· a handheld keypad the size of a
pocket calculator, aJlows the user to call up
a wide variety of information on his or her
television set. As more services come on
line, the less compelling it will be for subscribers to leave their homes. The French
phone company is so impressed it plans to
offer every subscriber a free Antiope terminal. Advertisers, bereft of the French
equivalent of the Yellow Pages, will merely
switch their brands to television.
"This is not a new technology,"
said David Simons of Digital Video Corp.,
Antiope 's V .S. representative. "It's merely
a way of applying techniques that already
exist. It allows ~idespread access to and
dissemination of predetermined information," basically through teleprocessing
transmittal of characters on a given page sequentially and in digital form.
The system has been tested in the

EDP SPECIALISTS
career search opportunities

$18,000-$50,000+
DATA BASE MANAGER to $50,000+.
Leading NJ co seeks mgmt level exp in
DBA & a degree. Exposure ·to IDMS a
must. This position is highly visible &
offers excellent challenge & oppty in a
state-of-the·art environment. Refer JD.
IMS DATA BASE ADMINISTRATOR to
$45,000. Need minimum 2. years solid
IMS exp (Batch & On Line) for large
scale distributed IMS environment. Good
interface & communication skills im·
portant Light travel. Refer NS.
DATA BASE ADMINISTRATOR to $45,000.
Super oppty w/a growing NJ DP organi·
zation. Must have exp in TOTAL, MARK
IV, IMS, IDMS or other major Data Base
System. Refer JD.
.
ANALYST to $30,000. We currently have
numerous opportunities for Analyst &
Programmers at most levels of expo Fi·
nancial & Manufacturing Systems pre-

ferred. All costs paid by client companies.
Refer JS.
SR. SYSTEMS to $30,000. Billion dollar
prestige mfg corp in choice VA location
seeks Sr Analyst w/exp in Financial,
Accounting, Payroll or Inventory areas.'
Large 370 as, COBOL, IMS bkgd a plus.
Refer OM.
TECH. SUPPORT to $30,000. Major DP
organization in Atlanta seeks. individual
w/either DOS or as bkgd in support.
Large IBM mainframe. Excellent training
& career growth. Refer RS.
ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSTS to $26,000.
Join a systems development architec·
tural staff dedicated to building advanced
systems of the 80's. Be involved w/
structured analysis & design, structured
programs, interactive environment, paper·
less systems & user oriented systems.
Refer BS.

CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE ABOUT THESE AND OTHER FEE-PAID OPPORTUNITIES.
OUR UNIQUE. COMPANy-oWNED OFFICE SYSTEM ASSURES PERSONAL, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102-S. Burns, 1500 Chestnut St., 215/561-6300
ATLANTA, GA 30346-R. Spang, 47 Perimeter Center, 404/393-0933
BALTIMORE, MD 21204-R. Nelson, 409 Washington Ave:, 301/296-4500
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202-J. Schwab, 1742 Southern Nat'l Ctr., 704/375-0600
CLEVELAND, OH 44131-A. Thomas, 5755 Granger Road, 216/749-6030
McLEAN, VA 22102-0. Miller, 1710 Goodridge Drive, 703/790-1335
NEW YORK, NY 10036-N. Shanahan, 1211 Ave. of the Americas, 212/840-6930
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-B. Sayers, 4 Gateway Center, 412/232-0410
PRINCETON, NJ 08540-J. Dean, 3490 U.S. Rt. 1, 609/452-8135
WILMINGTON, DE 19810-H. Greene, 3411 Silverside Rd., 302/478-5150
HOUSTON, TX 77098-G. Smith, 3000 Richmond Ave., 713/523-5504
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017-W. McNichols, 707 Wilshire Boulevard, 213/623-3001
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-W. McNichols, 601 Montg0ralery St., 415/392-4353

FOX-mOrriS
personnelconsu~ants
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V.S. by the CBS network and currently is
being used by KCET-TV in Los Angeles. Results of further testing and recommendations
for an optimum telecast standard are expected to be submitted later this year to the Federal Trade Commission, which will make the
final decision on its use here in the States.
A similar system is being developed
in Manitoba,. where for the trifling sum of
$2 a month the telephone company wili give
subscribers a keyboard coded for their television. Project IDA will then offer information, transactional, educational,
entertainment, and electronic mail services.
"The difference between us
[Americans] and them," Simons said, "is
that their governments drive technological
progress harder. " American technological
progress, at least in the living room, has so
far been limited mainly to The Source and
MicroNET. The former, demonstrated at the
first Cavanagh seminar, currently has 60%
home u~ers and 40% commercial. Eventu-

The. French phone company is
so impressed with Antiope it
plans to offer every subscriber
a free terminal.
ally it expects to have 2,400 programs for
data bases and provide essentially the same
services as Antiope and IDA. According to
William Dreyfoos, national commercial
sales manager for The Source, all presidential candidates are already on the system.
"Their privac'y is protected because
they don't have access to other individuals'
codes, ' , he explained, "so they can't check
anyone else's data. We do a lot of electronic
mail, too, and that's sparked most of the
interest. Only a telephone is mandatory."
Even the banks aren't immune to
change, seminar speakers stressed. Electronic funds transfer (EFf) , which didn't
fare well at the point of sale, is making a
comeback in item processing. Many banks
now will store their customers' checks,
rather than return them. The customer instead receives a monthly summary of pertinent data with as much or as little detail as
he or she desires. The bank will hold the
check for 30 days, then record it on mi-:crofilm before trashing it.
"There were 28 billion checks written in 1977," said Patrick Portway, a board
member of the EFf Association. "In 1985
there will be 52 billion. The cost of processing a check is somewhere between 29 cents
and 52 cents per transaction. If half the
checks were truncated, it would save $1 billion per year." Banc One in Columbus,
Ohio, a leader in banking by phone, will
take EFf one step further this fall when it
begins bill paying by phone. The bank will
receive the bills and make the information
available on the customer's television. The
customer then picks what company, when,
and how much he or she wants to Eay.

-Willie Schatz

United Parcel Service gives you
an alternative to expensive overnight air delivery-Blue Label Air.
It's the dependable two-day air
service that can save up to 70% or
more on every package you
receive. And a tremendous
.amount of money at the end of
a year.
Blue Label Air is a service of
UPS. So that means dependability ... a service you can rely on.
Orders are delivered right into
your hands, at no extra charge.
And each package is automatically covered up to $100 against

Rate effective 5/1/80

loss or damage.
Remember, we're not asking
you to forget about overnight air
delivery. For truly urgent shipments, it's invaluable. But for
those deliveries that can fit a two
business-day delivery schedule,
Blue Label Air is the moneysaving alternative you've been
looking for. And with our recently
expanded service area, we're
helping more people save more
money every business day.
Start saving today-Route your
orders by Blue Label Air.

UPS shippers receive automatic daily pickup selVice for a nominal weekly charge.

UPS
WOJJJJrn
[1&wrn[1
&om
The money-saving two-day alternative.
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The computing compony®

DataBase
Managers.
Tfs Data Terminals
make data base
information
easy to manage.
Decision makers nationwide
rely on TI's Silent 700 * and
OMNI 800* Data Terminals
and a variety of available data
base services, as ideal solutions
for fast, on-line access to essential information.
Data base service users
realize that the low-cost Model
745 and the versatile Models
765 and 785 can be great for optimizing their on-line communications. With these portable
terminals' built-in acoustic
coupler, users can dial up the
latest information from any""
where there is a standard telephone and electrical outlet. The
compact Models 745 and 765
feature TI's thermal printhead
for virtually silent 30 charactersper-second printing. For greater
communications flexibility,
the 765, with its unique bubble
memory feature, can store
inputted data even after the
power is turned off. And the
innovative 785, the first 120
characters-per-second thermal

printing portable data terminal,
improves your transmission and
communication capabilities.
The OMNI 800 Models
820 and 825 Keyboard SendReceive Data Terminals are
ideal for quick data turnaround.
These efficient, desktop data
terminals improve information
flow with speedy 150 or 75
characters-per-second optimized bidirectional impact
printing. Both models feature
typewriter-like keyboards and
can function in a number of data
entry and computer timeshare
environments.
Broad product sele'ction,
timely response and reliable performance make TI's Silent 700
and OMNI 800 data terminals
the answer for most any data
base application.
TI is dedicated to producing quality, innovative products
like the Silent 700 and OMNI
*Trademark of Texas Instruments

800 Electronic Data Terminal
Families. And TI's hundreds
of thousands of data terminals
shipped worldwide are backed
by the technology and reliability
that come from 50 years of
experien<;e.
Supporting TI's data terminals is the technical expertise
of our worldwide organization
of factory-trained sales and
service representatives,and
TI-CAREt, our nationwide
automated service dispatching
and field service management
information system.
For more information, contact the TI sales office or Authorized Distributor nearest you,
or write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, P.O. Box 1444,
MIS 7784, Houston,Texas, 77001,
or phone (713) 937-2016. In
Europe, write Texas Fifty Years
of.
Instruments,
I nnovatlon
MIS 74, B.P. 5,
VilleneuveLoubet, 06270,
France.

tService Mark of Texas Instruments

~
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TEXAS
INsrRUMENTS
We put computing \Vithin everyones reach.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BENCHMARKS

NO. GO FOR "STORDAHL": The proposed Amdahl and Storage Technology
Corp. merger is off, and it seems the demands made by Fujitsu are the cause. Fujitsu and Amdahl signed a pact in 1972 stating
that Fujitsu (holder of 28% of Amdahl
Corp. shares) would continue as Amdahl's
prime supplier of LSI components, and that
the companies would cross-license their
new circuitry developments. When STC entered the agreement with Amdahl, the pact
between Fujitsu-Amdahl was satisfactory.
Shortly thereafter, sources reported, Fujitsu
insisted that Amdahl-sTc either guarantee
that it would sell a minimum number of
large-scale computers using Fujitsu compo- .
nents or promise not to get into VSLI production. If not, Fujitsu vowed to enter the largescale computer business in the U.S.something it has not been able to do because
of an updated pact signed with Amdahl in
1978. There was also some industry speculation that STC lost interest in Amdahl because of Amdahl's declining profitability.
This theory was denied by STC.
IT'S NOT OVER YET: Although the controversial federal I/o standards are in effect,
the feud continues. The standards were first
implemented on June 23, and the next day a
stay was slapped on them under an appeals
court ruling. A few days later the Justice
Department filed before the Supreme Court
to have the stay order reversed, and was
successful. The appeals court will have
another go at the case in the fall; until then,
the standards are on.
SYSTEM/3S IS ROLLING: After 11
months of fussing with software snags and
on-site testing, IBM'S System/38 is finally
being delivered to customers. The original
date scheduled to begin deliveries was August '79, but when the equipment wasn't up
to par, the date was reset at mid- '80 (later
narrowed down to July). IBM General Systems Division spokesmen were quoting
delivery times of 18 months on systems ordered now. No details on volume of shipments, size. of backlog, or possible
cancellations due to the delay have been released.
RAVE REVIEW:

Alanthus Computer
Corp. and the Gartner Group, Inc., have unveiled RA YE, a forecasting tool that can predict residual values of used IBM 370compatible computers. RAVE (Residual
Asset Value Estimation) projects an appraisal of the used equipment's value under
varying market conditions for the next four
years.
Developed by the Gartner Group
with support from Alanthus, the tool is designed to aid users and lessors in deciding
whether to lease or buy, and on what terms.
Gideon I. Gartner, president, stated, "We
aaDATAMATION

think the marketplace needs this model because so many people were hurt by recent
pricing actions by IBM, both in the leasing
and user community. For example, other
models were incapable of taking into account the effect of the 4331 pricing. Such
information could have saved Lloyd's of
London a few hundred million dollars."
Data from the model will be available to
Gartner and Alanthus clients on a "standalone basis or as part of Gartner's package
of consulting services. " The RAVE model is
written in IBM'S APL and comprises about
2,000 program statements. Its associated
data base contains approximately 1 million
characters of numeric information.

NEW HEAD AT AFIPS: Paul J. Raisig,
Jr. has been named executive director for
AFIPS, effective July 7. Raisig succeeds
Jerry L. Koory, who had been serving as
acting executive director since March 10.
Most recently, Raisig had been a consultant
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
and to the Army Chief of Staff at the Pentagon. In connection with this work (reorganization studies to overhaul the Defense
Department and improve the Army-wide
Studies and Analysis Program), he aided
the Egyptian Ministry of Defense by developing a plan to restructure the Egyptian
armed forces. While serving as the vp of a
Washington-based life insurance association from 1977 to 1979, he was the principal
executive responsible for dp management.
He has held numerous other positions in the
dp field. As executive director of AFIPS,
Raisig will have responsibility for the activities of the AFIPS headquarters office in
Arlington, Va., including conferences,
publishing activities, and the Washington
Activities Office.
TELECOM MARKET TO DOUBLE:
"World Telecommunications Study II
1980-1990, ' , a study done by Arthur D. Little' Inc., culminates a two year effort that
included 42 in-country surveys and an analysis of more than 90% of the world's telecommunications market. The study projects
more than a twofold increase in worldwide
telecom markets by 1990, growing from an
estimated $40 billion base in 1980 to about
$87.5 billion (constant 1979 dollars) by
1990, an average annual rise of 8.5%.
Sharp changes are foreseen in regional patterns, such as the Asian region's growth rate
from 1980 's estimated market of $1 billion
to $27 billion in 1990-a rate well above the
world's average. This study is the first English language in-depth survey of the Russian market, and it shows thatthe U.S.S.R.
currently accounts for one-third of the
Asian telecom equipment market.

°

IBM UPS PRICES: IBM is increasing
prices for some of its equipment, services,
and program products. The increases are the
result of a "normal business review' , which

takes into consideration the effect inflation
has on regular business costs. Rental and
lease prices on some equipment are being
increased 5% by the Data Processing Div.
and 7% by the General Systems Div. Both
divisions are increasing purchase prices on
some products by 5%. Monthly maintenance for certain equipment goes up to a
10% increase, and hourly maintenance,
educational courses, systems engineering
services, and some General Systems Div.
program products will also go up 10%. The
increases in purchase prices, hourly maintenance, and services are now in effect. New
. prices on leases, rentals, monthly maintenance, program products, and education
will be effective Oct. 1.
I

LIVERMORE LOVES CRAY: Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is
ordering a $7.7 million Cray-l S/1 000 computer system from Cray Research, Inc. of
Minneapolis. LLNL is an R&D lab, operated
by the University of California for the U.S.
Department of Energy. It designs nuclear
weapons and conducts research in other
areas of national defense, laser and magnetic fusion energy, several nonnuclear·energy
technologies, and environmental and biomedical sciences. Says Dr. Gus D. Dorough, LLNL associate director for Chemistry
and Computations, "The new computer
will be used chiefly to solve the huge
mathmematical equations used in nuclear
weapons design and laser fusion research. "

ACM ELECTION OVER:

Dr. Peter J.
Denning, professor and chairman of the
Computer Science Dept. at Purdue University, was elected president of ACM for a two
year term that began last month. He previously served as ACM vice president ('78'80), council member at large ('74- '78),
chairman of the Special Interest Group (SIG)
board ('70- '74), and editor-in-chief of
ACM'S quarterly, Computing Surveys ('77'79). Dr. Michael A. Harrison, professor of
computer science at the University of California, Berkeley, was elected ACM vice
president. Kathleen A. Wagner, a financial!
budgeting systems consultant (administration) for the State of Wisconsin, is the new
ACM secretary.

EXEC APPOINTMENTS UP: Executive
appointments for the second quarter of 1980
increased a slight 1% over the first quarter,
according to Wytmar & Co., executive recruiting consultants. This 'increase still
leaves appointments 1% below the comparable second quarter of 1979. The deteriorating national economy is seen as the
cause, and this slowdown in executive appointments is expected to worsen. The
group claims third quarter executive appointments will fall off due to declining
business conditions and the normal seasonal
decline in executive appointments during
the summer months.
~
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Can our computers
beat their computers?
Russia has more frigates than we do. More
heavy cruisers. More atomic submarines.
More long range ballistic missiles. They also have
more tactical aircraft and far more tanks and
men in uniform.
Against that imbalance of power, is the
superiority of our data processing systems.
Computer technology will be the deciding factor
in a major conflict because most large scale
military actions cannot be successfully conducted
without it. Today, the security of our country
is as much in the hands of computer scientists
as it once was in the hands of minutemen.
As the world's largest information services
company, Computer Sciences Corporation is
deeply involved in developing the defense systems
of the free world. Like the National Military Command Center that allows the President and Joint

Chiefs of Staff to assess military situations and
make strategic decisions based on real time displays.OrtheAEGISprogram:Multi-purposeships
capable of rapidly identifying, and destroying
many hostile aircraft and missiles simultaneously.
By integrating the technologies of software,
communications and hardware, CSC is continuously advancing the techniques of problem
solving. This work requires unprecedented levels
of fail proof design.
It is the leading edge 'of computer technology, the absolute state of the art. The computer
professional entering the world of defense systems with CSC can do as much for his career as
he can do for his country.
Maybe you'd like to help us. If you think
you're good and want to find out how good you
are, you should b~ in touch with CSC.

The only limitations are the ones you bring with you.

esc

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION
Corporate Offices: 650 N. Sepulveda, EI Segundo, CA 90245
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Adapting to the forces of environmental change.

ANEWSET
OF GROUND RULES
by Archie J. McGill
In a half-century of regulating the communications industry, the Federal Communications Commission has never before acted
with such far-reaching effect as it did recently
in handing down the Final Decision in Computer Inquiry II. In this bold move, the FCC
abandoned its attempts at distinction between, and separate treatment of, telecommunications and data processing. These two
functions, in the past viewed as separate
disciplines and markets, are relentlessly
merging and emerging within a single information management marketplace. The FCC,
in the Final Decision, is permitting a wide
range of vendors to blend information processing functions more freely with telecommunications functions to be applied to
industry and personal infonnation management needs.
In effecting this change, the FCC, as it
has done in the past, must continue to seek a
delicate balance in its management of the remaining regulated portion of telecommunications functions while it pursues a direction of
permitting competition to take on the role of
surrogate regulator in the bulk of the informat~on management arena. The FCC uses rules as
the tools to cause change. The challenge for
all the stakeholders in the information management arena is to assure that an orderly path
from operations under existing ground rules
to the implementation of a new set of ground
rules is established.
Difficult as it may be to achieve a
new kind of environment and a smooth transition, I have absolutely no doubt that it must
be accomplished, because information processing and telecommunications functions
share one common set oftechnologies; operate
on one kindof commodity-information; and
have one common set of user benefits-improved productivity, enhanced ability to manage complexity, and in many ways, ability to
improve the quality of life of the individual.
Given the need for the action described above,
the issue is as follows: under the proposed
ground rules, can the appropriate/desired
environment be achieved? Will the needs of
business and personal users of information
management systems be met more fully than
under the old ground rules?
In this emerging information manage92 DATAMATION

ment marketplace, will carriers or computer
vendors dominate? A flaw in the setting of
ground rules can favor one party over another. A flaw could favor new entrants~ash
rich corporations, .and foreign corporations
possibly subsidized by their governments. On
the other hand, a well-executed set of ground
rules can permit all these to coexist to the
benefit of their shareholders, employees, customers, and interested publics. It is this kind
of balance for which I argue, a balance among
all kinds of vendors-small vendors, foreign
vendors, all vendors who have value to bring
to a customer.
In short, and more to the point, let us
not unduly handicap the players (who have
earned historical success by substantial contributions) to the degree that their long- or
short-term abilities to meet customer needs
are threatened. Instead, let us seek to ensure
the application of the full creative powers of
all participants in the emerging information
marketplace.
I believe that the FCC'S purpose in putting forth the
Final Decision is completely consistent with the
foregoing. The FCC'S objectives are (1) to foster an environment conducive to innovative
offerings, (2) to eliminate artificial boundaries between data processing 'and communications so that users can benefit from the
merging of the two technologies, (3) to minimize the potential for cross-subsidy between,
regulated and unregulated services, (4) to
promote. fair and equal competition, (5) to
protect the quality and efficiency of the national telephone service, and (6) to ensure
open access to common carrier service.
.
However, while I fully embrace these
objectives, certain aspects of the implementation requirements are somewhat ambiguous
and need to be clarified. Some provisions
place specifically on AT&T and GT&E handicaps that are not similarly applied to other
vendors in the information management marketplace. Such handicaps, I believe, should
not be applied to all vendors because they do
not further the FCC'S basic objectives and they
prohibit vendors' abilities to meet customer
needs.
The specific provision of the CI II
Final Decision that most severely handicaps

FCC'S
PURPOSE
THE SAME

Bell is the one that prohibits ownership of
transmission facilities by the mandated separate subsidiary chartered to vend customer
premises equipment and enhanced services.
The separate subsidiary is constrained to acquire all transmission capability from among
tariffed services. This should bring concern
to customers looking for innovative, customized systems from their vendor, customers
looking for a maximum number of significant
alternative systems vendors, and policymakers who have an interest in a positive balance
of payments and the relative strength of U.S.
vs. foreign industry.
Why should this cause concern? The
separate subsidiary would be constrained
from being as able as its domestic and foreign
competitors to respond rapidly to unique customer integrated system requirements and to
provide customized solutions. The result is
likely to be that the incentive and the innovative ability of the Bell System, whose capability for innovation has been historically
demonstrated and whose potential contribution through innovation is at least as great as
that of its existing and emerging competitors,
will be severely diminished. The curious
condition that would be created is that Bell,
having provided the most comprehensive
communications systems, would be measurably less effective in the role of a systems vendor, while the new participants would be
permitted to be full systems vendors.

A LOOK
AT THE
PAST

Early on, telecommunications
emerged
in
rudimentary form. Then,
in 1934, the Communications Act was adopted with the principal
objective of universal, affordable telecommunications service. In the '50s and '60s,
technologies emerged that were applied aggressively to data processing as well as to
telecommunications. The boundaries began
to blur between these disciplines.
Beginning in 1967, competition was
permitted to enter the world of telecommunications. This added complexity of emerging
competition in a regulated industry, along
with the application of digital processing to
the building of systems cross-elastic with
regulated services, created a regulatory
dilemma.
The increasing graying of the demar-
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The customer is demanding from vendors constant
improvement in the price/performance of systems
focused on rapidly changin, bu~i~es~ concerns.
cation between telecommunications and
infonnation processing brought about an effort to define that demarcation in the First
Computer Inquiry of 1971. Continuing' application of technology led to the obsolescence
of CI I. Enter CI II.
'
In the 1960s, users became'aware of
the huge potential of data processing technology to help them solve business problems,
and they began applying this technology aggressively. On the heels of this effort came
the realization that an analogous but even
larger opportunity awaited them-the application of a combination of data processing
and communications technology against their
business problems.
, The nub of business communications
opportunity lies in the understanding that
from20% to as high as 80% of total operating
business expense is direct communications
expense. Such expense includes mail, telephone, meetings, travel, document handling,
and associated ~alaries. Much of this is personnel expense dollars.
,
In addition, business today is faced
with stiffer competition; rapidly rising personnel and energy costs; a need to reach new
markets through geographic expansion, including international; and therefore the need
for timely, accurate, and relevant infonnation
to manage the resulting complexity. Thus,
the customer is demanding from vendors constant improvement in the price/perfonnance
of .systems focused on unique and rapidly
changing business concerns.

COMPLEX
USER
NEEDS

In the face of this mounting
complexity, users increasingly see the need for vendors to structure a
complete system, Often, unique needs motivate users to seek solutions that are beyond
the scope of what can be obtained "off the
shelf. " Certainly, no vendor can meet all systems needs of a customer. Thus, there is a desire for a choice among vendors.
In the past few years, we have learned
to understand these business issues industry
by industry, application by application. We
have expended energy to create improvements in service, product provisioning, and
policy and organization, focusing directly on
customer needs as we understand them.
There is still much that remains to be accomplished: systems architectures, modularlflexible/programmable products, maintaining
service excellence in the face of increasingly
complex telecommunications systems.
The needs described and the action
. implications are not universally applicable to
all segments and customer sizes. The trend,
however, is clear. Easy-to-use systems,
excellent service, and price/perfonnance and
function improvements are universal needs.
The decision calls for de tariffing all
94 DATAMATION

customer premises equipment and all enhanced network services by March 1, 1982.
The Bell System must fonn a separate subsidiary to sell detariffedproducts -and services, which may include processing. (Other
conditions in the Final Decision' attempt'· to
define basiC vs. enhanced service and customer premises equipment, and address the
degree to which resale of basic service is per-.
mitted by subsidiaries.) Within this framework the Bell subsidiary may not own or
market transmission facilities or equipment,
and is therefore not pemiitted to integratecustomer premises and transmission equipment.
It would seem that these extraordinary
constraints on the Bell System, but not· on
their competitors, are rooted iIi the' FCc's desire to meet its objectives; We believe that the
structural requirements 'and the resale, provisions of the Final Decision for the subsidiary
provide an adequate safeguard, and that the
conditions listed 'above are not necessary;
they are unduly restrictive and certainly not in
the best interest of users.
. Here are some' recommended modifications:
.
Most important is that there be relief
from the prohibition of transmission facilities
ownership. This issue has been adequately
covered in this article and its importance accented by the discussio~ on customer needs.
Secondly,· defmitional uncertainties
exist. What is' 'customer premises equipment"? How can transmission equipment
realistically be regulated separately from the
customer premises equipment switching
function? What preCisely is meant by basic
vs. enhanced service? Is the curr~nt implication that basic service iS'totally "transparent"
too restrictive? It is ~y view that flexibility,
subject to regulatory scrutiny of the carrier,
be maintained. Let it be left to the market to
decide how and from where function can best
. be provided.
Third, to the 'extent that the separate
subsidiary is precluded from offering even resold basic services, customers desiring integrated infonnation management systems will
be less well served.
Fourth, the time frame in -which
change is to be accomplished is potentially
too short for orderly transition to ~ake place.
Time frames proposed in the order to handle
certain key financiill and other issues should
be reconsidered by the commission and be
made event not calendar driven.

LEGAL
ACTION
NEEDED

Finally, open legal issues
and uncertainties relative
to the Consent Decree'
make it difficult to respond
with certainty to the. intent of the decision.
Rapid resolution of such issues must take
place through the legislative process if ~I II is
not to stagnate in the courts. Legislation can

provide the pennanent answers to questions
that have vexed the industry and the commission for the past decade. We are and have
been urging Congress to revise the Communications Act to get those answers. We will
continue to urge such action for as long as it
takes to get finn ground rules consistent with
the environment of the '80s and beyond.
At stake here is the efficiency and
speed with which American iildustry can
apply infonnation management technology to
address productivity improvement opportunity measured in the hundreds of billions of dollars in the mid- '80s; scarce resource
conservation opportunity, as in energy management systems; and improvement in the
overall quality of life for the American worker, such as reduction of business travel
through electronic conferencing.
At stake, also, is the degree to which
Bell will be' pennitted to compete against the
influx of strong multinationals. Such competition is certainly evident in computers, electronic components, communications, as well
as other areas.
At stake, finally, is the degree to
which this country will be assured of continued high quality, innovative, business and
personal. communications services.
In summary, if the promise of the
blending of commu'nications and data processing is to be realized by users and vendors
alike, the services and underlying technology
must be allowed to develop as freely as possible. The FCC's Final Decision, in Computer
Inquiry II can, with some thoughtful modificatiori, provide a framework within which
this can happen.
~

ARCHIEJ. McGILL
Archie McGill
joined AT&T in
1973; since
August 1978, he
has been vice
president of
business
marketing.
Immediately prior
to joining AT&T, Mr. McGill founded
and was president of McGill
Associates, a computer and
telecommunications consulting firm.
In his earlier business career, he
was employed by IBM (1956-1969),
and made history as IBM's youngest
vp at the age of 33. Mr. McGill has
lectured in Moscow, and visited
China at the invitation of its Ministry
of Post and Telecommunications ..
With his wife Jeanne and their seven
children, he enjoys skiing, golf, and
tennis.

A shop without (!omple(e

·tapeprotettioniswol'king .
without a net.

For example, how far would
your organization fall if a master'
file was scratched?
The. UCC-I. Tape. Manage~
"ment System solves the problem of •
tape protection. Completely. That's
why it's' the market leader, with
over 1,300 installations around
the world.
'This software package effectively manages all your' tapes, pre, venting the accidental loss or
. destruction of y()ur valuable data.
UCC-I' also eliminates costly
handwritten records and the ex~
, pensive mistakes they breed.
.Working without a tape" pro-

tection net maybe daring, but is . thatmakess~h~duln1g5YsteIns
it worth· the business 'risk? Call lIS . obsolete(UCC:?!;:'~ircle14.::.
toll-free at 1-800-527-5012 (in
ADatapictionaiylMaIlagellleilt
Texas, call 214~353-73I2) ·or
thar~eallygetS:IMSllnder,cQn,circle 1O'J~ol (UCC~I 0) '. Cird~f15 '"
.
And, why not ask us ab()~t. AlfAutom~te4,~e-.run aIld. Tr~ck-:
ADOS Under OS System'thaf'
'iI1gSysteIIitl1atsolvesre~rUn"" '
lets you "execute DOS programs
propleqls}UCC~ln.Ci~cleJ ~.'.. . . ":
AHardware Vendor Accountabil;.::·.··.····
. without conversion (UCC-2).
Circle 11..
.
• itypackage.tktgi~esyo~ffie ..
A'Disk Management·· System 'that ' ". facts" 9n.reli~bility. ;(IICCEelia-: "
cansavethe.cost of newdlskbility'Plus)y Circle1
drives (UCC-3).Circ1e12'· .
. GeI1eralAcco~n~ing.~o~are
A, PDS Space ManageI11ent Sy~-' .'. packages.9ircl~lS. .... ,. . ".' ,. .
tern. that' eliminates PDS 'coml
Appli~atiRri",s{)ftW~re;J9r}r~·~ •.
pression. (UCC-6r Circle·13B~pkiQg3:ndThtift. iI1gu~tri~:;
AProductionCqI1trolSystem
.: Circ1elQ:'
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Introducing the Identification Network.

Data Collection, pure and simp
From the moment your
employees entered the front gate
until they left for home, they've
always been on their own.
And no matter how dependable
they were it's been almost impossible to hold them accountable for
their actions and their whereabouts.

Accounting for the heretofore
unaccountable.
The Identification Network
from Rusco Electronics gives you
accountability for people and facilities that you never thought possible.
It monitors and reports employee
whereabouts and actions. And gives
you an accurate, immediate record
of who, what, where, and when.
Now basic data entry is available
anywhere. For instance, you can
control the locking and unlocking
of doors on a pre-programmed
time schedule.
Parking lot entrances and exits
can be tied into the Identification
Network. So you can always firid out
if an employee is on the premises.
You can account for the use of
the copYIng
machine and
knowhow

many copies each employee makes.
You can create an electronic
time and attendance log of your
employees ins-and-outs for automatic payroll processing.
You can even restrict after
hours elevator use. For certain key
people and certain floors.
Those are just a few examples.

How the Identification Network
works.
Each of your employees gets an
Identification Network EntryCard™
with a personalized code. Each room
or piece of equipment that requires
accountability has a single, compact
CARDENTRYTM reader.
You simply tell the Identification
Network which employees are
allowed into each room and which
employees are authorized to use
each piece of equipment.
If someone attempts to enter
a room or use a piece of equipment'
that's off limits to them, the door
will

or the machinery will not work.
And a central printer iInrnediately tells your security people
that an attempted unauthorized
entry has occurred, where it occurred,
and when.
. It's that easy to account for
(and control) unauthorized access
and activities. And that easy to
save money.

The most important control of all.
That, of course, is the ability
to control losses.
The simple fact is, if you can
account for detailed activities'in
areas where you lose money due
to theft and misuse of materials,
machinery and information, you can
cut those losses dramatically.
That's 'exactly what the
Identification Network does. It saves
a lot of. money. In 'a lot of places.
Call or Write: Rusco Electronics
Systems, 1840 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201,.1-800-528-6050, ext.
,
691. In Arizona, 1-602-

195.5-971:'~,.,.~t._6,.~,1-".,t.~
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We give you controlling interest.
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A look at ,the effect the FCC's Computer Inquiry II
decision on AT&T will have on the marketplace, the
suppliers, and the users of computer
and communications goods and services.

I

by John M. Eger
"The

AFTER THE
FCC'S DECISION

hit a home run."
That's the conclusion of Congressman Lionel Van Deerlin (D.-Calif.), chairman of the House Subcommittee on Communications and sponsor of the now famous,
or infamous, "rewrite," H.R. 13015; son
of rewrite, H.R. 3333; and the present offspring, H.R. 6121-a scaled-down version
that deals exclusively with common carrier
matters.
It might surprise the casual observer
that Van Deerlin, who has been critical of the
bureaucratic bungling of the Federal Communications Commission's past decisions,
and who has worked assiduously to produce
reforming, deregulatory legislation, should
be so complimentary.
Yet, now that Computer Inquiry 11all concurring and dissenting statements by
six of the seven commissioners-is on the
table for everyone to dissect, it is becoming
clear that the legislative environment that encouraged the decision is now promoting passage of some remedial legislation. Indeed,
such legislation never looked more necessary, or for proponents of legislative reform,
more promising. But to suggest that desire for
legislation is the only motive for adulation is
misleading.
In this case the monopoly, AT&T, also
known as the Bell System, has annual revenues close to $40 billion and total assets exceeding $100 billion. There is little doubt that
AT&T is not only a dominant force in the marketplace, but potentially the most influential,
feared competitor in telecommunications or
any related field, which is precisely the reason for Computer Inquiry I, which began over
14 years ago.
Charles Ferris, chairman of the FCC,
in his separate statement commenting on Ithe
~ Final Decision, put it succinctly:
ill
"In a very real sense this proceeding
~ began in 1966 with the initiation of the First
-, Computer Inquiry. The rules developed there
in were intended for the world of the large cait pacity central processing unit, accessed by
~ telephone lines from remote unintelligent
8 terminals. In that world, a line between comb munications and data processing was defensiit ble."
FCC

ffi
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What safeguf!lr~s are necessary to prevent Baby Bell
from growi,ng up with a nasty temper and a
predatory disposition?
, The advent of distributed data
processing, however, made the Computer I
rules obsolete. With the minicomputer it became possible to process data accessed from a
central computer memory. The new' 'smart"
terminals were both data processors and communications deviCes. Smart networks, stich
as Telenet's packet switch~d service, were
next.
It became, clear that the commission
would be called upon more and more to make'
arbitrary decisions. These decisions were
made more difficult by the desire to allow
AT&T to participate in the evolving communications/data processing markets in spite of the
1956 Consent Decree. It became clear that
there was a very real danger that in extending
the grasp of regulation to allow AT&T to compete, its 'competitors would be ensnarled in
needless regulation.
This ten~ency on the part of administrative and regulatory agencies is often called
"Regulatory Creep." The commission appeared to very much appreciate the significance of the fact that the twin technologies of
computers/communications are no longer
neatly divisible, a change which the technology itself is forcing, and to sense the moment
and impact of its decisions. In that spirit the
commission concluded that:
1. After a reasonable transition period
(March 1, 1982), all customer premise equipment (CPE) will be deregulated from the
"plain old. telephone" to the "smartest"
intelligent microprocessor, with only the
marketplace and the consumer dollar to determine what is good or bad or in the public
interest;
,
2. A demarcation line should exist between "basic" communications (narrowly
defined as "the capacity for the movement of
information" or "pure transmission' ') and
"enhanced" communications, which for all
practical purposes includes all other communications. It is' the express intent of the
commission to regulate the former under a
traditional common carrier scheme and forbear from any regulation of the latter; and
3. AT&T and GTE (because of their
obvious size) be permitted to offer-unregulated CPE and "enhanced" services only
through separate subsidiaries subject to' a
number of safeguards.
Thus, the commission swept away the
complex and cumbersome scheme established in the late '60s in whichit would first
determine whether a service offering was (a)
remote accessdp, (b) hybrid dp, (c) hybrid
communications, or (d) message and circuit
switching; and then decide whether the services were to be exempt from regulation. Of
course, carriers (other than the Bell System,
precluded by a 1956 Consent Decree) could
offer services under (a) and (b) but only under
a separate subsidiary to prevent cross-subsi100DATAMATION

dization from taking place. The present
scheme is thus a notable departure. No longer
will the commission be embroiled in a game
of semantics, i.e. , is it data processing or is it
communications? The commission has opted
to return to first principles: is there only monopoly or is there room for competition? If
the latter, why regulate at all?
Ferris's assessment is too
modest .. The Final Decision in Computer Inquiry II
does much more than simply halt "Regulatory Creep" by pushing the
regulatory fences back to where only' 'basic"
transission is regulated and the data processing industry is not. The Final Decision sig, nificantly pushed the fences back to allow an
entire market of computer/communications
and information goods and services to develop free of regulation.
Secondly, while it is not yet well settled, the probability for robust entry into this
unregulated environment is high, and with it,
the promise of diversity and abundance in
goods and services. Still, the central contentious issue in this decision, and the legislation
bubbling in both the House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate, revolves around
the gorilla theory: i.e., where does an 800 lb.
gorilla sleep? Anywhere it wants. In other
words, if you let the Bell System compete in
these new markets for CPE and "enhanced"
services, what terms and conditions or safeguards are necessary to prevent "Baby
Bell, " (the new proposed Bell Systems competitive subsidiary) from growing up with a
nasty temper and a predatory disposition?
The arguments are as many and varied
as the participants in the debate. It is a given,
most people agree, that without some action,
AT&T-given its needs and the force of technology-will drag more and more of the free
market for computers, data processing, and
related goods and services under the umbrella
of regulaton at either or both the state and the
federal levels.
Other debaters, acknowledging the
inevitable marriage of technologies and the
difficulty of narrowly constraining AT&T
movement into these fields, seek divestiture
of Western Electric, AT&T Long Lines, and
perhaps even BelI'Labs from the 23 Bell System operating companies. Variations on this
approach entail divestiture of each of the
operating companies or, at a minimum, some
"arm's length" relationship among them.
Or, if no divestiture should occur, among the
operating companies, the labs, and Western
Electri~, This, of course, is the subject of the
ongoing Justice' Department antitrust suit
against AT&T, which hangs like a sword of
Damocles over all FCC and Congressional activity.
Resolution of this dilemma is difficult

PUSHED
FENCES
BACK

and complex but essential for a free, robu~t
market. It is certainly laudable to· free the
market by deregulation, and to free the Bell
System as well, so that the consumer and the
nation may have the benefit of its participation in the new arena for information technology. But there is no gain nor glory if in t~e
process the commission gives birth to what
Herbert Jasper, executive director of the Ad
Hoc Committee for Competitive Telecommunications (ACCT), has called "Baby Bellephant, " which, by virtue of its sheer size and
the absence of any safeguards, distorts or
even destroys over time what little competition the commission has caused to be created.
Contrasted with these concerns is,
surprisingly, sympathy for the Bell System's'
plight expressed by four of the six commis,;,
sioners in separate statements. Commissioner
Joseph R. Fogarty, dissenting in part to the
decision, felt strongly "It would be far wiser
policy for the commission to balance the
potential for cross-subsidization and the
potential benefits of vertical integration in
favor of cost accounting systems and continuing commission surveillance, rather than in
favor of the rigid and total separation approach adopted by the decision. " Continuing
to underscore what he sees as an unfairness in '
the decision, Fogarty concludes: "It is a curious kind of 'procompetitive' policy that frees
one class of competitor and hobbles another. " He specifically criticizes the majority for
making judgments on speculation when he
argues: "In other words, whenever substan~
tial risk of anticompetitive abuse is perceived
in vertical integration, the decision opts for
complete separation."

WHAT NEW
UNIT
CAN DO

Well, since this is the core
of the debate, let's examine what a new competitive
subsidiary can and cannot
do. As Fogarty sees the new subsidiary, it
must:
• acquire its facilities on a tariffied basis
from an underlying carrier and thus operate as
a resale entity;
• keep separate books, personnel and officers, installation and maintenance facilities,
and marketing operations;
• not share computer capacity with parent;
• deal at "arm's length" with any other affiliated equipment manufacturers; and
• disclose to the public all information relating to changes in the network design and
technical standards.
On the other hand, as critics of the
commission's approach carefully read and report on the Final Decision:
• Nothing precludes the subsidiary from
entering into contracts with its affiliated manufacturer for installation, repair, maintenance, or training services in support of such
equipment on a compensatory basis;
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rou've ordered the new IBM 43001
Now order the database software
to make the most of it...
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:'INTEAACT
Interactive

CUlPRIT
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Programming
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"IDMS is the most
efBdent DBMS you can
: buy for your 4300. More
important~ it is the nucleus
of a completely integrated
Distributed Database
system. At CuDiDane,
weve been developing
, __"",.,_"~".,". .;, ,", .. and Beld testing a true
distributed database system for over four
years. That's why we are the omy major vendor that can provide users with this 'future'
capability today. It
-;Robert Goldman, Sr. v.P., Prod. Dev.

activities. INTERACT, the flexible programmer productivity system
for online program development, RJE, text editing and word processing. CULPRIT, the report generator that's easy to use and fast
even on the complex reports. Online Query, the interactive management information retrieval system.
And Distributed Database-to get the most out of your 4300s,
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There is no gain or glory if in the process the
commission gives birth to a "Baby Bellephant."

• The subsidiary may also rely on AT&T for
administrative support and R&D (albeit not related to software). Among other things, this
will permit the sharing of legal fees, participation in the advantage of bulk purchases
with other affiliates, etc.;
• Significantly, too, the commission chose
not to impose any capitalization plan on the
separate subsidiary, although prior approval
must be obtained later; nor is separate equity
financing required. Not considered in much
detail at all is the advantage all Bell System
subsidiaries have under a consolidated financial statement, and whether the tax advantages of the common carrier utility can· be
used to support the unregulated subsidiary.
• AT&T can satisfy the commission by possibly creating only one new subsidiary.
It will undoubtedly be weeks, even
months, before a fuller assessment of the
decision is made and it is more widely understood. Aside from the sticky issues regarding
structural separations and permissible information flows between the new subsidiary or
subsidiaries and the parent companies, there
are other legal and policy questions likely to
be resolved only by Congress or the courts,
and if the latter, probably only after years of
litigation. Among the questions already visible are:
• Whether·the commission has the authority
or sufficient grounds otherwise exist to
preempt state regulation, and in turn, deregulate all terminal equipment;
• Whether the commission adequately interpreted the law and had sufficient factual basis
for deciding upon the degree of separation
that it did. Commissioner Fogarty, for exampIe, cites the recent Second Circuit Court of
Appeals decision in the recent Berkey Photo,
Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Company: "A large
firm does not violate Section 2 [of the Sherman Act] simply by reaping the competitive
rewards attributable to its efficient size, nor
does an integrated business offend the Sher-

man Act whenever one of its departments
benefits from association with a division possessing a monopoly in its own market. So
long as we allow a firm to compete in several
fields, we must expect it to seek the competitive advantages of its .broad-based activitymore efficient production, greater ability to
develop complementary products, reduced
transaction costs, and so forth. These are
gains that accrue to any integrated firm, regardless of market share, and they cannot by
themselves be considered uses of monopoly
power. "
• The 1956 Consent Decree between AT&T
and the Justice Department, settling the antitrust suit then pending, which limits AT&T to
essentially offering only regulated common
carrier communications, is an ever more serious question. The commission's majority
feels its actions are consistent with the decree. A minority argues that the FCC has attempted to override or nullify the effect of the
decree. Neither Justice nor AT&T has yet
spoken but clearly AT&T has more to worry
about now that the commission has placed the
burden more squarely on the shoulders of
AT&T and Justice to prove the contrary;
• The demarcation between ' 'basic" and
"enhanced" services allows the offering of
AT&T'S Advanced Communications Service
(ACS) but only as a separate subsidiary since
protocol and code conversion are seen as
"enhancements. "This, of course, might impact so-called voice related store-and-forward or "mail box" systems as well as
prevent them from being provided by the Bell
System except under separate subsidiary. The
whole area, however, is subject to further inquiry by the commission.
• The demarcation between software or data
base services and hardware or facilities is not
mentioned at all. The rapid development of
teletext and videotext services, which blur the
broadcast and print distinctions from common carriage, raise serious First Amendment

questions of "content" regulation, and also
pose unique concentration of ownership
issues not heretofore considered;
• Lastly, the commission only forbears from
regulation of "enhanced" services; it did not
deregulate them, thus raising the question of
the commission's power to forbear, or more,
to deregulate at all. Strict constructionists of
the 1934 Communications Act will argue that
the . commission has neither authority. A
corollary concern is whether its decision to
"forbear" in this area suggests the commission is consciously retaining jurisdiction to
regulate at a later date.

CONGRESS
CAN
REMEDY

These obviously are deficiencies or weaknesses that
can be remedied by legislation if the Congress so desires, and a consensus-if only by
acquiescence-can be reached by the parties.
For the Bell System, legislation might mean
stronger structural separation and inform a.;
tion flow conditions, such as. Congressmen
James Broyhill (R-N.C.) and Timothy Wirth
(D-Colo.) have developed, which require
total separation over a transition period; but it
will end the Consent Decree battle which the
Computer and Communications Industry Association (CCIA) began by appealing for review within hours after the decision hit the
street (over 30 organizations also filed to
intervene before the June 13 deadline.)
It may also blunt a possible Justice
Department attack of the commission's decision (not that they think they can win arguing
that a 24-year-old Consent Decree decision is
relevant in this field of rapidly changing high
technology) which may be made to preserve
options for settlement of their present antitrust suit. This could be a quid pro quo for
AT&T.

The new competitors, of course, believing as they do that the commission hasn't
adequately settled the separation issues,
would welcome support from the courts or
Congress; certainly the users, the International Communications Association in particular,
have a high stake in the prompt resolution of
this debate 'to give certainty and stability to
the present situation. They would favor Congress putting these issues to rest rather than
letting litigation proliferate.
There are obviously rough spots in the
terrain ahead; there are likely to be new issues UJ
joined, old fears unearthed. Yet, the Final 0
Decision of Computer Inquiry II is a fact; it is ~
a "home run." However, it is sadly still the ~
seventh inning.
~ ~
Cf)

"Finwenton, I'm afraid I'm going to have to let you go."
ClDATAMATION
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John Eger, an attorney in Washington,
D.C., was formerly the director
of the White House Office on
Telecommunications Policy. He is a
contributing editor to DATAMATION.
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A Data Mover Product from nee
Our STAT MUXcanreduce
y'our communications costs by
combining multiple costly circuits into one circuit, and
improve reliability with error-

•

The CM-9100 Statistical
Multiplexer offers:
• 4 to 32 subscriber lines
• Synchronous or Asynchronous input protocol
• X.25 Level 2 support
• Built-in diagnostics
• Optional High Speed
backup lines

• No impact to existing
terminals, computers, or
software
• Many other standard and
optional features

IIIITI1lnrm~~nmte llJ)~llnwery!
For further information
contact the Data Communications Marketing Department.

(m:)
Digital Communications
Corporation
A~Company
11717 Exploration Lane
Germantown, Maryland 20767
(301) 428-5600 TWX 710 828-0541

free transmission. DCC's
Data Movers currently
service major operating U.S.
Networks.

--------11717 Exploration Lane Germantown, Maryland 20767
I

Atten: Data Com Marketing
Please send me more information on
DCC's Data Movers.
Name _____________________________
Address __________________________
City _
_____
State ____ Zip _ _ __
______
~ ______________
•
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OLIVETTI ANSWERS SOME
OFFICE AUTOMATION.
A famous tough guy puts
Olivetti through its paces.
Q. How come you're talking about automation? I
thought all you made was
typewriters.
A. No sir. We make a full line of office
products. We've got electric and electronic typewriters. Word processors.
Electronic calculators. Copiers. Terminals. Mini-computers. Supplies.
Software. The whole works. In fact,
nobody else has a broader line for
the office.

Q. A little company like

Olivetti does all that?
A. We're not exactly little. Had $2.3
billion in sales worldwide last year.
We have 28 factories. Employ 57,000
people. Do business in over 100 countries. Worldwide, we're one of
the top companies in office
automation.

Ed Asner

Q. Okay. So you're a giant.

But there are hundreds of
su~pliers out there. Why
do I need Olivetti?
A. One reason is that we're pretty
hard to match when it comes to
return on investment. In some cases,
downright impossible. Our ET221 is
the only electronic typewriter for
$2,000 with text display. And our
TES401-also with display-has the
most text editing power of any desktop unit for $6,000. Our Copia
2000 is the only copier under $16,000
that reduces, collates, and prints on
two sides. Should I continue?

Q. Never mind. I $:let the
picture. But nothing's perfect. What about service?
A. If you mean technical support people, we've got
them. In

36 major cities ..As a matter of fact,
we have one of the biggest service
organizations in the business. We're
ahead of Lanier, Wang, and Qyx.
And all of our technical people use
state-of- the-art equipment to test and
train with.
On the other hand, if you mean
software and sales support, we've
got that, too. In just as many places.
In fact. ..

Q. Yeah, okay. Suppose

I'm not in one of those 36
cities.
A. We can handle it. We've got 2,000
dealers, and we're in every state. If
we can't service a product, we won't
sell it.

Q. What about the human
factor? Don't these machines threaten people?
A. It depends. Sure, if you come in
like a bull in a china shop, people are
going to get upset. But we've had 70
years' experience in providing offices
with writing machines. So we know
better.
We like to move gradually, a step
at a time. Evolution, instead ofrevolution. And we like to start at the
secretary's desk. Not in the computer
room. That way, the secretary

TOUGH QUESTIONS ABOUT
doesn't get tossed into a typing pool.
And the boss doesn't lose the
secretary.

ET22l: the only electronic typewriter for $2,000 with text display.
"Thin window" text display. It's the
coming thing. But we've got it now

because we pioneered it. Lets you
correct mistakes before they go on
paper. Other ET221 features: Interchangeable print wheels. Automatic
decimal tab. Non-volatile memory
that can't be erased by accidental
unplugging.

TES50l: the only word processor
under $10,000 with information
retrieval.
You can access the external memory
(lOO-page discs) at the touch of a key.
Thin window text display. Handles
words or numbers equally well. Sort
by up to 40 different qualifiers. Perfect for operations like selective mailings, calling for high-speed search and
retrieval, plus automatic personalization and typing. (Not Shown)

BCS2030: the only minicomputer in its price range that
produces a full-size hard copy.
Fits easily into any working environment. Reflects what we've learned
from installing over 300,000 account-

TES70l: the CRT text editor to
beat.
All the power of the TES50l, plus
page text display. Ideal for statistical

, ing, administrative, and data management systems worldwide. Simple
to operate: no need for computer specialists. Flexible: uses mag cards or
floppy discs as storage media.

TES40l: the most text editing
power of any desk-top unit for
$6,000.
Brings word processing to the
secretary's desk. Approaches text

editing power of much more costly
machines, yet easy to master.
Removable, dual-source memory
with automatic merge (so you can
"mass produce" personalized letters).

separates varied sets of copies. Selfdiagnostic reliability: checks your
supply levels and minimizes downtime. Blessedly simple to operate.
The first complete system at anywhere near the price. (Not Shown)

Many advantages over "mag card"
machines-at same or lower cost.
Thin window text display. Interchangeable print wheels.

typing and documents requiring a lot
of formatting and revision. Stores
on single or dual diskettes. Interchangeable print wheels. High-speed
printer. Easy to learn because it
instructs operator.

Copia 2000: the only copier under
$16,000 that reduces, collates and
prints on 2 sides automatically.
Prints 30 copies per minute, any size.
A unique "batching" system easily

olivelli

TC800: ultimate reliability for
thrift institutions and insurance
companies.
On-line financial terminal. Works on
distributed, intelligence. Operations
continue even if central processor or
communications line fails. Modular
design. Comes
in 3 versions for
maximum flexibility and user
growth. Over
40,000 sold.
Available in
selected
markets.

Ask us your own tough questions: 800-431-1866.

Olivetti Corporation, 155 White Plains Road, Thrrytown, New York 10591

In Canada: Olivetti Canada Limited, 1390 Don Mills Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 2X3/416-447-3351
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In New York: 800-942-1917.
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The 12 companies that garner nearly all the
data transmission revenues.

DATA
COMMUNICATION
CARRIERS
DATACOM %OFTOTAL
1978
1979
1979 TOTAL FISCAL
DATACOM
REVENUE COMPANY
TOTAL
NETINCOME YEAR
($K)
REVENUE REVENUE ($K) REVENUE ($K) (LOSS) ($K)
NAME
ENDS
" 5,674,000
2,309,150
1,845,000
46,183,000
5
Dec. 31
AT&T
206,960
9,957,817"
" 797,656
8
612,193
Dec.31
GT&E
718,472
451,227
62.8
171,900
4,033
Western Union Corporation
Dec.31
169,788
.169,788
41,707
Dec;31
125,700
ITTWorid Communications Inc.
100
48,800
1,792,078
United Telecommunications
68,098
3.8
182,887
Dec.31
28,382
7,119
28,382
100
TRT
June30
23,900
16,500
23,900
100
2,900
Dec. 31
Tymnet
1,347,587
21,370
114,296
1.9
14,939
Dec.31
Continental Telephone
20,000
16,200
750,500
83,100
3.3
Dec. 31
Central Telephone
. 15
16,425
4,600
110,163
19,656
Dec.31
WUI
16,283
11,366
40,185
Dec. 31
262,635
COMSAT
6.2
14,680
7,454,600
15,819
1
Dec.31
RCA
27,985
43
9,112
2,201
June30
12,033
Gra&hiC Scanning
10
4,990
99,000
14,900
9,900
Dec.31
SP ommunications
7,700
171,574
26,950
8,064
4.7
Dec. 31
RochesterTelephone
128,252
6,412
3,702
10,925
5
MCI
Mar. 31
5,619
3,565
16,057
(4,812)
35
Dec.31
American Satellite
1,100
5,500
647
Dec.31
FTC Communications
20

The business of t~e carriers listed represents
essentially all of the data transmission revenue generated in the U.S. or between the U.S.
and other nations. Communications is a
regulated game, but we know efforts are
under way to reduce that regulation which we
feel will be reflected in new names appearing
on this list in the coming years. For the
present, however, it's still a corporate field
with the likes of AT&T, GT&E and lIT.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
195 Broadway
New York, NY 10001
(212) 393-9800
The principal business of the Bell System
is communications. Most of the work is done
through a group of individual operating companies that provide an integrated nationwide
network of facilities that can transfer information in virtually any form-voice, data,
graphics-between appropriately equipped
terminals throughout the country. This business provided AT&T with an annual revenue in
excess of $46 billion in 1979. We do not know
how much of this is directly attributable to
data communications. Since Bell refuses to
break out even a hint Of these figures, we relied

on Bell watchers, available data, and gut feelings to reach the estimate that 4% of Bell's
revenue comes from data transmission, while
another 0.5% comes from tariffed products,
including data sets and Teletypes used in data
transmission. Our best estimate puts the data
com revenue figure at slightly more than $2.3
billion for 1979.

and data. The third company in Communications Network Systems Resources is GTE
Information Systems, a supplier of financial
data base services for business. GTE's data
communications figures for 1979 are impressive. The company claims 8% of the annual
revenue is data com related, a figure totaling
$797.6 million-up from the $206.9 million
data com revenue figure of a year ago.

GENERAL TELEPHONE If
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
One Stamford Forum
Stamford, CT 06611
(203) 351-3191

WESTERN UNION CORPORATION
One Lake Street"
Upper Saddle River, NJ 01458
(201) 825-5316

GTE remains number two in the telephone
business. GTE Communications Network
Systems was established in December 1979
to provide private and public voice, data, and
message communications systems tailored to
meet the diverse requirements of corporations, government agencies, and other organizations. This group brings together the
expertise and resources of three companies to
form Communications Network Systems Resources. GTE Telenet, first on the list, is a
newly acquired but well-established supplier
of public and private data communications
network services and systems. GTE Telecommunications Systems is a major supplier of
private all-digital switching systems for voice

If Western Union Corporation would send itself a telegram it would probably sing' 'Better
luck next year." wuc heads into its 128th
year of business following a less-than-successful 127th year of business in 1979. For
the corporation as a whole, net income was $4
million, compared with $45.7 million the
previous year. The total operating revenue
picture looked better with revenues up 11 % to
$718 million in FY '79. As a holding company, wuc conducts business through subsidiaries with its Western Union Telegraph
Company, a communications common carrier and principal holding, engaged primarily
in the business of providing telecommunications services to business, government, and
AUGUST1980107
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'the public. In 1979 the corporation's two
largest nonregulated subsidiaries-Western
Union Data Services and National Sharedata
-were unprofitable, and it became clear that
substantial additional investment would be
required to rehabilitate them. National
Sharedata was sold and Data Services reconstructed by reducing the work force by 45%
and integrating the functions of sales and
maintenance of Data Services' terminals with
those of the Telegraph Company. Without
these two companies, wuc estimated a 62.8%
.data com share of the annual revenue, which
this year totals $415.2 million.

ITT WORLD COMMUNICATIONS INC.

61 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004

(212) 191-3300
World Communications Inc. is one of 14
groups within the ITI Communications
Operations Group (COG). Last year Worldcom extended its record, voice, and data com
services into broader markets and inaugurated several services. City-Call service offers
savings of up to 40% on long-distance calls
between 88 cities in the United States. The
Marsplus service links travel agents to reservations computers of participating airlines.
Similar services are planned for hotels, car
rental agencies, and cruise lines. FaxPak service now provides a nationwide network linking previously incompatible facsimile
terminals. Worldcom also offers telex, telegram, leased channel, and other services between the U.S. and other countries. ITI
recently announced a new service named
Intertext, which it claims is an alternative to
telex. Intertext is under the wing of another
subsidiary, ITI Domestic Transmission Systems, Inc. Worldcom lists its 1979 annual
revenue at $161.8 million; of which 100% is
data communications related.
ITI

UNITED TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Box 11315
Kansas City, MO 64112

(913) 616-3232
United Telecommunications offers a fine mix
of resources. Its telephone system is the third
largest in the country, with 4.5 million telephones installed. The company owns United
Computing Systems, a computing service organization, and also has a 24% share in data
com manufacturer Rixon. In addition to this,
United has a software sales activity, and owns
Calma, a manufacturer of interactive graphics equipment. North Supply Company,
another affiliated company, distributes telecommunications, electrical, and security and
alarm products. This year the data communications line (without Rixon) accounted for
3.8% of the annual revenue, or about $68 million. This is a $20 million increase from last
year.
108 DATAMATION

TRT TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION
1141 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

(202) 862-4556
a subsidiary of United Brands, Inc.,
started business in 1903 as Tropical Radio
Telegraph Company-the communications
link of the United Fruit Company and its fleet
of banana ships. In the early '70s TRT was
operating one of the primary telex networks,
serving the Caribbean and Latin America. In
April 1979, TRT acquired Norfield Electronics (now TRT Data Products), which produces
corporate message switching systems for
data, telex, and TWX. Among the products
that TRT recently introduced is the multispeed
Stortex, an automated high speed store-andforward telex system, and the Eltex lIE system, which delivers a 400% capacity increase
in switching telex messages. TRT achieved a
24% growth rate over '78, bringing the '79
total revenue figure to $28.4 million.
TRT,

American Satellite. ConTel Data Services
Corporation, the data com arm of the company, provides automatic data processing services in payroll, customer billing, accounting,
and processing of long distance revenue for
system companies. A major data center is 10cated in each ofthe company 'sthree regions. It
estimates the data com revenue to be 1.9% of
the total revenue, or $21.4 million. This is a
one-third increase over '78 's $14.9 million
figure ..

CENTRAL TELEPHONE " UTILITIES
CORPORATION
.
O'Hare Plaza
5125 East River Road
Chicago, IL 60631

(312) 399-2149

Central Telephone & Utilities is the fifth largest regulated telephone company in the industry with 1.9 million telephones installed. The
biggest portion of its business is in Nevada,
followed by Florida and Illinois. Highlighting the company's utility business is the recent acquisition of Digitech Data Industries.
TYMNET, INC.
CTU estimates its data com revenue at 3.3% of
20665 Valley Green Drive
annual revenue. With roughly $4.5 million
Cupertino, CA 95014
attributable to Digitech and the manufactur(408) 446-6659
ing end of the business, we estimate another
The largest U.S. public packet communica$20 million attributable to the carrier portion
tions network, Tymnet provides local
. of the business, up from $16.2 ~illion one
telephone-call access for about 250 U. S. metyear ago.
ropolitan areas and, via IRCS, from 28 countries. Approximately 300 host computers are WESTERN UNION INTERNATIONAL, INC.
connected to the network. Services .include (WUI)
advanced electronic mail system (Ontyme II); One WUI Plaza
a wide variety of financial services to the New York, NY 10004
credit/finance industry; and private network (212) 363-6400
services. Typical devices with which Tymnet The family tree for WUI, Inc. now reads: the
interconnects include asynchronous and synmajor subsidiary of Western Union Internachronous terminals, polled terminals, transtional, which became a wholly owned subaction terminals, and synchronous and sidiary of the Xerox Corporation in 1979.
asynchronous computer interfaces. Network WUI, Inc. is the number three international
applications include time-sharing, order record carrier behind RCA Globcom and ITI
entry, credit card processing, inventory sys- Worldcom. Western Union International,
tems, data base management, and flight plan- Inc. provides international telecommunicaning. Tymnet says that data com is 100% of tions services, including telex, cablegrams,
the annual revenue, which totaled $23.9 milleased channels (both teletype and voice/
lion in '79, up from $16.5 million in '78.
data), facsimile, datel, data base (OBS), high
speed data (50- and 56-kilobit), maritime
CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE
satellite (Maris at) and satellite television.
CORPORATION
The company recently began an expansion of
56 Perimeter East
data services to additional points. It estimates
Atlanta, GA 30346
the data com revenue to be about 15% of
(404) 391-8446
annual revenue, or about $16.4 million.
Continental, a small community telephone
company that does not handle heavy metro- COMSAT
politan business, is the nation's fourth largest Communications Satellite Corporation
telephone company. In 1979, Continental en- 950 L'Enfant Plaza
hanced its terrestrial communications capa- Washington, DC 20024
bilities by moving into the satellite field. It (202) 554-6000
entered into an agreement to own one-half of Comsat is engaged primarily in providing
American Satellite Corporation's business international; maritime and domestic comand signed agreements with two Western munications satellite services. It furnishes
Union Corporation subsidiaries to secure the satellite services to common carrier compafurnishing of available satellite capacity to nies for communications principally between

DATA COMMUNICATION CARRIERS

the United States and foreign points. It is the demand RCA launched its third domestic comU.S. agent for Intelsat, from which it derives mun.ications satellite on Dec. 6. However,
morethan half of its revenue; the rest is from contact with the satellite' was lost four days
Comstar satellites leased to AT&T. for U.S. later during a maneuver to place it into a
domestic communications. A subsidiary' of . permanent orbit over the equator. RCA plans
Comsat General is a partner with subsidiaries another launch for June 1981.. A new wideof IBM and Aetna Life & Casualty in Satellite band data service for busin~ss and industry~
Business Systems (SBS). We estimate thatthe 56 Plus-was Introduced in 1979. We estidatacom revenues are at 6.2%, or $16.3 mil- mate the total data com revenue to be. much
lion, up from '78 '~. mark of $11.4 million.
less than one percent (.0024%) of the total
revenue,or $15.8 million.'
.

RCA CORPORATION
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020
(212) 598-5900

With the sale of RCA Alaska Communications
on June 1, 1979, RCA Corporation is left with
two communications subsidiaries: RCA
Global Communications (Globcom) and RCA
American Communications (Americom).
Globcom marked its 60th anniversary year
hauling in 37% of total international record
carrier industry revenues. It offers a broad
variety of communications services to more
than 200 overseas locations. Americom
achieved profitability for the first time in
1979 as demand for satellite services exceeded the capacity available on the company's
two orbiting spacecraft. To meet this growing

GRAPHIC SCANNING CORPORATION
99 West SheHieldAve.
Englewood, NJ 01631
(201) 569-1111.

.

Deciphering the revenue figures of Graphic
Scanning and its communications carrier subsidiary, Graphnet, is not an easy task. The
.main portion. of the corporate business consists of receiving unstructured custo~er data,
compiling and formating it, selecting a route
and carrier for its transmission, translating
the outgoing message to a format and protocol for whatever terminal or computer is to receive it, and then transmitting it over other
carriers' lines. Only a limited amount of the
functions performed, 10% Graphics claims,
are pure data processing (such as data base

update), and no inquiry response is said to be
supported. Of the $28 million annual revenue
that Graphic Scanning charted last year, we
figure slightly more than $12 million is from
data com. Other business includes radio paging, using its own subsidiary radio common
carrier, and a telecommunications' system
through another subsidiary, Comnet.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY
One Adrian Court
Burlinglame, .CA 94010
(415) 692-5600
Communications Company (spc) is a
wholly owned subsidIary of the Southern
Pacific Company, the train people. The initial
SPC network, established in 1970, followed
the right-of-way of the existing Southerri
Pacific railroad system from San Francisco
through Dallas. sPC's growth and.expansi~n
to a national system required completely new
northern routes. In July 1974, SP Communications became the first of the nation's specialized common carriers to offer coast-tocoast private line communications service. It
now provides nationwide private line and real
service to 80 metr~politan areas, and us~s
SP
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RECORDS MANACEMENTSYSTEM
FOR OVERSIZED REPORTS
AND PRINTOUTS
.

.

Now You Can Locate Those Large
Oversize Reports Within Seconds!!

Cabinet, you can expect a records
management system that allows for
maximum filing flexibility, efficiency
and securityfor your binders and
printout folders.

The combination of Tab's exclusive
Data Media Cabinet, full side tab
binders and CompuColor and AlphaCode labeling systems results in a
secure, cost-efficient information
retrieval system. If illegible markings
on the edge of your printouts are
wasting your time and money, you
shou Id consider Tab's color-coded
binders for oversized ~eports. When
combined with a CompuColor or
AlphaCode labeling system, Tab's full
side tab binders will organize your
oversized reports jnto a color-coded
filing system that will enable faster
filing and retrieval while virtually eliminating misfiles. And with the addition
of Tab's redesigned Data Media

Reduce Your Retrieval Time
By As Much As 50 % !!

Tab's new Data Media Cabinets have
been redesigned to provide easy
access and secure, compact storage
for your oversized reports. Select
from Tab's wide range of Documentation and Printout Storage systems for
complete control in oversize report
filing and retrieval. For more information call your local Tab representative or write Jab Products Company,
2690 Hanover Street, Palo Alto,
California 94304.

TAB
PRODUCTS CO
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a combination of land-based microwave,
broadband cable, and satellite facilities. We
estimate SPc's data com revenue to be almost
$10 million, or about 10% of annual revenue.

MCI. COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
1150 Seventeenth St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 872-1600

ROCHESTER TELEPHONE CORPORATION
100 Midtown Plaza
Rochester, NY 14646
(716) 325-9.871

MCI, a long distance carrier employing microwave circuits to serve business users, was
authorized in 1969 as the first of the specialized common carriers. Its primary business is
intercity long distance voice telecommunications. The majority of MCI 's data com income
is derived from dedicated leased lines arranged exclusively for data transmission. MCI
also offers the Execunetservice, a one-way,
dial-in-dial-out, shared intercity service enabling customers to originate or terminate calls
for MCI-served cities via MCI-provided local
business telephones. Foi:' calendar year 1979,
MCI claims that 5% of its annual revenue was
generated in data com-a total of $6.4 million.

Rochester is the seventh. largest telephone
company, with holdings mostly in New York
State. The origin of the company was in 1899;
in 1921, the company assumed its present
name and form. In 1959,. Rochester Telephone became the first unaffiliated, independent telephone company to be listed· on the
New York Stock Exchange. Rochester Telephone Corporation, along with two operating
subsidiaries, Highland Telephone and Sylvan
Lake Telephone Company, gives regular service to over 326,000 customers. An unregulated subsidiary, Rote1com Inc., was started
in 1978 to provide corporate growth through . AMERICAN SATELLITE CORPORATION
"new opportunities" in telecommunications; 20301. Century Blvdi
late in 1979 Rote1com announced establish- Germantown, MD 20767
ment of a data communications subsidiary. (301) 428-6000
We estimate .this subsidiary to be responsible American Satellite Corporation, a subsidiary
for about 4.7% of the annual revenue, a figure of Fairchild Industries, Inc., has been a sateltotaling slightly more than $8 million for lite carrier since 1974. In mid-1979, Fairchild
1979.
and Continental Telephone Corporation

agreed to share' jointly in the ownership and
operation of the American Satellite Corporation. Toward year-end, Fairchild and Continental entered into agreements with Western
Union. Corporation to acquire ownership of
satellite capacity. ASC concentrates on data
transmission as well as commercial broadcasting, fax, teletypewriters, etc. It offers
two basic types of service-leased lines
through its own earth station, and customersite dedicated earth stations. We estimate
ASC's data com revenue to be 35% of its annual revenue, or about $5.6 million, up $2 million from '78.

FTC COMMUNICATIONS
25 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004

(212) 747-5660
FrCC calls itself the smallest of the five recognizedinternational carriers. Among its offerings are cablegram service to 133 countries,
overseas telex message service via its
computerized Eltex Switch, and Datel service
to Europe. Data com revenues for 1979 totaled $1.1 million.

This survey was prepared by Louise C.
Shaw, with Marva Levine and
Roseanna Guilsano.

Even. Webster's
Know. About
QUEST
GUIIST(kwest). v. 1. To make a search; togo on a quest.

QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. FoU'Ided in 1968. 2. Among the largest

A Worldwide Data Services firm, has
immediate openings ,for Programmers in
Southern California.
BUSINESS PROGRAMMERS
(Two years' COBOL-Degree Preferred)
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
(Experience in IBM or CDC)

MCAUTO offers excellent benefits
including relocation allowance.
For further information, please call
0: Mathews (213) 593-1983 or send
resume to:
1

MCAUTO
McDonnell Douglas.Automation Company
3855 Lakewood Blvd. (36·17 DM)
Long Beach, CA 90846
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

professional recruitment firms in the U.S. flXlCtioning solely in the computer
sciences; its. client companies pay all employment fees, interviewing and
relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep personal commitment to
relate to each. candidate. as an individual with individual goals. 3. Its
professional staff averages over 6. years of experience in EDP recruiting
(additionally, staff members .have direct hands-on experience· in
programming, systems, hardware, sales, etc.). 4. Quest is presenUy
searching for programmers and analysts (conmercial, scientific, systems
software) for over 3,500 client companies in the U.S. Quest has openings in
over 7(}() US. towns and cities; salaries
to $38,000. 5. Methodology - see
Questsystem.
' .
.

QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis'tern). n.l. DiscUssing with an iridiviOJal what
he/she would like to be doing in liglt of what he/she has been doing. 2.
AnaJYzing the realities of his/her objectives as they relate to the cooent job
marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the job
candidate to prospective employers by providing complete details to each
about the other, enstmg the. efficacious use. of everyone's time. 5.
Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are extended, Quest assists in
evaluating the responsibilities, compensation and opport\Jlities (and relates
those to the initially stated objectives). The Questsystern has been working
for thousands of professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Iv!ik yow friends
of their past dealings with Ouest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you.
For additional information. on this Slbject, please inquire direcUy to Ouest
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resunes received will be responded to
immediately and in confidence.)

[Q[
.

(800)

82r.7700, Ext. 114
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Understanding the potential legal impact of ,warranty
limitation clauses in, computer contracts may help
purchasers avoid costly litigation.

SHARPENING
YOUR
CLAUSE
by Robert A. Spanner
and William F. Mack,
Consider the following scenario: a company
decides to automate its manual accounting
and inventory control systems, or to bring
them in-house from an outside dp firm, or to
switch to a new computer system. A computer manufacturer is contacted, and a personable young sales representative dutifully
appears. After analyzing the tasks to be performed, he announces that not only can his
product do the prescribed jobs, but it can also
perform other wondrous feats as well.'A con-:
tract is signed, the computer is delivered and
installed, and management waits in hushed
anticipation as the first printout emerges-a
random collection of letters and numbers. Or
worse, the printout appears intelligible, and
it is not discovered until weeks later that the
computer is generating highly imaginative
data, causirig pandemonium on the production floor and in the controller's office. After
repeated attempts by the manufacturer to
remedy the situation, management turns to its
contract with the manufacturer, to see what its
legal rights are~and gets its second big
shock.
This tale of woe is probably occurring
less and less frequently; the computer industry is one of very few that have been turning
out better products with greater capacity at
lower prices year after year. But the kind ~f
catastrophe described above does happen,
and such occurrences will inevitably become
more numerous as the annual sales of computers increase. And, when computer malfunction does strike, it can be crippling if not
fatal.
As computers become less expensive,
they become accessible to progressively
smaller firms, companies that are less likely
to have in-house legal staff or to undergo the
expense of having legal counsel negotiate the
sale .. But the computer purchaser or lessee
should be aware that the computer manufacturer's contract is generally a well-crafted
legal document designed to protect the manufacturer's interests by, typically, purporting
1) to exClude' from the contract all 'promises
and representations previously made, 2) to
ILLUSTRATION BY GARY FRIEDMAN

disclaim most warranties, and 3) to narrowly
limit the scope of remedies available upon
breach of contract by the manufacturer. It is
therefore critical that the lessee or purchaser
understand the potential legal impact of these
clauses, so that he may make an informed
decision to accede to them, or to try to purchase elsewhere, or to renegotiate them insofar as his bargaining power permits. Such an
understanding of the scope of the manufacturer's contractual duties may also avoid misunderstandings and hard feelings, as well as
costly litigation.
Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial
Code (vee), adopted by every state but
Louisiana, governs computer sales transactions. The vee is clearly applicable to the sale
of hardware; hardware is obviously identifiable as a "goods." However, applying the
vee to the simultaneous sale of hardware and
programming adds a conceptual wrinkle, particularly where the purchasers have no complaint with the computer, but find the
"package" as a whole to perform inadequately. Programming, 'standing alone,
might be considered a "service" rather than a
goods, and thus not subject to the vee, but the
courts have generally treated the sale of the
hardware/software package as a "goods"
subject to the vee.
By its terms, the vee also applies only
to "sales." Courts have usually applied the
code to leases that were, in substance, a sale,
such as where the lease was really a financing
mechanism,or where the lease term and
renewal periods approximated the useful life
of the computer. But a short-term lease probably would not be found to be a vee transaction.
Warranties that may arise
under a computer contract
fall into two categories:
warranties expressly made
by the manufacturer concerning the equipment sold, and those implied by operation of '
law.
The vee broadly defines express warranties to include any affirmation offact relating to the goods sold which becomes part of
the basis of the transaction between the buyer

DEFINING
WARRANTIES
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Unfortunately for 'the prospective computer customer,
what the' .UCC gives the buyer in some sections, it
permits the seller to take away in others.
~nd the seller. Such express warranties may
be embodied in· promotional material,
(lymonstrations oflike equipment, manufacturer's specifications or descriptions, and the
repres~ntations of sales personnel, as well as
explicit· warranties in the contract itself.
Whenever a manufacturer makes a material
reln:esentation as to the performance of its
Gd~puter, that, generally. speaking, coi1stitutesa warranty, which binds the seller unless
he excludes or modifies them by contract.
addition, the Dee creates two
imp[{ed warranties which accompany every
sale'of goods unless adequately excluded or
. modified in the contract. The implied warranty' of "merchantabiiity" r.equires that the
goods be .fIt for ordinary purposes, i. e., that it
be of average quality for goods of that type.
And where the seller has reason to know that
the buyer. is relying on the seller to' select or
furnIsh 'goods for a particular purpose, the
more rigorous implied warranty of "fitness
for a.partiCuhir purpose" arises. Thus, where
the manufacturer of a system should know
that the buyer is relying on its skill to provide
an appropriate system to handle the buyer's
peculiar requirements for its inventory management system or payroll, for example, the
seller must provide a system that will perform
those functions.
Unforturiately for the prospective
coinputer customer, what the Dee gives the
bpyer in some sections, it permits the seller to
take away 'in other sections. In the contract
the ·manufacturer·may modify or exclude any
of the warranties' previously discussed, including express warranties. The manufacturer usually avails himself of this opportunity.
'. ' . Theiniplied warranties. of
merchantaqility and fitness for a particular
u~e may; under the vee, be modified or.excluded hy a disclaimer so long as the dis.:.
claimer is' conspicuous in 'the contract and
Uses the proper language. Although attorneys
may quibble about the· propriety of words
~sed or the' conspicuousness of the disclaimer, the disclaimers are usually enforced, and
several. computer cases have acknowledged
their validity.
A. 'diseIaimer of express warranties
presents more d~fficuit issues. There are good
commercial reasons for the parties to a sales
transaction to wish to set down in a final expression of terms the extent of the seller;s
warranty liability, and to eliminate the use of
previolls negotiations, tentative agreements,
or prior sales representations to increase the
seller's warranty ob~igations beyond anything ever contemplated by the parties in their
final agreement. However,. this rarefied
model .of gentlemanly negotiation at arm's
length does not necessarily conform to commercial realities. Too often, the customer is
induced to. buy or lease by glowing descriptions of the product in sales'literature, by im-

in
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pressive demoristrations, and by the promises
and assurances of the maimfacturer's sales
personnel-:responsibility for all of which is
then completely disclaimed in the mariufacturer's form contract, unbeknownst to the
unsophisticated customer.
Whatever might b~ said
about the policies and equities implicated in disclaimers of expr.ess warranties, it
is typically the commercial practice to in-:clude in computer equipment contracts a
clause disclaiming all prior warranties and
representations of any kind, and stating that
the written contract is the final "complete and
exclusive" agreement of the parties. This
provision, sometimes called a "merger~'
Clause, serves to preclude subsequent consideration of prior representations, promises or
agreements (or contemporaneolls oral agreements) in determining what are the terms of
the contract between the parties. (The legal
doctrine which gives effect to such a merger
clause is called the "parol evidence rule. ")
Under the DCC there are several
important exceptions to the enforcement of
merger clauses urider the parol evidence rule.
For example, the agreement may be. interpreted (i.e., explained or supplemented)
where appropriate by the. prior course of conduct of the parties or by ·industrypractice.
Secondly, where the~ri.tten contract does not
purport by its tenTIs to be complete, the purchaser may be permitted to proy~, consistent
additional terms for the court's consideration.
Fargo Machine & Tool Co. ·v. Kearney &
Tre'cker Co. provides an illustration of how
far some courts may go in applying this
"merger" rule exception. In that case the
court· allowed into evidence representations
in the sales literature provided to the buyer
prior to execution of the written contract of
purchase; The representations were admitted;
not as proof of independent warranties (which
would have been foreclosed by the disclaimer
of warranties.in the contract), ,but rather to
establish "the standard of the product's performance " under the contract warranty that
the product was free of defects in materials
and workmanship. The reasoning apparently
was that since the standard of performance
was' not defined in the contract, the court
could look outside the coritract for'consistent
additional terms defining that standard of performance.
This approach has far-reaching impli:cations. It would make all sorts of precontract
promises and representations admissible and
would substantially neutralize the effect of
merger clauses in computer contracts. Since
this case presents an instance where the
exception almost swallows the rule, it might
not be foilowed in other courts, but the case
does demonstrate how courts seek to avoid

MERGER
CLAUSE
INCLUDED

giving merger clauses full effect.
In a number of breach of warranty
cases, computer customers have tried t~
avoid the effect of merger clauses in contracts
by adding to their breach of contract claim a
claim for fraud, based on the same represen~
tations made outside the written agreement
that the contract's merger clause precluded
fromconsideratiori as a contract claim. In
Clements Auto Co. v. Service Bureau Corp.
the court rejected the proposition that contract
terms such as a merger clause could cut off a
claim for fraud. That ruling is consistent with
the accepted common law view that contract
disclaimers cannot foreclose an action for
fraud. The court's ruling also comports with
commonsense notions of fairness. It seems
unjust to allow someone to fraudulen~ly induce another to enter into a contract and then
to permit the terms of that contract to cut off
the other party's right to later. sue for fraud.
But proving fraud is much more difficult thart proving breach of contract.. There
are a number of elements that must be proven
in fraud actions which need not be proven in
contract actions, such as actual reliance upon
the misrepresentations. by the defrauded
party, the materiality of the misrepresentations, and (in some jurisdictions) knowledge
of the falsity of the representation. So although a merger clause can perhaps be circumvented by also alleging a' fraud Claim,
such a claim is by no means an adequate substitute for the breach of warranty claim that
would be available absent the merger clause.
The principie to. be ded~ced from all
this is that a merger clause is a very powerful
contractual. device which can radically realign the obligations arid 'risks assumed by
buyer and seller. Especially where the equipment being purchased is as complex and has
the inherent risk offaulty performance, as is a
computer, the purchaser or lessee should
acquiesce to a merger clause only with circumspection.
In addition to warranty disclaimers, the typical
OF
computer contract severely
REMEDIES
restricts the remedies
available against the manufacturer in the
event of a breach of contract. The DCC permits such limitations on damages, subject to
certain exceptions. One of these is the doctrine of unconscionability. Und~r the Dec; a
computer manufacturer may exclude his liability for "consequential" damages (which
means ,he can prevent recovery against himself for all the foreseeable harm that would
flow from the failure ofthe computer, such as
lost profits, recompense thathad tobe made
to third parties because of the failure, etc.),
but such a limitation on liability is only effective if it is not "unconscionable" (which
roughly means one-sided and oppressive).

LIMIT

Plugging in our line of interface-compatible
terminals can automatically reduce your
terminal budget-by as much as 50%.
And nowadays, that's like money in
the bank.
General Terminal Corporation offers
models that are teletype-compatible
as well as terminals that are interfacecompatible with DEC, Burroughs and
NCR computers. And GTC offers models
that emulate other maior terminals, too.
All for less.
And because GTC is the only maior
terminal manufacturer with production facilities on both U.S. coasts, we can

deliver what you want, where you want,
when you want.
More for less, automatically.
That's what happens when you push the
right button.
For more information on GTC products and
services, cal/ tol/-free today. In California:
800-432-7006. Anywhere else in the United
Stotes: 800-854-6781. Ask for Georgia Sand.
Or write Georgia Sand at General Terminal
Corporation, 14831 Franklin Avenue, Tustin,
CA 92680. Telex: 910-595-2428. We have
offices throughout the world. In Canada,
contact Lanpar Ltd., 85 Torbay Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R. Phone: 416-495-9123.
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The right button to push:

M

General Terminal Corporation

A merger clause is a very powerful contractual
device that can radically realign the obligations and
risks assumed by buyer and seller.
The unconscionability doctrine has enjoyed statute of limitations. But a contract clause
shortening the period in which suit can be
its greatest success in consumer transactions.
Few business entities have successfully brought is valid and enforceable if the period
provided is commercially reasonable and is
worked it. The court in one computer case,
for example, indicated that a clause excluding sufficiently long to enable the purchaser to
learn of defects in the purchased goods. Limiall contract remedies would be unconscionable. However, clauses limiting the computer tation periods of a few days, or even a few
manufacturer's liability to repairing or re- months, have been held invalid. But a conplacing defective equipment and barring tractuallimitations period as short as one year
recovery of damages have been upheld. An might well be upheld, as a purchaser discovattack upon such a limitation-of-remedy ered to its dismay inl8M v. Catamore Enterprises, Inc., when the First Circuit Court of
provision in a commercial context on the
grounds of unconscionability would be dif- Appeals reversed an $11 million judgment
ficult to sustain.
against mM because suit had not been brought
Under the uee, a contractuallimitain time. The lesson is clear: suit must be instition of remedies will also be ineffective tuted within the period specified in the conwhere the remedy provided "fails of its
tract. If a computer purchaser wishes to
essential purpose." This circumstance most continue to work with the manufacturer to
frequently arises where a contract limits the
correct computer malfunction and has no imseller's obligations for breach to repairing or mediate desire to disrupt its working relationreplacing any defective parts, yet after repeatship with the manufacturer by bringing suit,
ed attempts the seller is not able to repair the
an agreement whereby the manufacturer
defects. In such an instance, the object of the waives the defense afforded by the contract
remedy provided (to restore functioning
limitations period must be executed; othergoods to the purchaser) cannot be effected by wise, the purchaser will lose his right to sue
the seller. Thus, where a computer manufac- for any claim arising out of the contract or its
turer could not, after weeks or months, put its breach.
equipment in good working order and maintain it, the limitation of liability to repair or REJECT
The customer's remedies
replacement would have failed of its essential
'as set forth in the computer
AND
purpose and would be void.,
contract are supplemented
One form of limitation of remedies to REVOKE
by two closely related and
which the computer customer must pay par- very important uee rights-the right to reject
ticular attention is the contractual statute of and the right to revoke acceptance of unsatislimitations, which provides that a claim under factory goods. When computer equipment
the contract must be brought within a speci- does not function properly or otherwise does
fied period of time. Ordinarily, a lawsuit for not comply with contract requirements in a
breach of a written contract can be brought . material respect, the uee permits the buyer to
quite a long time after the breach, the number reject the equipment within a reasonable time
of years depending on the particular state's and recover not only any monies paid but also

certain damages. However, this right of
rejection is modified by the seller's right,
upon learning of the problem, to correct any
deficiencies in a timely manner. What makes
the application of these rules so sticky is the
fact that installation of a computer is not like
delivery of a shipment of potatoes. A buyer
can look at a potato and tell if it conforms to
contract requirements. But merely inspecting
a computer is anything but revealing; the machine must be installed, programmed, and
debugged to see ifit works, and even then no
one will know for sure whether it is working
properly until there has been an opportunity
to determine over a period of time whether or
not the data are reliable.
Thus, although a computer purchaser
must reject defective equipment in a timely
fashion, he must at the same time afford the
manufacturer sufficient time to correct any
defects. Too precipitous a refusal to accept
any type of goods can render a purchaser liable to the seller for wrongful rejection; this
legal doctrine is particularly applicable in the
computer context, where courts have repeatedly noted the awesome complexity of such
machines and the high rate of initial installation failure.
This being so, the best way for the
purchaser to preserve his right to reject is to
notify the manufacturer, after each unsuccessful attempt to rectify computer malfuncti6n, of all remaining deficiencies, and to
request that all remaining problems be cured
as soon as possible. This has the effect of relieving the purchaser of responsibility for
delay in rejecting (since many cases have
recognized the principle that the delay inherent in repeated attempts by the seller to repair
defective goods does not render a subsequent
rejection of goods untimely), while at the
same time preserving to the seller his opportunity to cure defects.
A purchaser need not forbear forever
though. After a reasonable opportunity has
been afforded the manufacturer to rectify
malfunctions, the purchaser may reject the
equipment, buy alternative equipment, and
sue for the difference in price and other damages.
A related remedy under the uee is
"revocation of acceptance," which is, in essence, a slow method of rejecting. A purchaser may revoke a prior acceptance of goods
either where defective goods were accepted
on the reasonable assumption that the defects h:
would be remedied (as, for example, where ~
the manufacturer acknowledged the defect ~
but promised to rectify it) or where latent de- ~
fects were not able to be discovered until ~
later. In the typical computer malfunction in
situation that ends JJp in litigation-where the z
installation is defective from the outset and
the manufacturer repeatedly attempts to h:
remedy the defects until the purchaser loses <5
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Out of the box, up and
running fast.
That's reason # 1 to buy Datashare, the multi-user system built for business.

B

ring up interactive applications
in weeks, not months, with
Datashare. Here are 10 more reasons you'll benefit from choosing the
transaction processing system users depend on in 15,000 installations worldwide.
2. Simple Programming. An easy-touse language helps you put custom applications on-line quickly. Datashare's comprehensive utilities, efficient file structure,
and complete documentation all combine to
produce rapid results.

zations do business since 1972 and has
grown in capability every year.
6. Pick Your'Disk, Pick Your Printer.
Choose from a small diskette-based system up to a large 180 MB system. Select
from 7 printers - 80 CPS to 900 LPM.
Share one on the system, and add others at
individual displays.

3. Ready-to-Run Applications. If you
don't want to write your own, select from a
wide variety written by Datashare users
and software houses, all listed in our Applications Software Catalog - yours free for
the asking.

7. Batch and Inquiry Communications. Datashare communicates with
other Datapoint systems and with your
central mainframe. You can transmit
batches concurrently with operator activity
during the day. Or in unattended mode at
night. And since Datashare also supports
3270 inquiry to your mainframe, you can
access both local files and the central
database from any display.

4. Transaction Processing Power.
Datashare handles big jobs easily because
it was designed from the ground up specifically for interactive business applications. A choice of compatible processors
lets you match system capacity exactly to
the job. The compiler is fast. The language
is fast. And operators are fast in getting the
job done.

8. Grow and Expand. As you grow, so
will Datashare. With our ARCTM system architecture, you can add on displays, increase processing power, expand peripherals, and extend your database virtually
without limit. And whenever you're ready,
you can add word processing, electronic
message service, and data and voice communications management to the same system. With Datapoint, anything goes.

5. Proven Performance. Datashare's
reputation for reliable performance is
known worldwide. It's been helping organ i-

9. Low-Cost Lease or Purchase. You
can put Datashare to work for only $54, 550
complete or $261 per station per month on
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a 3-year lease, including maintenance.
That buys a 6600 processor with 20 MB of
disk storage, 8 workstations, and one
240/340 LPM printer.
10. Prompt Delivery. Lead times are
now averaging 4 to 6 weeks.
11. Nationwide Service and Systems
Support. Our systems engineers and service professiorials grew up with this system. If there's a problem, they know how to
fix it quickly. And we back them up round
the clock.

Need more facts? We'll get them to
you fast. Let us itemize more· of
Datashare's advantages to you in person.
Call (512) 699-7151 for the name and
number of your nearest Datapoint representative. Or write to Datapoint Corporation, Marketing Communications DMK05, 9725 Datapoint Drive, San Antonio,
TX 78284.

DATAPO INT

The typical computer contract severely restricts the
remedies available against the manufacturer in the
event of a breach of contract.
patience-whether the customer's subsequent cancellation of the contract constitutes
a rejection after withholding acceptance or
whether it constitutes a revocation of acceptance is a matter of interest only to law professors. The same remedies are available to the
purchaser in either case.
The real issue of importance to the
purchaser or lessee of computer equipment is
whether the right to reject orto revoke accep-

tance can be nullified by a limitation-ofremedies clause, such as a provision purporting to limit the buyer's sole remedy to repair
or replacement in the event of breach of contract. Generally, where the seller failed to
successfully cure substantial defects in the
computer within a reasonable amount of
time, the buyer would be- released from the
limitations of the "repair or replace" clause
on the ground that the limited remedy had

failed of its essential purpose.
In those situations where the "repair
or replace" clause had failed of its essential
purpose, it would almost certainly not prevent the buyer from exercising his right under
the uee to reject or revoke acceptance.
We have not attempted here to survey
exhaustively the law of contracts under the
Uniform Commercial Code; such an undertaking would require multiple volumes. Nor
would any given decision or principle of law
set out here necessarily control a particular
case, for decisions under the uee are often
inconsistent, and the outcome of litigation so
frequently turns on facts peculiar to the particular case. What we have attempted to do is
to discuss the typical computer contract warranty and remedy clauses, and to illustrate
what their effect may be on the purchaser or
lessee.
A computer represents a very substantial capital investment; moreover, faulty performance can have a profound effect upon a
company's operations. We believe that be-.
fore a purchaser or lessee agrees to the limitations and disclaimers in the typical computer
contract, he should fully understand the
implications of doing so.
~

ROBERT A. SPANNER

If you didn't know
'theft, sabotage, vandalism,
what precise steps to
embezzlement, computer
take, your company
fraud, industrial espionage,
could vanish along with
and how to utilize a Recovery
its computer. That's the
Operation Center (ROC).
very reason for this 3As the leaders in manageday seminar sponsored
ment consultation for physical
by Data Processing
and data security, contingency/
Security, Inc.
recovery and new facility deOur team of experts
sign, we've served more than
will show you how to
500 corporations worldwide
develop a contingency/
for over 10 years. Call or write
recovery plan for your
Data Processing Security, Inc.,
company. The seminars
Director of Seminars
will include workshops
at 200E. Loop 820,
and lectures using examFort Worth, Texas
~ UPS ::
ples of actual case histories.
76112; (817) 457-9400. =
=
We'll also discuss the latest
Minneapolis Seminar.
fire prevention techniques. And
© 1980
September 8-10. 1980
Washington. D.C. Seminar.
how to survive floods, fire damOctober 15-17. 1980
age and power failure. You'll learn
San Diego Seminar.
effective methods for preventing
December 1-3. 1980

a

, Data Processing
Security
Seminar.
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Presently with
Severson, Werson,
Berke & Melchior,
San Francisco, Mr.
Spanner
specializes in
commercial
litigation and trials.
;;..;;,.a,...;L"..;;..;...;:;:::u He graduated in
1973 from Stanford Law School,
where he was a note and research
editor for the Stanford Law Review.

WI LLiAM F. MACK
Mr. Mack, an
associate attorney
with Severson,
Werson, Berke &
Melchior, is
primarily engaged
in commercial
litigation. A
graduate of the
Boalt Hall School of Law at the
University of California, Berkeley,
Mr. Mack is a member of the State
Bar of California. Before law school,
he was an employment recruiter,
specializing in data processing
personnel.
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Color and com~utation
. integrated in a itesktop
A new desktop computer-the HP
System 45C - combines flexible
color graphics and interactive
computing in a totally integrated,
high-throughput system that plugs
into the wall. Features include 4,913
fill colors, 70 graphics firmware
commands, high-speed vector
writing, an interactive light pen,
special-function keys, softkeys,
a built-in thermal printer, two
built-in tape drives, HP's enhanced
BASIC, and up to 449K bytes of
user memory.
Designed especially for
engineers, scientists and others
faced with complex design,
analysis, and data acquisition
and control problems, the
System 45C can handle problems
.that range from Fast Fourier transforms on 65,000 data points, to
multiple linear regressions on 50
~Cover

Image from a System 4SC desktop computer.
In this 3-D plot, color and height of prismatic
solids show values of the function: U=MAX
(-.17, MIN (.21, ((x-. 9)A 2+yA2)A.1-((x.S)A2+(y-.7)A2) .1)). Imageandcomputations are enlarged to approximately lSCffo.

Excited state of H2 atom

variables, to project management
with up to 18,000 activities for
CPM or PERT analysis-all
without accessing a mass memory
device. And the system can output
numerical data to the CRT in
sharp, accurate color graphic
format for quick, precise interpretation. A dedicated I/O channel
between the 13-inch color display
and the mainframe ensures

excellent throughput and
performance.

Jupiters giant red spot

Increase of acid rain

Color works harder
The System 45C's color CRT,
with its pixel spacing of .34 mill
center to center, uses advanced technology to ensure high-resolution.
The CRT uses a shadow mask
incorporating a screen covered with
triads of phosphor dots with red,

Hewlett-Packard

green, and blue emissions. Each
phosphor type is activated by an
.electron beam from a corresponding
electron gun. A metal shadow
mask guides the beams so that they
reach the correct phosphors. This
technology provides the user with
eight basic colors: white, red, yel- .
low, green, cyan, blue, magenta,
and black.
To provide up to 4,913 fill
colors, "dithering" is used. In this
process, the 560 x 455 graphics
raster CRT is divided into 4 x 4
arrays, containing 16 elements
called pixels. In each array, each of
the 16 pixels can be turned either
on or off. The many combinations
of pixels being turned on or off
in three different memory planes
(one for each primary color) creates
the great variety of color shades
on the CRT.
The system's precision raster
scan display uses sophisticated electronic correction technology to
minimize pincushion distortion and
CRT magnetization and ensure
color purity. To achieve longlasting color convergence, the
system provides soft-

ware-assisted potentiometers for quick, easy
adjustments. Convergence
adjustments in one area of
the screen will not affect
adjustments in other areas.

High-speed vector
generator
A feature which contributes
greatly to the System 45C's high
throughput is its hardware vector
generator, which receives vector end
points and generates the lines
between. The vector generator not
only reduces the number of data
transfers between the display and
the mainframe but also eliminates
mainframe CPU time spent
calculating points
.........
within the line.

CRT screen.
It features highly
accurate picking,
which, in conjunction
with the eight

-----1-------.. . . .-

Interactive
light pen
The System
45C's interactive
light pen provides
a fast, easy way to
pick, move, and construct objectives directly on the

Wire frame design
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3-D perspective

user- definable
softkeys on the
bottom of the CRT,
is especially useful for
dynamic branching and
tree structures. It also
features fast tracking due
to a predictive firmware
algorithm that enables the CRT
Continued on page 8

Antenna radiation

Interactive software links
HP3000, IBM mainframe
New solution for distributed processing applications.

HP's IML/3000 software (Interactive Mainframe Link) makes
the HP 3000 a good complel11ent
to your IBM mainframe (or compatible) system. Using IBM 3270
binary synchronous protocol,
IML/3000 permits easy programmatic access or update of CICS
or IMS data bases on your mainframe through powerful, highlevel program statements
embedded in HP 3000 user programs. It also permits direct
access of the mainframe through
HP user terminals.
IML/3000 can provide a
smooth transition to distributed
processing and improve mainframe productivity. It allows new
applications to be implemented
on one or more HP 3000s while
still having access to mainframe data. Doing this brings
processing power closer to users
and can reduce communications
volume and cost. Alternatively
certain of the applications already
on the mainframe may be converted to the HP 3000 thus
reducing the mainframe's teleprocessing workload.

using the Inquiry and Development Facility. IML/3000 lets
you multidrop HP 3000s on the
same bisync leased lines you are
already using for your 3270
terminals, thus reducing communication line costs. In conjunction with DS/3000, which
provides interactive communication between HP 3000s,
IML/3000 will allow you to
configure a network that reflects
your organization's structure.

High-level intrinsics
IML/3000 Programmatic
Access and Update uses 14 highlevel "intrinsics:' analagous to
subroutine calls, that maximize
programmer productivity by
automatically handling a lot of
the low-level "bits and bytes"
programming work required by

many 3270 emulators. When
data is returned from the host,
for example, it is in EBCDIC,
and it includes 3270 control
characters interspersed with
data. IML/3000 handles all protocol management so that you
need not worry about terminal ID,
polling sequences or screen control. It also handles EBCDIC to
ASCII conversion automatically.
The 14 intrinsics-which
include such calls as READSCREEN, WRITESCREEN,
READFIELD, and WRITEFIELD-can be used in COBOL,
COBOL II, BASIC, FORTRAN,
or SPL programs.

Integrated data bases
IML/3000 intrinsics can be
combined with the intrinsics of
other HP 3000 software-

IML/3000 Intrinsics
Function
(Program Statements)
OPEN3270

Initiate IMLJ3000 activity from the program

RECV3270

Receive a screen of data from host

TRAN3270

Transmit a screen of data to host (equivalent to pressing 'Enter'
key on a 3270 terminal)

READSCREEN

Read a screen of data from host into a buffer

Network flexibility ,

READFIELD

Read a specific field of data from host into buffer

With IML/3000, an HP 3000
appears to the mainframe as a
remote bisync 3270 cluster control unit. Like a 3270, up to
32 "devices" can be connected to
each emulated control unit. Up to
32 control units can be attached
to a single leased line. The
"devices" can be either HP 3000
programs using IML/3000 statements for programmatic access
and update 'or HP terminals

WRITEFIELD

Update an unprotected field

RESET3270

Equivalent to pressing 'Reset' key on 3270 terminal

STREAM3270

Equivalent to pressing a sequence of keystrokes on a 3270
terminal keyboard

ABORT3270

Aborts an outstanding request to receive or transmit a screen
(no-wait I/O only)

CLOSE3270

Terminates IML/3000 activity from the program

VERS3270

Returns the current version of IML/3000 on the HP 3000

ERR3270

Provides easy-to-read diagnostic messages

FIELDATTR

Provides helpful programming information describing specific fields

SCREENATTR

Provides helpful programming information describing the virtual
3270 screen

Hewlett-Packard

such as V/30aO for screen handling, IMAGE for data base
management, KSAM for file
handling, or DS for. distributed
systems, to develop very powerful, flexible applications. For
example, a COBOL program

could be written using IML/30aO,
V/3aOO, and IMAGE/3000. A

user sitting at an HP terminal
could enter information under
the control of V/30aO. The
program couldJook at each item
entered and decide if it should
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be sent to an IMAGE data base, a
mainframe data base, or both.
The program would then use the
appropriate intrinsics to do so.
To retrieve data, the program
would determine whether the data
Continued on page 6

Interactive
...
'
linkrnainfr·atne···
Continued from page 5

is on the HP 3000 IMAGE data
base or on the mainframe data
base. It wouid then lise the
appropriate intrinsics to retrieve
it.' The terminal user does not
have to know where the data is
located,since the data bases
on one or more HP 3000s and the
mainframe have been made to
appear as a single, integrated
data base.
'

Easy terminal access
to mainframe '
The IML/3000 Inquiry and
Development Facility (IDF)
allows almost any block-mode
HP 264X terminal attached
to the HP3000 to emulate the
principal features of an IBM 3277
or 3278 terminal attached to
an IBM 3271, 3274, or 3276
control unit. IDF uses IML/3000
intrinsics in conjunction with
HP 264X escape sequences. It
displays on the HP 264X CRT
the 3270 screen image which
IML/3000 constructs from the
data stream received from the
mainframe. It also monitors the
264X function keys which are
used to implement certain 3270
functions. A few keystrokes on the HP
terminal key board is all that
is required for the terminal to
gain direct access to the mainframe., No programming is
required. IDF may be used either
with host teleprocessing applications such as CICS or IMS
DB/DC programs, or for access
to host timesharing services
such as TSO. A standard access

method such as BTAM, TCAM or
VTAM must be used on the host.
IDF provides great user
flexibility since it allows you
to develop programs on the
mainframe from the HP 3000
terminal, as well as on the
HP 3000 itself. These programs
can then talk to each other interactively using IML/3000.

Low overhead
And you don't have to worry
about CPU, degradation using
IML/3000.HP's Intelligent Network Processor (lNP) keeps CPU
overhead of the 3270 control
unit emulation to a minimum.
With a silicon-on~sapphire microprocessor and 32K bytes of fast
RAM, the INP not only handles
protocol data buffering, error
checking and polling, but also
takes care of decoding the 3270
data stream into 3270 screen
images. In short, the INP handles
the basic job of the 3270 control'
unit. This means better performance for IML/3000 and
HP 3000 processing alike.
With its networking flexibility,
high-level intrinsics, easy terminal access to a mainframe, and
low CPU overhead, IML/3000
makes the HP 3000 an ideal tool
for providing a smooth transition to distributed processing
and improving mainframe
productivity.
The cost is $3,500 for one copy
to run on one'HP 3000. Additional copies for other systems
cost $1,400 each.
For further information,
check B on the reply card.

Automatically executing program
commands contained in a PROCEDURE file RJE250 can cori-,
figure'and load protocol code on
the INP!250 then send the JeL program 'and data for a job to be
processed by the host. The results
are sent back to the HP250 for
printing or disc storage. At any
time other users can be modifying
or creating files for other job runs.

DISC
FILES

HP 250

'---_.RJE
PROGRAM

INP/250
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,INP lets HP 250 run remote
:programs autoInatically
With the introduction of
The first time a batch program
INP/250, the benefits of intelis run, RJE/250 will prompt
ligent communications are
the user as to how to enter the
I extended to the small business
required data to open the comsystem. INP/250 is an intelligent
munication lines. Command
and control sequences can
network processor"a board that
uses its own memory, logic,
be stored in a PROCEDURE file
and central processing unit to
to run the program and a
handle the communications pro- , CONFIGURATION file of data
tocols that would otherwise be
on transmission speed, parity,
processed by the main CPU.
code, transmission mode, etc.
INP/250 does more than save
Thereafter, all the operator
CPU cycles; it gives the HP 250
has to do is call RJE/250 and
performance of a different order.
select PROCEDURE from the
Known since its introduction
softkey menu. RJE/250 will
as a small powerful standalone
request "ENTER FILENAME";
processor, the HP 250 now adds
once chosen, the appropriate
the capability to perform autoPROCEDURE file will enter the
matic remote job entry with large
commands to run the batch
mainframes.
program.
Like the recently introduced
These commands, typically,
INP/3000, the INP/250 contains
will first OPEN a communicaa powerful SOS microprocessor
tions line by dialing up the
and 32K of RAM.
mainframe and downloading the
With the addition of this board,
con,figuration parameters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~
and the RJE/250software that
comes with it, the small business
user can make the HP 250
emulate an IBM 2780/3780
batch terminal and communicate
over data lines at speeds up to
19;2K bits/sec. The INP board
takes care of all protocol handling, leaving the main CPU free
to treat the RJEprogramjust as
it treats any other task in a multiuser configuration.

RJE/250runstheshow
The RJE/250 software can
set up a communications link and
run background batch programs
automatically.
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transmission does not affect
the CPU response time for
other users.
INP/250 will operate with full
or half duplex RS232 modems,
and with RS366 auto-dialers. It
has automatic answering capability, providing for unattended
operation once a PROCEDURE is
initiated. Results may therefore be received during off~hours,
when telephone charges are low.
With this new package, small
businesses can access large mainframes through a seryice bureau,
while retaining the use of their
own small computer. Large
decentralized organizations can
use several HP 250s to perform
local processing and recordkeeping, and to exchange information with the central computer,
without
degrading
, I
1
system
performance
The
INP/250
supports
most
"2780/3780 ~
features,

DI

I

and protocol code to
the INP/250 chip. The
program will then execute
several SEND orders, to
transmit job control"
statements, the batch
V'
~ MAINFRAME
program, and the data
'"
7 HOST
to the mainframe. On the
command to RECEIVE output
and offers
from the host, RJE/250 will print
several extras, including data
out or store results.
origination from keyboard or
disc file (but not punched cards).
CPU busy elsewhere
The INP/250comes bundled
with the RJE/250 software. Price
The operator, meanwhile,
of the package, with one cable,
can detach from the RJE program
is $3,225.
and use the HP 250 for other
Check C on sender reply card
tasks. Because the INP controls
for more information.
communications, the RJE data
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Color graphics

Continued from page 3

cursor to move at the same speed
and in the same direction that the user
moves the pen. This in turn allows
the user to do precise digitizing and
to know exactly where the pen is
pointing. The pen even makes it
possible to track a cursor over
area-filled colors.

Powerful graphics
firmware
The System 45C's powerful
graphics firmware is designed to
help users make fast, efficient
use of the system's various hardware and software features,
and to enable users to get their
applications up and running
quickly. The firmware includes
the 40 BASIC commands found
on the System 45B, as well as 30
new statements for easy, effective
use of color, interactive I/O, and
geometric constructions. The
POLYGON and RECTANGLE
statements, for instance, automatically draw regular polygons
and rectangles. And the FILL
parameter allows a user to colorfill the insides, of figures without
calculating points.
The firmware provides the user
~th a high degree of control 'over
hardware arid software. It allows,
for example, individual access to
the three memory planes and
assignment of one of the eight
basic colors to each of the three
memory planes. This gives the
advanced programmer great flexibility in creating a variety of
sophisticated color graphics.
Two color models-the color
cube and the color cylinder~can

be used for selecting area colors.
Since all 4,913 colors in both
models are logically and numerically organized, colors can be used
to directly reflect the result of arithemetic or algorithmic calculations of
variables such as temperature,
stress, and soon.

Easy linkage
to peripherals
The System45C can be easily
linked to a wide variety of fully
compatible peripheral devices such
as flexible discs, large cartridge
discs, printers, plotters, and
digitizers, as well as to a large
assortment of electronic
instrumentation. An
input/output ROM
extends the BASIC
language to exchange
data and control information
with various external devices
via asynchronous handshake,
vectored interrupt, fast hand-shake,
or DMA. Alllip,kages are handled
through plug-in interface cards,
including 16-bit parallel, BCD input,
HP-IB, Real Time Clock, RS-232C
Bit Serial, Incremental Plotter,
Disc Interface and ASYNC/
BISYNC data communications.
Unified Mass Storage
Commands save programming
costs by allowing users to address
'. each new device with only a
single program line change. The
system provides a file-by-name
directory and gives the choice of
serial or random file organization.
Variable record lengths conserve
mass memory space, while extensive data buffering balances I/O
to provide maxirrium throughput.

The System 45C.
Powerful, and flexible. A fully integrated color graphics/computation
desktop system-with 187 KB
of memory, HP's Enhanced BASIC,
powerful graphics firmware, up
to 4,913 colors, and color utilities
software-is only $39,500.
For more information, check A
on the reply card.

with a 4 color line version
plot of computation shown on cover.
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Data administration is surveyed to determine how
much similarity there is betwee,nthe DA function
described in the literature and the one actually
being im'plemented.

WHAT DO DATA
ADMINISTRATORS
REAllY DO?
!by
I

I

Ian B. McCririck .

and Robert C. Goldstein
Despite the newness of the title data administrator, the position has already gone through a
change of jargon, originally being called
"data base administrator." However, in
many minds a data base is something on a
computer, and, in order to emphasize the
broader scope of this job function, the alter:native name is now used most often; In cases
where some managers advocate both positions, the DBA performs a more specialized,
usually technical, function often associated
with a particular application area. This approach is understandable; the data base, concept has usually been implemented
application by application, leading to the'ex-:
istence of multiple, largely independent data
bases within a single organization.
Data administration has recently been
the the subject of considerable attention in the
industry literature. Most articles are conceptual: they begin with the premise that data is a
basic organizational resource that can and
should be explicitly managed, much as
human and financial resources are managed.
From this premise a job description is developed setting forth the functions to be performed, and perhaps including a list of
qualifications for the employee. Two points
are always evident. First, since the job requires an extensive array of high-level administrative and technical skills, it is unlikely
there would be any qualified candidates for
the described position. Secondly, since data
administration can become a major center of
organizational power, many observers wonder about the willingness of current managers
to relinquish control over their data to this
new entity.
Despite these two serious difficulties,
the data administration position is appearing
and getting filled at a rapid rate. It is rare to
visit a large organization with a sophisticated
dp center and riot be invited to "meet our data
administrator. "Inevitably, one wonders how
much similarity there is between the DA function described in the literature and the one that
is actually being implemented. In order to

shed some light on this question, we have sUr-:veyed the state of data administration in
Canada. 1
A package consisting of two questionnaires was developed, and validated using
standard social science techniques. The package was then sent to 555 large computer users
in both the public and private sectors.
An EDP Profile Questionnaire was initially directed to the manager of the edp activity in each organization. This
questionnaire was concerned with general
characteristics of the organization and its dp
activity, and included the question of the existence of a data administration function. If
such a function did exist, its manager was
asked to complete a Data Administration Pro;.
file Questionnaire which dealt with the
characteristics (organizational structure, experience, tools, scope) and responsibilities of
the group.
Responses were received from 253
organizations, about 43% of the sample. All
major categories of organization were well
represented as shown in Tables I and II. Of
the 253 respondents, 71 claimed to have data
administration' functions. Table III breaks
down these responses by organizational type.

LESS
THAN
A THIRD

The first interesting result
is contained in the response
statistics. Data administration, at least as a separate,
identifiable group, is not nearly as widespread' as we thought: only 28% of the responding organizations had this position.
An attempt was made to find out what
features distinguished those organizations
having data administrators frpm those not
having the function. A number of organizational and dp characteristics were selected,
including those suggested by Nolan's Stage
Model of dpdevelopment,2 which associates
I. The survey was conducted as part of the master's thesis "A
Survey of the Data Administration Function in Large Canadian
Organizations" submitted to the Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration, University of British Columbia by Ian
McCririck, June 1979.

2. Richard L. Nolan has published several articles describing the
model. The most recent is "Managing the Crises in Data Processing," Harvard Business Review, March-April 1979.

creation of the DA function with an advanced
level of dp maturity. It appears that organizations with very-large dp activities and those
with more than ,10 years' experience with
computers are somewhat more likely to have
data administrators than those with smaller or
newer dp functions. However, the correlations, while significant, were small, suggesting that a large, experienced dp group may be
a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
the establishment of data administration.
An alternative hypothesis, supported
by the data, is that DA functions are more likely to have been established by organizations
in industries with high profits in recent years.
The availability of discretionary funds for experimentation may thus be an important factor. Since, of course, statistical analysis
reverus only correlation, rather than causality, it could be argued by a data administration enthusiast that the establishment of a DA
function was responsible for the unusual
profitability. However, it would take an extraordinary degree of faith to propose this
explanation for the exceptional recent profitability of natural resources and energy companies and those involved in high technology
areas, or for the traditional high profitability
of banking and insurance firms.
The remainder of this article summarizes some of the survey's findings about
characteristics and re'sponsibilities of data
administration function in results based on 69
returned Data Administration Profile Questionnaires.
The level of formal education attained
by the responding data administrators is
shown in Fig. 1. It offers no surprises. Fig. 2
shows how the university degrees, both
undergraduate and graduate, break down by
academic area. The bulk of the degrees in the
"Other" category are in engineering or
sciences other than computer science. The 2
to 1 majority of computer science specialists
over those with business degrees is indicative
of something that appears frequently in our
results. The data administrator is primarily a'
technician, concerned with implementing a
data base system and keeping it working. The
planning and coordination of data usage withAUGUST1980131

TABLE I

PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSES
RESPONSES

NUMBER SURVEYED

in an organization, an important part of the
job in theory, does not in practice seem to be
receiving much attention.
Some 91 % of the respondents, described themselves as having a computer
technology background, and 93% had system
development experience. By contrast, only
about half claimed even one year of experience in a functional area of business.

Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

of
of
of
of
of

58
5

120 largest Canadian industrials by sc:j.les
6 largest real estate compani'es by assets
10 largest merchandising companies by sales
25 largest financial companies by assets
15 largest insurance companies by assets

7

12

9

TABLE II

PUBLIC SECTOR RESPONSES
ITEM

MAILED

RESPONSES

27
17
Federal government
Although discussion of the
67
32
Provincial government
data administration conGROUPS
23
15
Universities
cept began around 1971,
NEW _
8
6
Cities
nearly 60% of the DA
groups from the responding organizations
were less than two years old, another 25%
had been around for three or four years, and
TABLE III
only 11 out of 69 had more than four years'
'_ NO.'OF
NO. WITH DA
experience (Fig. 3). Thus, the findings in the
RESPONDENTS FUNCTION (%)
TYPE
following sections must be recognized as reflecting a function that is still in the process of
0(.0)
Wood; pulp, and paper
9
2 (18)
11
Primary metals and fabrication
evaluation. This is further indicated by the
7 (37)
Petroleum and coal products
19
small size of most DA groups; 80% had five or
3 (27)
11
Chemical and .chemical products
fewer employees.
4
(22)
Food,
beverage,
and
tobacco
18
Perhaps the single most interesting reo ( 0)
Accommodation and food services
i
sult in ihis section was organizational placeo ( 0)
Electrical products
1
ment of the DA function. This is consistent
4
o ( 0)
Automotive products _
with previous indications that current data
o ( 0)
6
Printing and publishing
administrators have a largely technical role.
o ( 0)
Miscellaneous manufacturing
1
However, it is clearly not a good _position
Industrial equipment
3
1 (33)
from which to exercise coordination and con1(0)
Construction
3
o (.0)
trol over the corporate data resource.
Transportation
__
7
Telecommunications,communicatioris
-8
5 (63)
The data administrator of the concep1 (10)
Department, supermarket, variety stores
10
tual literature is responsible' for the
1 (33)
3Household and personal products organization's data resource; that is, all the
,1 (~O)
Property development, management
5
data for which there are formal collection and
1 50)
Information rocessine uipment
2
usage procedures. However, in our survey,
Electric, gas, or water uti Ity
)
77% of the respondents stated they had no re5 (42)
Bank, deposit, or credit agency
12
sponsibility for any non-machine-readable
4 (31)
Life insurance
13
data, and in only one-third of the organiza10(25)
Government department or agency
40
tions did the DA even have control over all
7 (47)
Universith
15
machine readable data. The tendency to as12 (32)
Other
37
sociate the DA function only with machine71
Total
-253
readable data is another indication of the
emphasis on a DBMS support role rather than
the broader one of data resource manage- the data base approach is the opportunity of PRIMARY
The primary tools of data
ment. Similarly, machine-readable data _that - making datacollected by one part of an orgaadministration are'the Data
TOOLS
has not been placed under control of a DBMS nization available to other parts that -can
Base Management System
OF DA
often remains the "property" ofits users. In effectively use it. Consequently, one of the
and Data Dictionary Directory System. Some 64 out of 69 responding
contrast, in principle, it probably should be major responsibilities of a data administrator
the DA who decides' what form (manual or should be to seek opportunities for data sharorganizations used a DBMS, and 14 of them
automated) is appropriate for particular sets ing and coordinate the exchange. We asked
used more than one. In general, though,
DBMSs were not used extensively. In nearly
of data and when data base technology is the DAS in our _sample how much of theiI;
justified. In response to a set of questions machine-readable data actually was shared
half oftheorganizations, less than 20% ofthe
dealing with the responsibilities of the DA among applications, and how much they
applications (measured by their dp budgets)
used a DBMS, and only three organizations
group, approximately 80% of data adminis- thought could effectively be shared in the abclaimed that 80% of their organization opertrators stated that they were responsible for sence of technical or other constraints. As
identifying effective data base applications shown in Fig. 4 (a), two-thirds of the organated in a data base environment. This is proband developing tactical and strategic plans for izations reported that less than 25% of their
ably indicative of a transitional stage where
many major applications developed in the
the evolution of the corporate data base. On data was used by more than one application,
pre-data base era are still in use. Whatever the
the other hand, only around 30% had respon- and only three organizations shared 25% or
sibility for relating the cost ofacquisition of more. Even more interesting is Fig. 4 (b)
reason, not having all applications using the
data to usage or for policies governing the which shows the extraordinary degree of DBMS obviously complicates efforts to manage an organization's data resource in a
collection of data for application systems.
disagreement among the DAS about the potencoherent manner.
One of the most cited advantages of tial for sharing data.

DA
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The survey also asked when the data
administration function was established relative to the acquisition of the DBMS. Twothirds of the respondents reported that the
DBMS came first. While this is not surprising,
it is somewhat disappointing. Presumably,
the dec,ision to acquire, a DBMS ought to be
part of a coherent data resource management
plan. Installing the DBMS before developing
the plan is a bit reminiscent of the '50s and
early '60s, when many firms acquired computers because it seemed the right thing to dQ.
The technical and/or financial failure of many
of those early, poorly planned efforts at
computerization are being mirrored today as
organizations put in place the hardware and
software for a data base environment without
the necessary planning and coordination.
This conclusion is supported by the
fact that less than two-thirds of the organizations with a data administration function used
a Data Dictionary/Directory System and in
most cases, it was aquired after installation of
the DMBS. A DD/Ds---:-a data base of information about the data base-is unquestionably
one of the most important tools for effective
data adininistration.
A search of the literature produced a
list of 38 activities describing -the major responsibilities of a data administrator. Survey
participants were asked whether each of these
items was, in fact, their responsibility, the
percentage of their time spent on the activity,
and how they expected that percentage to be
different two years later. A number of interesting results emerged from this section.
First, there was, fairly general agreement that the list of theoretical
responsibilities culled from the DA literature
matched their job descriptions. When the
times spent on each of these activities were
totaled, however, nearly 20% of the DA'S
time was unaccounted for. While it is possible that this discrepancy is simply the result of
errors in estimating time spent on 38 distinct
tasks, there is no obvious reason why these
estimates should have uniformly erred on the
low side .. Thus, it may be that there are some
other tasks that consume a significant fraction
of the data administration effort. Unfortunately, our questionnaire neglected to provide for this contingency.
A comparison was performed on the
time-per-responsibility responses between
, longer existing and more recently established
DA groups to discover any shifts in importance of. particular tasks between the early
startup phase and the later steady state. Few
significant differences were found, suggesting, perhaps, that none of the respondents had
yet stabilized the job.
A similar analysis performed on the
responses to the questions asked how the time
spent on each task was expected to be different two years later. These questions produced
AUGUST 1980 133

Tha data. administration functions are more likely to
have been, established by organizations in industries
with high profits in recent years.
one of the most fascinating results. The because there has not been any widespread ef- make changes in its procedures that may be
needed to make the data useful elsewhere in
majority of respondents felt they would be fort to take coritrol of data away fromapplicaspending more time in two years on every re- tions. We were not told of any case where one the organization.
Thus, while the dp department is
sponsibilityon the list. Only one item got the user was required to change a procedure in orvotes of as many as 10% of the DAS for der to meet the information needs of another seemingly a logical place for the data adminbecOlning less important-the development user; only a minimal amount of data sharing istration function to arise, a gI:0UP in this
of backup; recovery, and restart procedures. seems to be taking place.,Although there is environment is not well placed to carry out
. Fo.urotherresponsibilities, also clear- general agreement among, the respondents
most of the nontechnical responsibilities of
ly dealing with startup tasks, were placed in that ,fonnation of a coherent, overall set of , data resource management. Furthermore, it is
the' 'less important two years later" category policies and procedures for information man- difficult to see hoW these groups can evolve
by '5% to 19% of the DAs. Many r~sponsibil agerrient is part of their job, they apparently from such a beginning to a more appropriate
position in the organization.
ities dealing with the establishment of poli- . haven't accomplished, this task.
In fact, one large company that parA more typical exampie of what has
c;ies and develQpmentof procedures, which
would b~ expected to consume time only at actually happened is probably sQmething like ticipated'in the survey reported it had made
the beginning, were reported by the majority th~s: decision is made to acquire a riMBS to two previous urisatisfactory attempts at estabof respondents as growing in Importance. It is meet tiie need of a particular' application 'or a lishing 'a, data administration function in the
difficu!t . to' account for this. It may be, related group of applications. The justifica- dp group. It was now convinced that effective
though,that theDAs, still heavily pressed by tion for the DMBS, in this case, is based on its management of the corporate data resource
access method. An can only be done by a group outside the dp acthe problems of making a DBMS operational use as a sophisticated
and getting critical applications to work, sim- individual or group is charged with becoming ,tivity. The company is now in its third atply don't expect .t() complete their. more expert in this complicated piece of new soft- tempt, this tiine in the corporate planning de~
general planning and policyinaking tasks ware in order to be able to' perform mainte- partment.
nance and enhancements, and provide
within a two-year period.
consultation to users. This group is'usually
IAN
MCCRIRICK
PEopLE'
As far as any significant staffed with former systems analysts, and
PROBLEM
political problems associ- often acquires the title' 'data administration"
Mr. McCririck is a
AVOIDED
ated with creating a major when, in fact, the function is actually DBMS
systems analyst
,
new power center, and support.
,
'"
leader in the
how companies have been able to find people
Once established, the group discovers
Computer
who combine both the technical and adminis- there is an array of other responsibilities that
Management
trative skills, the survey suggests these prob- may be theirs,but they don't have the time or
Systems Division
lems have, been avoided rather than solved. the training or the organizational clout to fulof B,C. Hydro and
The most publicized model for a data admin- fill them. Virtually all data administration
Power Authority,
istrator is the chief financial or personnei offi- groups appear to exist as staff functions withVancouver, British
cer-an individual who is responsible for the in dp departments. This has several implicaColumbia. His responsibilities
allocation and usage of a major resource tions. First, they will, in general, be
include long range MIS planning
througho.ui'the organization. The results of perceived by nori-dp people basically as techand data administration, and
our survey suggest that they have instead nical specialists. Secondly, they will not be
standards for systems development
adopted the model of the technical specialist, visible to top management, and usually not
and maintenance, He.joined B.C;
not unlike a telecommunications manager, able to influence decisions about nonHydro in 1970 as a senior systems
who is responsible for understanding an exot- computerized information. Finally, they are
analyst.
ic technology.
not in a good position to coordinate data hanThe internal power struggles for con- dling activities among applications, and certrol over information have not occurred tainly not to require a user department to
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"Benson, it's time we a got a grid for our sales chart."
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DUAL DATA l~NKS
OPT~MIZE NETWORK EFF~CI[ENCY

~hat Are Dual Data Links?
'I MEPLEX' SERI ES IT M ICROPLEXER ™family of Statistical Multiplexers/Data Concentrators
lcludes several models that may simultaneously service two separate data links operating at up to
1,600 BPS. Three multiplexers can be linked in a "Y" configuration, with or without bypass through the
:entral unit. Alternatively, Dual Data Links provide total point-to-point bandwidth of 19,200 BPS with
Iynamic traffic balancing between the two locations.

s It Important, And Why?
'es! Many applications require that two remote concentrators feed a common host site
nultiplexer. With Dual Data Links, significant equipment and line savings can be
ealized. In the bypass configuration, several channels can terminate at a
'emote site while other channels are passed through to a third
ocation, increasing network efficiency.
)oes The Competition Have Dual Data Linl<s?
\Jo! OnlyTIMEPLEX' industry-leading
3ERI ESrr M ICROPLEXER *
,upports more than one data link.

Free Illustrated Handbook!
Dual Data Links is only one
truth about statistical multiplexing.
Learn the entire truth! Write or call
to receive an illustrated handbook on
statistical multiplexing from TIMEPLEX,
the world leader in data multiplexing.

Timeplex, Inc./One Communications Plaza/Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
(201) 368-1113 TWX: 710-990-5483
*PAT. PEND.
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·Rel11ote·processing
frol11 Northern Telecom:
there'S not a single
ingredient vve
. can't deliver. .

DDP. Data Entry. Remote Job Entry.
On-Line. For every remote processing
function, there's a state-of-the-art
solution from NorthernTelecom
Systems Corporation:
DDP
We. make DDP systems thatgrow
to fit each of the different sizes you're
going tobe. Systems that add new
capabilities for each new tasko:-::without adding idle capacity.
Data Entry
Northern Telecom builds both source
Data Entry and volume Data Entry
equipment. All with concurrent
communications.
.
Because,ifyou don't have
concurrent communications" your
high-speed Data Entry system
could spend a lot of time
standing still.
Remote ~ob Entry
OUf basic, low-cost Remote Job Entry
system is a best seller. But we also
deliver large-scale RJE equipmentto
handle massive throughput and all
kinds of sophistica ted needs.
On-Line
On-Line hardware from Northern
Telecom is plug-compatible with IBM
3270 s. But what makes our system
unique is the Sprinter™ printer.
It makes a hard copy that's easy to
read. It switches in minutes from
continuous-roll paper io cut
forms. And it adjusts with
push buttons where others use
wrenches.
Why our bigger choice
makes us a better buy.
It's hard to keep all the components
in your system working together
when service people from each
supplier work alone.

Whenyou deal With Northern
Telecom, one service team can take
responsibility for every part of
your remote processing operation.
Morethan 1200 Northern Telecom
field engineers are ready to go
to work for you today.
And because Northern Telecom
can meet all your remote processing"
needs, we can often meet them for
less.
But the best reason to talk
to us today-is tomorrow.
Northern Telecom is combining
data processing expertise with
telecommunications expertise - in a
mix no other company can match.
Today, it means better access to all
the processing power you pay for.
Tomorrow, it means a smoother
transition to the single system that
will meet all your processing and
communications needs.
Talk to Northern Telecom Systems
Corporation. Where computers
and communications meet.
For the office nearest you, call
our Marketing Services Department
at 1-800-328-6760. In Minnesota
call (612) 932-8202.
Or write Northern Telecom Systems
Corporation, Box 1222, Minneapolis,
MN 55440
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Northern Telecom
. Systems Corporation
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Provisions for helping the user have to be built into the system.

TOUCH-SCREEN TERMINAL MANUFACTURERS
TOUCH
SCREEN

ON-SITE
MAINTENANCE

DELIVERY
TIME

Infrared

Yes

30·45 days

Infrared

Yes

4·6 weeks

TPCM32X32
$1,200
Others available upon request

Infrared

Yes

4·5 weeks

General Digital Corp.
700Burnside Ave.
E. Hartford, CT 061 08
(203) 289· 7391

VuePoint

$3,000
in quantity

Infrared

board
exchange

45 days

Information Dialogues, Inc.
15500Wayzata Blvd.
Suite606
Wayzata, MN 55391
(612)473·2556

TST180

$2,175
quantity 50-99

Capaci·
tance

board
exchange

30 days
small quantities

Model 28
Touch Panel

$975

Infrared

Touch Screen
Digitizer

$865-$2,400
price determined
by model and
quantity

Acoustic
waves

NAME
Carrol Manufacturing
Corp.
1212 Hagan St.
Champaign,lL 61820
(217) 351-1700

Magnavox Display
Systems
1313 Production Road
FortWayne, IN 46808
(219) 482-4411

TSD Display Products, Inc.
350rville Drive
Bohemia, NY 11716
(516) 589·6800

MODELS

Datamedia 3025A $1,000·2,600
TPCM40X32

ing in" of numeric data. The touching of a
picture of a speedometer or thermometer
scale, for example, allows the user to set an
approximate speed or temperature setting
without the need for a physical switch or a
mechanical joy stick.

POINT
TO THE
PICTURE

An alternate means of data
entry to menu selection and
simulated keys or push·
buttons is to have pictures
of objects generated by the computer. The
operator touches that portion of interest in the
picture. This allows a customer to walk
through a parts replacement catalogue with·
out knowing the technical names of subas·
sembly components. Room reservation or
seating reservation systems which display a
floor map of rooms or a schematic of the seat·
ing arrangement allow a reservation clerk or
the customer to make a choice by tGuching the
desired room or seat on the schematic.
It may sound strange to consider the
, 'resolution of the finger, " the "baud rate of
the hand, " or the' 'bit storage capacity of the
human. " Still these notions must be consid·
ered by the application programmer who de·
140 DATAMATION

COST

$1,000

signs the programs that use touch input.
Ignoring these factors leads to systems that
degrade the capabilities touch input pos·
sesses. For example, an attempt to use all 80
columns or 30 rows of the display would be
disastrous. The selection items on display
have to be separated by at least the thickness
of the finger. At any instant, the number of
available choices and selections should be
small (ideally under 10). Too many choices
create confusion.
A large selection must be converted
into a short sequence of small choices-the
hierarchy approach. The wording and struc·
ture of diagrams have to be self·explanatory
to the uninitiated user. Provisions for helping
the user have to be built into the system. The
user must be offered more information or de·
tails upon request. When the system detects
erroneous or invalid input, it must explain to
the user how to insert correct information.
Aborting the session or simply stating that the
input is wrong is not adequate. Clearly stated
diagnostic messages and illustrative examples must be available. The user has to have
an obvious means at his disposal to correct or
change his inputs. The "erase" feature

,90 days

Yes

45 days

should take the user back to the previous pic·
ture frame, not to the beginning of the ses·
sion. The application program should acknowledge each transaction. If there is no im·
mediate feedback to the user that the system
has heard (or felt) the input, frustration or irritation is likely to result.
The underlying design principles are
straightforward as long as the programmer
remembers there is a human being at the end
of the touch sensor.

TOUCH
SENSOR
TYPES

Several technologies have
been used in the design of a
touch sensor. The sensors
currently available on the
market use the properties of diverse physical
phenomena. A common technique in the design of touch sensors is to have a signal generated by the sensor travel through some media.
The signal is then detected by the sensor. If a
finger has been placed on or near the media,
the finger modifies or changes the character
of the signal. The detector measures the
changed characteristics of the signal and
determines the presence and position of the
finger.

COMMENTS*

,APPLICATIONS

MTBF 15,000 hours
40 lines in X, 24 lines in Y
Parallel interface to host
40points in X, 32 points in Y
Parallel interface to host
32 points in X, 32 points in Y

Education
Public Information
Factory data entry

MTBF indefinite
300-19,200 baud rate
12lines of 40 characters
50,000 hours of display time

Executive information retrieval
Automatic test equipment
Point of sale terminal

MTBF 5,000 hours
110-9600 baud rate
32 discrete touch pads

Retail
Library search and retrieval
Management control

MTBF 16,000 hours
Matrix 16X16
Local indication audio tone
Parallel transfer 10 seconds

Education
Public Information
Factory data entry

MTBF 10,000 hours
50-9,600adjustable baud rate
Host interface parallel8-bit
Tristate
ASCII RS232

Education
Medical record keeping
Airline reservations

*Unless otherwise indicated, host interface is RS232

One of the oldest techniques employs
infrared OR) light as the signal method and
photo detectors as the signal receiver. The
Plato terminals, which have been used extensively for computer assisted instruction (CAl),
have employed arrays of IR light emitting
diodes mounted on two adjacent sides of a
rectangular frame. The frame surrounds adisplay area. The remaining two sides of the
frame have the photo detectors mounted
opposite matching IR emitters. If no finger is
present, each detector can detect the light of
its corresponding emitter on the opposite side
of the frame. If a finger is present, the light
6 beam is blocked and the finger is detected.
gs
Another commercially available sys~ tern uses acoustic surface waves on a transG parent surface as the generated signals that
~ are modified by a finger presence. The acous;: tic waves generated along two sides travel
~ along the surface. A finger on the surface
~ causes the waves to be reflected. An echo
>- .detection system, similar to that used in
~. sonar, listens for the echo. The elapsed time
between wave creation and echo return is
b: used to compute the position of the finger.
C3 The transparent surface is placed over a crt.

8

Another system that uses a transparent overlay on a crt involves two sheets. One
sheet is glass-coated with a transparent resistive substrate. A second sheet is plastic with a
transparent conductive layer. This second
sheet is near, but not touching, the first sheet.
The voltage of a signal depends on the point
of contact, and voltage measuring sensors
compute the X-Y coordinates of touch.
Some systems have electrically con-.
ductive material on the surface of the touchsensing area. The finger on the surface
changes the electrical characteristics of the
conductive material. The capacitance and/or
resistance of the human body is used to electrically alter the conductive path on the sensor. By measuring the change of electrical
signal the finger's presence is detected. By
having several conductive circuits on the surface, the identity of the modified circuit locates the position of the finger.
There are many techniques for touch
sensing, and each has a definite use and
advantage. In the near future, as distributive
processing expands, the number of users who
can benefit from touch input will increase; the
~
appropriate technology is waiting.

© DATAMATION
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IBM-compatible
cOlDpaters explaiDedby the leader iD
IBM-co_patible
compllters..
In these times of recession, inflation,
and high interest rates, it's important to get
the most for your money when expanding
your computer installation. Especially
when you're under pressure to increase
'productivity within your current budget
limitations.
.
, . At National Advanced Systems, we
offer the industry's broadest range of
inflation-fighting IBM-compatible computers. In fact, we have the largest installed
base in the entire industry. That's why it
makes sense to consider a compatible
computer from the leader in the field.

The IBM-compatible industry
is here to stay.
To understand the compatible computer industry requires an appreciation
of the commitment users have made to
software designed .to run on IBM mainframes. When you. realize that over $300
billion worldwide has been spent on IBM
software andfraining, it's obvious that
a hardware revolution resulting in the
incompatibility of existing software will
never happen ... ,
'
This fact has allowed manufaCturers
such as ourselves to provide superior
price/performance alternatives to 'IBM
users. As a result, the IBM-compatible
segment is now growing twice as fast
as the rest of the data processing industry.
In fact, last year was a record growth
year for the compatible industry, outpacing
even IBM.
Compatible computers are here to
stay. And National Advanced Systems will '
remain in the forefront - because we
understand your need to increase productivity while pro.tecting your investment.
We offer a full line for your consideration.
. -Our Advanced Systems product
family is backed by a $1 billion multi-

national corporation, offers unequaled
price/performance, and boasts higher
residual values over time than even IBM.
Our family ranges in size from our
medium-scale AS/3000 to our AS/7000
DPC which outperforms the IBM 3033.
And each system is backed by the finest
service and support in the industry. '
For more information, contact your'
local National Advanced Systems sales
office, or contact Marketing Dept. A2,
3145 Porter Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94304,
415/856-5000.
. National Advanced Systems. In economic times like these, it's nice to know
there's a company compatible with to day's
budget realities.

~

National

"

D Advanced, Systems
The Compatible Computer Company
Asubsidiary of National Semiconductor

PEOPLE
CHIEF
OFTHE

MOHAWK

Ralph 0 'Brien has been described at various times by industry-watchers as a boy
wonder, overpaid, ruthless, a good guy,
and politically to the right of Attila the Hun.
The only way to reconcile these disparate
adjectives is to go to the man himself.
O'Brien, 50, is, of course, the man
who took over ailing Mohawk Data
Sciences in 1975 and, as its president,
orchestrated its· dramatic comeback. The
company now makes a better return onequity than 80% of the other companies in the
industry, accordirig to 0 'Brien. He says,
"The success we've had I attribute to having a good management team. I brought in
90% ofthem. I put lots of responsibility on
the individual, and there's lots of pressure
to perform. If they don't, they realize it before we have to tell them.
From word one, you know O'Brien's from the. Boston area-he hasn't lost a
bit of his Yankee accent. He graduated from
the University of Massachusetts, began a
career in accounting, hated it, and joined
the sales force of the Monroe Calculator Co.
Monroe was absorbed by Litton Industries,
and 0 'Brien became a Litton senior vp at
39. Two years later he was executive vp.
What is his driving force? Fun.
"I've never enjoyed anything like I've enjoyed business," he says. "Anyone who
thinks it isn't fun should switch jobs. Of
course work·should be fun. Being stuckin a
job you don't enjoy-that's the worst thing
I can imagine. I'm in the office at 8:30 and
leave ,at 7 or 8 at night, but I don't work
on weekends. I used to, but I decided I
wouldn 'f ariymore unless absolutely necessary. In today'spressured environment, if
you put in five long days, it's best for your
mental health and your family's to do something else on weekends. To be successful in
business is no great accomplishment. If you
work seven days a week and have no family
life-big deal! Any intelligent person can
succeed on those terms.
''To me, a successful human being
has a family life and a cultural life, too. You
know, we don't have a single executive here
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RALPH O'BRIEN - A professional
manager, not a computer person.
who has ever been divorced; There's nothing wrong with divorce if you're unhappy.
But gee-here, we're all happy in our jobs
and in· our home lives.
"I never ask anybody where they're
going or what they're doing. If someone
wants to take Friday off to go to die Poconos
with their kids-great. I hire someone to do
ajob, notworkX number of hours. If people
don't have another life outside of MDS,
they're foolish. One vp's car is here by the
time I'm here every day. He must come in at
7 a.m. And he leaves early. He has little
kids. I say to myself, 'Hey, that's smart! He
can be with his kids after school and for dinner. It's wonderful. I think jobs have to
change to accommodate people. Unfortunately, they won't change fast. "
o 'Brie~ 's two outside passions are
golf (with a 12 handicap) and reading. "I
read two or three things at once, for instance, a historical novel like Chesapeake,
a book on the history oftechnology , and one
on business. I can't keep up with all the
journals and magazines· coming across my
desk. My mother fostered this habit. She
never allowed me to have comic books. Instead I read Tom Swift, Anthony Adverse,
Treasure Island. My mother was a nurse
who was Ii captain in World War I. She was
on the front lines in France. My dad was a
corporal and never got over the fact that she
outranked him so highly." This history
could be why 0 'Brien favors hiring women
in the industry. "I think you're going to see

women making great strides in both, the
sales and technical ends. I can't believe any
company would oppose having a woman
progress as far as her talents will take her . "
When asked aboutindustry trends,
O'Brien says, "The key thing I feel very
strongly about is that there's no one single
direction the industry should be taking. It's
common for people to use shorthand like
ddp, office of the future, etc. It's such a
tremendous oversimplification. The term
should be outlawed. It's as ridiculous to say
"office ofthe future" as it is to say' 'factory
of the future. " That's like saying one tool
could run all future factories, whether they
made steam generators or men's suits. The
future office will be a far different place
than it is today because we'll solve particular problems in particular offices to make
them more cost and time effective.".
o 'Brien also states, "I consider myself a professional manager, not a computer
person," and perhaps that's why he's able
to take a somewhat serene overview regarding Mohawk's endeavors within the industry. ' 'You've got to keep. an eye on the
competition, " he says, "but you can't become overly preoccupied with what your
competition is· doing or you'll find your
long-term strategy will be driven by external forces, not internal ones.
"We're all coming from different
places. Each of us has to have a strategy that
fits our own company. If we had to react to
what others are doing, we'd be constantly
switching course. We can't allow ourselves
to become paranoid. Wedo stay away from
segments of the industry that are dominated
by a single company· because by one act
they could change our fortunes completely.
We have to improve continually and make
the price performance better anyway, but
not because of competition with others."
MDS is located in Parsippany, N.J.,
a very green and tranquil town. O'Brien
lives 15 minutes from the office on eight
acres of land, but he becomes distressed at
the thought of planting things on it. "I'm
not a gardener or a do-it-yourselfer at all,"
he protests. He'd rather read. He's instilled
this love of reading in ~is three children:
Holly, 25; Douglas, 22; and Kristin, 17.
While O'Brien's wife Barbara
enjoys reading "people" journalism, .her
husband disdains it. "Who cares what
Ralph 0 'Brien eats for breakfast?" he asks
scornfully. So the answer to that one will remain forever shrouded in mystery.

-Merrill Cherlin
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Datacommunications networks keep business
data flowing to keep the business world alive.
General DataComm designs, assembles, installs'
and services datacommunications networks.'
'We are the largest indepenQent supplier of data
transmission, equipment. We .sell and lease a complete'
line of modems, multiplexers, and diagnostic equipment.

GOG Modems help
reliably transmit
information from remote
locations to computer
facilities.

Our low speed and medium speed modems have captured a
large portion of the market. Our high speed modems will.do
even better.
'
()ur reputation is built on the broadest line of
reliable, proven products, and ~he ability to
design-and engineer datacomm systems on a
cost-effective basis.
It's a· reputation. we've earned in the world's
money markets, transportation industry, in
emergency situations and on the frontiers of
energy exploration.
Wherever datacomm networks must keep
working, General DataComm is on the
job., To keep business communications up~to-date and flowing.
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. The GOG NETGON-5
diagnostiC systems
reduce network down
time to keep time-sensitive
information flowing to
financial networks.
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To learn more about our
product line and our servige or leasing programs,
write or call today:
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General DataComm
Industries, Inc.
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". ..........

One Kennedy Ave., Danbury, GT 06810
(203) 797-0711
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GOG Time Division
Multiplexers allow cost
-effective use of
.
transmission lines linking
emergency networks to
medical centers, hospitals
and laboratories.

GOG equipment helps
keep networks networking
all over the world.

See us at:
Tele-Communications
Conference .
San Diego, Booth 112

HARDWARE
OFF·LlNE

ACOUSTIC COUPLER

Wit~ a $375,60Q grant from

The LEX-II is a 300bps acoustically coupled modem with the ability to communicate with other LEX-11s arid Bell 103A data
sets. It can operate in full, or half duplex,

IBM, the New York University
Graduate School of Business
Administration established a
Center for Research on
Information Systems. The
center plans to encourage
research into topics related
to the management of
information processing
activities within
organizations. Research will
concentrate on the
application, evaluation, and
management of computer systems
that help managers solve
problems and implement
decisions.
Venture Development Corp.,
the Wellesley, Mass.,
consulting firm, predicts
roughly a 50% growth in the
value of small business
computers shipped this year.
The firm expects 1980
shipments worth $2.98 billion,
compared to 1979's $1.99
billion. By 1984, the firm
forecasts a $9.1 billion
market. For the study,
Venture defined "~mall
business computers" as entrylevel, standalone systems
with at least 8KB of memory,
and an end-user price of under
$100,000, including I/O and
mass storage peripherals.
Under a manufacturing license
agreement, Ampex will begin
producing memory cores and
core memory products for
Control Data. CDC will use
the Ampex manufactured memory
to satisfy internal
requirements and to support
its oem core memory contracts.
Additionally, Ampex will set
up a repair and refurbishment
program to service CDC's
installed base of core memory
products. As part of the
agreement, Ampex will purchase
some of. CDC's capital
equipment and parts
inventories.
.

co-ax links of up to 2,000 feet. A System 8
can support up to 10MB of disk, while a System 64 can handle up to 70MB. A small System 8 with four I/o ports and 2MB of disk
sells for$11,900. An eight-port System 8
with 10MB of disk goes for $16,900. The
OASys Model II workstation is $4,700. NBI
INC., Boulder, Colo.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

COLOR GRAPHICS

and it has both originate and answer capabilities. The unit hasa battery power option,
allowing up to 2V2 hours of operation. The
LEx-II has an Rs232 interface. Pricing
starts at $175 .. LEXICON CORP., Miami,

Fla.

FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

WORD PROCESSING
Addressing the office automation market,
this vendor of standalone word processors
has developed a pair of integrated control
units (ICUS) that allow its existing word
processors to share peripherals and make
use of larger mass storage. Dubbed Office
Automation Systems, the line .consists of
two'ICUS, one' capable of supporting eight
workstations and printers (System 8), the
other capable of supporting up to 64 devices
(System 64). ICUS can be linked together to
support however many workstations a user
requires.
Workstations can be either the vendor's existing floppy-based System 3000s
or the new OASys Model II workstations
(essentially a model 3000 sans floppies).
The ICUS provide additional mass storage,
access to shared peripherals, and communications capabilities. Each .workstation still
handles its own word processing functions,
so a failure at one workstation or at an ICU
doesn't bring all \Vordprocessing to a halt.
Workstations and ICUS can be connected at distances of up to 2,000 feet via
co-ax cable; ICUS also can be connected via

This vendor has developed color graphics
subsystems for use with its PDP-II and VAX11/780 computers. The raster scan vsvll
and vs 11 use bit-slice microprocessors to
control dynamic color displays (or blackand-white monitors gray scales). The
vsvll is for use with LSI-II bus computers,
and the vs II works with PDP-II UNIBUS
computers; software support comes from
Rsx-llM or lIs as well as the VAX/VMS
operating system. Each is offeredwith a 19inch color display terminal (the vRv02) or a
monochrome VT I 00 terminal. A joystick is
provided for cursor control. The subsystem
comprises three units in addition to the display terminal.
The DMA graphics subsystem has an

image processor, a sync generator, and an
image memory. Image memory is provided
by a512 512 x 2 bit video frame buffer; a
switch allows interlaced operation at 512 x
512 x 2 bits or noninterlaced operation at
512 x 256 x 4 bit resolution. An additional
image memory can be added to double system capacity to accommodate 16-color
static or dynamic displays. With color

x
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If Churchill had
used SPSS~he might have . .
saved his statistical. aepartment
a lot of blood, sweat and tears

In waging war ... and business
... great executives know that
good data analysis is a matter
of life and death. Winston
Churchill knew it:
"One of the first steps I
took on taking charge of the
Admiralty ... was to form a
Statistical Department of my
bwn-(one that I) could trust
to pay no attention to
anything but realities. This
group was able to present me
continually with tables and
diagrams illustrating the whole
war. I (therefore) had from the
beginning my own sure,
steady source of information,
every part of which was
integrally related to all the
rest." (The Gathering Stormpp467-68)
Thanks to the honest
and tireless efforts of his
Department, most of the war's

analysis, Churchill would have
had an excellent estimate of
future losses.
As a matter of fact,
Churchill might have been
able to do it on his own,
without the Department,
because SPSS is so easy to use.
Churchill himself could have
learned from the excellent
SPSS self-teaching manual. No
special training in.computer
language would have been
necessary-:-SPSS talks, listens
andreports inthe user's
language: plain English!
When you decide which
data analysis software

. ._ _ _ inc.

package is rightfor your life
and death decisions,consider
the facts, as Churchill would
have done. SPSS is
sophistlcated in output, yet
simple to input. It's extremely
portable-works in almost all
computer environments. And
you needn't hire any extra data
processing people-your data
researchers work on their own
... with considerably less
"blood, tears, toil and sweat."
If you would like to see
how SPSS-generated graphs
and charts would have
displayed The Battle of Britain
to Churchill, or for more
information on SPSS, call or
write:
Roger Sack
SPSS, Inc. Dept 08-80
Suite 3300
444 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

312-329-2520

DATA ANALYSIS
MADE SIMPLE
SPSS runs on,' IBM 360, 370, 4300, as, DOS, CMS and a.lllBM compatibles / Burroughs Medium and Large Systems / CDC CYBER & 6000 Series / Data General
Eclipse & Nova / DEC Systems 10, 20, VAX, PDP-ll / HARRIS 4, 7/ HEWLE TT-PACKARD 3000/ Honeywell 60 / ICL2900 Series / Perkin-Elmer / Prime 400-750/
Siemens BS 2000/ Univac 70, 90, 1100 / Other SPSS Conversions are available. Contact SPSS, Inc. for more information.

.

.
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HARDWARE
tenninal option t the vsvi 1 is priced from
$13 t600; the monochrome version starts at
. $7 t900. A color vSll starts at $14 t200 t and
a ·monochrome vsl1 subsystem begins at
$8 t600. Both color and monochrome. versions use a VT100-like keyboard. DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP. t Maynard t Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

COMMUNICATIONS TESTER
The model 834 Programmable Data Comm
Tester t designed for use by first-line fi.eld
technicians t is a portable golno go tester
that aids in locating the fault in a failed communicationsnetwork t thus eliminating
finger-pointing in a multi vendor environment; The $3 t700 (base U. s. price) tester
monitors the data link; techriicians can use it
to simulate data tenninalequipment(DTE)
or data communications equipment (DCE).
The tester perfonns standard bit error rate
(BERT) and block error rate (BLERT) testing t
as well as perfonning cRc-16 t LRC-8 t and
CCITT-CRC-16 block checking to verify the
accuracy of transmissions through the net.
Users can program the unit to perfonn tests
specific to their communications network;
these tests can be burnt into ROM packs. The
vendor also offers ROM packs .preprogrammed for special tests. The 834 can be
configured from its keyboard for synchrQnous t asynchronous t and 'HDLC .operation t
with data rates to 19.2kbps. Full and half
duplex operation and.avariety of character
sets (ASCII t EBCDIC t hextor user-defined)
can also be selected from the keyboard.
Error messages.' are. displayed on a singleline display. TEKTRONIX t INC. t Beaverton t
.
Ore.
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MICROCOMPUTER NETWORKING
A local networking facility for this vendor's
mlcrocomputers t Z-Net, supports up to 255
stations interconnected via coaxial cable.
Network·Protocol Software ($200 per system license) controls packet-switched traffic over the co-ax connecting SDS 2/01
Shared Data Stations and the vendor's recently announced Mcz-2 family of microcomputer systems. A Network Station
Transceiver; the NST 210C contains the
transceiver electronics needed to connect an
Mcz-2 or SDS 2/01 to the co-ax network.
Transceivers connect to the co-ax link
through, standard BNC "T" taps, which
allow a station to tap in or out of the network
without affecting the other stations.
The SDS 2/01 combines a Z80-based
microcomputer with 64KB of memory and
. from 10MB to 40MB Of disk, providing
hierarchical multiuser file system. The ZNet concept isbased on sharing expensive
system components (stIch as peripherals
and data bases)t while distributing the elements most susceptible to' price erosion:
processors, memory, and crts. Z-Net is said
to address two major problems: providing

low-risk t modular expansion capabilities to
growing business users t and providing a
means for integrating diverse equipment
(including other computer systems) into an
integrated network. An Mcz-2 station can
serve as a "universal controller," interfacing alien devices to the Z-Net. The Mcz-2.
operating system, RIO/cp has a multitasking
kernel that allows breaking applications
into modular tasks for concurrent execution. The SDS 2/01 starts at $13,750. 'The
NST 2/01 is $950. Discounts are available to
quantity purchasers. ZILOG, INC., Cupertino, Calif.
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CRT TERMINALS
This long-established crt tenninal manufacturer chose NCC to unveil its latest line, the
Executive 80 series. The first two members
of the family were on hand in Anaheim. The
model 20, listing at $1,295 quantity one, is
a buffered tenninal with a number of video
highlighting and fonnatting capabilities.
The model 30 goes beyond' the model 20 by
adding expanded function key capabilities,
additional transmission modes, paging,

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
CRT TERMINAL
The 2626A crt tenninal is more than just
another crt-with its ,windowing capabilities and dual communications port it can
function as up to four virtual terminals. It's
compatible with the vendor's existing
2645A tenninals, so current users can put
the 2626A on system in place of the earlier
tenninal; applications developers can then
begin to exploit the additional capabilities
of the new tenninal.
The tenninal· has a large memory
capable 'of holding up to 119 lines of 80
characters (or up to 59 wide lines of 160
characters). This memory can be segmented
into four work spaces. Up to four windows
can be defined on the screen, allowing the
user to display the contents of the various

a

a

data validation, and editing <;:apabilities; its
pricing starts at $1 ,'695. Standard Executive
80 features include line drawing, a status
line, video highlighting, and horizontal
split-screen display. An enhanced video option allows displaying nonnal-size characters, double-size characters, and 132character lines on a 15-inch display screen.
HAZELTINE CORP., Greenlawn, N.Y.
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32-81T MINICOMPUTER
There's a new 32-bit minicomputer on the
block: Data General has made its entry into
the market, after several years of speculation (fed, in part by its sales force).in the dp
community. The Eclipse Mv~8000, hardware and software compatible with existing
16-bit Eclipse processors, supports up to
128 user tenninals (and up to 255 processes), with each user having an address
space of up to 512KB out of a total system
yirtual address space of 4.3-billion bytes.
A hardware enforced eight-ring
protection mechanism provides hierarchical
space of up to 512KB out of a total system
virtual address space of 4.3 billion bytes.

work spaces (not all work spaces must be on .
the screen at anyone time). Displayed windows allow independent scrolling, both
horizontally and vertically. The 2626A has
editing functions and the ability to move
data between work spaces. Dual data communications ports allow the user to access
two different computers, or two ports on the
same machine: Or, the second Rs232 port
can be used to drive a local printer. Optionally, the 2626A can(be had with an integral
thennal printer, capable of printing up to
132 character lines in a compressed print
fonnat. Sortkeys (function keys) can be
used to c(mfigure the tenninal and to support a simplified man/machine interface
with appropriately written applications programs. The tenninal supports fonns definition and edit checks for data entry applications.
The 2626A' s screen can display 24
lines of 80 characters, with'a 25th and 26th
line reserved for status messages and sortkey labels. The basic unit displays upper
and lower case ASCII characters (as well as.
line-drawing characters for fonns design
and displayable ASCII control characters for
debugging). An optiomil character set
extension provides math symbols, large
characters, and foreign language characters; international keyboards also are of-·.
fered. Rs232 communications (at standard
rates from 1l0bps to 9600 bps) are standard, with current loop interfacing available
as an option. The basic tenninal sells for
$3,950; with an integral printer, the price is
$5,100. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto,
Calif.
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TT I SYSTEMS AND
.SOFTWARE. PROFESSIONALS
Excellence through technology.
Several years ago, 'TTI had
the foresight to design and'
develop sophisticated electronic banking systems utilizing. Electronic Funds Transfer
Systems (EFTS). These systems were so advanced, they
have revolutionized the banking industry by simplifying
financial transactions for
millions of customers of Citibank, one of the world's largest
financial institutions.
It takes strong leadership
and keen insight to anticipate
the needs of the future and

design technologies to meet
them. At TTl, we will continue
to meet the needs of the futu re
. by maintaining the highest·
. level of excellence possible.
Excellence through technology.
You can playa vital role
by bringing your expertise and
knowledge into one of the following· career assignments:
• SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
• ON·LINE APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMING
• TEST ANAL YSIS
• PRODUCT DESIGN
• DIAGNOSTIC
PROGRAMMING
• TECHNICAL
MANAGEMENT
• SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

Selected candidates will
find an outstanding environment offering total career
satisfaction. For an immediate
professional review, qualified
individuals are invited to forward a detailed resume, complete with salary history, in
confidence to: Nancy Stockinger, Professional Staffing.

T TI

OGmCORP

"Where the future of electronic banking is ••• Today"

TRANSACTION
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3100 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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HARDWARE
A hardware enforced eight-ring
protection mechanism provides hierarchical
protection of software; the My/8000's AOS/
YS 32-bit operating system resides in the
inner four rings, with the remaining four
rings availahle to protect oem or user-developed software from unauthorized access, modification or duplication. In addition to the 32-bit operating system, three
ANSI standard 32-bit languages are available: FORTRAN 77, pL!l, and BASIC. The MY/
8000 instruction set is a superset of the
Eclipse instruction set, allowing use of 16bit Eclipse software, including compilers,
without resorting to emulation. COBOL was
notably absent from the list of My/8oo0 native language compilers announced, but
... according to the vendor, 16-bit COBOL
will run 20% to 30% faster due to the MY/
8000's greater internal performance, even
though the object code won't take advantage of new 32-bit instructions.
In addition to the cpu, the My/8oo0
has a separate System Control Processor
and an lIo Processor. The sCP includes a
console controller, diskette drive for loading system microcode, and facilities for
fault logging and system diagnostics. The
r ".,- . -, ..,..........,.".. ,.. ,-

.-~
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lOP is a 64KB Eclipse processor, connected
to the My/8000 via a burst of multiplexor
channel, capable oftransfers at rates exceding 16MBpS. The cpu has a 1KB instruction
cache, and supports up to 2MB of memory in
256KB increments. A 16KB memory cache
speeds data transfers between memory and
the rest ofthe system. A write from cache to
memory takes 550nsec for 16 bytes, and a
read takes 440nsec. A hardware Address
Translation Unit maintains a table of address translations and access privileges for
the 256 most recently referenced pages of
memory.
An entry-level, 512KB system, including console, eight-line asynchronous
modem interface, 96MB disk, and 800/
1600bpi mag tape, sells for $153,150. The
AOS/YS operating system licenses for
$10,000 for the first copy, and $3,000 for
subsequent systems. A large commercial
system with 2MB of memory, system console, eight-line async modem interface,
three 16-line terminal interfaces, 64 crts,
four 277MB disks, two tape drives, 900 lpm
printer, and licenses for AOS/YS, AOS/YS
SORT/MERGE, and 16-bit INFOS II, Transaction Processing Management System,

.. '.,--'.,_._-- ." ......... ' -"._, ...... _.",._".,"-"'-" -".,.. ",,,, ... , .... ""-., ..",,, "' ... ".'.,."'_.,..,,,_ .....,... ,.".,.-, ... ,"'"., ....,." ..
~

COBOL, and INFOS QUERY goes for
$504,700. Deliveries begin in October, and
quantity discounts are offered. DATA
GENERAL CORP., Westboro, Mass.
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3270-TYPE DISPLAYS
The PDs270 information display system, intended for use with this vendor's PIX NET and
Response data communications network
systems, is functionally equivalent to the
IBM 3270 system. Additionally, the PDs270
sells for less than corresponding IBM displays, and includes an integral response
time monitor, and built-in diagnostics. Up
to 32 devices-displays and printers-are
supported in a PDs270 cluster. The displays
have 15-inch screens, organized as 24 lines
of 80 characters; a 25th line is used for
status information. A typical configuration,
consisting of controller, 12 display stations,
and a 160cps printer, sells for $63,000; the
same system is $1 ,212 per month on a threeyear lease (maintenance included). Initial
shipments start next month. PARADYNE
CORP., Largo, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 308 ON READER CARD
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tudiotronics Model DC-946 Data Display

----I\

This popular Audiotronics data display is one of
our 48 standard models. We have sold thousands
of them to giants in the industry. Maybe it's perfect
for your requirements. If not, talk to us about your
specifications. We're dedicated to innovative
product design, quality production standards and
complete customer satisfaction. Whatever you
need, we have the experience and talent to
design it, or improve it. Contact us today.
Model DC-946 features:
• modular construction
.5" cathode ray tube (12.7 cm)
o solid state
o DC operation -12V dc inputs
o choice of signal inputs:
TTL (standard)
Composite video (plug-in module)
.. standard 15,750 KHz horizontal scan
frequency
o 650 lines resolution

~
(l'Jh[IIDX@ilrl~(Q(~~flll~' '::;:
__ .._. ____._.___ VIDEO DISPLAY DIVISION
530 FIFTH AVENUE N.W NEW BRIGHTON. MN. 55112· (612)633-3131

-_
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HARDWARE
IDEOGRAPHIC TERMINAL
With growing trade between the U.S. and
the People's Republic of China, as well as
other nations in the Orient, communications
becomes ever more important. Unfortunately, the ideographic written languages of
the East don't lend themselves to easy TWX
or telex communications.
The current Chinese technique for
communicating via teletypewriters consists
of (usually manual) translation of each ideograph (oriental printed character) into a
four-digit code, transmission of these
numeric codes, and subsequent retranslation to ideographs. Essentially a table lookup operation, these ideograph-to-numericcode (and vice versa) translations are an
appropriate application for a microprocessor and some ROM.
A California company recognized
this, and since 1973 has developed communications terminals for ideographic messages. The IPX 5460 line consists of both
receive-only and keyboard send-receive
terminals.
An integral microprocessor-based
character generator handles 9,600 Chinese
ideographs, and, with appropriate firmware
changes, smaller Japanese and Korean
characters. The terminals have a flat-panel
keyboard capable of generating 9,600 ideographs (19,200 with an optional extended
character set) with no more than three key-

strokes required to each character in the
standard set.
A 14-inch crt displays each charac-

support a cluster of keyboard/displays, a
printer, and dual floppy disks. An RO IPX
5460 sells for $25,000 and an ASR unit is
$40,000. These prices are for9,600-character Chinese communications; units for Korean and Japanese (with smaller character
sets) carry lower prices. IDEOGRAPHIX,
INC., Sunnyvale, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD

PASCAL PROCESSOR

ter formed on a 20 x 24 dot matrix (30 x 36
and 40 x 48 formats are supported for larger characters). For printed ideographic output, a dot matrix printer with a 24-wire print
. head can be used to print 1,800 characters
per minute; a hammer-spring dot matrix line
printer is available for 3,000 character per
minute output. Ifthe receiving terminal is a
standard teletypewriter, the message will be
printed as four-digit Chinese-standard telegraph code for subsequent manual translation.
The terminal's 16-bit microprocessor-based controller has an Rs232
interface (50bps to 9600bps) and 20mN
60mA current loop interface. A telex
interface is optional. The controller can

The PASCAL-l 00 is a 16-bit cpu module for
S-loo bus microcomputers. Based on Western Digital's PASCAL Microengine, a chip
set that executes PASCAL P-code, the
PASCAL-IOO includes a Z80 processor subsystem and an optional 1MB addressing
capability. Packaged on two boards. that
plug into adjacent slots on the bus, PASCAL100 uses the Z80 subsystem to provide compatibility with existing peripherals and software (including CP/M). Both processors in
the PASCAL-IOO can address 128KB of
memory, with a mapping feature breaking
memory into 8KB pages. The optional 1MB
addressing capability breaks memory into
2KB pages. Mapping is under software control. The two-board set sells for $1 ,485 to
start, with hardware and software options
separately priced. DIGICOMP RESEARCH
CORP., Ithaca, N.Y.
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SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
PROFESSiOnALS

Talent and experience are the definitive
professional qualities. Challenge aI)d career
satisfaction are the true professional's
goals. R.M. Norton & Co. has challenging
positions available with some of the
industry's premier companies in a full
range of areas, from Software Development
to Computer Architecture. If you are a
professional with state-of-the-art experience
in one or more of these areas, contact us:
Software Design and Development;
Computer Sciences; Assembly or Higher
Level Language Programming; Data Base
Design; Compiler and/or Operating Systems
Design; Digital Logic Design; Interface
Design; Microprocessor Utilization; Computer Architecture.
You'll find that R.M. Norton & Co. offers you
the mix of talent, experience and service a
true professional expects, including free
resume prepru'ation and career path advice.
Client companies assume all fees.
R.M. Norton & Company, Inc.
Professional Placement Consultants
271 Lincoln Street, Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-7800
Representing equal opportunity employers m/f

The 5th annual comprehensive analysis of
EDP user's present equipment status, buying
plans and attitudes toward the market has
just been completed. This up-to-date report
is essential data for industry analysts, plan..:
ning and marketing executives as well as
computer users.
This 300 page report is $550. plus postage
and handling. $500. postage paid, if payment
is enclosed with. the order. Multiple copy
prices available on request.
For complete information call Dorothy
Chamberlin, (203) 661-0055.

Technical pubhshlng
3

company of

DB The IXIn &: Bradstreet CorporatIOn
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It has brightness, clarity and
shalpness that you can actually see:
DUPont RECRON High Definition COM
silver film has a new emulsion that produces easy.tO-dup/icate images in reductions of
42x, 48x and higher. That means more information in
less space. Wide processing latitude assures you of excellent results under a variety of conditions.
The film comes on a CRONAR® base protected with a new
anti·static treatment. The base is Only .004 inch thick, up to 25%
thinner than conVentional acetate COM films, so you can get more
film ona spool and feduce reloading time. This base is really dura.
ble and withstands repeated duPlication without damage.
RECRON High Definition COM silver film comes backed up
with chemicals, processor and a nationwide network of DUPont
for
you. Representatives to make it all work most economically
Technical

Send
for Your
film sample and in:depth information aboutIt.
Mail the
coupon
tOday.
·RECRON. , 0,,,,", """'- ,",d'm,", fo, its miOOlilm. m<ro/ilm Pro"""" ond '''''''k,r"
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I Mail this coupon tOday.
Dupont Company, Room 36794
I Wilmington, DE 19898
Please send me the fiche of RECRON
I interested
High Definition COM silver film. I'm
in high quality.
I
~
Name.____________________________

,I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Title _ _"----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
cornpany_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address

City

)---------

State~__________
Phone (

Industrial

Photo Systeills

SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES

INQUIRY PACKAGE

Amdahl Corp. is attempting to
further encroach on IBM's
customer base by offering
system software enhancements
to IBM users. Previously
available only to Amdahl
customers, the first package
offered to IBM sites will be
the VM/Performance Enhancement
(VM/PE), which reduces system
overhead when OS/VS2 MVS or
OS/VS2 SVS runs concurrently
with VM/370. VM/PE has been
available to Amdahl users
since the end of 1978.

The Interactive Inquiry System, IQ/32,
allows ad hoc queries to data base files via a
simplified user interface. It lets users get answers to one-time requests without resorting to programming. The vendor also
announced the packaging of the latest releases of its transaction processing software
under the name of Reliance II. The software
runs on the vendor's 32-bit minicomputers,
with Reliance II supporting up to 128 transaction processing terminals (the vendor
says a 128-terminal system used for data
collection should provide response, times
ranging from 1.5sec. to 2sec.). Reliance II

San Franc-isco Bay Area-based
software consultant Gopal K.
Kapur has a new slogan for
programmers: "In God we trust.
Everything else we
walkthrough."
As Bell system switching
equipment becomes ever more
sophisticated, operating
companies are able to offer
a wider variety of services.
Call Waiting, Call Forwarding,
Speed Calling, and Three-Way
Calling are already offered in
most areas of the country
using ESS central offices.
Yet another service, the Voice
Storage System (VSS), is now
being tested in Philadelphia.
VSS supports Advance calling
(record a message now for
delivery at a prespecified
time) and Call Answering
(recording a message when a
customer doesn't answer his
phone).
"The potential of VSS
-in only limited by lack of
imagination," according to
Duane Carey, a senior engineer
at Western Electric's Network
Services HQ in Lisle, 11.
If
the VSS tariff is right, we
suspect some users will have
enough imagination to use it
as a store-and-forward
facility for both fax and
digital data traffic during
off-peak hours.
Bell may have
similar suspicions: VSS
transmits the stored message
three times, ~ffectively
wiping out savings possible by
delaying until after 11 p.m.
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is priced -at $12,500.
IQ/32 provides non-dp users with an
access tool to Reliance II files. Reliance II
sees to it that only authorized users at designated terminals can access files; it also controls the type of access allowed. Using IQ/
32, a user presents a fill-ip-the-blanks definition of the retrieval criteria. Output can be
viewed at a crt or sent to a printer. The query
language provides statistics. for numeric
fields. A "help" command can assist the
user in formulating an inquiry. IQ/32 licenses for $3,000. PERKIN-ELMER CORP.,
Computer Systems Div., Oceanport, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 326 ON READER CARD

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
GRAPHICS
As the ANSI technical committee X3H3
moves toward establishing a standard for
graphics functionality, this hardware vendor has expanded into the software market
with Template, a computer and device independent graphics package based on the
West Point developed Graphics Compatibility System (G<:::s). The vendor expects
X3H3 's standard will most closely resemble
GCS, of which Template is a superset.
Written in primarily FORTRAN for
machine independence, Template should
appeal to applications developers faced
with developing· a system for use with a
variety of devices. Template also can help
develop new applications or migrate existing applications. A variety of 32-bit (or
larger word size) computers-including
those from IBM, CDC, DEC (VAX), Prime,
and SEL-are supported, with others
planned. Graphics devices supported include the vendor's 'product line, as well as
Tektronix, Ca1comp/Sanders, Nicolet Zeta,
and raster scan devices. Device drivers and
loosely defined features of FORTRAN are
written in hardware-dependent code.
To provide hardware independence,
Template uses a Graphics Status Area (GSA)
as a common communications area for describing hardware dependent features and
system status information. Entirely a 3D
system, Template handles 2D graphics by
fixing the display area on a plane perpendicularto the z-axis. Device coordinates can be

specified in several different units, with
"inches" as the default value; for device
independency, percentage units (1 "percentage unit"= 1% of the display surface
dimension) can be used. Coordinates can be
rectangular, polar, spherical, or cylindrical;
either absolute or relative coordinates may
be specified.
Template provides a set of subroutines for drawing, displaying alphanumerics (in a variety of fonts), manipulating
images, and interaction with the user. Template also supports color graphics on suitable devices such as color displays and COM
recorders.
A structure facility allows grouping
subroutine calls into entities that can be
used later (in much the same wayan assembly language programmer uses macros).
Individual parts of a display can be defined
as named or numbered "segments." Segments can be operated on as single entities.
When interactively developing displays that will ultimately be produced on
different hardware, the Template software
can format the user's display to correspond
to the aspect ratio of the intended output
media, such as 35mm slides.
Template is priced at $25,000. The
software team responsible for developing
and maintaining the software has been set
up as a group separate from the vendor's
graphics hardware developers. MEGATEK
CORP., San Diego, Calif.
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
ON-LINE REPORT WRITER
Users, including non-dp types, can use Answer/DB and a teleprocessing tenninal to define reports and access data in DL! 1 data
bases and other files. In an interactive session, Answer/DB lets the user prepare report
requests using English language statements;
extensive diagnostics help the user prepare
an error-free specification. Both on-line and
batch data bases can be accessed. The package includes an on-line library for saving
frequently used queries and report definitions. Users also have the ability to browse
through processed reports. Additional features include fonnatting, accessing multiple
data bases or files through a single logical
view of the data, and processing multiple
reports in one pass through the data base.
Answer/DB runs on IBM (and compatible)
mainframes under oS/VS and DOS/VS; the report writer uses IMS/DC, CICS, or TSO (a
batch entry option is offered to os installations). System pricing for Answer/DB is
$30,000 for DOS shops and $35,000 for OS.
INFORMATICS, INC., Canoga Park, Calif.
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RSTS/E JOB ACCOUNTING
Job accounting and perfonnance monitoring data· are captured by Rabbit-3, an
assembler program for PDP-II s running
under RSTS/E. Detail accounting infonnation--cpu time, connect time, device time,

disk usage, etc.-is logged into ASCII
stream data files. Job state conditions. including I/o wait, keyboard wait, run state,
and other mQl}itor states, are also available.
Optionally, RMS indexed files can be produced for access by Datatrieve or other online data base retrieval programs. The system manager can get system monitoring
data from a user log file. This audit trail can
be useful in detecting security breaches by
showing who used a given resource, as well
as when, where, and how much of the resource was used. Rabbit-3 output files can
be used by the vendor's Rabbit-l billing, invoicing, and cross-charging system, as well
as Rabbit-2, a package that provides graphic analysis of system perfonnance. Rabbit-3
rents for $99 per month; a perpetual license
goes for $2,500. RAXCO INC., West Palm
Beach, Fla.
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SYSTEM SOFTWARE
An enhanced version of the VAX/VMS operating system, four compilers, and two utility packages, beef up this vendor's software
support for its 32-bit vAx-ll/780 computer.
The new version of the operating system includes a new editor, instructional aids, a
message utility, system tuning and disk
protection features, and additional security
through the use of encrypted passwords. It
also supports additional devices, including

up to 4MB of MA 780 multiport memory (in
addition to 8MB of local memory), the
DR780 high-speed interface, and other recently introduced peripherals. The operating system is nonnally bundled into the VAX
system price; technical oems that buy
unbundled processors can get the new operating system, including support, for
$20,000.
The new compilers produce native
32-bit object code. The four languages supported are BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN (a new.
version), and CORAL 66. Extensive I/o,
character and matrix handling features are
provided in VAX-ll BASIC, along with an
integrated HELP facility and application-related utilities; BASIC licenses for $8,000.
The COBOL compiler reportedly goes beyond the ANSI 1974 standard by including
features planned for the next COBOL standard (expected in 1981); it licenses for
$12,000. A superset of FORTRAN-77, the
FORTRAN compiler perfonns optimization
and is upward compatible with older versions of FORTRAN; its license fee is $7,000.
A real-time and systems implementation
language, CORAL 66 is said to fully confonn
to the U.K. government's official definition. CORAL licenses for $10,000.
The vendor's Fonns Management
System (FMs), developed originally for the
PDP-II, has been extended to the VAX. With
FMS, users can create and modify fonns

FOCUS: the solution to the information control puzzle.
structures such as IMS, IDMS,
FOCUS is the most complete
VSAM and ISAM.
information con~
trol system available today. Using
5. Graphs, financial models,
English~language sentences, you
formal statistics - decision~
can both prepare reports and
supporting data in understand~
manage data online. And with
able graphic hard copy or CRT
FOCUS you can also develop en~
display.
tire applications faster than with
Over 400 major companies,
any other system.
Operating interactively
institutions and government
(CMS/TSO) on IBM 370,4300,
facilities are using FOCUS to
speed up their data analysis.
\ or compatible mainframes,
FOCUS combines these 5 key
Among them are: J. C. Penney,
functions into one system:
ITT-Continental Baking, Merrill
1. Report generator & query 1&!:::::r.t:::m:~_a::z_a::z_:S::_I:II:l2.:::_m_:m:::m:::::-:::;:; Lynch, United Airlines, Yale
language-solve your ad hoc problems and prepare
University and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
standard reports with full formatting and calculating.
FOCUS can save you time, effort and money. For more
2. Relational file structures - gain flexibility and reduce information, call or write for our brochure.
redundancy when data is stored in FOCUS shared struc~
tures which are linked by common fields.
Information Builders, Inc., 1250 Broadway
3. Database management & updating-attend to all
your data~capture, data~validations and add~delete~change New York, N.Y. 10001 (212) 736-4433
maintenance tasks.
FOCUS is also available on a service bureau basis
4. Reports from existing files - instant interface with
through the international network of Tymshare Inc.
all your current files from simple sequential to complex
user~oriented

~FCC:US
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Permits immediate removal of last printed formset with no
waste, while margins remain in tractors to advance next one.
Individual parts of the formset can be separated at any time
after removal from the printer. An audit copy can be provided
if desired. Available 3 1/2" to 11" deep and 11" to 16" wide.
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MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC.

1205 N. Milwaukee Ave., Glenview, IL 60025
. Call TOLL FREE 800-323-8325/ln Illinois call 800-942-8330

Gentlemen:
Please send me samples and information about Speediweb.
Name

0
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Title
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Company Name

D
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Address
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D

City

0

State

D
D

Zip

Phone
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SOFTWARE AND SERVICES
compatible with standard VAX applications
programming languages. Access to RMS,
variable length record support, and single
inquiry access to multiple files have been
added to a new version of the Datatrieve inquiry, data maintenance, and reporting language. Datatrieve and FMS each carry a
$4,500 license fee. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORP., Maynard, Mass.

FORTRAN DEBUGGER

FBUG-compiled routines can be mixed in a
program. In fact, the vendor says FBUG-produced programs can be used in production
systems at a cost of less than two words of
memory and 4usec of execution time per
statement. In this case, a user can invoke
FBUG'S run-time module if an unexpected
error crops up in a supposedly clean production program. FBUG/l000 licenses for $995
per cpu; source code is offered for $6,000.
CORPORATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. ,
Aberdeen, N.J.

Written for Hewlett-Packard's System
1000, FBUG/I000 is a source-level FORTRAN
debugging package. FBUG/lOOO runs under
HP'S RTE operating system, letting users
dynamically insert breakpoints, run programs, and inspect locations referenced by
variable names and listing line numbers.
The debugging package consists of
two modules. The first processes source
programs, producing relocatable binaries
and structural information. The second
module controls execution of the absolute
program; this module makes use of the
structural data gathered by the first module
and handles user commands. As. many as
eight breakpoints can be defined (by sourcelisting line number), and each can be executed a user-specified number of times before taking effect. Variables can be
displayed and modified by name.
Both conventionally compiled and

A pair of utility pro grams for DEC'S popular
PDP-II minicomputer (running under RT11, Rsx-IIM and liD, and lAS) provide increased support for crt terminals from a
variety of vendors. A set of subroutines
callable from FORTRAN, BASIC, or COBOL,
VIDIo/11 (VIDeo I/o) provides the applications programmer with independence from
the specific types of crts being used on the
system. The package provides protected
fields (regardless of whether or not the
terminal supports them), echo-suppression
for sensitive data, cursor control (if the
terminal supports it), and human engineering features. vIDIo/11 carries a permanent
license fee of $1 ,500 (one cpu, one operating system).
SCRNIO/ll (SCReen I/o) offers

FOR DATA CIRCLE 328 ON READER CARD
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CRT UTILITIES

screen management and includes the VIDIO/
II package. Screen formats are held in files
accessable to user application programs.
The package's subroutines allow manipulation of the screen format and its defined
fields. Fields can be assigned attributes
(fill, justify, optional, mandatory, etc.) and
error checking can test for ranges or valid
sets of values. Multiple screensJ,:an be used
simultaneously; the last line of the terminal
screen is reserved for error messages and
interaction with the user. SCRNIO/ll licenses for $3,500 (including VIDio/ll).
PENNINGTON SYSTEMS INC., Pennington,
N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 333 ON READER CARD

MICROCOMPUTER COBOL
An enhanced, more efficient COBOL compiler is now available for this vendor's Z80based microcomputers. Based on the 1974
ANSI standard, the compiler now supports
interactive ACCEPT and DISPLAY verbs, LINAGE for printer files, and file naming at run
time.
The compiler now makes more efficient use of memory, allowing compilation
of programs containing more than 3,000
lines in a 64KB system. The compiler is offered on either minidiskette or eight-inch
IBM-format diskettes for a price of $95.
CROMEMCO, INC., Mountain View, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 331 ON READER CARD

Software/Hardware
MIS Professionals
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
The Western Area Power Administration,
Department of Energy, has immediate openings in
Utah, California, Colorado, Arizona, Nevada,
North and South Dakota, and Montana. Beginning
salaries range from $22,672 to $32,110 per year.
These positions cover a broad range of
professional activities in power marketing, system
planning, design, construction, operation and
maintenance functions for high voltage transmission systems covering a IS-state service area.
For more information and assistance in applying
for these positions contact:
Dennis Lenz
Western Area Power Administration
P.O. Box 3402
Golden, Colorado 80401
1-303-231-1502

-An Equal Opportunity Employer-

New England/ East Coast/
Nationwide
Robert Kleven and Co., Inc. has a wide variety of:positions
available in Programming, Systems Analysis/Design, Data
Base Applications, Applications Programming, Compiler
Development, Language Design, Hardware/Firmware
Design, for rrofessionals well versed in their field and are
with some 0 the top companies in the Industry. If your experience covers one or more of the following areas at the
state-of-the-art level, contact us: Software Design and
development; Technical Support; COBOL/IMS; Computer
Sciences; Assembly or Higher Level Language Programming; Data Base Design; Compilers, and/or Operating
Systems Design; Digital Logic Design; Interface Design;
Technical Writing; Microprocessor Utilization; Computer
Architecture.
We've been providing confidential and industryknowledgeable placement for, software/hardware/MIS professionals since 1969. We can also provide you with free
resume preparation and career path counseling. Client companies assume all fees.

Rt.Robert Kleven and Co., Inc.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

Three Fletcher Avenue. Lexington. Massachusetts 02173
Telephone 16171861·1020
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THE. BUSINESSMAN'S
_INESSCOMPUTER.
There are lots of computers. But there's only
one rated by businessmen as tops in the small
business computer class,
according to an independent research firm survey. That's the Microdata
Reality® business computer system. Reality
rated 1st in all five major
categories of comparison: 1. Performance 2.
Reliability 3. Ease-ofUse 4. Backup support
and 5. Service.
To win this high rating from businessmen,
the Reality business
computer system offers
a combination of ben-

efits offered by no other
system.
Reality communicates in your business
language - English:ro
So you don't worry
about codes and symbols decipherable to
computer experts only.
Reality systems are
modular. This means that
your new Reality system can grow along with
your business without
the need for expensive
application program
changes and conversion costs.
And Reality is the
most sophisticated

business computer in its
class with capabilities
beyond most other
systems.
All computers are
NOT created equal.
Before you deCide, come
face to face with Reality
-the businessman's
choice.

CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD

Find out for yourself. Call your local .
representative or tollfree 800-854-2003,
ext. 814., In California
dial 1-800-522-1500,
ext. 814.
Microdata Corporation,
PO. Box 19501,
Irvine, CA 92713.

IW"

Datacorp's total COM service
saves you paper money
The dollars you're spending for paper printout
reports are eating away at your profit margins and
your productivity. In todays business climate, you
need timely information at the lowest possible cost.
the solution? COM, Computer Output Microfilm,
from Datacorp. Were the nation's leading COM serVicr
organization, last year producing 12 billion pages of
computer data on microfilm in 41 service centers
across the country.. Over 2,000 customers depend on
us for reliable, high quality service, fast turnaround
and competitive prices.
In addition to COM service, Datacorp is a major
supplier of in-house COM systems~ We offer complete
solutions-from site analysis through installation
and ongoing system support.
Whether you use Datacorp service, or produce your
own COM, you can take advantage of our volume·
purchasing power to save on COM equip~ent and

supplies as well. Readers, d~plicators, ~,
.
chemistry and more, all at highly competitive pnces.
Consider the facts in dollars and you'll see COM
makes sense for you. Compared to paper printout,
COM offers savings of 50-80%. Paper costs are
eliminated. Decollating and binding costs disappear.
You can duplicate, mail and store data less expensively. With COM, information retrieval is easy and
fast. Using the 72x format developed by Datacorp,
you can store 690 pages of printout on a single
4x6-inch microfiche.
So let Datacorp help your company realize the cost
and productivity advantages of COM. Give us a ca1ltogether we'll find the COM solution that will save
you lots of paper money.

5075 S. W. Griffith Drive; P. O. Box 2000
Beaverton, Oregon 97075 (503) 641-7400
,
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BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FOR THE HOME
by Charles D. Sternberg
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The microcomputer can be a good business
solution for doctors' offices and hardware
stores too small to benefit from traditional
computers or time-sharing. The more frivolous features of outfitting micros with game
cartridges is at least salable. But the third
variety of small machine, the home computer. is a concept that has, at least for the time
being, more hype than flight.
"The objective of this book," the
author states, "is to provide a set of programs that will make your computer start
paying for itself the moment it crosses your
threshold. " How this is to be accomplished
is never made clear. One supposedly saves
money j,,!st by keeping records of everything from the contents of one's checkbook
to the uncollected bills on a paper route. Or
does the home computer' 'pay for itself' , by
providing a record of gas mileage between
cities, Or the contents of the family freezer?
In any case, the author's next claim
is more elaborate: "As you gain familiarity
with computer use, moreover, modification
of these programs to utilize features of your
particular machine should present few difficulties. "
Programs must be more than list
makers and this book should be more com~
plete. Hardware is not mentioned or suggested. There is a page and a half of
ysis," "Weight Control," and "CB
SOFT BOILED EGG 80, CALORIES 380? The
program ignores the fact that eating and
introduction and a half of appendix. InbeRadio." The actual use of this book would
tween are 81 programs, and for each an
require at least a week with a good introducdieting are a mixture of absolute and variable caloric values.
tory book on BASIC.
average of half a page of documentation is
Other programs border on the ludiincluded on description, functions, instrucPrograms provided' include housetions for use, data entry, data fortnat, output
hold expenses, supermarket list, lawn/plant
crous: "Tv Scheduling Basic Version. This
description, and comments.
care, school grade reporting, and even a
program eliminates difficulties arising from
The hoped-for readership is meant
tarot card dealer, written in straightforward
family television viewing conflicts. It produces a weekly viewing schedule that deto be made up of people with no previous
BASIC and tested on an Altair 8800b. But
tails the time, channel, and person
experience in programming or data processhow really useful are they?
ing. But giving no more information about
Keeping a checkbook balanced is a
scheduled to view a particular television
show."
program entry than "Programs should be
valid goal, but it is not new, and does it realentered and tested exactly as shown" is not
ly require a computer? That programs for
Personal computers are already
widely accessible and the industry is a fascimuch help to the average homeowner
diet planning can be of great assistance for
devoting a Sunday afternoon to getting a
institutions this size of hospitals is obvious
nating one, but this book offers little underhome computer to start paying for itself.
and has been proved. But how useful, on a
standing of the field or of pOtential home
The author apparently imagines a connecdaily basis, can a breakfast output like the
applications. Hayden Book Co. (1980, 330
tion between BASIC and people who spend
following be: BACON 60, ORANGE JUICE 60,
pp., $8.95.)
time on programs like "Utility Bill AnalBANANAS 85, TOAST 70, MARGARINE 25,
-Sally Williams-Haik
~------------------------------~--------------------------------~----------------------------------'
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AI AT SrANFORD
HEW has published a booklet abQut the

Stanford University Medical Experimental System for Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
(SUMEX-AIM), an AI network serving major
universities nationwide and funded· by the
National Institute of Health. The booklet
features a chapter on the history of computing, a summary of computing processes,
speculation of the future of AI, and descriptions of SUMEX projects and applications in
biochemistry, clinical medicine, and psychology. ,
For a single free copy of The- Seeds
of Artificial Intelligence: SUMEX-A1M, contact the Office of· Science· and Health Reports, Division of Research Resources,
Nationcil Institute of Health; Bethesda, MD
20205, or Research Resources Information
Center, 1776 East Je(ferson St., Rockville,
MD 20852.

GRAPHICS SUPPLIERS
The Harvard Lab for Computer ,Graphics
has published
directory of cOInputer
graphics ·suppliers. Hardware" software,
systems, and, services companies are listed
and briefly described by product and services offered, sales year founded, officers,
and number of employees.
"The 1980 Directory of Computer

a

.

Graphics Suppliers: Hardware Systems,
Software and Services" is $17 ($19 outside
the U.S" Canada, and Mexico)~ Directory
Dept.,. the Harvard Newsletter on Computer Graphics, P.o.' Box 89, Sudbury, MA
01776.

DATAPRO USER REPO,RTS
Datapro has some new All About reports"All About Plug-Compatible Disk Drives"
and "All About, Plug-Compatible Tape
Drives." Also newly available is "How to
Select and Use Add-On Main Memory."
Reprinted from recent Datapro 70 supplements, each report inchldes the usual user
surveys and equipment comparisons as well
as an overview of the subject. $15 each.
Datapro Research' Corp., 1805 Underwood
Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075, (609) 764-0100.

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
Pathways Through Data Processing: Dis~
tributed Processing Systems is a handbook
for company management. Aimed at
providing· a general understanding of distributed dp, the book advocates placement
of the ddp responsibility with a vice president for information services. Most of the
discussion,. however,. is about ddp equipment and usage, with,only superficial mention of management issues. '
Key business ratios used are briefly
defined in an appendix. There are quite a

'

CAREER IN TOP MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING
McKINSEY & COMPANY
ITALY
.
"
,,'

few: current assets to current liabilities, net
, profits on net. sales, net profits on tangible
net worth, net profits on net working capital, net sales to tangible net worth, net sales
to net working capital, collection period,
net sales to inventory, fixed assets to tangible n.et worth, current liabilities to tangible
net worth, total liabi1itie~ to tangible net
worth, inventory to working capital, current
liabilities to inventory, funded liabilities to
net working capital, and sales per employee. A worksheet with instructions is provided for making comparisons with your
own company. The report is available for
$165 from the Business Economics Division of Dun & Bradstreet, 99 Church St.,
New York, NY 10007, (212) 285-7636.

INDUSTRY RATIOS FROM D&B
A financial analysis of the Computer Industry is available from Dun & Bradstreet. SICS
(staridard industry classifications) covered
are 3573, computing equipment manufacturing; 7372, computer programming and
software; 7374, dp serviCes; and 7379,
computer related services not' elsewhere
classified, including rental, leasing, repair,
and maintenance. Ratios are given in six
different categories: for all firms in a given
sIc,for the25% most profitable firms, for
fInns with sales under $100,000, fIrms with
sales between $100,000 and $700,000,
fInns with sales over $700,000, and com-

22" C(l)MPL(l)T®
Digit~1 Plotter for
wide plotting at
a low cost

Leading International. management consulting firm seeks for
Its well established Italian office a professional with extensive

INFORMATION SYSTEMS,. EXPERIENCE

We are offering a challenging career In top management consulting In a multinational environment The Job Is an unparalleled opportunity for a person who has· had top level
experience In Informationsystems/EDP areas and now wants
to broaden his/her exposure to top management problems.

Candidates for this position should have:
,,
',
• A record of superior performance with a leading ",ul.
tinational company or intemational consulting firm
• An excellent understanding of modem computer
technology ,and, extensive experience as project
manager In designing and installing information sys·
tems in business and/or financial areas ,
• Strong motivation and the ability to deal with broad
management problems and new situations in diverse
geographical and cultural environments
• A University degree, at least 4·6 years of working ex·
perience, and fluency in Italian and English
Internal training and development opportunities,· compen·
sation and benefits will match the expectations of the best
qualified candidates. Your application will be treated confi·
dentlally: all our consultants have been, Informed of this
searCh. Please send your detailed resume to:

Mr. Gianfilippo Cuneo

Me Kjnsey & Company
Piazza del Duomo
22·20122 Milan, Italy
equal opportunity employer mlf

• Operates online, offline, remote batch or in time
share mode
• Easily interfaces to almost any intelligent data
source
• Provides a draiNing in place of endless columns
and rows of numbers
• Plots on 22" x 144' fan fold chart (56 cm x
44 meters).,
." $5960·
·U.S. Domestic Price only
@ Registered trademark of Houston Instrument

houston instrument
GRAPHICS DIVISION OF

'

,

BAUSCH & LoMB (j)
ONE HOUSTON SQUARE

(5121 837-2820

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78753

TWX 910-874-2022

EUROPEAN HEAoauAAUAS ~o:.,":'=-;;;:"::-:~::"~~399
For, ,ush literature requests or local sales office Informatiein only. persons outside Texas cali toll free 1-800-531-5205

To have a representative call Circle 118 on Reader Card; for literature
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TiIings are Wgger
.

in Texas.

But bigger doesn't necessarily mean better. Take
printers, for instance. The 310 BallisticlM Printer
from Lear Siegler doesn't have a price tag
nearly as big as the Texas. Instruments 820. Feature
DotMatria
And though we're not the big gUys in the
printer field, we can offer you big enough LowwCBuffer
reasons to buy our 310 Balhstic Printer.
Spaoe/Blank
Comprea;oa
And that's a matter of no small importance. Interface.
Speeci

A BIG DlFFEREiICE.

Current Loop
Fonu
eharactControl
__
Elcmgated

You can see for yourself. Right down
Price
the line. WhEm placed up against the big
competition, the 310 Ballistic Printer comes
'
out ahead.
First off, at 180 cps and with space/blank
compression, you get higher through put for higher
volume data flow.
You also get a nine-wire head with a 9 high
by 7 wide dot matrix. Which gives
.
you true lower case descenders
, plus underlining.
The 310 Ballistic Printer also
has a buffer expandable from 512
to 2048 that allows you to dump
a full CRT screen in a split second.

interface. It fits anyplace you have a CRT terminal
or small business minicomputer system.
The 310 Ballistic
LSI 310
T1820RO
Printer
is capable of sat180cpe
150cpe
s-u. head (9 hi" 7 wide)
isfying low-speed day71rire head (7 hi" 9 wide)
standard, with.--..
Standard, bat
"-'den
and IDIdea-IiDiDg
0I'1DIdea-1iDiDg
to-day requirements
612 8XpUIda to 2ICM8
f'ized 12110
and is econorirical
T_
No.
enough to handle those
Serial and parallel
Serialcmly
(parallelnot • ....w.bIe)
high-speed tab runs,
StancWd
Optional
14 oetting8 otandard
Optional
,too.
With the patented
Standard
Optional
Ballistic
printhead and
BuePrice
S2CM5
BuePrice
SI99S
Opticma
Expanded buffer ~
310
100%
duty
cycle, no
Priceuabown 12145
Priceuabown S23O!I
job is too difficult.

THE 310 BALLISTIC PRIIIER
FITS RIGHT II.

Our printer is totally compatible with all Lear Siegler terminals or with any RS-232C

110

NOW 1OU'VE GOT ACHOICE.
With the 310 Ballistic Printer, Lear Siegler
brings to computer printers the same high standards that made our Dumb Terrninal® video dis,
play the standard for an entire
product category.
That makes us a "full terminal"
supplier now-that means CRTs
and printers, too. Texas is no
longer the lone star.
We're certain that we can offer
you many things our competitors
can't. We've listed them here in
black and white. We feel the
evidence speaks for itself.
So go ahead and choose.
Because now you've got a choice.

LEAl SIEGLEI31G
BALLISTlClM PRINTER.
.~
~I
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LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION

Lear Siegler, Inc/Data Products Division, 714 North Brookhurst Street, Anaheim, CA92803, 800/854-3805. In California 714/774-1010. TWX: 910-591-1157.
Telex: 65-5444. Regional Sales Offices: • San Francisco 408/263-0506· Los Angeles 213/454-9941 • Chicago 312/279-5250· Houston 713/780-2585
• Philadelphia 215/245-1520· New York 212/594-6762· Boston 617/423-1510· Washington, DC. 301/459-1826· England (04867) 80666,
Dumb Terminal® and Ballistic™ are trademarks of Lear Siegler, Inc,

SOURCE DATA
parative ratios for the years 1975 through
197~.

ee. A worksheet with instructions is provi~ed for making comparisons with your
own company. The report is available for
$165 from the Business Economics Division of Dun & Bradstreet, 99 Church St.,
New York, NY 10007, (212) 285-7636.

Key business ratios used are briefly
defined in an appendix. There are quite a
few: current assets to current liabilities, net
profits on net sales, net profits on tangible
net worth, net profits on net working c~pi
tal, net saies to tangible net worth, net sales
to net working capital, collection perIod, . INTRO TO TELECOM
net sales to inventory, fixed assets to tangiMANAGEMENT
ble net worth, current liabilities to tangible
A nontechnical introductory manual denet worth, total liabilities to tangible net
signed for the new telecommunications
manager details this vendor's view of the
worth, inventory to working capital, current
job with emphasis on "basic tools, techliabilities to inventory, funded liabilities to
net working capital, and sales per employniques, and knowledge necessary to make a

. .is terminal
and can char·
a course.
The AJ 860. Quite probably the
most highly featured desktop teleprinter terminal you can buy. And
now you can buy aJot more including 1200 baud, APL, and graphics.
In full duplex mode, you can operate at any speed from 110 to 1200
baud. In half duplex mode, you can
operate at up to 450 baud.

APL capability. Now you can
have a full APL code set including
overstrike characters. And exceptional print quality from our 9 x 12
dot matrix character cell which produces high resolution 9 x 5 characters. 'You can switch from APL to
the standard ASCII set either from
the keyboard or by remote control.

popular: 128-character ASCII code
set, dual gate forms tractor, easyto-use sculptured keyboard, 17-key
numeric pad, complete forins control, .RS 232 line interface; mobility,
and more.
Call your nearest AJ regional
office: San Jose (408) 946-2900;
Chicago (312) 671-7155; Hackensack (201) 488-2525. Or write
AndersonJacobson, Inc., 521 Charcot Avenue, San Jose, .California
95131.
Also available through AJ subsidiaries in Ottawa, Ontario; Paris,
France; Shepperton, Middlesex,
U. K.; ~md distributors throughout
Europe.

Graphic printouts. Now you can
have a graphics character set that
prints bar graphs, flow charts,
block diagrams and other
illustrations.
This is all in addition to the
long list of standard features
that have made the AJ 860 so

TheAJ860.

It's got it all.

r=I ANDERSON
&:.gJACOBSON

rapid and significant dent in the corporate
telephone bill."
The Bell System's offering, services, and marketing system are described
and discussed. A section on choosing phone
systems emphasizes PABX selection, inCluding contract, request for quotation, and request. for proposal guidelines.. User
organizations,' interconnect associations,
independent telephone associations, Bell
operating ,companies, and state regulatory
agencies are listed. There is a glossary as
well . $30. The Telecom Library Inc.,·205
W. 19 St., New York, NY 10011, (212)
691-8215.

VENDOR LITERATURE
SYSTEM BROCHURE
The TDC 2000 Basic System is illustrated in
this 24-page full-color brochure.· The vendo(s digital process management system
described. in the brochure covers field instrumentation, process connected systems,
process interface units, communications,
central operating centers, and computer-assi~ted process management. HONEYWELL
IN.C" Pelham Manor, N.Y. .
FOR DATA CIRCLE ~52 ON READER CARD

INTELLIGENT DATA STORAGE
SYSTEMS
This full-color, three-panel foldout illustrates .microprocessor· controlled, Rs232based cartridge, disk, and solid state buffer
storage systems. Product descriptions are
provided, as well as definitions for several
applications (including data acquisition,
communications, and processing, all
matched to each unit's characteristics).
Among the storage systems' capabilities
discussed in the brochure are remote data
logging, message compression,baud rate
conversion, data and program storage;
paper and punched card emulation, and
Winchester disk·backup. COLUMBIA DATA
PRODUcrS, INC., Columbia, Md.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 355 ON READER CARD

UNIVERSAL PINOUT FOR BYTE·
WIDE MEMORIES'
A 12-page paper describes this vendor's approach to upgrading byte-wide memories
for ROMs and EPROMS. The format illustrated, "How to layout a printed-circuit board
to incorporate future higher density memories," has received approval by the ioint
Electron . Device Engineering. Council
(JEDEC). Detailed in the paper are the "flexibility and universatility" of the pinout,
permitting interchanging of 24-and 28~pin
EPROMS, EEPROMS, ROMS, PROMS, and RAMS
of several densities. The paper also explains
why 28 pins are required on 64K EPROMS to
"implement system control functions that
eliminate bus contentions between large capacity memories in high speed microcomputer systems." INTEL CORP., Literature
Dept., Santa Clara, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 351 ON READER CARD
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Doing it on Kodak film costs less.
An impact printer can chew up an
awfUl lot of paper. Trouble is, the
paper it chews up is costing you
more and more every year.
This year, you can expect to
pay about $29.00* per 1000 pages of
3-part computer paper, 56% more
than you paid two years ago.
With the price of paper
climbing higher and higher, consider
the advantages of owning a Kodak
Komstar microimage processor. This
dry laser printer doesn't use any
paper. It prints on microfilm, instead.
Rather than spending $29.00 to print
a 1000-page, 3-part report, you'll
spend only about $1.00, the price of
9 microfiche. t
A Kodak laser printer works
on-line or off-line. It's 6-8 times faster
than an impact printer, which means
you can save more on time and labor.
It takes 50 minutes to decollate,
burst, bind, and package a 1000-page
report against only 9 minutes to
print, duplicate, and package the
same report on microfiche.
If savings like these interest
you, send us the coupon for more
iriformation. Or ask your Kodak
representative for a demonstration
of Kodak Komstar microimage
processors.
Better make up your mind
soon, though. Before the next
increase in paper prices does it for
you.
"Prices vary with geographic location and grade of paper purchased.

t Includes one original set and two duplicate sets.

Kodak Komstar microimage
processors.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY • Business Systems Markets Division
Dept. DP0587, Rochester, NY 14650
(716) 724-4877

o Please· send me more information about
Kodak Komstar microimage processors.
NAME

o Please have a Kodak representative
contact me.
TITLE

COMPANY

1880. 1980

STATE
© Eastman Kodak Company. 1980

CITY

ADDRESS

ZIP.

PHONE
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PREVENT ""WI'd,· Clf,rd,s"

iN YOUR DATA

with •. •·

supaR"

COlt6Uler-SUPER-MSI._

SHARED DASD USERS:

.PROTECTS YOUR DATA INTEGRITY by .Provides powerful operator commands to
preventing simultaneous destructive up- Control and Monitor performance and activity.
dates by jobs in different systems.
.Eliminates RESERVE Lock-outs (both per- .Is TRANSPARENT to users, and almost
formance Lock-Outs and "deadly transparent to operators.
embrace'1.
.15 Independent of system environment .DOES NOT SACRIFICE RELIABILITY as do for example, it works equally well with
other approaches to the problem.
MVS, MVS-SE, SVS, MVT, VS1, MFT, HASP,
.Now has extended VSAM Dataset Integrity ASP, JES2, JES3, etc.
to specifically handle the internal VSAM .Can be installed in 10 minutes without an
IPL and with NO SYSTEM CHANGES whatDataset SHR options.
.1 nforms Operators and/or TSO users (as ap- soever.
propriate) about the precise task Gob, TSO .MSI is already being used 10 well over 400
user, etc.) causing dataset conflicts.
installations throu2hout the world.
For More Informatlon,ar to Order a No-Obligation FREE TRIAL •••

DP MARKETPLACE
Smith & Associates, Inc., C.D.••••.••. ; •• 169

BUV, SELL, LEASE

In Europe:

ElectroCon,lnc........................ 169
Computer Maintenance ••.••.•••••••••. 169

JOB MARKETPLACE
National Personnel Consultants •••••••• 169
UnlversltyofTerinessee •••••••.••••••• 169

Bata booklet on specialized
software information
sJstemscoverinll :
*SENERAl SO"WARE
*BATABASE SOfTWARE
*MleROIMINI SOfTWARE
A. P. Publications Ltd
322 ST. JOHN STREET . LONDON.' E.e.1

From

Mr. J.A. Kaluzny

ALLEN SERVICES

~ '"

~N~L~~~~u~~f&H. ·~~sP~~r~~on~all

CORPORATION

An"",,"" El#:

ALLEN SERVICES CORPORATION

Softwar~~1aTia~6~ ~tJ~~nal Rd.

Tel: 040 3490 2229

Toll-Free: 1JOO.543-7853 x 203 (in OH: 513-89(}1200)
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SOSI

SlAM

Shared Dataset
Integrity
o

SOSI protects data integrity by

~~~~~!nPrO~a~~I\i~~~c~~~eG.t

o

SOSI automatically improves

~~~~: !e~~~o:wm~~Ulimi'

SOSI eliminates RESERVE
LOCK-DU1S.
o SOSI provides operator and
lSO users inlormation about
dataset conflict conditions.
o SOSI requires no system or
. user program modifications
, and installs in minutes.
0

o

Shared Tape
Allocation Manager
SlAM automates the sharing 01
you to reduce tape drive

~~rOeW~~: ~~:C~tf::i~:~i!r~~S to
o

be made laster and reducing
the possibility 01 human
errors.
'
SlAM makes more ellicient
use 01 tape pools thus allowing

t;Df DUQUESnE

~ SYSTEmS Inc

o
o

o

requirements.
SlAM provides global operator
commands and control.
SlAM eliminates JOB re-runs
due to multiple tape drive
allocation errors.
SlAM requires no system or
user program modilicalions
and installs i~ minutes. ,

TWO ALLEGHENY eTR.
PITTSBURGH, PA 15212
PHONE 412-323-2600
TElEX 902 803

fst.blrs~.d

1970
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MPGSWIFT for TP appHcanoDs

FOR SALEI
Brand new
ADDS Data
Terminals at
big savings!

Maximize staff productivity .
and customer service with MPGSWIFI'
Base of Use
Learn to write TP applications in one day
Bas,e of IDstalladon Install in one hour
MBtntenance
Add, terminals, illes, programs while MPGSWIFf
continues to operate
Language Support Cobol, Assembler, pIjt, Fortran, RPG, HAMIS
BvoludoD
Entry level to large network without reprogramming
Producdrity
Online program development with one-half the effort
Over tOO installations. DOS, DosNs, and DOSNSE

Productive software for business data processi.tg from
Mathemadca Products Group
P.O. Box 2392 • Princeton, New Jersey 08540 • 609/799-2600

REGENT 25
REGENT 40
REGENT 60

LIST

SALE

$1095
$1400
$1795

$ 925

$1195
$1595

Full Manufacturer's Warrantyl

REI Sales Company
Another of the
19525

aME!F\ICaL

companies

Bu'siness Center Drive ,Northridge, CA

91324

(800) 227~8409
In California (213) 993-7368, (415) 968-8845, (714) 879-0561
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AUTHORIZED TRS-80® DEALER A301
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

MSM

for Shared TAPE
and DISK Mounts
!

Transparently Manages Shared TAPE and DISK Mounts

Up to 15% Discount
on TRS-80 ' s

26-1051 4K LEVell ......... $424.00
26-105616K LEVel II. ...... $700.00
26-4002 64K 1 DRiVE ...... $3499.00

1-800-841-0860 TOLL FREE
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
Downtown Plaza Shopping Center
115 C. Second Av., S.W.
Coiro, Georgia 31728
912) 377-7120 Go. Phone No.

• MSM automatically controls TAPE ALLOCATIONS among your
systems. MSM also works for SHARED MOUNTABLE DISKS.
• Allows more EFFICIENT TAPE DRIVE UTILIZATION. Your tape
drives will be treated as a single combined pool, rather than
several smaller ones. This will have a tendency to reduce overall
tape drive requirements.
• Alleviates confusing operator burdens. Without MSM, operators
must manually coordinate device usage among the various
systems.
• ELIMINATES COSTLY JOB RE-RUNS due to inadvertent multisystem tape allocation.
• Provides a SINGLE-SYSTEM IMAGE with respect to device
allocations.
• MSM is COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE with the standard
operating system allocation philosophy. MSM simply extends it
to cover all systems in your complex.
• MSM is the ONLY TRANSPARENT APPROACH .to handling
SHARED TAPE and SHARED DISK allocation.

• MSM now runs with MVS, SVS, MVT, VSl and MH.
• New SOHSWAP feature allows MSM to reduce the scope of
allocation "blockage" when a DDR tape SWAP occurs.
• MSM can be installed in 10 MINUTES - NO IPL is required.
• Requires NO SYSTEM MODIFICATION whatsoever.
• Additional overhead caused by MSM is INSIGNIFICANT.
• MSM is now being used in well over 100 installations throughout
the world.

To Acquire MSM, or for more information . ••
Toll-Free: 1JOO.543-7583 x 203
(in OH: 51M9().liOO)

A.

ALLEN SERVICES CORP•
Software Dept. 212 W, National Rd,
Vandalia, Ohio 45377
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EDP Managers ...
You need QCM

NEW LIFE
FOR
1401 PROGRAMS

You've tried solving your performance problems
with hardware monitors, sampling software
monitors. unsatisfactory billing systems, SMF and
RMF inadequacies, simulators, ...
Now. try something that works! OCM.

OCM is the only complete system that precisely

CS-TRAN converts your 1401 object programs 'to COBOL for the mainframe or mini of your choice.
CS-TRAN is the only translator that accepts your object programs,
patches and, all, yet allows you to include actual COBOL paragraph
names and record definitions.
If you'd like more details about new life for your 1401 programs just call or
write RuSs Sandberg.

~S· ~·~n~I?~!:~~(~~ N~~!!~:~"~~'
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monitors .!ill hardware and software processes,
accurately bills all operations and improves
performance .. ~ on a full-time basrs:-Let us show you how OCM has meant control.
efficiency. confidence and dollars to our
customers.
Fill in _nd mail''''
coupon or c.ll:

'bt

,------------------I I'm readJ 10 try oomelhlnlllh.1 worksl P.....
provide mora In'orm.tlon .boul oeM.
CMVS CSVS CVSt
CMVT CMFT

!I T"'. __________

DUQUESnE:

SYSTEmS Inc I

2A11ogheny GIr.

=:l~i:32~~~

I

Olganb:alion _ _ _ _ _ _ __
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ T ... pf.one _ _

I

:

Qty·_ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Z i p _
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Rep~wnter/ EDP

AucIIt Software
Tools for

RPG to COBOL
or for those PL/1 Shops

360/37QI4300*
Dylakor
16255 Ventura Boulevard
Encino, California 91436
(213) 995-0151

RPG to PL/1
Two of the many successful translators offered by Dataware provide
a smooth and effortless transition from RPG. The translators· can
h'andle most any, level of RPG (SYS/3, Mod 20, etc.) and achieve an
extremely high percentage of automatic conversion (approaching
100%) of the source code.
For more information please call or write today!

a

The Conversion Software People

~
~
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Dat:aware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, NY 14217 (716) 876-8722

TELEX
91519

~----------'
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WHEN YOU NEED

RSX-11M
DCL*

DEC .. ·

"DIGITAL
COMMAND
LANGUAGE

TERMINALS
•

LA36
• LA1BO

VT-100

•

• LA120

FOR THE

POP11 103 SYSTEMS

... . u
U UI1ITROI1II
..

MAKES RSX-11M SIMPLE TO USE
SAVES YOU TIME AND MONEY

LSI/11 MODULES

.

.

CORPORATION

5
511111111 I~~~N[]l[l(j~.

@Registered Trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.

~ijiI

smNfll

198 Route 206 • Somerville. NJ 08876
TEL E X 833184

15 West De La Guerra Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 963-1552
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(201) 874-8500

REPORT WRITER
- Query Facility
-Series/l

-EDX

English commands
like VAX/VMS and RSX-11 M-PLUS
on line help, hints, and examples
easy to install NO SYSGEN required
fully supported
complete documentation
$795, available immediately

ANDREW RUBEL & ASSOCIATES, INC.
One Soldiers Field Park 605
Boston, MA 02163 (617) 876-7993
RSX and Digital~ trademarks Digital Equipment Corp.
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SDM/70™
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

"BEST TESTING GUIDELINES"

OHIO SCIENTIFIC

.To Create Reliable Systems

"BEST TUTORIAL MATERIAL"
To Improve Staff Skills

~

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get the catalog and
our low prices

"BEST APPROACH TO FOSTER
USER & MANAGEMENT
INVOL VEMENT"

Raymond G. Lorber,
Incorporated

&

DATA PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE CORP.
9460 Telstar
EI Monte, CA 91731

To Achieve Project Success

Systems & Programming Design
333 Market Street, Suite 2840
San Francisco, California 94105
(415) 434-2607

from

ASI
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(714) 994-4180
(213) 573-5991

Atlantic Software, Inc.
Lafayette Building
Fifth & Chestnut Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19106
215-922-7500

DRTRMRTICN®
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magazines

1979/80 MINI/MICROCOMPUTER
SURVEY AVAILABLE NOW.
The third annual DATAMATION magazine Mini/Microcomputer Market Survey
has just been completed. Encompassing
small business systems, intelligent terminals and data entry systems as well as
traditional minicomputers, this analysis is
essential reading for industry watchers,
market planners, sales executives and
users themselves.
Available November I, 1979, the report
is being offered at a $40 savings for prepaid
orders off the regular price of $445 in
North America and $475 elsewhere. Additionalreports are $150. (U.S. Dollars).

For a
complimentary
8-page Table of
Contents, call
Dorothy Chamberlin
(203) 66\-0055.

TechnIcal publIshIng
iD acompanyof
'
'.0 The Dun iii Bradstreet Corporation

D

666 Fifth Ave" New York. NY 10019
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Abend-Aid
Can Get You
Out of The
Dumps.
Cut the high cost of abends
with the dynamic software
Package Abend-Aid.
Prints in English the cause
of abends and data
needed to correct them.

Call 313-559-9050

TOMARK
/i.r

't,.

",

I'

'(

r'!

I,,,,,",

,'r
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DP MARKETPLACE
Now on Disk

Learn FORTH
FORTH is a structured high level language that dramatically cuts program development time. You can expand the
FORTH language by defining new operations and data
types. FORTH programs are compiled to reduce memory
space and speed execution.

BROKER IN

EDP SPECIALISTS

DEC SYSTEMS

tiny FORTH is a complete version of the powerful
FORTH language tailored to the TRS-80. The disk tinyFORTH system is a stand-alone operating system with
FORTH. a text editor. an assembler. and graphics.
Learn FORTH on your own computer. The tinyFORTH
user's manual contains hundreds of examples to teach you
FORTH in a hands-on style.
tiny FORTH for 16k level II TRS-80:
Disk version and full documentation .......... $49.95
Cassette version and full documentation ....... $29.95
Documentation only (disk version) ............ $14.95
All orders are fully guaranteed. Add $1.50 for postage and
handling. Order with check. money order. Visa. or Mastercharge.
Write for a FREE booklet describing FORTH.

The Software Farm
Box 2304

Dept. A40

Reston, VA 22090
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RSX-11M

& COMPONENTS
C.D. SMITH &
ASSOCIATES, INC.
12605 E. Freeway,
Suite 318
Houston, TX 77015
713-451-3112
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"I'll pay'
y'ourlBM

We can provide training at your facility for the following one week courses:
• RSX-11M V3 Fortran User
• RSX-11M V3 Macro-11 User
• RSX-11M V3 Systems (internals of RSX)
The cost is $3200 per week; which includes extensive student handouts, required manuals,
instructors' travel and expenses. Call our 24 hour
toll free number for detailed course outlines.
We have taught courses for the following major corporations: RCA, Control Data Corporation, Tektronix, Dupont, Monsanto, General Electric, U.S.
Navy.

Mini & Micro Educational SelVices
3700 East Stewart #195
Las Vegas, Nevada 89110
Toll Free (800) 327-9009 Ext 265
(from Florida (702) 452-8205 9-5, PST)

Bob Rich,
General Manager,
CMLC

You don't have to sign
an IBM Maintenance Agreement
in order to get IBM service, parts and
personnel.
IBM system owners have a choice of two
maintenance plans:
IBM Maintenance Agreement-pay a fixed
monthly fee for all normal services as needed.
Per-Ca/l- pay an hourly charge up to $85
plus parts, and travel portal to portal.

CIRCLE 158 ON READER CARD .

DEC RSTS/E USERS
From one of the pioneers in commercial data processing using RSTS. Off
the shelf software ready for immediate delivery. Completely interactive. ExtenSively documented. Fully
supported. Ideal for OEM's, service
bureaus or end users. Cost effective
solutions including:
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
• GENERAL LEDGER
• ·FINANCIAL REPORTING
• ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
• PAYROLL
For complete details, contact us at:

~Iyc()m

CMLC will provide you with a comparable
maintenance agreement for considerably
less. You get service from IBM engineers
using IBM parts. Then IBM bills us at the
per-call rates.
You get the security and budgeting control
of the IBM Maintenance Agreement, at significant savings, and we promptly pay all
the IBM bills.
We also offer extended hours of maintenance
coverage ... 11 hours per day, versus 9 hours
under the standard IBM Maintenance
Agreement ... mechanical replacement of
"problem" machines and a complete preventive maintenance program.
Call for more Information

1-800-328-3655
(In Minnesota, call 612-473-3608 collect)

(219) 935-5121
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PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS ANALYSTS,
$16,000-$45,000. Choice positions available in Pennsylvania & national locations.
We have been placing EDP personnel for
15 years. Reply in strict confidence to
John Scheirer, WEIR PERSONNEL SERVICES, 535 Court St., Reading, PA 19603
(215/376-8486).
EEs,
PROGRAMMERS
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS, $16,000.$45,000. Immediate outstanding opportunities. Sun belt. Nationwide. Leading companies. Positions available at all levels. Reply in confidence to
J. F. Halloran, President, NATIONAL
SEARCH, P.O. Box 73006, Houston, TX
77090 (713/376-9383).
EDP MANAGEMENT / SYSTEMS ANALYSTS / PROGRAMM£RS, $18,000-$40,·
000+. Choice upstate NY & U.S. openpositions. EDP placement speCialists. In
confidence send resume or call James F.
Corby, Pres., NORMILE PERSONNEL, 5
Leroy St., Box 110 Westview Station,
iHnghamton, NY 13905 (607/723-5377).

dll positions listed are fee-paid
NATIONAL
PERSONNel
::ONSUl TANTS
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

AT CHATTANOOGA
Faculty position in Computer Science
COMPUTER SCIENCE, DEPARTMENT
HEAD at rank of Associate or Full Professor. Available Fall Semester, 1980. PH.D.
in Computer Science desired-related
fields considered. Interest in program
development at B.S. and M.S. levels. Must
have demonstrated administrative skills in
academic or industrial. setting. Excellent
growth opportunity. Chattanooga is highly
industrialized-TVA has major computer
center in area. Excellent living conditions.
Salary range $26 - 30,000 on 9 mo. basis.
Send resume and three references to Dr.
Ronald Cox, Dean of Engineering, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, Chattanooga, TN 37402.
UTe is an affirmative action/equal
opportunity employer.
CIRCLE 1600N READER CARD

mM Users
MG Set - 415Hz
IBM approved type Piller Silentbloc (can be
used right next to mainframe - 58 Dba) Dual
75KVa motor-generators with paralleling,
used two years designed for 20 years. Input
460V, 3 phase, 60Hz. Output 120/208, 3ph,
415Hz. Price new $77,000. Your price
$43,500 + freight.

Call us for any and all line conditioning requirements

Line Conditioning Div.

services, Inc.

P.O. Box 160
Plymouth, IN 46563

JOB MARKETPLACE

ELECTRO CON INC.
computer maintenance and leasing corporation
1009 Twelve Oaks Center
15500 Wayzata Boulevard, Wayzata, MN 55391
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400 County Line R
Deerfield IL 60095

Box 305
(312) 948-0320'
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Productivity is the real magic to your DP. Does it produce?
In five intensive days of lectures by James Martin you have
the facts, techniques and methods that evaluate, design
and modify your DP system.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT
PROGRAMMING IS THE KEY TO
PRODUCTIVITY.
The James Martin Seminar focuses on this technique for
productivity. Learn how the DP revolution gives you tremendous new opportunities for corporate DP strategies.
Achieve gains. Evaluate changes in traditional DP methods. Step out of the trenches for five days. Share James
Martin's new perspective.

ONLY JAMES MARTIN COULD GIVE YOU
THIS SEMINAR.
James Martin is the world's best selling author of computer books. His reputation as one of the finest lecturers in
the DP field is unchallenged. Computer Weekly described;
James Martin as "the computer industry's most widely
read author and best attended lecturer."
James Martin's seminars always include his opinions of
recent developments and predictions for what is to come
in the DP field. In the past, his predictions about technology have proved uncannily accurate.

Call or write today: (213) 394-8305

---------------------------------------------------SEND FOR FULL INFORMATION ABOUT THE JAMES MARTIN SEMINAR.

DA8/80

Technology Transfer Institute
P.o. Box 49765
Los Angeles, CA 90049 (213) 394-8305

Name
Title
Address
City

p.o. BOX 49765. lOS ANGELES.CA 90049 12131394·8305

Phone
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State

Zip
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THE BIGGEST
AND THE BEST
Is looking for
people like you!
If you're an engineer or programmer,
you're in .demand! And you can pretty
well pick and choose where you'd like to
work. Well, why not work for the best EXXON ENTERPRISES,. the new busi·
ness arm of Exxon Corporation? We'll
see to it that you're offered only the best
... the best projects, salary, benefits,
and advancement opportunities. And
what's more, we'll live up to our pro·
mises because we know how much in de·
mand your professional services are ...
and we intend to keep you. Consider the
following positions:

udiotronics Video Display ......... 151

IBM Data Processing Division ... 19,20,21

ydin Controls ..................... 27

Informatics, Inc. . ................... 15

SR. SYSTEM PROGRAMMER

Information Builders ............... 156

Will plan, design and implement a new
line of peripheral data storage systems
to IBM 43XX series computer and perfor·
mance monitoring. An in·depth under·
standing of IBM OSIVS2, DOSIVS and
VM operating systems, as well as a data
base concept and related access me·
thods is needed, plus exposure to
assembly language, SAM, DAM, ISAM,
and VSAM. Requires 5-10 years ex·
perience in operating systems and 110
driver development.

ioeing Computer Services .......... 29
ITI Computer Systems .............. 12
:omputer Corporation
of America ........•......... 67,69,71
:omputer Sciences Corporation .. 90,91

Innovation Data Processing ........ 178
Interface Mechanisms, Inc.......... 172
International Data Sciences, Inc. . .... 32
C.ltoh ............•...............• 48
ITT Courier ......•..•..........•. 54,55

:ontrol Data C<?rporationPeripheral Products Group ....... 113
:romenco, Incorporated ..•.......... 2

Kennedy' ............•......•.. Cover 2
Kleven & Co., Inc., Robert .......•... 158

:ullinane .. '.....•................. 101
Lear Siegler, Inc...••.•••••...... 58,163
»ASD Corporation ................• 176

Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb .......• 68

)ataCorp ......................•...' 160
)ata General Corporation ... 16,17,78,79

Martin Marietta Aerospace ••......... 80

)ata Processing Security, Inc•••••.• 120

Maxell Corporation-

)atagraphix, Inc. . ..........•......• 47

Business Products Div. . .......... 72

)atapoint Corporation ........••.•. 119

MCAUTO ...............•........• 112

)atum, Inc......•.............. Cover 3

McCormack & Dodge .....•......... 25

lepartment of Energy, Western

McKinsey & Co. . ......•........... 162

Area Power Administration ...•... ,158

Micom ................•...••....... 33

:ligital Communications Corporation 103

Microdata .•..................•.... 159

Digital Equipment

Moore Business Forms ............ 157

Corporation ........•.. 35,36,37,10,11
Digital Pathways ...........•....... 53

National Advanced Systems .... 142,143

Digital Research .•.•.....•.......... 56

NCR Corporation ................... 81

DuPont-RECRON COM ............. 153

NEC Information Systems, Inc......... 9
Northern Telecom

Eastman Kodak Co. . ............... 165

Systems, Inc.................. 136,137

Emerson Electric ..............•.... 64

Norton, R.M. . ..................... 152

Exxon Enterprises ................. 171
Floating Floors, Inc.................. 66
Fox Morris Personnel Consultants ... 84

Olivetti .............•......... 104,105
O'Neill Data Systems ................ 62

SR. ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMER
Will participate in the specification of
system architecture and translation of requirements into software/firmware specifications, definition of control language,
design and development of software/
firmware and microcode for large data
storage devices/controllers based on
state-of-the-art microprocessors. Requires 3-5 years experience in control
hardware, as well as knowledge of the
software development process. BS, MS
in Electrical Engineering or Computer
Science.
We offer competitive salaries, complemented by a full range of employee
benefits, including relocation assistance
and a company-subsidized car pool program. These positions offer excellent
potential for career development with
our growing organization in sunny
Southern California. For immediate consideration, please send resume including salary history to: Employee Rela·
tions, EXXON ENTERPRISES INC., 3100
E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91107.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F.

On-Line Software Int'l ......... l' • • • • • 28
General DataComm Industries, Inc.•. 146
General Electric .................... 95

Parsons Co., Ralph M................ 76

E'1{ON ENTERPRISES INC.
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A New Bar

Code Printer.
Under $5,000.

Petersen Manufacturing ............ 110
Polymorphic Computer Systems, Inc. 30
Prime Computer, Inc. . .............. 22

Quest Systems, Inc................. 112

Racal-Vadic ..................•...... 5
Rixon ....•........................ 145
Rusco Electronics .................• 98

Sanders Associates, Inc. . .......... 106
SAS Institute, Inc............••...... 38

Intermec introduces the 8220
printer, the first dedicated bar
code printer priced at under
$5,000 capable of producing
high quality, high density
CODE 39® labels and tags.
The 8220 features RS 232C
computer input or conversational
operator prompting on a usersupplied terminal.
. Label print quality is what you
expect from an Intermec pri nter...
. high resolution CODE 39 at 9.4 .
characters/i nch.

EPOXY -A

OA SAMP

*038970 LOT32-5*

SPSS, Inc. . ....................... 148
Swing line ..................•........ 4

COlllputer
Prograllllller
Opportunities
Our Information Processing
Division seeks computer
science professionals with
experience in systems programming, command and
control software. simulation
technology. trajectory simulation systems. orbit analysis
and applied mathematics.
Typical assignments include:
• Development of
computer models
• Scenario development
• Monte Carlo techniques
• Computer simulation

TAB Products ..................... 111

• Structured
programming

Tandem Computers, Inc. . ........ 40,41
Technology Transfer Institute ... 60,170

• Systems engineering
modeling

Tektronics ......................... 6,7
Teletype Corporation .......... Cover 4
Texas Instruments, Inc. . ...... 177,86,87

• Distributed computer
system applications

3MCo..........•.............•..... 31

• Computer graphics

Timeplex, Inc...................... 135

• Simulation languages

Tran Telecommunications Corp. . ..... 4
Transaction Technology, Inc. . .•.... 150
TRW ............................. ~" 50

• Hardware diagnostics
• Computer architecture
• Software'development

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

(LABEL SHOWN IS ACTUAL SIZE.)

United Computing Systems ........ 109

Bar code scanning provides
rapid, accurate data entry with
minimum training of your workers
and without impacting their
regular job.
A bar code system, using an
8220 printer, has many applications ... production tracking, QA
specimenlD, product configuration control, time and attendance
reporting, inventory control, file
folder/document tracking.

United Parcel ....................... 85

For more information contact:
I nterface Mechanisms, Inc.
P.O. Box N, Lynnwood, WA 98036
Phone (206) 743-7036
TWX (910) 449-0870

Wang Laboratories ................. 77

~~urnOOMEa
The Bar Code Experts
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United Technical Products ........•. 26
Universal Data Systems •............ 42
University Computing Co. . ....... 96,97

You may explore these opportunities by forwarding
your resume to:
Professional Placement
Department D880
P.O. Box 92957
Los Angeles, CA 90009

Volker Craig ........................ 70

Wespercorp, Div. of
Western Peripherals ............... 1
Wrightline ......................... 30

Xerox ................... 57,59,61,63,65

@The
Aerospace
Corporation
The Systems Architect/Engineer

Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required
Yourdon .......................... 173
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SO
~RE
SIMPLIFIED
Ed Yourdon and Tom DeMarco's new
five-day lecture series sho~s the software manager
how to fit the pIeces together.
This is a special lecture series deillustrates the problems-and the solutions.
veloped by Yourdon for you, the software
You will come away with a complete
manager responsible for development,
structured specification, design hierarchies,
pseudo-code, test plans, walkthrough results
standards and training.
Five days of lectures on nine. and the actual structured code used in the
'. . . . . <.><:'.::
'. case example.
teen different topics in soft-:- .
ware engineering are tal!ght '.·;i/'" .!>,i;:,'t;::;·{i::·;::t' . . '.' . . /.;.;.; .
The Software Engineering
in aleam-by-e;xampleenviron\4(~~ii:;ii;),_.f}~
Lectures will be conducted in
me!l~. rhesenescov~rsth~ ... i~;r}·:r;;7()4°..o~ •. . . . . : •. ;,
the follQwing two cities:
en~e g<l!llu~ofso~ware>·:>;i;:;···········: ..... ;?~Q~~Houston the.week of
engmeenngmclucling..... '.
.. ·~r
September 22 and in
team dynamics; syne(}tics, •.: '; . \
Los Angeles the week of
s0ftwaren1e4ics,n~wlanguages· .:; . . i : · ; : ..;.. :..... ". .
December 8.
andtrendsin:s6ft~vare.gevelopment;;·
. Act now. Enr6nment .is limited.
~t.wil1helpyoll·putth~·piec~~:·o(~h~;·
. Formore information just call our toll
software engip<;<;rirIgp~zletogether~
free number 800 223-2452.
. . .' .: Integr-at~clint9theJect.ute:i~~:.·:
.New York State and
.completecase:~tl!c:lyarealprojectt~at:
'::"':~;<"
,Canadian residents call us
'>rnad~use ofal1tliel~chriiques~;Th~case··
collect at 212 730-2670.
,',;" '" '"

~
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Abqaiq, Saudi Arabia·
No baseball, no morning paper,
no pizza, no autumn leaves.
But here's the great life that makes
Aramco people stay on and on.
If you never considered working
in Saudi Arabia because you
think it's all sand
and hardships,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., consider this.
3,900 Americans like you work for
Aramco in Saudi Arabia now. Ask
them why they stay and they'll tell
you that, ~esides money, it's the
casual lifestyle, American-style
hometowns, top-notch schools, and
vacation travel they used to only
daydream about.
Where on earth is Abqaiq?
Located close to the world's largest oilfield (Ghawar), Abqaiq is the center of a
giant oil-gathering and processing system
that handles 60% of all the oil produced ,
by Aramco, the world's largest producer.
Aramcons vacation in Asia, Africa,
the Middle East and Europe
Does Aramco's paycheck justify
living in a desert kingdom?
Yes! You get a base salary competitive
(every 121f2 months) and 12 paid holidays
with top U.S. oil firms. We compensate
(average) to visit fabulous places like the
you for overseas cost-of-living differences.
Pyramids, Greek Islands, Mt. Everest,
On top of that, Aramco pays an incenthe Serengeti Plain, Hong Kong.
tive of up to 400/0 for overseas employDoesn't a child's education
ment, and you are reimbursed for any
suffer so far away?
foreign or U.S. Federal income tax on
No! Aramco has a modern American
the premium. So your premium is taxschool system. Teachers are primarily
protected.
American and more than 75% of them
. Another benefit: employees overseas
have master's degrees. The teacherparticipate in Aramco's Retirement Instudent ratio is 1 to 15 in grades 1 to 6; 1
come Plan on an accelerated basis.
With this financial package, no won- . to 20 in grades 7 to 9.
der 3,900 Americans like you work for
Where do you go
Aramco in Saudi Arabia today.
if you get seriously ill,
or need dental surgery?
What can you do with all that
Aramco's Dhahran Health Center is one
money stuck out in the desert?
of three hospital systems outside the
Aramco people use 40-day paid vacations

CHALLENGE BYCHOICE

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY
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U.s. accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
The Dental Clinic is as fine as any in
the States. Better than most.

Aramco recruiting ads
mention "comfortable
housing." Is that
on the level?
At first, you'll live approximately 18
months in adequate but not terribly
attractive off-camp temporary housing. Next, it'son to comfortable oncamp temporary housing. Then,
based on a housing priority-point
system using job level and length
of service, you'll get your permanent
residence. Many of these are like homes
you'd want to live in, in the States.
What jobs are open today?
Can a person advance?
Aramco's operations are so big that our
job opportunities are probably unduplicated anywhere. Challenging jobs are
open in administration, refineries, gas
plants, support facilities, everywhere.
We need accountants, medical personnel, technicians, teachers, vocational
trainers, communications specialists
and materials forecasting specialists.
And scores oCengineers: in construction, project management, operations
and maintenance-for operations in oil,
gas, petrochemicals, EDP, computers,
transportation, utilities, name it.
You'll have challenges, responsibilities,
and management advancement opportunities.
Interested? Send your resume in confidence to: Aramco Services Company,
Department DM080080GEWA
Milam Building, Houston, Texas 77002.

An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences ..Your contributions are invited.

READERS'
FORUM
WE'RE TRYING
TO DO IT RIGHT!
In Robert Glass's insightful Readers' Forum (Nov.,p.181),
"We!re Doing It All Wrong!" he lamented the fact that computing
managers were not reading program listings. He also suggested that
most of the documentation about a system belongs in the program
listing. We agree wholeheartedly with Mr. Glass.
It is not easy to convince first-level managers of the impor-:tance of reading listings. Even more difficult is the task ofconvincing senior management to allow the abandqnment of the tried and
true program description documents external to the listing. We accomplished both by providing' a convincing argil~ent that what
maintenance programmers really value is the listing.
At our installation, computing managers read program listings to ensure that they comply with strict coding standards and conventions. These coding standards require lengthy prologues
(narrative descriptions) that describe the purpose of each procedure
within. a program. They require programs be modularized into
procedures that average less than 50 lines of source code. Also,
specific guidelines require the indentation of code to show logical
subordination (and to line up IF-ELSE and BEGIN-END pairs), the use
of robust, explanatory in-line comments, and the following of strict
rules for the naming of program elements.
This emphasis on the listing did not come about by accident.
Approximately two years ago we surveyed ourl8 programmers and
found they overwhelmingly preferred the program listing to other
forms of program documentation. These other forms included flowcharts, hierarchy diagrams, IDPOs, narrative descriptions, and data
base design documents.
We used a techflique known as paired comparisons to evaluate the results of the questionnaire related to the relative value of
various software documentation tools. The essential feature of the
method is that it transforms a simple rank order of preference to an
interval scale. The interval scale not only shows which documentation tools are preferred, hut also shows how much they are valued
over other tools. The fact that programmers use the listing was no
surprise, but the amount of preference was eye-opening. The normalized preference for the listing was twice as high as for the
second-place documentation aid. Flowcharts, IDPOS, and other
documentation aids scored even lower.
As a result of the survey and the dialogue which grew from
it, we have deemphas~zed program documentation external to the
listing. Flowcharts, IDros, and data base design documents have
been abandoned as documentation tools. Instead, program design
languages are being used to develop structured, readable program
lisings. We believe that the probability of documentation accurately

reflecting the program is much higher if the documentation is in the
listing itself.
Our software managers do read listings and use them to control the quality of delivered software. We hope that by spending
additional time and money to produce a quality listing, we can produce reliable. and maintainable software. Our shift in emphasis
away from detailed external program documentation is quite recent.
We don't yet know if it will be completely satisfactory, but suspect
it will be no worse, and less costly, than voluminous, out-of-date,
and unused external documentation. Although it is still too early to
completely evaluate our approach, initial indications are good. One
thing is certain: the programmers are a lot happier.
We're trying to do it right!
.

-G.E. Anderson, K.C. Shumate
Oceanside, California

ONE VOTE:

LET'S KEEP

IBM WHOLE

In the next few months the antitrust trial of the u. s. vs. IBM will
probably be concluded. The costs to both IBM and the United States
have been staggering, but affordable ..
The end result of this trial will have profound effects on not
only'lBM and the computer industry worldwide, but also on the economic and defense strength of the U.S. Because of the key role IBM
continues to play in the development of the computer industry; because the United States leads the world in computer system development, manufacture, and usage; and because of the increasingly
vital role the computer industry plays in our nation's defense and
economic well-being, I believe that breaking IBM into smaller
companies will· lead to a weakening of our economy and. defense
posture. I also believe that it will not lead to the realization of the
objective of antitrust legislation (e.g., increased competition), and
that those objectives can be accomplished more effectively through
other means.
. The U.S. must expect continually to encounter and be chal.:.
lenged by crises such as the one in the Middle East and more recently in Iran and Afghanistan. We must present a strong defense, and
this requires technically superior, highly effective weapons in ord~r
to stand up to the larger armed forces of our opposition. Such technically superior weapons have been developed from defense .researc.h, the space program research; and from the computer
industry, which has been driven by IBM.
While IBM's products frequently lack creative design aJ).d
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Choose your .'
conversion' softWare'
as carefully as you
choose your
computing
hardware.

Faced with a converSion? Then select the conversion
sOftware that has proven itself time and again in actual
applications ... the DASD Conversion Software
Prod\jcts line.
Qurcomplete .library of well-designed, thoroughly·
developed software is among the most comprehensive
available anywhere ... a full range of safe, reliable
conversion tools, along with utilities specifically
designed to aid in conversion projects.
Our exPerienced personnel are the .tops in. the .
industry ... qualified experts fully capable in a wide
range of languages and applications, with practical
experi~nce with all major computing hardware.
We're fully staffed in most major U.S. cities, with the
ability to go anywhere. So we're alwa~ there when, and
where, you need us. And we offer aTurnkey Conversion approach that is truly unique in the industry.
If you'd like more information on how we can help with
your conversion, circle the appropriate number on the
Reader Service Card and return it today.
Conversion Programs

Available

Reader
Service No.

RPG/RPGlltoCOBOL .....••.....••. ; ....•...•.. 129
COBOL t6 COBOL •..••....... : .................. 130
FORTRANtoFORTRAN .•...•.........••.•••••..• 131
NEAT/3toCOBOL ...••....•..•......••...•.•••• 132
DIBOLtoCOBOL ..•.••.....•••......•..•..•..•... 133

PEOPLE/PROOOCTS/RESULTS
DASD Corporation - Corporate Services Center
9045 North Deerwood Drive- Dept. 228

Milwaukee, WI 53233 • (414) 355-34Q5
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don't provide fancy features (e. g., it trailed other computer manufacturers in the implementation of virtual storage concepts), still
computer usage would not be at its current level if it were not for
IBM's massive development and marketing success. Because of the
sheer number of systems installed, IBM designs have become standards.
.
Imitators have not had to perform the same level of extensive product planning; design and other development work has been
simplified, and consequently, their product development costs pave
been significantly less than IBM'S.
.
This does not mean that all is in favor of the independent
manufacturers. Because of its size and market dominance, IBM can
easily afford to underprice independent computer and component
manufacturers. Consequently, IBM must be watched.
However, dissolution of IBM would dilute its research effort
and its ability to develop system products. Thus, IBM should be left
intact to continue its industry leadership.
An effective way to provide the protection required by independent competition is to monitor IBM'S business and technical activities. If a small company' were to complain of unfair pricing
practices,. the complaint could be investigated by the federal government (e.g., the FrC and the Justice Department), and if such
practices had occurred, IBM could be fined, the plaintiff compensated for damages, and the unfair practice stopped.
Techni<;.:al activities could be monitored by standards. There
currently is a federal standards activity to establish a set of common
dp standards for all federal systems and thus protect the dp industry
as a whole (although the federal standards activity, as well as all
such standards activities, is a necessary joke).
An effective method, in the case of IBM, is to require IBM to
disclose system design and interface specifications at the time of
delivery and installation ofthe first unit. Such specifications should
describe accurately and in detail the physical, electrical, and/or
logical operation of the system hardware or software·component(s).
Manuals on all system components should be available users and
IBM competitors. Further, the federal government should be provided with a test bed system (purchased from the vendor) to test all
standards .related to delivered products.
The final disposition of the IBM antitrust case warrants special. consideration because of the impact it can have on the U. S. as
well as the computei:' industry.· America can lose its world leadership because it has failed to set national goals beyond the space program. Such national goals are needed to provide the t~chnology to
develop a strong defense. Because our most recent Presidents have
failed to set national goals, companies such as IBM are America's
bastion against losing technical superiority to other nations.

Pete Moulton
Washington, D.C.

WILL HISTORY .

REPEAT ITSELF?

Problems of productivity among white collar workers are causing a
flurry of activity in the field nebulously called the "office of the
future. "
It appears that the stewardship for office automation is split
between the information systems function. and the administrative
function. The executive for information systems can easily make
the case that office automation is an extension of computer technology. The administrative executive can make a strong argument for
procuring word processors to replace hundreds of typewriters.
If these executives were polled to answer the question:
"Will dp and wp ultimately converge?" the systems executive
would answer; "It is inevitable. " The administrative officer would
respond, "Probably not. " They are both right and both wrong.

Fifty Years

Inno'\fation

~

Openings in Dallas and Lewisville, Texas
Join Texas Instruments in the heart of the Sunbelt. You could work in Dallas, TI' s hometown, or just north
of Dall~s in Lewisville, a growing community of 30,000. Live better in Texas, where cost of living is below
the average of major U.S. cities and where there is no state income tax.
Work with real-time software applications for mini/micro computer based systems and on distributed
computer architectures and uni-processor systems.
Application areas include:
• Comput~r assisted photo interpretation
. • Engineering/~an~gement. su~port systems
• Airborn~ FLIR tracking and fire .control systems • Data commurucatIOn applicatIOns
• Ground ?nd air launched missile tracking and Languages
guidance systems
• Assembly
• Air traffic control support systems
• FORTRAN
.• PASCAL
• Image processing
• Military and commercial communications
• JOVIAL
navigation systems
• ATLAS (test support language)
• Computerized voice encoding/recognition
• ADA
• .Hardware architecture development support
• Other higher order languages PL/I, BAL
• Advanced radar systems
All phases of software development
• Real-time signal processing
• Top-level software system definition
Test Suppo.rt Software Development
• Program design
• Automatic test equipment
• Code implementation and test
• System integration and test (factory and field)
• Hardware diagnostics
• Automatic test generation
Also special openings in the following areas:
• Software unit test·system
• Software management
Systems Development and Operations Management
• Software configuration control
• Distributed computing system applications
• Distributed data processing system/architecture
• Operating system utilities: development and
design .
configuration management .
• Software training: languages, design procedures,
• Resource utilization and managemellt systems
computer. architectures
• User consulting/system analysis/system
• Compiler development
engineering
• Functional analytic simulation
Applicants should have a BS, MS or PhD in Engineering, Computer Science or related field.
Send your resume in confidence to: Ed Haynes/P.O. Box 401628, Dept. 238/Dallas, TX 75265.
U.S. citizenship required.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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The strongest argument for integration stems from the concept of total information management and is based on the idea that
information resources must be systematically managed to provide
timely, accurate information to an organization's decision makers.
These information resources are usually defined as dp, communications, and office system facilities to control the flow of coded and
narrative data. These data are the foundation of the enterprise's
information bases: large-scale, centralized computers manage the
organization's data bases and are connected to remote locations
through the corporate telecommunications network (leased from
public vendors). Office automation devices are considered an
extension of the electronic tentacles of the information management
complex. The opposing school is based on 'effectively enhancing
the administrative support of the individual, localized units that fulfilt specific missions.
The intense competition among office product vendors confuses the issue. Both approaches are often advocated by different
divisions of the same manufacturer as done by IBM, Raytheon, and
Burroughs. Until recently, word processing equipment was not
easily integrated into a dp network. However, mainframe manufacturers view the office environment as a potential for expansion of
their marketplace, and these manufacturers are in a strong position
to capture a significant share' of the market.
, The issue of convergence of dp and office automation appears to be contentious. However, organizations that invest some
time and effort in planning and analysis will find applicability for
both concepts. For certain applications,' it makes sense to interface
office systems devices with the dp flow. In other cases, standalone
equipment configured to support local fundions is most appropriate. The decisions are based on sound systems engineering, not
organizational turf.
The office of the future is an elegant concept that has striking similarities to the elusive management information system concept of recent historical fame. Like MIS, the key to the office of the
future concept is the integration of major subsystems (word processing, reproduction, distribution, records management; administrative support, and telecommunications) into a unified, hierarchical structure. The implementation of office systems is a pervasive, rippling change that will affect the way business is conducted
in the organization. Executive support is essential in both cases.
The ultimate objectives of the office of the future are, like
MIS, to increase white collar productivity, improve the quality and
accessibility of information for decision-making, enhance commuriication patterns, and provide better service inside and outside of
the organization.
These concepts are more concerned with 'executing processes differently rather than just executingfaster and cheaper. The
strategic and comprehensive nature of both movements can be
misunderstood by management, who are inherently apprehensive
about increasing dependency on electronic technologies.
While MIS systems focus on the use of data base and on-line
systems to convert coded data to information, tl1e office of the future involves the conversion of narrative data to informatiori, using
computer and communications technologies. Both approaches require that non-dp personnel attain a comfort skill level in using
terminals and other electronic devices in the conduct of their daily
activities. Considering these similarities, many seasoned dp or MIS
managers view the office of the future with a feeling of deja vu.
The question is, "Will history repeat itself?" Or will systems builders learn some lessons from our experiences with MIS?
There are some encouraging signs. The importance of top level
executive support for the office of the future is generally acknowledged. Although it may be lip service, attention is being given to the
human implicatioris of office automation. And, more and ,more
"snowproof" information systems managers are' graduating to
these higher executive levels. With their broadened business perspectives, they can translate the technical approaches into understandable business language and promote the program.

-Gerald S. Maskovsky
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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